Special Work Session Meeting Agenda
2 Park Drive South, Great Falls, MT
Virtual Meeting by Zoom
December 15, 2020
4:00 PM
Due to the COVID-19 health concerns, the format of the City Commission meeting will be held in a virtual
video-conferencing environment. City Commission members and City staff will attend the meeting via a
remote location, using a virtual meeting method.
In order to honor the Right of Participation and the Right to Know (Article II, Sections 8 and 9 of the
Montana Constitution), modifications have also been made for public participation. Public participation
is welcome in the following ways:


To register to attend the virtual meeting utilizing Zoom Webinar or to participate by phone.
Attendees must register in advance for the Commission Meeting:
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_YEQTDYUkRoe_H2D0ehJkzA
After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining the
webinar by Zoom or phone.



Attend in person. The City will be following the Current Governor’s Directives and the
Public Health Officer Orders regarding public meetings conducted by, staffed by or held in
the facilities of the city. Masks will be required, social distancing will be enforced, and the total
number of persons in the meeting room will be limited to a maximum of 25. Public following
these directives may view and participate in the meeting from the Gibson Room. Please refrain
from attending in person if you are not feeling well.

 Provide public comments via email. Comments may be sent via email before 12:00 PM on
Tuesday, December 15, 2020, to: commission@greatfallsmt.net. Include the agenda item or
agenda item number in the subject line, and include the name of the commenter and either an
address or whether a city resident. Due to tracking and dissemination requirements, written
communication must be received by that time in order to be shared with the City Commission
and appropriate City staff for consideration during the agenda item and will be so noted in the
official record of the meeting.
CALL TO ORDER
PUBLIC COMMENT
(Public comment on agenda items or any matter that is within the jurisdiction of the City Commission. Please keep your remarks
to a maximum of five (5) minutes. Speak into the microphone, and state your name and either your address or whether you are
a city resident for the record.)

WORK SESSION ITEMS
1.

Animal Shelter Request for Proposal (RFP) Final Analysis and Recommendations -- Chuck
Anderson.
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2.

Waste Water Treatment Contract Review -- Paul Skubinna.

DISCUSSION POTENTIAL UPCOMING WORK SESSION TOPICS
ADJOURNMENT
City Commission Work Sessions are televised on cable channel 190 and streamed live at https://greatfallsmt.net. Work Session
meetings are re-aired on cable channel 190 the following Thursday morning at 10 a.m. and the following Tuesday evening at
5:30 p.m.

UPCOMING MEETING SCHEDULE
Work Session -- Tuesday January 5, 2021 5:30 p.m.
Commission Meeting -- Tuesday January 5, 2021 7:00 p.m.
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GFAS RFP Final Analysis and
Recommendations

1
3
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Presentation Outline
-

22-month look back
RFP Fundamentals and Analysis
Evolution of Proposals
Resolving and Educating
Recommendations

2
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22-Month Look Back
-

Commission Initiative – Feb 2019
City Staff directed to take lead on initiative– Jul 2019
City Staff & Animal Foundation reps meet to discuss partnership – Jul-Sep 2019
Commission provides direction and approves RFP – 5 No 2019
Animal Foundation submits RFP response – 24 Feb 2020
City Staff provides limited analysis of initial response – 3 Mar 2020
Animal Foundation response to City Staff analysis – 12 Mar 2020
City Mgr. Recommends MCAAC/GFAS Partnership Proposal– 5 Jun 2020
Animal Foundation presents summarization of RFP response – 1 Jun 2020
Animal Foundation submits two new proposal alternatives – 24 Jul 2020
City forwards RFP Questions/Items for Clarification – 3 Aug. 2020
Clarifying meeting conducted for Financials and City questions– 12 Aug 2020
Animal Foundation provides responses to City questions – 22 Oct 2020
City Staff provides final analysis and RFP recommendations – 15 Dec 2020
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RFP Fundamentals and Analysis
-

A request for proposal (RFP) is a business document that announces and provides details about a
project, as well as solicits proposals from applicants to complete the project. RFPs require the
stakeholder to review the proposals to examine their feasibility, the health of the bidding entity, the
bidder's experience, project approach, ability to do what is proposed, and associated costs.

-

An RFP analysis includes the evaluation of demonstrated industry experience, key personnel experience,
project approach/background/understanding of effort to be undertaken, project procedures and timelines
to accomplish, identified scope of work, and fees and expenses.

-

The GFAS RFP required 3 community needs to be met;
• Provide at least the same quality of care as that currently provided by the GFAS;
• Not create inefficiencies or gaps in service between the duties assumed by the proposing body and those
retained by GFAS; and
• Result in substantial savings to the City of Great Falls
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RFP Fundamentals and Analysis
-

The two proposals lacked some basic RFP requirements that cause concern; no key personnel or project
team listing w/resumes or bio’s detailing experience, minimal historical animal service data provided,
proposals lacked fee and expense detail to substantiate contract amount. The most recent proposal lacked
relevant program or service experience, project approach, procedures, or timelines to accomplish.

-

The bottom line is that while the proposals have drastically changed, the AF has not demonstrated meeting
the criteria in the RFP, or demonstrated inherent knowledge or understanding of all GFAS functions. If a
contract is awarded for $475,000, the GFAS will be closed, the qualify of care the community currently
has will not continue, gaps in service will occur, and there will not be a substantial savings to the
City.
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Evolution of Proposals
-

The initial RFP response proposed the AF to assume responsibility for cat and dog adoptions and
fostering, fundraising/community education via a services contract for $475,000 per year. The
proposal also included wording that included closing GFAS, and if it was not closed an initial
contract price could not be determined

-

The initial response clarification memo asked the City to remove reference about closing GFAS,
and that a firm, fixed contract price couldn’t be determined until the City figured out how much
it costs to keep retained services

-

June presentation summarized original proposal w/two highlights; facility & cost savings to City

-

July presentation of entirely new proposal with two alternatives for the City Commission;
a) if contract not provided the AF would reorganize to pursue a different mission other than
providing adoption services to the community, OR
b) the AF take over all functions of the GFAS (not cremation/animal control), for the same
amount as the original proposal offered -- $475,000.
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Resolving and Educating
-

The initial proposal relayed a $475,000 cost for cat & dog adoptions/fostering/community education
services. The proposal was caveated that a final, firm price could not be given until the City figured
out their own costs for retained services.

-

The final proposal stated two alternatives for Commission – complete assumption of all GFAS duties
for the same amount; $475,000. Or, if no contract, the AF would pursue a different mission other
than adoption services to the community.

-

The actual animal capacity at the MCAAC is unclear; initial response states capacity at 171 animals,
the second proposal states 258, but these numbers are based on reviewing the animal intakes
populations at both GF and MCAAC. Again, just one GFAS function.
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Resolving and Educating
-

From a financial standpoint, and Finance Department validation, all presented current and projected
statistics, city operational costs, and costs per animal cannot be validated. These amounts either
forgot to include all revenues or are projected against one function the GFAS provides; animal
intakes.

-

The AF March clarification memo states; “ a rejection of the RFP will not negatively impact the
MCAAC, GFAS, or the community.” Yet, the most recent proposal states if a contract is not
provided the AF would reorganize to pursue a different mission other than adoption services.

-

In the most recent presentation the AF reps stated that they would take over all GFAS duties
including intake of strays. Conversely, during the Aug 12, 2020 meeting between staffs, an AF rep
stated what we can’t handle, we will not take in.
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Resolving and Educating
-

The AF used two methods to calculate an immediate $300,000 cost savings to the city. However, when
full revenues are included and the number of animals served (versus number of animal intakes) are
substituted, the potential cost savings falls to between $44,000 and $108,000. These calculations were
also validated by the Finance Department.

-

Several Montana city’s have successfully outsourced animal services to local non-profits;
Location

Cost

- City of Helena - $62,000 per year
- City of Bozeman - $132,000 per year
- City of Billings - $276,000 per year
(proposed) - City of Great Falls - $475,000 per year

City/County Populations

33,000/69,500
50,000/114,500
110,000/161,500
58,500/81,500
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Recommendations
RECOMMENDATION

PRO

CON

1. Change GFAS Operating Model

Maintains community service levels
Does not impact MCAAC operations
CM directed to establish cost recovery %

Time to implement

2. Reject RFP

Concludes 22 month process
Does not impact MCAAC operations

Does not provide cost savings to City

3. Cease GFAS Adoption Services

Reduces GFAS budget $125K per year

Current complimentary services will be reduced

4. Contract for all Services at
Market Based Cost

Provides significant cost savings to City

Risk as AF did not display ability to perform functions
Contract detail will need to account for all GFAS services
Substantial Cost Savings not provided to City
Reduces animal welfare services to community
Closes Animal Shelter/Loss of cremation services

5. No Cost Pilot Program

Continues services to community
MCAAC reduces costs preceeding adoption
Increase AF revenue approx $230k per year
Reduces GFAS budget $125K per year

Reduces adoption services to community

6. Approve AF Initial Proposal at
Market Cost

Continues services to community
AF reduces their pre adoption costs
Increase AF revenue approx $230k per year
Reduces GFAS budget $125K per year

Reduces adoption services to community
GFAS budget savings offset by contract cost
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City Manager’s Office
Memorandum

To:

City Commission

From: Chuck Anderson, Deputy City Manager
Re:

Animal Shelter Request for Proposal (RFP) Final Analysis and Recommendations

Date: December 10, 2020

The City Commission began an initiative in Feb 2019 to determine if the services provided by
the Great Falls Animal Shelter (GFAS) could be merged with the adoption services provided by
the MacLean Cameron Animal Adoption Center (MCAAC). The intent of the initiative was to
find potential cost savings to the City. City Staff were directed to take the lead on the initiative
in Jul 2019 and issued an RFP for Services Complementary to GFAS in Nov 2019. One
submission was received from the Animal Foundation (AF) of Great Falls in Feb 2020, but due to
the impact of the COVID-19 global pandemic, a full and final review and analysis was not
provided.
BACKGROUND SUMMARY AND PROPOSAL INFORMATION:
1. The City Commission and Manager communicated that the requirement factors of this RFP
request was to validate any applicants’ ability to;




Provide at least the same quality of care as that currently provided by the GFAS;
Not create inefficiencies or gaps in service between the duties assumed by the proposing
body and those retained by GFAS; and
Result in substantial savings to the City of Great Falls

2. City staff began a review of the initial RFP response, and provided a limited analysis in Mar
2020. The AF submitted a clarification memo in March, then represented and summarized the
original proposal in Jun 2020 (delayed due to COVID-19), and then submitted a completely new
proposal response containing two alternatives in Jul 2020.
The initial RFP response proposed the AF to use the MCAAC to assume responsibility for cat and
dog (only) adoptions and fostering, fundraising and community education via a services
contract for $475,000 per year with an annual CPI increase. The City would retain all other
GFAS responsibilities/functions including the intake and release of strays, along with statutorily
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required animal control services. The response also included verbiage stating this proposal and
cost included the closing of the GFAS, and if it was not closed then the AF could not propose an
initial contract price.
Other items of relevance in the initial proposal were;
- an increase in MCAAC staff from 13 (current) to 19 if the proposal is approved
- a reference to current capacity at the MCAAC at 47 dogs, and 124 cats (171 total)
- a reference to other Montana cities that have contracted with 501c (3) organizations for
animal care and adoption
- an indication that the MCAAC would need to undergo remodeling to accommodate the
increased adoptable animals, and expansion of the outside areas including an addition of a dog
exercise area. A $100,000 cost was included in a later presentation document
- that the center would not serve any animals other than dogs or cats
- that the center would not take in stray animals and would not accommodate large animal
turn-ins or hoarding cases
3. The Mar 2020 AF clarification memo contained a number of items, and desired to make it
clear that the AF’s suggestion for the city to close the GFAS was addressed in only one
paragraph in AF proposal. Also, the AF stated that if that paragraph was removed, staffs
concerns contained City’s 3 March 2020 limited analysis would be eliminated.
The other items of relevance in the clarification memo were; a) the AF diligence and validation
behind the $475,000 cost to provide animal adoption and fostering, and community
education/outreach, and b) a statement that the city needs to determine its’ cost for retained
services before the AF could finalize a firm, fixed contract price.
4. In Jun 2020, due to COVID-19, the AF summarized their original proposal, highlighting their
proposed advantages of a contract. First, the AF highlighted their facility and the city
acknowledges that the MCAAC is a facility designed and built to the most recent industry
standards. Second, the AF highlighted a significant cost savings by comparing the annual
number of animal intakes against the entire GFAS budget.
Unfortunately, the AF developed an entire budget based on animal intake, which is only one
service that GFAS provides. Furthermore, the AF incorrectly portrayed total 2018/2019 GFAS
budgets of approximately $700,000 per year only garnering $5,000-6,000 in revenue when
revenues were actually $150,000-156,000 annually. What this reflect again, is that the AF does
not understand the number and types of functions performed by GFAS, nor the costs associated
with operating a shelter. The AF expertise is in adoptions and fundraising.
5. In Jul 2020, the AF presented an entirely new proposal that gave the commission two
options; a) if a contract is not provided, the AF would undergo a reorganization of their
mission and stop providing adoption services to the community, or b) the AF would take over
all functions of the GFAS (except cremation and animal control), for the same amount as the
original proposal offered -- $475,000. This second option for all functions of the GFAS did not
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list numerous essential functions performed by GFAS; Licensing Program Management,
Hoarding Case Management, Emergency Management Preparedness and Response, CCHD
Isolation and Quarantine duties, and Law Enforcement and Court Testimony functions. These
core services were absent from the presentation and not covered in any manner.
Additionally, in reviewing the presentation, the AF listed annual expenses, revenues, and
profit/loss calculations (slide 6-9) that were inaccurate and assessed against a single service the
GFAS provides, animal intake. This is a critically important component in the proposal, because
it highlights three items that needed immediate clarification by the City. First, the AF was
interchanging “projected”, “amended”, “proposed”, and “adopted” budgetary information in
their slides and calculations when “actual” budgets are the governmental and City standard.
Second, the AF was not appropriately calculating GFAS annual revenues, leaving licensing
income out of their calculations. This contributed to their entire statistics and cost for animal
care slides (slides 6-9) information to be inaccurate. (Ref Finance Director August 3, 2020
Memo). Finally, understanding that the GFAS provides many more services than just animal
intakes is a core requirement for any RFP response, and an industry norm.
Also, in this presentation, the AF cited (slide 14 & 18) a “just under a $300K immediate savings
to the City of Great Falls (FY21 Proposed Budget)”, if this option was selected. On the surface,
this seems accurate when using a $767,514 proposed budget amount minus a $475,000
contract with the AF. That computes to $292,514. However, what’s missing from this
calculation are two principal items; a) the inclusion of all GFAS annual revenues, and b) the
cost to perform the remaining essential functions (see above) of the GFAS. As these were
missing, the Finance Director analyzed the FY 2021 Budget from an line item expense and
revenue standpoint, and calculated the cost of providing these essential functions at $185,077,
and the additional excluded revenue at $45,661.
Factoring those numbers into the proposal does not denote a $300K savings. $767,514 budget
minus $153,210 in total revenue equals $614,304 cost to operate. Subtracting the cost to
perform the remaining essential functions ($185,077) leaves a $429,227 balance/cost to
operate. That’s before paying $475,000 or any amount to the AF to assume these services.
Furthermore, the presentation states (slide 15-16) that the $475,000 contract price could be
reduced, and offers that any reduction would occur after the city funding, additional
fundraising, and a capital campaign to start an endowment occurs. There aren’t any monetary
reductions listed in the presentation, but there is a reference this could occur in a 5-10 year
time period.
NOTE: As the 21 Jul 2020 AF presentation with new options was not forwarded to the
Commission or City for review, the City forwarded the AF several RFP questions and requests for
clarification on Aug 3, 2020. Those questions and the AF responses were received on 22 Oct
2020.
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6. Staff from the City and AF were able to meet on Aug 12, 2020 to see if there was any clarity
needed on the RFP questions, and for the Finance Department to explain the different budget
types used by the city. The Finance Director was able to explain the City’s government
accounting methodologies, and the AF understood and agreed to use the “actuals budget”
when making any representations on fiduciary matters.
As each City question was reviewed, there were concerns between the parties about the GFAS
functions not listed as items the AF would assume as part of the $475,000 proposal. As the
functions were further discussed, the AF representatives stated on four occasions that; “the AF
just needed to be taught how the GFAS does these functions, and they (the AF) would do them
this way also.” That was extremely concerning as it reinforced the City’s perception that the AF
did not understand, was not trained, or competent to assume all GFAS functions.
Before the meeting concluded, I had a conversation with the AF reps to relay that they should
not compute costs per animal and/or operational costs solely against the number of annual
intakes at the GFAS. Initially, there wasn’t understanding as to why. I explained that intakes is
only one function performed by GFAS, they were calculating an entire expense budget against a
single line item, and that the entire GFAS budget needed to be calculated against the number of
animals serviced and the functions performed by GFAS. There was acknowledgement and
understanding.
7. On 22 Oct 2020, the City received the AF responses to the city’s questions, accompanying
exhibits, and an updated 21 Jul 2020 presentation. These items were distributed to the
appropriate city departments and the following comments were provided:
a. AF Budget 2015-2019; The AF averages $820,000 per year in donations with donations
declining in the most recent years. That is compared against program revenue from animal
services that averages $80,000 per year while expenses from animal services average $463,000
per year. It is unknown if the figures presented are actuals or budgeted amounts.
Fundraising and donations are not a reliable revenue stream, but make up as much as 98% of
total revenue for the AF over the past 5-years. Salaries and benefits increased 240% and overall
expenses have risen 73% in this 5-year period. Cash reserves ended at $109,000, and an
annual $24,000 debt service (land purchase loan) remains until 2026. There is concern that
any partnership will reduce donations.
b. AF Proposed 5-Year Budget, and Summary of Assumptions/Methodology; The AF does not
reduce the City’s contract amount as previously stated, and instead increases the contract
amount in Year 5. Fundraising and donations remain critical revenue sources to support
expenses and must average $384,000 per year. Personnel costs increase 260%, from $309,000
to $806,059 in year 1, with staff increasing from 13-19 personnel. The AF notes that the
$190,400 personnel cost for Fundraising and Education will not be charged against the
$475,000 City contract, but with the mixing of staff percentage times and consolidation of
Animal Shelter services into one entity, it was recommended that total personnel costs are
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appropriate. The debt service line item increases to $37,700 per year to support a $100,000
loan to renovate the MCAAC to accommodate the increase in animals. Net change in cash flow
decreases annually from Year 1 to Year 4. It is not clear what cash reserves exists for
fundraising shortfalls and timing of cash flows.
c. City of Great Falls Actuals and Projections; The AF has two flaws in the computations
contained in this spreadsheet. The first is that all GFAS expenses are compared against a single
function the shelter performs, intake of animals. This is an inaccurate portrayal of expenses
and improperly inflates costs per animal. To explain, GFAS does more than intake animals,
they provide services and functions ranging from intake, outtake, microchipping, vaccinations,
licensing, spay/neuter, cremation, lost and found, fundraising, emergency management,
quarantine support to CCHD, hoarding, etc… The AF is only using animal intake numbers
against a total budget to reach a cost per animal.
The second flaw is that the future forecast of operational expenses is calculated at a flat rate
that does not factor in fixed costs, statewide property tax caps, and the city’s budgetary process
that would never allow budget growth from $607,716 in FY 2020 to more than $1,041,335 in
one year. These two flaws, completely undermine any portrayed dollar computation in
presentation slides 6-9, and any references to an immediate savings of $300,000.
City staff edited, then validated the AF spreadsheet to accurately display a cost per animal, and
it is attached. The years 2017-2020 were updated (highlighted in yellow) using the correct
methodology to capture costs, and not once do they reflect a $300,000 savings to the City, as
the AF states. The average dollar amount saved varies from $44,290 to $107,965.
d. AF Amended PowerPoint; Item 7c above covers the problems with slide 6-9, and slides 14 &
18 remain inaccurate. There is not an immediate savings of $300,000.
e. Response to City Questions/Items for Clarification; The City appreciates the AF codifying
the answers to the queries relayed by the City. This will provide clarity in the months ahead.
Question #3; Why is it not advantageous for the MCAAC to partner with GFAS to take animals
after the 72/96 hour hold period? The City disagrees with the AF statement that this pilot
project achieves “no savings for either the City or the AF.” In reviewing and understanding the
practices and functions at both the GFAS and MCAAC, and understanding each entities cost to
provide that service, there are cost savings and revenue to be realized. The city expends
approximately $125,000 per year on adoption services. If GFAS adoption services ceased, the
City would save $125,000. Furthermore, using the AF Assumptions for their future 5-yr
projections, if the MCAAC took in the animals provided by GFAS after the 72/96 hour period,
they would receive more than $230,000 in direct animal program revenue. Together that adds
up to more than $350,000 in cost savings and new revenue.
Question #4; What could have accounted for the decrease in animal intake numbers prior to
2015, when the MCAAC opened? This question was asked from an industry perspective, and
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understanding how animal welfare has matured within the City of Great Falls. The significant
decreases in intake numbers are directly attributed to spay/neuter programs, robust licensing
programs, increase in lost and found programming, and an increase in microchipping. With
continued emphasis on those programs, intake numbers should continue to decrease.
Question #6; How will the AF satisfy the services/functions the GFAS does, but that are not
listed in their presentation? The answers provided indicate the AF does not understand the
work needed to perform these programs, nor how they are accomplished. For example, GFAS
oversees a city wide licensing program. This entails the timely issuance, tracking, receipt, and
reimbursement of money to numerous entities that sell the licenses to the community. In their
response, the AF did not display that they understand the program, nor how they would
provide that service. This was one of the items that the AF representatives stated that GFAS
would need to teach them how they perform, and then the MCAAC would be able to assume
that role.
For hoarding/quarantine functions, the AF relayed that they had “conversations with the
Sheriff’s office and believe they are capable of handling all actions to address such issues.” City
staff are not confident that conversations with the Sheriff formulate into the resources and
staff experience needed to handle hoarding cases. This year, GFAS worked for months with the
Sheriff’s office, and used their years of hoarding experience to handle a case involving more
than 175 animals pulled from private property. Additionally, the Sheriff’s office does not
handle quarantine cases. Those are handled by the CCHD, and there is no reference to
understanding that, or how to perform that function.
For emergency management, the AF representatives stated that GFAS would need to teach
them how they perform those functions, the training they would need, and then the MCAAC
would be able to assume that role. Regarding how the AF would handle law enforcement/legal
support, the AF relayed that staff would have to be “trained and directed” to cooperate with
staff from the City’s Prosecutor’s office.
Question 7; Why did the AF compute all costs solely against intakes, and why weren’t revenues
added in? The MCAAC cites an immediate $300,000 savings to the City. This has been discussed
at length in this memo, and it is unknown why the AF computed an entire GFAS budget against
a single function. Moreover, nowhere can a $300,000 savings of be verified.
If you use the AF example, when you divide the GFAS cost to operate ($574,402) by the number
of GFAS animals serviced (4337) instead of the number of GFAS intakes (1322), you arrive at a
cost per animal of $132 (not $434). The MCAAC took in 682 animals that year. Multiplying a
cost per animal of $132 against 682 MCAAC intakes results in a possible savings of $90,024.
Question 9; In response to Commissioner Moe’s inquiry, pls list the actual amounts that a
contract will be reduced per year for years 1-5 of a contract. The AF response stated it was
impossible to do so, even though slide 15 of the original and updated 21 Jul presentations say
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the figure could be reduced. Of note is that in the 5 year projected future budget the contract
amount increases.
The bottom line business case after reviewing all provided memorandums and presentations
can be covered in three bullets; a) the AF hasn’t shown it can provide substantial savings to
the City b) the AF does not understand and is not trained to provide the GFAS services they
state to assume. The AF understands adoptions and fundraising. c) if the City doesn’t pay the
AF $475,000 per year, and the AF doesn’t fundraise $384,000 per year, there will be a loss in
animal service and quality of care to the community.
RESOLVIING AND EDUCATING
In the course of the RFP process, there have been some statements made that need
clarification, or education provided, so there is a record of the facts and mutual understanding;
- It has been inaccurately reported in the initial AF RFP response and other presentations that
the adoption rate of the GFAS is 50%. That’s not accurate, and troublesome as it lends
credence to the respondent not having an understanding how industry computes adoption
rates. For example, the AF uses intakes (733), and subtracts redemptions to owner (75), leaving
658 animals available for adoption, and 633 being successfully adopted. That computes to 96%.
The GFAS is an animal shelter, not just an adoption center, so the calculation is not that simple.
During the same timeframe the GFAS had 1406 intakes. You then subtract 61 rescued animals,
26 animals released after information (license/microchip) completed, 338 animals classified as
irremediable/court holds/feral/bites, and 385 redeemed. This leaves 596 animals available for
adoption, of which 506 were adopted for an 85% adoption rate. That is the GFAS adoption
rate.
- The City takes exception to the continual comments related to a donor divide and splitting of
volunteer resources within the community. What is phrased as donor divide, is actually donor
choice. The community has several entities that provide animal services to the community,
and it is an individual’s personal choice to donate to or volunteer at one, or more facilities.
This is exhibited by the fundraising efforts accomplished by the AF, and also by the community
with their contributions of almost $500,000 towards the construction of the GFAS Cattery
Addition. It is also exhibited by the more than 320 person volunteer force that have supported
GFAS since 2007, as well as the volunteer pool that supports the MCAAC.
- Finally, all of the AF presentations include comments or verbiage about the needless
duplication of expenses and efforts that occur at both facilities. To be clear, the MCAAC is an
animal adoption center and provides that service to the community. The GFAS provides not
only animal adoption, but other programs/services to the community that the MCAAC does not
provide. Both entities complement each other, and are successful in serving our community.
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Attachments;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

RFP for Services and Operations Complementary to the GFAS, dated Nov 12, 2019
AF RFP response, dated Feb 24, 2020
City Limited Analysis Presentation, dated Mar 3, 2020
AF Response Clarification, dated Mar 12, 2020
AF Summarization of Initial Proposal presentation, dated Jun 1, 2020
AF 2nd Proposal, dated Jul 21, 2020
City RFP Questions/Items for Clarification, dated Aug 3, 2020
Finance Director MCAAC Financial Modeling Memo, dated Aug 3, 2020
AF Response to RFP Questions, dated 22 Oct 2020
Exhibit A – Animal Foundation Budget 14-19
Exhibit B – AF 5 Year Future Budget w/Assumptions & Methodologies
Exhibit C – AF Final Computations spreadsheet Amended (COGF Actuals and Projections)
Exhibit D – AF Amended 2nd Proposal, dated Jul 21, 2020
10. City Updated Exhibit C - AF Final Computations spreadsheet (COGF Actuals and Projections)
11. CM MCAAC/City Partnership Proposal, dated Jun 5, 2020
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Request for Proposal for Services and Operations Complementary to the Great Falls
Animal Shelter
At a regularly scheduled meeting of the Great Falls City Commission, on February 5, 2019,
under “Commission Initiatives”, the Commissioners consented to the suggestion of
Commissioner Robinson to explore a potential partnership with the Maclean-Cameron
Animal Adoption Center (MCAAC). The initial exploration was conducted by Commissioner
Robinson and Commissioner Moe.
On July 2, 2019, at a regularly scheduled work session of the City Commission,
Commissioners Robinson and Moe reported that they had gone as far as they could go with
the initiative and, without objection from the rest of the Commission, directed staff to take
over exploration efforts.
Having conducted exploratory conversations with MCAAC representatives and having
gathered relevant information internally and externally, City staff has recommended and
the City Commission concurs that a request for proposals for services and operations
complementary to the Great Falls Animal Shelter (GFAS) should be issued.
The successful proposal must establish that the proposed complementary services and
operations will:




Provide at least the same quality of care currently provided by the GFAS; and
Not create inefficiencies or gaps in service between the duties assumed by the
proposing organization and those retained by GFAS; and
Result in substantial savings to the City of Great Falls.

Any proposal submitted is subject to the City’s insurance requirements pursuant to OCCGF
3.8.140 - Insurance requirements and limits. Specifically, the proposal shall contain a
description of the required insurance and limits as pertains to the type of service
contract.
Any proposal submitted to the City shall also require approval of the contractor’s
accounting system (OCCGF 3.8.100) unless the cost for services is fixed. Otherwise, the
proposed contractor's accounting system will permit timely development of all necessary
cost data in the form required by the specific contract type contemplated, and the
contractor's accounting system is adequate to allocate costs in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles.
Finally, the City Commission retains the authority to reject any proposal for any reason
(OCCGF 3.8.070). Request for proposals or other solicitation may be canceled or proposals
may be rejected in whole or in part, when it is in the best interest of the City. The option to
cancel or reject shall apply whether or not it is specified in the solicitation.
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Any information provided to the City of Great Falls is public information. Any proposal
considered by the City Commission will be publicly discussed. Questions will arise during
the course of that conversation that may require additional explanation, documentation, or
verification from the proponent.
In terms of process, once the proposal is received, there will likely be additional questions
or information needed to validate the proposal. If a majority of the City Commission are
interested in the proposal concept, they will then direct staff to finalize the proposal in a
formal agreement. The finalization process is envisioned to include meetings between the
parties, work sessions with the City Commission, and Final Agreement ratification at a City
Commission meeting.
The request outline is broad and flexible to allow for a variety of proposals. All proposals
are due January 8th at 3:00 PM.
Specific Instructions: Please include Original Proposal and additional 3 copies.
Proposals must be mailed or delivered to:
Office of the City Clerk
Room 204, Civic Center
P.O. Box 5021
Great Falls, MT 59403-5021
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City of Great Falls
Request for Proposals
Animal Welfare Services
Section 1 - Proponent Information
Please provide the following:
 Organization Name
 Brief history of the organization
o Incorporation date
o Governance structure
o Current services offered
 Organizational Chart
o Number and types of positions
 Organization Bylaws
Section 2 - Statement of Intent
Please respond to the following:
 Why is the organization interested in providing a proposal to the City of Great Falls?
 What are the organization’s long term goals as it relates to the animal welfare in the
city, county and region?
 What challenges and opportunities exist to partner with the City of Great Falls
Animal Shelter?
 Does the organization have any plans to expand its own services or facility in the
future?
 What experience and ability does the organization possess to provide proposed
services? Please explain in detail.
Section 3 – Animal Welfare Services proposed
 What specific service or services is the organization interested in providing to the
City of Great Falls Animal Shelter?
o What is the term of the agreement including the start date?
o What animals are to be served?
o Any limitations on the animal types or numbers or services that currently
exist?
 Describe the organization’s experience and capabilities.
o How is the organization prepared, organized and, staffed, to provide the
proposed services now and into the future?
o What expertise does the organization have to provide these services?
o What is the facility’s capacity to provide the proposed service?
 Are there any exceptions or limits on the amount of services
proposed?
 Please provide a timeline detailing the timeframe and steps needed to
provide the service.
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Who would administer the service contract on behalf of the proponent?
o Explain the complaint resolution process related to service concerns.
What is the area served for the proposed service?
o City, County, Statewide?
Describe in detail, the proposed process for securing animals from the Great Falls
Animal Shelter (if part of proposal).
Demonstrate the organization’s understanding of local, State, federal laws and
guidelines relating to animal care.
o What recognized (industry standard) guidelines does the organization
follow?

Section 4 – Service Cost and Financial Requirements






Describe the methodology and detailed cost for the services proposed.
o Are the proposed costs fixed?
o If not, what are the projected annual expenses to the City for the service?
o If the service costs more than expected, how will organization address the
deficit?
Describe and demonstrate the financial capability and stability of the organization
to provide the services proposed.
o Please provide detail about the organization’s budget for the past five years
including:
 Revenues (including donations)
 Expenditures
 Debt Service
 Endowments
The proposed service proposal may be subject to the State of Montana Prevailing
Wage Rates. The proposer and any of their subcontractors doing work on this
proposal will be required to obtain registration with the Montana Department of
Labor and Industry (DLI). State of Montana Prevailing Wage Rates for NonConstruction Services are in effect for this contract (see attachment A). The
CONTRACTOR must ensure that employees and applicants for employment are not
discriminated against because of their race, color, religion, sex or national origin and
the CONTRACTOR shall provide that at least 50% of the workers of each contractor
working on the project will be bona fide Montana residents in compliance with 182-403 (1) and 18-2-409, MCA.

Section 5 - References


Please provide references that the City may contact to discuss the qualifications of
the organization to provide the proposed services.
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Maclear1-Cameron

ArlllnalAdoptiOn Center
Enhancing compassion through education
February 24, 2020
Mayor and City Commissioners
City Manager, In Turn
Office of the City Clerk
Room 204, Civic Center
POBox 5021
Great Falls, MT 59403-5021

Via Hand Deliven'

Dear City Officials,
The Great Falls Animal Foundation thanks you for the opportunity to submit this Proposal in response to the City's
Request for Proposals for Animal Welfare Services. The focus of this Proposal is on the future investment which can be
put towards both improving animal welfare in Great Falls and saving the City a substantial sum of money.
As well as looking to the future, our Proposal documents the Foundation's commitment to build a state-of-the-art facility
for homeless animals, which was done entirely with privately raised funds. The Maclean Cameron Animal Adoption
Center has now been fully operational for close to five years and has attained a high level of animal care and rate of
adoption. The Foundation has fully supported the Center through active fundraising efforts and income from operations.
The way things stand now, the City Animal Shelter and the Center operate independently of each other, while services are
needlessly duplicated. The City operates with an aging shelter which competes with the Center for private donations and
with other City departments for scarce tax dollars. The number of adoptions at the Center now exceeds the number of
adoptions from the City shelter, and the Center accepts a large percentage of local animal intakes. Yet because of the
duplication of efforts, this has not led to a corresponding savings to the City's taxpayers.
If the Foundation's Proposal is accepted, all animals can be housed in a healthy environment, volunteer and donor efforts
can be consolidated, and the City will have more funds available to dedicate to other areas of public need. The City can
transition out of the animal adoption business and direct its expenditures to animal control and stray intake, while the
Center can focus its efforts on providing superior animal care and adoption services.
We trust that you will give serious consideration to our Proposal and we stand ready to address any questions or concerns
the City may have.
Respectfully,

~~

Great Falls Animal Foundation

MacleanCameronAnimalAdoptionCenter.org

I

(406) 727-7387

I

900 25th Ave NE, Great Falls, MT 59404

I

P.O. Box 3426, Great J''alls, MT 59403
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Proposal of

Animal Foundation of Great Falls
In Response to

Request for Proposal for Services and Operations
Complementary to
The Great Falls Animal Shelter

Submitted by Board of Trustees of Animal Foundation of Great Falls
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RESPONSE TO CITY OF GREAT FALLS REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS FOR ANIMAL WELFARE
SERVICES
Section 1: PROPONENT INFORMATION
Organization Name: Great Falls Animal Foundation (hereinafter referred to as "Foundation"), DBA MacleanCameron Animal Adoption Center (hereinafter referred to as "Center").
Brief History of the organization:
Incorporation date: November 4, 2002
Governance: The Foundation is a 501(c)(3) with a Board of Trustees operating in compliance with
applicable Montana law (MCA Title 35, ch. 2) and Federal tax law.
Current Services offered:

Adoption: First and foremost, the Foundation maintains a very high adoption rate. For example, in
fiscal year 2018-19, the Center had an adoption rate of96%. Specifically, the Center had 733 intakes of which
75 were redeemed as strays by their owner. The number of animals available for adoption was 658 of which
633 were adopted, yielding an adoption rate of96%. By contrast over the same period, the City had 1406
intakes of which 3 85 were redeemed as strays by their owner. The number of animals available for adoption by
the City was 1,021 of which 506 were adopted, yielding an adoption rate of 50%. This data which is derived
from the City's Animal Shelter Comparison, dated October 15,2019 (Exhibit A), suggests that under a contract
for services between the Foundation and the City, the City could focus on animal control (its legal
responsibility) and initial intake of stray animals while the Center focuses on providing appropriate screening,
veterinary services, and adoption opportunities after the initial 72/96 stray hour hold period expires and for
animals surrendered by citizens in the service area. The Center focuses on a "sustained adoption" objective by
utilizing a program derived by the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals called "Meet
Your Match." (Exhibit B)
Intake of surrendered animals: People surrender animals for a variety of reasons: changes in living
situations, allergies, inability to meet the animal's needs, etc. Intake at the Center follows a capacity for humane
care model. Considered in the base capacity calculations are: Physical holding capacity, adoption driven
capacity and staff capacity to handle daily care and flow through. (Exhibits C and L)
Intake of stray animals: This includes 72- and 96-hour waiting periods before the animals are assessed
and deemed available for adoption. If the animal does not have any identification tags or microchip, the animal
will be held for 72-hours (excluding Sundays, Mondays and holidays). If the stray animal arrives at the Center
with some form of identification, staff makes many attempts to contact a possible owner. If after 96 hours
(excluding Sundays, Mondays and holidays) no one has presented proof of ownership staff assesses the animal
for adoptability. During these periods of time the Center shares information on animal-related Facebook pages.
This policy is adopted from the City of Great Falls Animal Shelter (GFAS) Policy Handbook found on the City
of Great Falls website on the date of this Proposal. (Exhibit D) Note that many of the terms used are as defined
in the City Ordinance. (Exhibit E)
Microchipping: The Center provides microchip services for the public for a fee.
1
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Sale of City licenses: The Center sells licenses for the City of Great Falls. Currently, the City keeps
80% of the fees and the Center retains 20%. This is the same as the amount paid to veterinarians in town who
choose to sell the licenses. Of note: The Center only sells cat and dog licenses. It does not issue permits of any
kind.
Spay/neuter services: These are offered as a service to animals adopted from the Center which have
not been altered prior to adoption. The cost of the alteration is paid by the adopter. This price is set such that it
is not lower than what is available to the public by the veterinarian offering the service for the lowest price in
town. The adopter is not required to utilize the services provided at the Center and is allowed to utilize the
services of any veterinarian.
Transfer partnerships and relationships with other rescue organizations: This includes agreements
with organizations which attempt to fm.d homes for animals which may be considered unadoptable, such as cats
with feline leukemia. Some of these agreements are reciprocal. Organizations include: 1. Pug Pals (Greater
Boise Pug Rescue and Placement, and Great Falls chapter), helping to place both pugs and other dogs; 2. Tails
as Old as Time (Lewistown, Montana), a foster~based organization helping to place senior dogs. 3. Dedman
Foundation Animal Shelter (Fort Benton, MT), allowing transfers from our Center to theirs, providing an
expanded 'audience' of potential adopters for animals that have been at our Center for an extended period of
time. 4. AniMeals (Missoula, Montana), accepting transfers of special needs cats, including those with feline
leukemia, feline immunodeficiency, diabetes and senior cats. The Center has also taken transfers from
-California, Idaho, Arizona, Arkansas and Dillon, Montana.
Educational programs: Kids' Camps are offered 6-8 times a year, depending on enrollment. During
the last year, over 200 students in grades K through 6 participated in these camps. Humane education
opportunities are also provided to community service groups.
Volunteer opportunities: The Center provides volunteer training for those wishing to help at the
Center in a variety of ways. These volunteer opportunities allow for both animal and non-animal interaction.
Volunteer activities include animal grooming, dog walking, cat and dog enrichment, housekeeping and
administrative tasks. Currently, the Center has a range of volunteers from preschoolers reading to animals to
Senior Citizens with medical challenges providing enrichment to cats. This past year the Center and local
Optimist Club leaders worked together to form the first of its kind animal related-club, Waggin' Tails.
Facility room rental: The Center provides room rental for meetings, trainings and parties. Currently,
the Center offers birthday party packages.
Cremation: The Center serves as a place for drop off of deceased pets that are then cremated by 406
Pet Crematory. Upon completion of this service, 406 Pet Crematory returns the ashes to Center for client pick
up.

Organizational chart:
See the attached. (Exhibit F)
Organization Bylaws:
See the attached. (Exhibit G)
2
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Section 2- STATEMENT OF INTENT
Why is the organization interested in providing a proposal to the City?

The Foundation's vision in building the Center was to construct a facility to shelter the City's homeless
dogs and cats in the most healthy, affordable environment while working to facilitate their adoption into their
forever homes. The Foundation has since carried that vision into reality, having built and successfully
operated the Center for nearly five years, all funded through donations and income from Center services. The
Foundation is proposing to offer the City use of the Center under the terms of a service contract for three
reasons:
1. So that all --- and not just some --- of the City's homeless dogs and cats can benefit from being housed
in a healthy, uncrow~ed environment that meets acceptable industry standards for care while awaiting
adoption;
2. So that City taxpayers can benefit from the tax savings that will occur both by way of reduced annual
expenditures and anticipated expenditures to update or build a new City shelter;
3. To advance the cause of animal welfare in the City by combining established volunteer and donor
resources.
The City and Foundation have been in discussions regarding a potential business arrangement to
improve shelter conditions for homeless and surrendered animals for close to 20 years. In 2007, the City hired
Kim Staton, a certified animal welfare administrator (CAWA) and nationally recognized expert, to evaluate
conditions at the City shelter. Staton submitted her report to the City concluding that the existing City shelter
which was built in 1972 was "outdated and in desperate need of replacement," and that it was "not salvageable
as an animal shelter." (Staton Report - Exhibit H)
Just over ten years ago, the City Commission approved a decision to work with the Foundation
to explore construction of a new animal shelter. (City Commission Work Session Minutes, January 5, 2010)
The Foundation retained an architect and initial architectural plans were approved by the Great Falls Design
Review Board. Notwithstanding the Staton report, and due to other financial constraints, on May 18, 2010, the
City Commission decided that it could not contribute the three million dollars in construction costs which the
Foundation requested from the City. (City Commission Meeting Minutes May 18, 2010) Following the City's
decision, the Foundation decided to pursue construction of what is now the Maclean-Cameron Animal Adoption
Center, breaking ground in 2010 and opening for business in 2015.
The Foundation's goal was to design and build a shelter that would incorporate all the best practices for
the care and treatment of the dogs and cats that would be housed there for adoption, to include health, safety,
enrichment, quality of care and overall well-being. To this end the Foundation retained the services of .Kim
Staton, who had previously been retained by the City, and other experts to assist in the design of the shelter to
ensure it met industry standards to include: air exchange; the space to be allocated for housing each animal;
optimum sound barriers; lighting and daylight; floor and wall covering; configuration and make up of cages;
odor control; and sanitation. (Exhibit H) For example, cats housed in shelters without adequate air exchanges
are affected by respiratory infections at a significantly higher rate. This is consistent with experiences reported
at the City Shelter in April, 2010. (City Commission Work Session Minutes April6, 2010) The respiratory
infections resulting from inadequate air exchanges result in increased veterinary costs, suffering for the animals,
and negatively affect adoption rates. For that reason, the Foundation chose to invest in an air exchange system
3
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with separate zones for animals with various needs, to include those in medical isolation, newly incoming, and
those cleared for adoption. The Center's air exchange system in these areas provides up to 12 fresh air room
exchanges per hour in order to reduce the spread of infection.
Having completed construction of a state-of-the-art facility in 2015, the Foundation turned to its primary
mission: meeting or exceeding standards with regard to the care and treatment of its shelter animals. The
following authorities and guidelines were consulted and adopted in developing and implementing standards:
Association of Shelter Veterinarians [ASV] (Guidelines for Standards ofCare in Animal Shelters, 2010);
American Humane Association[AHA] (Operational Guide: Sanitation and Disease Control in the Shelter
Environment); American Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals [ASPCA] (Shelter Care Checklists:
Putting ASV Guidelines into Action, 2012); and Humane Society of the United States [HSUS] (Shelter Design).
(Exhibit I) Upon completion of research, the Foundation adopted its own operational policies all consistent with
these standards of care. One such example is the commitment to ensure all animals in the Center enjoy the
"Five Freedoms," promulgated by ASV. (Exhibit J)
Five Freedoms:
1. Freedom from hunger and thirst by ready access to fresh water and diet to maintain health and vigor.
2. Freedom from discomfort by providing an appropriate environment including shelter and a
comfortable resting area.
3. Freedom from pain, injury or disease by prevention or rapid diagnosis and treatment.
4. Freedom to express normal behavior by providing sufficient space, proper facilities and company of
the animal's own kind.
5. Freedom from fear and distress by ensuring conditions and treatment which avoid mental suffering.
Prior to opening, and to ensure staff were knowledgeable and experienced in carrying out best practices,
the Center retained Jennifer Orme to do onsite education at the facility. Ms. Orme was recommended to the
Foundation by Kim Staton. The Foundation also consulted Tami Me Reynolds, DVM who was the ASPCA
Northern Tier Veterinarian for guidance regarding shelter sanitation. After operating for three months, the
Center requested an onsite visit from Mr. Blaine Lorkirwicz, Shelter Animal Manager for Heart of the Valley.
He assessed then current practices and offered suggestions regarding animal related operations. In addition,
animal shelters across the State, to include Heart of the Valley in Bozeman and Lewis and Clark Humane
Society Shelter in Helena, offered resources and opened their doors to Foundation personnel for tours of their
established facilities.
To remain on the cutting edge of best practices and knowledge in shelter care and successfully operating
a non-profit business in Montana, the Center maintains memberships in a number of professional organizations.
They include the Association of Animal Welfare Administrators [AAWA], Shelter Animals Count, and the
Montana Nonprofit Association. AAWA's foremost goal is to encourage and promote a professional approach
to management of animal care. It strives to provide valuable resources unique to animal welfare. The AAWA's
Best Practices and Emerging Trends Committee has developed tools to guide the industry toward program
management that follows industry standards, ethical behavior, and that contribute to our shared goal to find
happy, healthy, lifelong homes for companion animals. Shelter Animals Count is a collaborative initiative
formed by a diverse group of stakeholders to create and share a national database of sheltered animal statistics,
providing facts and enabling insights that will save lives. By creating standardized reporting and definitions for
shelter statistics including intake, adoptions, return·to-owner, transfers, euthanasia, and shelter deaths the
Shelter Animals Count organization seeks to increase positive outcomes. The mission of Montana Nonprofit
Association is to provide leadership for Montana's nonprofit sector and partner with charitable nonprofits to
promote a sustainable, networked and influential sector. The Center also participates in monthly group calls
4
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among shelter and operation directors within the state of Montana, collaborating with other professionals
regarding all aspects of animal welfare.
The Foundation has worked to make the Center as efficient and effective as possible. For a listing of the
operational services and systems being used, see discussion at page 9 of this Proposal under "Staffing and
Organization."
In sum, consolidation of efforts would fulfill the earlier vision shared by Foundation and City officials
that one modem facility providing high quality animal care could best handle animal adoption services. It
appears to be a needless duplication of expense and effort to have two neighboring shelters in a City where both
public and private resources are relatively scarce. Because the Center was constructed entirely with donated
funds, this has resulted in great savings to the City's taxpayers. Now that the Center has been built and in
operation for over four years, it makes sense for the City taxpayers to benefit from this state-of-the-art facility.

Finally, a service contract between the City and the Foundation holds the potential to save taxpayers
operating costs as well as avoiding anticipated future costs to make the much-needed improvements to the
current City Shelter. There are ongoing, unexpected costs to the City in maintaining its existing shelter. The
Center's intake of stray and surrendered animals since opening in August, 2015, has reduced the number of
animals that would have otherwise been taken to the City Shelter. For example, last fiscal year one-third of the
animal intake of area animals was handled by the Center. (Exhibit A) Despite the reduction of its animal intake
by almost 50% since 2008, the City's operational costs and associated annual budget have risen. (Exhibit K)
This point is well illustrated by the below Table.

City of Great Falls Animal Shelter Intake and Associated Budget History

2008
2009

Number
of
Intakes
2539
2295

2010

2282

Annual
BudgetAmended
$422,000
$$13S44.
.$570,431

2011

1995

2012
2013
2014

1720
1631
1622.

Fiscal
Year

Annual
Budget·

Fiscal
Year

Annual

Annual
Budget·

$588,930
$714,221

2015**
2016

Number
of
Intakes
1488
1316

$S47,681~.

2017

1296

$647,856

$608,.942

$725,924

$592,630*

2018

1406

$707,527

$662,126

$525,864

$483,760*

2019

1322

$729,544

$668,023

$515,305

$~15,240

$558,100

' $537,240.

Actual

BudgetAmended
$608,633
$629.,33P

.$586,427

Actual
$585,803

Amended Budget: Shows the adopted plus authorized budget amendments for the fiscal year.
Actual Budget: Shows the auditedfinancial iriformationfor the fiscal year.
*Numbers pulled from Animal Shelter Update given by Jennifer Reichelt at 11/05/2013 work session meeting.
..Changed from calendar year to July-June fiscal year. As oj02103/20, the Great Falls Animal Shelter website states, "Beginning in March 2015, the Shelter began
providing statistical data based on a fiscal year time frame (July- June), in order to be consistent with the City's financial reporting methods. Previously (prior to
Fiscal Year 2015), the Shelter reported data on a calendar year basis (January-December). Older Shelter annual reports are still available online (data dates back to
calendar year 2008). Those reviewing the data should distinguish the difference in reporting structure when making comparisons and reviewing the numbers, " "Annual
Reports," City ofGreat Falls: Animal Shelter, https://greatfallsmt.netlanimalshelter/annual-reports)
As of021/03/20, the Great Falls Animal Shelter website also states, "The GFAS is operated under an annual budget ofapproximately $529,000. Approximately 2166
animals are brought into the shelter on a yearly basis." ( "About The City ofGreat Falls Animal Shelter." City ofGreat Falls: Animal Shelter,
https:llgreatfallsmt.net/anima/shelter!welcome-city-great-:falls-animal-shelter). We are unable to align this statement with any of the information we gatheredfrom the
City ofGreat Falls website budget iriformation as of 2.4.20.
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Ultimately, it makes good economic and practical sense to consolidate scarce resources, rather than
having the City and Foundation compete for service income, donations and volunteers. Currently the donor and
volunteer base within Great Falls are unnecessarily divided.
What are the Foundation's long term goals as it related to animal welfare in the city, county and region?
The Foundation's goals include:
1. Optimizing humane treatment and care of dogs and cats and actively promoting adoption and fostering
of surrendered and stray animals. The Foundation staff will continue to run adoption events, both on
and off the Center premises and promote available animals through our website, Facebook and other
animal-related resources.
2. Promoting spay and neuter efforts. It has always been the goal of the Foundation to alter animals prior
to allowing adoption. However, when the Center opened, all donations were needed to finance
operations. Therefore, we required a spay/neuter deposit for all unaltered animals being adopted from
the Center. As the years have passed and funding availability increased, the Center now adopts out only
a minority of its animals prior to spay/neuter. The Center collects the legally required deposit for those
which are not spayed or neutered prior to adoption.
3. Responsibly Managing Animal Inventory. MCAAC will not euthanize for space or length of stay.
Every dog or cat that comes to the Center is medically and behaviorally evaluated. Once an animal is
deemed adoptable, the Center will care for these animals as long as it takes to find them a home. We
take seriously our responsibility to our community to adopt back out only those animals that can be
humanely managed and are safe around people and other pets.
4. Advancing humane education on the care and treatment of animals. The Foundation hopes to expand
working relationships with local dog trainers and enhance current practices designed to prevent
surrender of adopted animals. This will help pet owners resolve common behavioral and medical issues
after adoption and fostering. In addition, the Center plans to conduct monthly after-school student
workshops to facilitate its goal of improved animal welfare amongst future generations.
5. Funding operations. The Foundation recognizes that fundraising will remain one of its primary goals,
and it has been very successful in these efforts over the years. The organization raised the funds to build
a $5 million, state-of-the art facility and has sustained operation of the Center for over four years
without any governmental funding. The Foundation will continue to focus on these ongoing fundraising
efforts no matter the outcome on the City's decision on this Proposal.
What challenges and opportunities exist to partnering with the City:
Opportunities:
A service contract between the City and the Foundation offers the opportunity to adopt the business
model utilized by other Montana communities which recognize the value of allowing 501 (c)(3) organizations to
focus on animal care and adoption while the public entity fulfills its statutory animal control responsibilities.
For example, the Cities of Billings, Bozeman and Helena have wisely adopted this approach to animal
management and care. In those communities, animal care, education and adoption services are contracted out to
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non-profit entities, like the Foundation. In this fashion, the public entities are not competing with a non-profit
to provide these services.
As noted above, a services contract offers the opportunity for the City's taxpayers to secure the
advantages of improving animal welfare while saving tax dollars and avoiding the anticipated costs associated
with maintenance and upkeep of the aging City shelter or the need to build a new facility.
One challenge to the City is that its requirement for paid staff would likely be reduced below the 10.25
full time positions currently budgeted for the GFAS. While staffing reduction is a challenge, note that in recent
years the City has closed the Natatorium and outsourced management of the golf course in the interest of greater
efficiencies. Ultimately, the City must be a good steward oftax dollars and take appropriate steps to maximize
services while minimizing costs.
Does the organization have any plans to expand its services or facilities in the future?

If the Foundation's Proposal is accepted, it is anticipated that the Center would be remodeled within its
current exterior footprint to accommodate the increased number of animals available for adoption. Staff is
currently evaluating options to determine the most cost-effective means to increase capacity. Funding options
for this accommodation have been considered and, due to positive relationships with donors and bankers, these
options appear to be within the financial capabilities of the Center.
Consolidation of adoption services would require the Foundation to hire more staff to effectively
manage the increased number of cats and dogs in the care and custody of the Center. The industry standard for
basic care that each animal should receive begins at an average of 15 minutes of staff time per day. This
includes time for socialization, exercise and sanitation. Our facility has calculated this number at closer to 20
minutes to account for the care of high need animals. The Foundation has used these standards to develop its
staffing and cost projections in this Proposal. (Exhibits C and L)
The Foundation plans to continue its positive relationship with the Great Falls Public School District and
begin outreach in classrooms. The initial target audience is first grade students in conjunction with their science
curriculum.
The Center anticipates expanding its outside animal areas (currently consisting of dog runs and protected
"catios") through the addition of a contained outside dog exercise area.
What experience and ability does the organization possess to provide services:
As discussed earlier in response to the question "Why is the organization interested in providing a
proposal to the City?", the Trustees and staff have studied and adopted best practices recommended by the
Association of Animal Welfare Administrators (AAWA), American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals (ASPCA), Humane Society of the United States (HSUS) and Association of Shelter Veterinarians
(ASV) in developing procedures and position descriptions for supervisory staff and kennel technicians. All
kennel technicians are fully trained in their jobs and are appropriately supervised by senior technicians and the
Operations Director. In addition, a veterinarian provides services and direction regarding the physical care of
animals.
Board Trustees and senior staff have visited other similarly situated animal adoption centers throughout
the United States to observe the practical application of animal welfare management. The Center utilizes
7
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current, up to date electronic management tools relating to volunteers, donors and animal care and adoption.
The matrix used for filling Board of Trustee vacancies provides a formula that capitalizes on professionals in
the areas of :finance, accounting, law, business management, fundraising and animal care. Guidance on best
practices for operating a non-profit is provided to the Center through resources and training by virtue of its
membership in the Montana Nonprofit Association.

Section 3: ANIMAL WELFARE SERVICES PROPOSED
What specific service or services is the organization interested in providing to the City of Great Falls
Animal Shelter?
As discussed above, the Foundations will provide superior animal care, adoption services, and
education.
The Foundation proposes to utilize the Center to assume all responsibility for animal adoption
and fostering services, fundraising, and education to the community. The City would retain responsibility for
the intake and timely release to owners of stray animals, along with its statutory responsibility for animal
control services. The Center would no longer accept strays.
What is the term of agreement including the start date: Initially, the Foundation proposes a three-year
contract running from July 1, 2020 through June 30, 2023.
What animals are to be served: The Center would serve owner-surrendered dogs, puppies, cats and
kittens, meeting the criteria currently utilized by the City of Great Falls Animal Shelter (GF AS) for intakes, as
well as unclaimed strays turned over to the Center from the City Shelter once the stray hold periods have
expired. These hold periods allow redemptions within 72 hours for animals without identification and 96 hours
for animals with identification.
Limitations on the animal types or numbers or services: The Center will not intake stray animals or
species other than cats or dogs. Center capacities are as stated in the spreadsheet. (Exhibit A) The Center
currently can accommodate 47 dogs and 124 cats. If this Proposal is accepted, the Foundation will adopt the
same exclusionary language set forth in the City's policy manual, most current version available on City's
website, GFAS Policy Manual, Revised - January 2016 (Exhibit D), which states as follows: "The GFAS does
not accept any animals that have potentially infectious disease or illness, or have extreme behavior issues,
including but not limited, to biting or signs of aggression. Animals that the owners believe to have aggressive
behaviors will not be accepted. It is the owner's responsibility to seek out training for the animal or a more
suitable home. If the owner believes euthanasia is the right decision, it is the owner's responsibility to seek this
service from a veterinarian."
Describe the organization's experience and capabilities:
How is the Center prepared, organized and staffed to provide the proposed services?
Preparation: If the Foundation's Proposal is accepted, it is anticipated that a transition period
will be necessary prior to implementation of a services contract. As discussed above, this would entail
structural modifications to accommodate a larger number of animals and hiring additional staff to manage and
care for the increased number of dogs and cats.
8
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The Foundation also recognizes the necessity offundraising and will maintain its fundraising
efforts irrespective of a business relationship with the City. The Foundation has historically been extremely
successful with fundraising. For example, the Foundation raised $1.6 million dollars in a period of24 months
during the "Get out of Debt" campaign.
Organization: The Foundation strives to make the Center run as efficiently and effectively as
possible. To that end, it utilizes up to date electronic tools to streamline operations and save time, money and
animals. Donor management, fundraising and volunteer management systems optimize financial and human
resources.
Staffing: In order to 'right-size' staff, the Foundation uses a formula designed by the University
of California Davis Veterinary Medicine Koret Shelter Medicine Program for optimum care of animals based
on actual needs. This formula allows for computation of a ratio of animals to staff in order to operate a model
based on a 'capacity for care.' (Exhibit L) Center staff also receive continuing education and training through
Animal Care Expo, Fred Pryor Seminars, AAWA conferences, and Pet Pro workshops. See exhibit M for a
proposed staff organizational chart.
What expertise does the organization have to provide these services?
This was covered extensively above in Section 2 (Why is the organization interested in providing
a proposal to the Citv?). As noted throughout this Proposal, the Trustees and senior staff have studied and
adopted industry standards and best practices in all aspects of operations. To recap, they include many national
standards, the 2007 Staton report (Exhibit H), and those of similarly situated shelters in Montana such as Heart
of the Valley. These standards have been incorporated into operating guidelines and position descriptions.
What is the facility 's capacity to provide the proposed service?
Are there any exceptions and limits on the amount of services proposed?
Consistent with past experience and good practice, the Foundation does not believe it can or
should be required to accommodate large turn-ins of animals seized from animal hoarders. As stated above, the
Foundation would expect to adopt the same exclusionary language set forth in the City's policy manual (Exhibit
D) regarding animal intakes.
The Foundation also does not believe it should assume any responsibility for cremation. The
City has committed to building a riew incinerator and there are other options available in the private sector.
Timeline detailing the timeframe and steps needed to provide the service: The Foundation
would be prepared to begin a contractual arrangement on July I, 2020.
Who would administer the service contract on behalf of the Proponent?
This is open to negotiation. The Trustees are prepared to make both the Executive
Director and Operations Director available to perform this function. A subcommittee of the Board of Trustees
could also be made available.
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Explain the complaint resolution process related to service concerns.
Citizen complaints would initially be addressed by the Center's Operations Director. If
not resolved at that level, complaints would go to the Center's Executive Director. It is assumed that if the City
and the Foundation enter into a service contract the terms of the contract would provide a means for resolution
of concerns as between the two entities.
What is the area served for the proposed services?
Animals will be accepted on the same basis and policies currently followed by the City. (Exhibits
DandE)
Describe in detail the proposed process for securing animals from the Great Falls Animal Shelter:
The close proximity of the City shelter to the Center simplifies the process of transporting animals
between the two facilities. All qualifying animals will be taken to the Center at which time the Center will
assume ownership of the animals. In addition, continuity of care will be ensured in that Dr. Tim Gilligan,
provides professional veterinary services for the Center, the City of Great Falls Animal Shelter and the City of
Great Falls Animal Control.
Demonstrate the organization's understanding of local, State, federal laws and guidelines relating to
animal care:
State law is generally set forth at Montana Code Annotated Title 7, chapters 23, parts 41-42. The Center
fully complies with State law pertaining to adoption and spay/neuter as set forth at MCA 7-23-4201 through
4203. As this Proposal does not contemplate animal control, those statutory requirements are not addressed
here.
The City of Great Falls has supplemented State law through Title 6 of the City Code. The Center is
fully compliant with all requirements regarding registration, anti-rabies vaccines, quarantine periods and
medical care. Additionally, the Trustees are confident that the Center provides care that is compliant with
internal City policies regarding operations of its shelter.
Federal criminal laws have limited applicability and are not addressed in this Proposal.
What recognized guidelines (industry standards) does the organization follow?
As discussed above, the Center follows standards and practices promulgated by the American
Humane Association, American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, Association of Animal
Welfare Administrators, Association of Shelter Veterinarians, the Humane Society of the United States,
Montana Nonprofit Association and best practices followed by other Montana shelters which are run by
501(c)(3) entities. The Foundation ensures that staff receives continued educationthrough workshops and
literature from organizations which follow standards set forth by the aforementioned organizations.

10
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Section 4- SERVICE COST AND FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS
Describe the methodology and detailed cost for the services proposed:
Are the proposed costs fixed? The Foundation will charge a fixed amount to the City in order to
ensure that the City's costs are predictable. Budgetary information found on the City of Great Falls website
illustrates the fact the City's operational budget has increased annually (Exhibit K).
Projected annual expenses to the City for the service.
If the Great Falls Animal Shelter closes all operations the Foundation proposes an initial service contract
price of$475,000 adjusted annually by the Consumer Price Index (CPI). The initial CPI shall be based on the
CPI on the first day of the month such agreement is signed. This is over $250,000 less than the City's 2019
Amended Budget for the City Shelter.
However, if the City Shelter is not closed, the Foundation cannot propose an initial contract price
without knowing the level of services that the City would maintain and the costs and income associated with
such services. Addendum #3 to the Request for Proposals, dated February 7, 2020, states as follows:
"Discussions may be conducted with responsible offerors who submit apparently responsive proposals for the
purpose of clarification, to assure full understanding of and responsiveness to the solicitation
requirements." While the Foundation believes it has fully complied with all solicitation requirements, it is
unable to develop an accurate projection ofits costs absent a full understanding of the City's costs for its
retained services. This information is essential to the Foundation providing a proposed contract price which
will result in substantial savings to the City. Upon receipt of this information, the Foundation will provide a
firm contract price for its proposed services.
City expenses could be offset by increasing the revenue through raising current license fees. Per City
Animal Ordinances all dogs and cats over the age of 4 months must be licensed and a current rabies vaccination
is required for all dogs and cats over the age of 4 months. A City license cannot be sold without proof of the
rabies vaccination.
Proposed License Fees:
Yearly Animal Registration (altered):
Yearly Animal Registration (unaltered):
Lifetime Animal Registration (altered only):

$24 (currently $15)
$48 (currently $30)
$150 (currently $75)

The Center will require a license for all adopted animals. The Center will enter license information at the
time of sale in a database shared by the City of Great Falls and Center.
The Center will utilize the services of the City of Great Falls for all animal cremation needs at a price
discounted from retail.
If the service costs more than expected, how will the organization address the deficit?
As noted earlier, the Foundation has exemplary fundraising skills through donations from a consistent
donor base. In addition, the Foundation has built up tremendous credit with local lenders due to its success in
the "Get out of Debt" capital campaign.
11
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Describe and demonstrate the fmancial capability and stability of the organization to provide the
proposed services:
Capability: Historically, the Foundation has conducted successful fundraisers and fundraising is
an ongoing core activity. The Foundation utilizes the services of professionals such as certified public
accountants and fmancial advisors.
Stability: Past success in :fu.ndraising, securing donations and shelter income, and providing
educational programming.
Please provide detail about the organization's budget for the past five years* including:
(*The Center has been in operation for four years.)
Revenue: Included in Exhibit N.
Expenditures: Included in Exhibit N.
Debt Service: Included in Exhibit N.
Endowment: No endowment exists at this time. Upon the completion of all debt
payment, the Foundation hopes to establish an endowment. This is a best practice and was discussed with the
Montana Community Association.
Prevailing wages and contracting issues:
The Center believes that it is not required to pay prevailing wages, as per recent guidance from the
Montana Dept of Labor and Industry. Specifically, the proposed services do not meet the definition of nonconstruction services for which prevailing wages must be paid. See MCA Section 18-2-401(9). Also, the
requirement under MCA 18-2-409 that at least 50% of the workers be Montana residents is only applicable to
State construction contracts, not the non-construction services of local governments. Citations follow:
18-2-409. Montana residents to be employed on state construction contracts. (1) On any state
construction project funded by state or federal funds, except a project partially funded with federal aid money
from the United States department oftransportation or when residency preference laws are specifically
prohibited by federal law and to which the state is a signatory to the construction contract, each contractor
shall ensure that at least 50% ofthe contractor's workers performing labor on the project are bonafide
Montana residents, as defined in 18-2-401.
18-2-401
(9) "Nonconstruction services" means work performed by an individual, not including management,
office, or clerical work, for:
(a) the maintenance ofpublicly owned buildings andfacilities, including public highways, roads, streets,
and alleys;
(b) custodial or security services for publicly owned buildings andfacilities;
(c) grounds maintenance for publicly owned property;
(d) the operation ofpublic drinking water supply, waste collection, and waste disposal systems;
(e) law enforcement, including janitors and prison guards;
(f) fire protection;
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(g) public or school transportation driving;
(h) nursing, nurse's aid services, and medica/laboratory technician services;
(i) material and mail handling;
(j) food service and cooking;
(k) motor vehicle and construction equipment repair and servicing; and
(l) appliance and office machine repair and servicing.

Section 5 -REFERENCES
Please provide references that the City may contact to discuss the qualifications of the
organization to provide the proposed services.

FINANCIAL REFERENCES:
Mr. Kevin Johnson
Vice President, Commercial Department Manager, First Interstate Bank
406.454.6250
2601 1Oth A venue South
Great Falls, MT 59405
kevin.johnson@fib.com
Ms. Laura Vukasin
President, Chief Executive Officer, Prairie Mountain Bank
406.268.0404
1019 7th Street South
Great Falls, MT 59405
laura@prairiemountainbank.com

ANIMAL CARE CENTER REFERENCES:
Mrs. Marla Caulk
Executive Director, Heart ofthe Valley
406.388.9399 ext. 203
1549 East Cameron Bridge Road
Bozeman, MT 59718
marla@heartofthevalleyshelter.org
Ms. Marta Pierpoint
Executive Director, Humane Society of Western Montana
406.549.4796 ext. 202
5930 Highway 93 South
Missoula, MT 59804
marta.pierpoint@myhswm.org
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VETERINARIAN REFERENCE:

Timothy J. Gilligan, DVM
Owner, Veterinarian, Animal Medical Clinic
406.761.8183
5100 9th Avenue South
Great Falls, MT 59405
INSURANCE:

The Request for Proposals states that any proposal submitted is subject to the City's insurance
requirements pursuant to OCCGF 3.8.140- Insurance requirements and limits. That code section states as
follows:
All bid specifications must contain a description of the required insurance and limits as pertains to the type of
contract being let for bid Work may not commence until such certificates of insurance and any endorsements
are received, reviewed and accepted by the City.

Initially, the Foundation notes that this code section appears to refer to bids (OCCGF 3.8.030) rather
than requests for proposals (3.8.040). However, the Foundation is aware of the potential municipal liability, as
set forth at MCA Section 2-9-108, which states as follows:
2-9-108. Limitation on governmental liability for damages in tort. (I) The state, a county, municipality, taxing
district, or any other political subdivision ofthe state is not liable in tort action for damages suffired as a result
ofan act or omission ofan officer, agent, or employee ofthat entity in excess of $750,000 for each claim and
$1.5 million for each occurrence.

The Foundation believes that its insurance policies provide appropriate coverage for errors and
omissions, including those of directors, officers, and employment practices. Policy coverages are currently set
at $1 million per occurrence, $2 million aggregate, and are adequate to cover any potential City liability. The
Trustees are open to further discussion of insurance and indemnification requirements ifthe Foundation's
Proposal is accepted.
RFP ADDENDA:

The Foundation acknowledges receipt of Addendum# 1 -dated December 4, 2019, Addendum #2dated January 31, 2020, and Addendum #3- dated February 7, 2020. The Foundation appreciates the City's
extension of time to prepare this Proposal and the additional information which assisted the Foundation in
developing the information contained in this Proposal.
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Exhibits
A.

Animal Shelter Comparison- shared with the public during a City of Great Falls Work Session

on October 15, 2019.
B.

Meet your Match (Best Practice pertaining to successful animal adoption): ASPCA copyright:

2017 American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA).
C.

Calculating Shelter Capacity "Calculating Shelter Capacity." UC Davis Koret Shelter Medicine

Program, 19 June 2015, https://www.sheltermedicine.com/library/resources/?r=calculating-

shelter-capacity#page
D. City of Great Falls Policy Handbook- as found on the City of Great falls website on 1/27/2020.
E.

City of Great Falls Ordinance - Ord. No. 3160, § 1, adopted June 20, 2017, repealed the
former Title 6, §§ 6. 8. 005--6.8.320, 6.10. 010-6. 10. 110, and enacted a new Title 6 as set out
herein. The former Title 6 pertained to similar subject matter and derived from Ord. 2933, 2007;
Ord. 2705, 1997; Ord. 2656, 1992; Ord. 2573, 1990; Ord. 2534, 1989; Ord. 2394, 1985.

F.

Staff Organizational Chart for 2019/2020 fiscal/budget year

G. Organizational By-laws
H. Kim Staton's 2007 Abbreviated Operational Review- submitted on August 11, 2007 to Chief

Cloyd "Corky" Grove

I.

Best Practice: research articles

•

Newbury, Sandra, et al. "Guidelines for Standards of Care in Animal Shelters."
Association of Shelter Veterinarians, 2010,
https://www .sheltervet.org/assets/docs/shelter-sta ndards-oct2011-

•

•

wforward.pdf
"Shelter Care Checklists: Putting ASV Guidelines into Action." ASPCA Pro.
American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, 2012,
https://www .aspca pro.org/checklist
Smith, Martha. "Operational Guide: Sanitation and Disease Control in the
Shelter Environment." American Humane, 26 Aug. 2010,

•

https://www.americanhumane.org/publication/animal-shelter-operationalguide-sanitation-and-disease-control-in-the-shelter-environment/
"Shelter Design" , The Humane Society of the United States Shelter Services,
www.animalsheltering.org
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J.

Five Freedoms for animals: Britain's Farm Animal Welfare Council, 1965 and refined by the
Farm Animal Welfare Council, 2009 and adapted by the Association of Shelter Veterinarians

K.

City budget five year summary: Budget Worksheet Report, Budget Year 2020

L.

Shelter Capacity Calculators: UC Davis Veterinary Medicine @2020 Koret Shelter Medicine

Program; https://www.sheltermedicine.com/library/shelter-capacity-calculators/
M. Draft of Staff Organizational Chart assuming the current proposal for services with the City
N. Organization's budget for the past five years: of note: the Center opened on August 15, 2015
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EXHIBIT
A
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ANIMAL SHELTER COMPARISON
Oct15,2019

Annual animals serviced

HOY

MCAAC

CITY

3500

m

3797•

• services provided (1/ceru/ng. permits, mkrodlipplng.lost/found reported pets} not for animals listed as intakes)
AMuallntakes
Annual Adoptions
AnnuaJRedenlp~

Avera,e Dally Population
Animal Cepadty
Maximum Animal Cepadty (with exlstln& equtp)
Average Length of Stay (In days)
• Not Included; ferrets, fowl. rabbit. reptile or ICidents
capadty Model

Public Access
Open hours to pubUc per week
Hours o~n to the pubUc per week for adoption
House open to the public per week for viewing
Community Population Served
Approximate pet (dos/cat} population served
Number of Staff (Full nme Equivalents)
Annual Budget (2019)
Personnel Costs

Shelter type

• 3114
2100
7SO

10 Dog/21 Cat

733
633
75
64
137
171
18 Dog/41 Cat

114
192
16 Dos/49 cat•

care

care

BOTH care & Space

7-daysaweek

6-days a week
39

38.5

5-days a week
40
375
40

116000

82000

54Sll

38378
1L98 (PT & FT)

185
195

42

38.5

25 FTE_{FT & PT)
1,710,500

t.on.&lS·(63")

$51.7,366
296,000 (5~)

1406
506
385

148

36.5
39
82000
38378
10.28 (FT & PT)
$694,160
478,390(~)

Open
Yes (doBicat only)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes•

Umlted
Yes (dog/cat only)
No
No
Yes
Yes (fee charged)
Yes

Animal Training and Behavior training offered
Animal Training and Behavior resources offered
Volunteer opportunities offered
Multiple Anln\81 Permft offered
Multiple Aninlal Breeder Permit offered
Wild Anlm.al Ucense offered
Beehive Owner/~qlstratfon/Ucense offered

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

No

No

No
No

No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Dog training and behavior spedallsts referrals

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Intake restrictions
Takes animals picked up by Police/Sheriff
Takes animals plcked up by local citizens
Lost/Found service offered
Pet SUrrender service offered
Adoption service offered
Pet Food assistance service offered
Cremation Service offered
• via 3rd party

Uve trap rental for trapping feral cats

Crate rental for aate training your dogs
Emersency pet surrender assistance

No
Yes•

No
No

Open
No (all animals)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes (fee charged)
Yes
Yes
Yes (on-site}
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ANIMAL SHRTER COMPARISON
Oct15,2019

Provides shelter tours and community outreach
Educational programs at the shelter
Presen~tions at schools and dvlc groups
Ucenslng services
Vet on staff
Ve,_ .. _., care and medications
Mtcrachlpplng far animals
Vaccfnatlans
Spay/Neuter/Microchip before adoption
Medically evaluated on Intake

HOV

MCAAC

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Doctor

Tech

Yes (resident)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes (an call)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

$200

N/A
N/A

$200
$170
$140

$UO
$160

N/A
N/A

$85·
$100
$50

$120

CITY
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Tech
Yes (on call)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

"

Fees
Pu~I!Y (< &-mos)
Yaung Adult (6 mos-1yr)
Oag (1-7 years)
Adult Dog(> 2S lbs and > 9mos)
Adult Dog(< 25 lbs and> 9mos)
Senior Dog(> 7 yrs)
Kitten (< 6-mos)
Cat (6 mas-9 ~
Senior Cat(> 9 yrs)
Barn cat Special
Other Small Domestic Animals
Small Damestfc Birds
Surrender Fee
• discount ovallable base on oge ond Vet Input

OTHER FEES
Rabies
Mlcrachlpplng fee
•included w/odoptlon
cat Spay
Dog Spay

cat Neuter
Dog Neuter
••minimum prices tiKit lnCtTDse based on
complications
Surrender Fee· Dog
Surrender Fee· tat

Donations provide spay/neuter SUrJerfes
Donations provide vaccinations
Donations provide food far dogs/cats
Donations provide leashes, coUars, tags
Donations provide mlaochfpplng
Donations provide veterinary care

$35

No
N/A
N/A
N/A

$40-

·Included w/adoption
Included w/adoption
Included w/adoption
Included w/adoptian

$0

$75
$55
$35

$140
$140
$140
$140
$140·
$140
$50
$50

sso•

2 for $50

2far$50

N/A
N/A

$50

$25

$5
$20

$30
$25

$15
$25*

$114••

Included w/adoption
Included w/adoptlon
Included w/adoption
Included w/adoptlon

$12&••
$&s••
$114••

$0

$25
$25

$20

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No/Yes/No
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

$20
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Visiting a shelter?
Save & print out your PDF to share
•11th your adoption counselor
I

Seve as PDF

I>U_,_,.,, ___

AII _ _ )Qr _ _ _ llnd•POF-Ior ...... -

C.:.\11

,....nt..r

~r .. u,

.._, '!.,.h,

.'Tf'/)1

L,.l

........% . . . ~ ....

•l•,!..

~

A...,.._ t:..r;;J•t J.,,

""'t#••---«'.J

,.,,... ~rt:.d:Orl

1!>

Explore by Topic:

,._._YOI:&I"Matcb

Y

Select...

------------------

Search the o;ite ...

L

~

...

0.

· ~ - ltliltr

• IIMt Your Matdi.SUrveJ'

Get More Animals Adopted ith
ASPCA's Meet Your Match Survey
If yow shelter is already using the A~s Meet Your~I!!....09~ to hrlp 1>ait
adopters wtth new companions. you're ready t

start ustng our l!~'!d----2!'.!.!L!.!2S!I
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,•

(

___

__-

meet your match
.....
,..,_.
.,._
~-~--·-- .........

How the Survey Can Help Streamline Adoptions
Our newly redesigned ac!_gpter~~rvey is mobile-friendly and convenient for users to
complete at home. on the go or in the shelter. Questions and responses are sent
immediately to adopters via email. giving them - and your staff - head start in the
.J doption process.
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•'

0

m

ro

Explore by Topic:

Select...

------------------

*

St!arch the srte ..

Meet Your Match
The ASPCA·s Meet Y('lur Match rs a
research· based adnl>llons program

designed to increase the likelihood
that sheller dogs and cats willlxlnd
with then adopters It is currently

rmpterm:ntP.d at agcncie' all across
the United States.
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.

S..arch !he S<l.,, .

How It Began
Th1.0 ASPCA began a fi11e-year research program looking at how the Meet Your Match
feline·ality adoption program affected adoptions. return rates. length ot ~tay and
euthanasia rates.
Shelters use the Meet Your Match assessment. adopter survey. and color coded C.lqt!
cards and guest passes to provide a fun. 111formative framework by which adoption
counselors and adopters work togethP.r to find the right matches. This pr()(Jram

ha~

been shown to increase adoptions and decre<ose returns
The research iound converSdtion ;~nd information r(.>ceived from the adoption
counselor gave adopters the info they needc"<lto modrfy then expect;~tions and
incre<Jse the likelihood of a successfulm<Jtch. Nearly ;~II adopters surveyed said tht:y
would probably select a shelter that used the Meet Your Match Adoptton program
when adopting an animal in the future.
~helle•

personnel from executive dir<>CIOis through kennel staff wen~ enthus~astic

,lbolllthe Fcline-ality program. Adoption coun~elors noted that the process imptovecl
comn~tnic;~tions

ASPCA

r

with adopters. re!.ultmg

Explore by Topic:

111

mote SHccessful cat adoption~.

Selec.l...

-------------------

Re search Results
Shelters who use the Meet Your Match Camnl!·ality adoption program expcrienc<l(i
significant improvements in the numbers of adoptions and returns:
• At Kansas Humane Society (fo• whom Meet Yow Match was otiyinally
dP.veloped): retums drop by SO% wilhiu

Ollt!

month!

• Capitill Areil Humane Society !Hillimd. OHl
• Adoptions up by 14.7%
• Returns down by 35 7"1.

• Bay Alea Humane Socrety ;~nd Ar11mal Shelte• !Green Bay. WI): Retums chop to 1
to2%
• Marquette Humane Soctety 1Ne<Jo111rte•!. Mil. Aduptions up by 37.5%
• lltnnane Society of Willarnette v.,lley 15a1Pm, ORJ: Adophons up by 20%
• Animal Refuge league of (;realer Portland IW<?$Ibmok, MEl: Adoptions ur• by

!4.?%
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m*

0
ABOUT

TAKE THE SURVEY

CAt41NE·AliTIES

FEliHE·AUTIES

MEET \'OUR MATCH

m*

0

what is canine-ality"'?

n L

what is feline-ality"'?

You're hopinglo find "'Ils dog you I!Wilf0/6 wM18<1" bul wouy lib out 881ocl.ing

The Meet Yaur Milich Felinlt'ality• Adoplton Progr8nJ is a r-cti'IJI!ti<>d

a dog .mo might not be a good maleh. The Meet Your Malelt- C<orline-<llily'"

PJDgU!nt

A.%es&menl takes the my&lllfY oul ollhe &<tleclion process by relilll>ly
predicting haw a dog Is likely to behave when lhey anivo in your home.

lil861yk! f~ them best. Oood malchos help m""e s~ong boods and boncSng
is tho key to SUOCfll36ful adoptions.

The Dog Adopter Survey idenbfiS8 your preferences thai couospond lo

The Feline·allty Adoptioo Program is bUilt Mound !he FeliniMlioty

chlJliiCieristocs measured in the C<orline-ality Assessment Altho end ollhe

As6ee&menllhatreliably predicts how "" 111<ivi0Jal Cl!l is likely to beh"""
1Mlon lhe cat !ll'riv<l& al their n - homo. In ed<ilion, lhe C8l Adaptor Survey

survey, you1l bo m'*>hed with the color !hal best suils yarn noodil Since

thai pairs disi.OJCI Felin8-fllili0$ wi1IJ edopte<s wflose P""""'alily l!l1d

results are nol....,lomalically sent to shellor9, you can print out your resulls

klen~Jies tho ospecls of your preh11ances, expoctalionS, and filestyle 0Jdl

and bring it wilh you when you viBil your nocwes1 sheller.

conelalo ,.;lh spocilic Foline-al!ties. Since resulls ere nollllllomaticaly sent

• Ocean adopters dO most6UCC006ful ,.;111 dogs who like to b•
pll~ Md mentally engage<!
• Orange adopters lJle "good f:l wo!h mid<le-of·lhe-roa<J do08 who
u>sponsive Md !oleo oegullJI ..ct.v:ty lllld interdClion.
• Purple !ldopte<S are cumtorlable ,.;u, dogs who have "l<ml back
attitude and enjoy '"' oasygoing lifr~Gtyle.

to shoiiOI'B, you can print out your no;ulls and bring it wilh you v.toen you Vl8il
your nruwostsholler. Then. by WOtking Wllh an adoption councilor, you can
itl~

moot cas Wllh Feline-alities known to be " good Iii for your hOUI;ehold
Mooting" cal through !he Fet.,e·alily Adoption Program """""'you to hr01g
home "new companion already kn.,.;ng something about !hem.

• Ocatn 11dopte•s are mosl successful wiUJ cats'"'" adapt quickly to
now Slb.lllflons.

• Or<~nge atloptor~ "'e a good hi ,.;no O""\f"DOing cats.
• Purple adopters ill'e comfO<Iitblo wi!h cats who nl!tld timo dlld
uncourdQementto adjust to new o;urroundings.

cw1·~~--.••

.. ~ .. r~•....,...-at'C.l.IAat1fat~

-~-···-
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private investigator
rm WlllkW!g undercover to keep an eye oo you and your h........tloa<l. Yoo may""'"""" know you~& under surveillance. I
m if anyone or Mydm!J inlmlores wilh mv inveGtigalioo. II you need e cal who kn00\6 how to &111)1
out of trouble lllld wil alwli)IG keop your G8CI'OI6. I just mighllllke your case.

can vanish into lhin

secret admirer
When itcornos to relalionships. tm verylevoHteao:led. I donlleap in p_,lir&l. ffyoo know what! mean. &I gi'lto mea
5111e brllB. and lhon

nt Bh.-- yoo wilh puns. head-buns. and plenty of ll!lp lime. In lhe meantime. you may nol soe "lot

of me butl1 bo lllinking .. lol of you!

love bug
Do you seek alloclion? I dol II you iiiBOfike pelling. puns. andpi!WIIItnoading yoor lap, llhint

WfJ

might haw alOJ in

commoo. I'm loolciug lor ·someone wh<> oojO",.S quiet limes Md logelhetnes.'i." (',auld that someooe bo you?
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8

h1'L'S'•'.'WWW~tTW1ch.ofg '1et

m

,., ·.:l!':....

*

~

t..

the executive
I have to Sl!Y. I'm a busyUII. First, l'lle gotlo choolc ourv.ttars h<lppening out lhe wfndow. Nexl, I'll see ~ my closeiB or
cupbcwwd!t need looking into. And Ill en lhet'e 11ro my""~"'· I canl be late !Of Chose. I can fit a linle aocieliling into my
sche<llle. Shllllwe plan en brellkfiiBI md dinnor? I 11ope you flke kibbles.

sidekick
lite aU sklekick9, I'm fust plain good company. I like ettention. md llllao lil<e my eol~ude. I don't go looking for trouble
but trn no SCIWody-cai, eilhat.ll you llte looking lor o &lo/ldv corr.pMion to lra\IBI...., you on lhe rood ol Hie. look no

lurlher.

personal assistant
You're working on the compulet'? lei mo press lhe kl¥'. Rea<in:llha Pl!Pe<? n hold lhe P<'!JOS do'MI lor you. Walching
TV? n just plOp in your lap so you can pel me. I love 11n ordecly housebold. don't you? Ml help you Wllh all your choros.
and nl help your....., v.tlt111 we're done. You'l wondef how you ever mM;,gedwillu•d mo.

0

f.

::;

t!"P'.

WWW~ryoutmM:ch

m

01'9 ,,., r.•·. .,..

A

*

't:;!

t..

I'm a a<MfY cal v.tlo kniiW& 1he ocore. rm pretty unllllppobl&, too. I don'lmS1d enler1111inlng myself, but a huma;
cornpMioo atlhe olher- of lhe cou00 and a nice sctalch behind lhe oars i!bmys m'*e my day. If you're looking for a
rosourcelul adcilion to your,......,, lhink about signing this Most Valuobl& Pussycat.

I'm a cal on a miGsion: PARTY! I love to play md explora md lesl my limits. I'd love to play with you, bull can make "
loy out of mylhing; pencils, posH! notos, polaloos. II you're looking lot some laughs md someone to liver, up the paly.
lhink oboul invilinq me.

I'm a cat who does e-vlbing in a big wtry.l not onlY like tn be in lhe middle of thin!!" • I like lo lead lhe par-. tm an
adventu1ous cal, butl'l. still mao plooly of li'ne 1o shaw you my alloctionate side. I'm tho decnonstralive type, you might
say. Want a cat who'S brimming with confidence? ThDis me

.

.

.

_ , _ _ .. , ••_

.. _

_,,.....,,

__

.. _ , ...7'CI.I ... . . , . _
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Meet

our Match cat survey

ftrwll'i...,o'

!!002/ith Averu<!NE'

Caunb" •

,,..,_

City •

Zl11 I Poooaol C:0.S. '

Ureal Falls

Hont•Phon• •

••ect0f0"""""~"' ·"'9

0

m

*

Meet Your Match® cat survey
1 - k l c....- my "-"aid to II• IIU •
a libr;wy

• mitlrtn olllm rMd

f. no

lillie of tho lima

yes

-~

somo of Uto hmu

all of thn hmo

How do you leol-.outo botat., • ..., eel """ gt • Into ..,.,..,..tng? •
.•

lovo them but rather not live with

ooponw on U1o situation

0

flnobymo

th01n

~· not imp(vlnr1t

~OiliOWtlrll
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I Wllflf my cat to love belng with ellllchn In my IICHM •
rt'a nol impoolanl wholhm my cat

0

some of U1e limo

most of tho Irma

lavoo being with chilaon

"' cM~on do nol otteo come to my
h0</81>

• ···~

1

ne)('! ·

"revfous

~........

..~.,.,,_,

.ra•.•·,~l"'

.nu

•

.~ .... ,1)"'1.

-P 1 •

:..-../',..__;I.

.... , .

'l\ ,,

UI~(H_. . .

I

~ .. ~ ........

eet Your Match® cat survey
My oat n...- to be able to be elon• •
-~,

mora than 9 hours pe1 day

'HI hours psr day

1- than 4 hours P"' day

WlitHt • - • h-•· 1 _,my- Ia •• by my llklll 0t In my lrlp •
litde of lhe timu

! some of !he time

IIH of lhe lime

-~ somo

all of lbo timtl

I ...t my oat to enfoy betng tt.kl '
0

lrlllo of !he time

olth<> lime
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0
IIIHCI my- to .......... will!

- Other """'"""
None of !he ebnve

bolh 111side Md ouiSido

'""""""··- ..............
ytJ&.

yes,CUrii!Uily

If youllllttd whh- In lh• •••·

in fho pGiil

""*''"' w•lhort?

• 11"6 nol11nportmt d rny c..t is l<llkalivu

nu

•

oftor

. yes, Y""f

I

-

.•-

-

...... , .. - · - ; ·

.. -

--

--~_______...-

.

.. ------.•-

... - '

--.-_-""''"'"-71C""~...,~~~

Gll<f-- ... -·~"'-·-~- ..... ~

,,·

¥~1 1 '?'1.~.. - ·~--~.

0

!1._

.

.

··-·

.

.

~lil·'-' _.,_..

_;_·It
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HOW DO VOU fEELA~T A
UOfSTEROUS CAT WHO GETS INTO

I WAHTMV CAT TO ENJOY BEING
HELD
someofthetne

tT ISIIOSTJIIPORTAHTTO UE

l HEED MY CAT TO GET ALONG

THAT MY CAT._
t.::n't ~when hn at wom tor long
penad:: of time & accepling ol ill!edlon

wmt

when tm

EVERYTHING?

trorne.

Dog::.

MY CAT HEEDS TO 8E ABLE TO
ADJUST TO HEW SffUATJONS
QUICKLY

MY CAT WIU-BE

.'101 impocU.nl

inside

•
secret admirer
When il t:ltlrlleS tJ relatiooship:>. 1'111 very lellei-Jleaded. I don't leap in paws
first. if you mow what I n1ean. But give me a liltle time, and then 111 shower

you with purm, head-butts. cmd plenty ollap tirae. rn lhe nleafltime, you
may oot see a tot ol me but rn be thlnkilg alo\ of yoo!

IJ

a

next ?

Survev results wil be used at a shelter using the Meet Your Maletl
program. An adoption court:i.elor Will help you find your malch using the
results from your survey and an:;wer any questions you may haVe. Fincl
more informaOOrl aboui your matdl. and hefpfut bps about adopti.-g an
animal, on our website ASPCA.org.
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congratulations!

Thank you for trueing the sutVey! Meet Your Malch8 is designed to increase 1he hurnanfanlraal bond- not based on
a cuae pair ot eyes or the oolor of the annal's coat. but based on the dog or cars beha'lior and 1he adop!er's
expeclabons. This positive approadl inCreaSeS adoplions, decreases returns. iBproves irderaclion3 with ctieniS, and
sa'i/e'S more liveS.

0 t

c

fiASTtlAilE: Maclea.'l

CJrl: Gn»t f'alb

HOllE: 1406) 727-73fn

LAST NAil£: cameron

STATEIPROVINCE: Select 'r.lllr s'~ I
pltlVince

E-ll AIL!

ADDRESS: 900 25th Avenue NE

d>fedor.~clop!lollcentef.org

ZIPJPOSTAL CODE: 59404

COUNJRY: United Stales

yo

answers

HOUSEHOLD TO BE UKE

t WANT MY CAT TO LOVE BEING
wmt CHII..OREHIN UY HOME

middle dthe mad

children do not often c;oraebmy boo:le

tAU COIIFORJABLE WlTK A CAT

IIY CAT NEEDS TO BE ABLE TO BE

WHO UKES TO PLAY "CHASE11V

ALONE
mere -:1\an 9 1\tx..'<ll per d-ay

I WOULD CONSIDER MY

I HAVE UVED WflH CATS BEFORE
no
I PREFER MY CAT TO BE

ANKLES" AND SIIIJl.AR QAIIfS

no _
I WANT MV CAT TO INTERACT
Wlnt GUESTS WHO COME TO IIY
KOUSE
:;orne 0: ftr 1me

TAU<AllYE
it:; 1101 rmportant if my cat i51alkative

I WAifTMY CAT TO PLAY Wtrn
WHEN I AM AT HOllE. I WANT MY

TOYS

CAT TO BE BY MY SIDE OR IHMY

o!!en

I..AP

::orne o! 1tle tn.e

I WANT MY CAT TO BE ACTIVE
~at
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~ Reply

til Reply All Gil Forward
rn I/3'L02 ~

l

AM

Meet Your Match <mym@aspcafneetyourmatch.org>
Your Meet Your Match Survey Results
To

0

PamVo

Click here to download pictures. To help protect your privacy. Outlook Ofevented automatic download ot somt:

pictures in this message.
Message

lllj. MVM-Cat-Madean·Cameron.pdf (9 KS)

Hello Maclean Cameron.
Thank you for using the Meet Your Match® survey to help find your new pet! Attached are the
results you'll bring with you to the nearest shelter using the Meet Your Match program- then
comes the fun part!

You'll work with an adoption counselor to review your responses and find the closest match
for your lifestyle and preferences.
For more information and helpful tips about adopting an animal. visit ASPCAorg. You can
also follow us on Facebook and Twitter.
Thanks again, and congratulations on taking the first step to meeting your match!
Sincerely,
Your Friends at ASPCA Meet Your Match

f:2017 ASPCA

ASI'CA Ma:t Ycg M«b Prmcy Poh!;y
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couch potato
Ute Jhe easy tile? lh91> I'm die perlecl mai:h lor you. I'm a relalrod, laid-back kind of dog who enjoys lOng naps,

wall:fling m<Nies, curling up on

'-·end ...,.inv vory short dislancas from lite couch to lhe food bowl1111d beet<.

constant companion
loolling for an emotionally SIICUro, mutually 6dlisly1ng . low mMienance rel<llionsh'4' ~ J am all you need. Lat me sit ill
yr:u feet. by your side. Md 1'1 be your devolod c:ompmion lorewr.

teacher's pet
I've yotJhe whole p..ckago -smdJ!, fuuy.lour logs. love lo !e,.n Md live to p~e. Oo 8he8d. loiiCII me ,.,ytlling. Sit,
slay, blllftnr.e your cllecltboolc. I can do it iii!. Keep me enlert.,;ned Md 111 be yours for over.
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*

wallflower
Shy yet chalming 0'1ino searching lor palil!l'lt owner willl rolaxed lilesiyhl. lOOI<ing lor gentle guitlllnce to help m~
come aut of my shol!. Treal me sweet ma klnd,.td t'l blo6aom.

busy bee
t·m a naturally playful, curious. md lru&brlg cmine. Take me for a b•g wdr 8VI!If'/ dlsy; give me som6lhlllg lo do. Allor
my job's donu.111cud 111> in front Oil the lir<> willl y011 iflllle 8\<enings.

goofball
tm a fun-l<Mng. happy4-llte-time. glllsa.fi-ll<IIJ.Iul ki'ld of dQg looking lor someooe ..tlo lcMl6 1o laugh ,.,d play
<~round.

Mus! have a grealsense ol humor

anoeome timalo spend woll> me. I'm a '*'!I on a missO>n to please you

0

m
'I

*

J _,

llhink evetylhing i> lun, inloresmg and meant lor play, especially you. Anylhv•g you do. 111 """'

w do too. W•lh my q,.-.

brand ol &mpriso&, lila wilt! ma will k&ep you cons""'Uy on your loo&. and lh& fun i& gu!W5llsed.

o-g t r.·
oor

Warn to get more ex01cise? Action is my I'IIKIIf<l name. My '1.el'S
lilestyle will teep you molivllled 1o get o u ..,d mDVe. I'Vo got tons of energy; and just IJ:e lhesun. hn burning mdworf<ing 24 houn; a day. seven da)6 a weet. 1'1
run lor mi!o8, c:l1as6 a blllllor hour&. and &bl WMito play at tile end olllle oJ&.

y

I

lnte!Sgenl. indepllfldenl, confident and clevco. I prolet matmo my own docisions buiMA listen to you il you mate a good
case. We're perlnOfll in Ill -adventure. Tuull mo like one ood we·n bollllivo happily ovet alter.

c;t;t ......._.-:.-.-, . . . . ,""'~f'lc..c..-.•~~
~,.~,,

...............

... f.~.#...........
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Meet Your Mach dog survey

Maclean

Cameron

'!00 25lh AverJ.Je NE

COUI>Il'y •

UritedSiales

Oreal Falls

HomaPitona •

C_.IPhone

Em.,r•

eet Your Match® dog survey

'-!' yos, currently

Tha

yes, in lhe past

no

less lhan 10 yeaffl ago

tO yearn ago or more

*' tlrnal lied a dog-

' not currendy, but within d1e past year

My dog natds to get along wllh oltltt CIOIIS ~

!. yoo

no

- Children over 8 years old
Children under 8 years old

0

Elderly people

CaiS

0 Other animals
None ollhe above
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My dot will prlcmwlly h •
.•: .inside dog

How many hou•• will rot!' do9 Sflel\d outalfk pet <»y? •
~
.Apotolrimtl!(l <IUnlbo¥ of h£11J'!'

My dog n..O to b• e .. to at• alorn• (p.r dev) •
2 hQurs or less
'-~ 8-10 hours

0 2·4hOUlS

4-8hours

0 12 hours

Whan I'm s111omw, 1 - t my dog to tl• by my lllldw " •
.ii;

au ol the lime

C

littl(t of tho limo

some of the time

Wh•n I'm not at hCJme, my dog wilt apud tun' 11m• •

0 i1 a a ale in the house
\!. loose in the house

~

in !he yard

conlir.ed lo one room in the h~

I Wllll'll a fiiBrd dog •
j

'I' ;

! no
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I w~~nt my dog to hunt Of herd with m• •
yes

•

no

I ..,, my dog to be the type that Is Yf1fV antfnJsi•Ut In the Wfll/ she ..,o_ ahe 1 - people •

0 notatall

~,

somewhat

very

I want my dog to be pteyf\11 •
notal all

very

I want my dog to be laid beck •
~; somewhat

not at all

0 very

, . , comfortable doing aome trlllnfng wtth my dog to Improve mannei"SJ auc:h •Jumping, stealing food, Md puiUng on ttte
le.-11 •
Co!: no training

some training

a lot ol traimng

I (01 my children) want to participate In agility, flyball or obedience wtth ouJ dog •
yes

lamlnteraled In e dog wllh

•ep~lill

netds" (medical or behav!Otel) •

yes

lt'e moetlmpo1111nt to me that my dog.- •

I~....

• -••.•

P ..~,

>•

SUBMIT

prtvfous

.

-

-

.
•

_

---- -

-

:

-

- -

¢l:'n17.~11io:lo!or'-,11<-,.._ .. Qwolfy111~~AIII~I-

,
I

•

,_,

y

- - f1"

,

•

t

............_ ;I~ f
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purple canine-alities
A purple dog is your ideal companion -lJJwir-JS ro<tdy to snuggle and nap willl
you. and of course, to grve (and get!) 1016 of uncondlionallovG. Purple dogs
havo a laid baclc attitude and enjoy an easygoing Ufoslyle. You'd be bast
suited with My of the lhroo purple canine-alilies: Couch Potato Consl8t11

Con1J111r1ion. or Toi!Cher's Pet.

m oet lh• canlne-oh!las

contact information
Margaret Maclean
1.100 25111 Avonue NE

Home : HOQ! W-7387
E-mail: cirector@macleananimalado!rlloocenter.org

ClrOHI Fall& Mootana 5941lC

Uniled Staltlf

your answers
lltave owned a dog before

I want my dog to hunt or herd with me

VIIS . currenby

Jbe lattlmel had • dog was

I want my dog to be the type thetis very enUtu&leslic In the wtry she

shows she loves people
My dog needs to get along wftJI other dogs

'VOfy

yes
I want my dog to be playful

Uy dog nMds to be good with

sornev.ilal

Gals
I went my dog to be laid back

My dog will primarily be

somoiMlat

inside 00;
Hew meny hours wiD your dog spend outside per day?

111111 comfortable doing some training with my dog to improve manners
such as Jumping, stealing food, aod pulling on the leash
nolrM!Il!;

My dog needs to be able to be alone (per dey)

6-IOhours

When fm at home, I want my doglo be by my side ...
all ollho limo
When I'm not at home, my dog will spend her lime
looso in tho house

I went a guard dog

I {or my children) went to participale In agility, flyball or obedience wftJI
our dog.
fit\

I am lnleresled In a dog with •special needs" (medical« behavioral)

no
lt'e most Important to me that my dog ...
boswoet

no
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Calculating shelter capacity
Last updated: 201 5-06-19
Document type: Information Sheet
Topics: Shelter Design and Housing, Shelter Population Management
Species: Canine, Feline·

Use these easy to follow instructions and the provided
calculator to determine your facility's unique capacity for
care. Once you've established what your organization's
current capacity for care is, you can explore the many
pathways we provide to help increase your facility's lifesaving capacity.
Understanding and maintaining shelter capacity is fundamental to providing
humane standards of care, maintaining animal health, and maximizing live
release. Given the great number of homeless pets in need of care, it can be
difficult to imagine defining, let alone providing, "sufficient" capacity for this
seemingly infinite population.
However, the problem of homeless animals is not really one of holding
capacity, but one of flow-through capacity. Of course we know this already: if
a shelter simply admitted all animals that came through the door and never
released them, virtually all facilities would soon be impossibly crowded. We
know that ultimately the problem must be solved largely by reducing the
number of animals in need of shelter through preventive programs, and by
ensuring that the remaining homeless animals pass through shelters
successfully to a positive outcome. Fortunately, sufficient capacity is a much
more attainable goal once we realize that we do not need to "house our way
out of overpopulation" but simply provide humane conditions for a fmite
number of animals as they pass through our care.
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Interestingly, being either under or over capacity can have equally harmful
effects. Thus it is important to define both minimum and maximum optimal
capacity for each organization. On the one hand, if minimum required
capacity is insufficient, animals may be needlessly euthanized and crowding
will be a constant, resulting in high levels of stress and disease. These
hazardous conditions will persist indefinitely unless minimum capacity is
defined and targeted plans developed to correct gaps between current
capacity and actual needs.
For instance, if current adoption holding areas are too small to hold a
sufficient selection of animals for adoption, it would be much better - and
probably more cost effective in the long run - to make a one-time fundraising
push to build additional housing rather than chronically compromising
adoption numbers with too few available or forever crowding animals into
insufficient space.
Likewise the results of chronic understaffing will be predictable: ongoing
lapses in care that will have adverse effects on health and adoption as well as
exert considerable stress on staff. Better to identify and correct the gap
through increasing staff or skilled volunteer work force, investing in less labor
intensive systems, or reducing the number of animals housed at any one
time.
If maximum optimal capacity is unknown or capacity is excessive, this too
can have adverse effects. The emerging science of choice provides ample
evidence that people confronted with an over-abundance of options are less
likely to choose any, and less likely to feel positive about any choice made
under these conditions. Even if presented well, too many animals available at
one place and time may inhibit adoptions. To hear more about this see
http://www.ted.com/talks/barry_schwartz_on_the_paradox_of_choice?
language=en
Maximum capacity will also impact the amount of time each animal spends
in the shelter. For a given intake number, the greater the capacity of the
facility the more time each animal will tend to remain in the shelter system.
For instance, if 10 animals a day are admitted to a shelter that holds 150
animals and is kept full, each animal will spend on average 15 days. If 10
animals a day are admitted to a shelter that holds 300 animals, you can
readily see the effect: each animai will spend an average of 30 days.
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If additional holding time were likely to contribute to a greater likelihood of

(

reclaim or rehoming, then this would be desirable. But for many animals,
additional time in the shelter actually has detrimental effects. A number of
studies have shown that time in the shelter is the single greatest risk factor
for illness, outweighing other important factors such as age, source, and
vaccine status [1-41. And even in the best of shelters, it is difficult to maintain
behavioral health and the quality of life equivalent to a home during
prolonged confinement [s]. ·
·
Finally, maximum capacity will impact daily operational costs. Clearly it will
cost more to staff and operate a shelter with 300 animals on site each day
than a facility with only 150 animals. As noted above, it does not make sense,
nor is it effective, to skimp on needed capacity as a cost saving measure.
However, increasing capacity cannot be justified unless it has a life-saving
benefit, and certainly not if the primary effect is to increase risk for illness and
possibly even decrease adoptions. There are plenty of other priorities upon
which we can usefully expend our limited resources- spay/neuter programs,
behavior help lines, support services to keep animals in their homes, and
other measures to reduce the number of animals needing shelter in the
future.
So, like Goldilocks and the Three Bears, we're looking for the number that is
"just right", not too big and not too small. Building capacity may require an
initial investment, but in the long run nothing is more costly than the effects
of chronic crowding and under-staffing. Being within capacity, on the other
hand, can have positive effects on animals, staff, adopters, live release
numbers and even the financial bottom line.

Capacity basics
While the notion of calculating capacity can seem overwhelming, in fact a few
basic calculations combined with data available from commonly used shelter
software systems can provide a solid foundation. Even rough estimates
based on annual data can be valuable if that's the only information available,
and can provide the impetus to collect more detailed monthly data in the
future.
The most important capacity calculations are listed below. These can all be
calculated using monthly reports of intake numbers by type (e.g. stray,
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surrender, transfer), outcome number by type (e.g. reclaim, adoption, transfer,
euthanasia) and some means of estimating daily population.
In general, it is helpful to calculate capacity based at least on species, and if
possible, by age Quveniles < 20 weeks versus adults). Housing. daily care and
flow-through staffing requirements may differ between puppies and kittens,
dogs and cats. In some cases it is also helpful to calculate breed- or
condition- specific capacity if speciar housing or handling are required or if
outcome options are different than for other animals of that species (e.g.
feral cats may be candidates for spay/neuter/release but not adoption). With
the exception of daily population, these are numbers many shelters are
already collecting, and only a few straightforward calculations are needed.
Famous last words I know, but bear with me·.

Basic capacity calculations
• Physical' holding capacity: thi's is the physical space required for animals
in stray hold, quarantine or other required/desired finite holding periods
prior to being made avaUabte,for adoption. This includes animals that can
be viewed for adoption but are not currently ready to go home.
• Adoption driven capacity: this is the optimal number of animals to have
actively available for adoption, or for shelters where animals are viewabte
for adoption throughout their stay, the number of anima lis actively moving
towards adoption. While this defines a physical space requirement at the
tow end, it is defined at the high end by the number of adoptions and the
optimal length of stay.
• Staff capacity for daily care: this is the number of animals that can be
adequately cared for, based on national and/or internal standards, on a
daily basis. Even if physical capacity is sufficient, staff capacity may limit
the number that can be provided adequate care.
• Staff capacity for flow through: each animal will require specific services
at several points during their shelter stay, e.g. intake, behavioral evaluation,
spay/neuter surgery, and processing for reclaim, adoption, transfer or
euthanasia. If staff capacity for flow through is inadequate for any of these
points it can lead to a backlog that in turn creates problems with capacity
in other areas.
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Monthly daily averages
Although rough estimates can be obtained using annual numbers, it's
generally helpful to look at capacity on a monthly basis. This is especially true
for cats, which tend to be more seasonally variable than dogs, and in
communities with substantial seasonal effects such as a large student or
vacation population. Monthly daily averages (MDA) for intake and outcomes
are obtained by taking monthly totals (commonly available from all software
systems), and dividing by the number of days in the month.
An example is given below (Table 1) of Monthly Daily Average Cat Intake,
where the number in the final column is derived by dividing the number of cat
intakes by the number of days in the month (column D = Column B/column
C). If you have a hard time remembering the number of days in each month or
just want to save a little hassle of typing in dates, you can simply use 30.5 for
each month. You can see that in the example in Table 1 the annual average
daily intake of 6 is quite a bit less than the peak daily intake of 11.
If capacity is only sufficient for admission and subsequent flow through of 6
cats when almost twice that many are admitted daily, problems will
undoubtedly ensue. On the other hand, from October through May five or
fewer cats come in daily, less than half the peak number - for this shelter, it
would be much more effective to triple feline intake and care staff for the
busiest summer months rather than having the same staff level all year,
which would sometimes be inadequate and sometimes excessive. If monthly
eStimates are simply not available, calculate annual averages instead and
make an effort to estimate maximum intake and outcome by comparison
(e.g. maybe intake for cats is about 2 times average at peak, so in the
example below it would have been estimated at 12 if only the summary data
were available).

A

B

C

D

Time period

Intake

Days in month

MDA

Jan-14

82

31

3

Feb-14

68

28

2

Mar-14

94

31

3
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Apr-14

111

30

5

May-14

168

31

5

Jun-14

244

30

8

Jul-14

302

31

10

Aug-14

344

31

5

Sep-14

302

30

10

Oct-14

155

31

5

Nov-14

132

30

4

Dec-14

84

31

3

Total

2086

365

6

Table 7: Monthly daily averages
A caveat about averages
The calculations described here are based on averages, but even within a
month there wm be some varia1tion. For most shelters,,this is minor enough
that averages are sufficient for planning. However, some shelters experience
· regular spikes: for instance, shelters that close two days in a row weekly can
see a significant jump in intake the first day they are open again, or some
shelters intermittently transfer animals in larg,e groups from distant shelters.
If you have daily data for each month, check this and see how much variation
there is from the average.
Do not worry so much about occasional spikes in intake, but if you see a
regular pattern of days where intake is much greater than average, you may
want to base your calculations on the maximum number coming in on peak
days on a monthly basis, rather than monthly daily average. This will tend to
overestimate daily needs but will ensure sufficient capacity to meet peak
demand.
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Actual and average daily population
In addition to Intakes and outcames, actual and average daily population
(ADP) are needed in order to monitor and predict housing and staffing
requirements for animal care. Population reports (often called '"inventory'"
reports in shelter software) are not always as readily available and easily
manageable as intake and outcome reports.
This is particularly true for historical dally population by age, species and area
of the shelter (e.g. holding, adoption, isolation). which is needed for some of
the calculations and graphs below. Of course, it is.fairly easy - and highly
advisable - to walk through the shelter each day and simply count the
number of heads and paws in the building, but getting this into a spreadsheet
for planning purposes wUI take an extra step.
Here are some options, depending on your software system. If you know of a
better way, please let us know!
• For the most precise estimate, generate inventory reports for each day of
the month, sum these and calcul'ate the average. This is most practical
when shefter software·is available that readily provides historical daily
inventory by species and tocation, and when these data are entered
consistently by shelter staff.
• If daily inventory reports are not available, estimate daily population by
spot-checking the daily population o·f animals in the shelter at intervals
likely to be representative for the month. Choose a consistent date such as
the second Wednesday of every month; select a date that is not
immediately before or after events that lead to sudden dramatic changes
in population, such as major weekend adoption events. This can either be
done using a software generated report, or if this capacity is not available,
start by recording a hand count on at least a monthly basis. Record by
location, age and species.
• Monthly ADP can be estimated using intake and average length of stay
reports. Multiply monthly intake by average length of stay for that month,
then divide by the number of days in that month. This method is less
accurate, since the length of stay data will apply In part to animals
admitted the previous month that had an outcome during the current
month, while the intake will apply for the current months. This method also
doesn't give daily population by location but can at least give a rough idea
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of the number of animals present daily, which is considerably better than
nothing.
• At minimum, for a shelter in which virtually all housing units are always
occupied, counting the population on any given day (by age, species and
area), or simply counting the number of housing units multiplied by the
number of animals housed per unit will give a reasonable estimate of the
daily population. However as capacity is understood, hopefully this will no
longer be the case as the ideal·rather than the maximum number of
animals will be housed each day.

Required physical holding capacity
Now that you have got your monthly daily intake and outcome averages and
some measure of daily population, you're ready to begin calculating. Since
animals general start in holding areas of the shelter. we will start there too
with Required Physical Holding capacity (RPHC). This refers to the number of
housing units required to hold animals for any necessary period prior to
making them available fpr adoption.

What is the ·necessary holding period"?
To calculate RPHC you need to know the necessary holding period. Most
commonly, this refers to stray holding but may also refer to other pre- ·
adoption holding requirements. For instance, a shelter that routinely transfers
animals in from another high risk shelter and holds them for a 14 day parvo
quarantine would require sufficient physical holding capacity to carry this out.
If holding periods are variable, cafcufate·or estimate the average:
Example: Strays with 10 are held ten days, strays without 10 are held 5
days. You estimate (or know from your records) that 40% of dogs and
5% of cats come in with ID. So the average hold for dogs would be 0.4 x
10 + 0.6 x 5 = 7, and for cats would be 0.05 x 10 + 0. 95 x 5 = 5.25 (so,
basically, 5).
This method will result in a slight over~stimate because some animals will
have an outcome, such as reclaim by owner, before the end of the stray
holding period. It's ok to overestimate a little since in reality animals are not
always moved out of holding areas on the very day they become available.
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In addition, the "required" holding period can include a realistic estimate of an
extra day or two to carry out needed procedures that cannot be completed
during the hold, e.g. if animals cannot be spayed or neutered during the
holding period and it takes a day to get this scheduled after the hold is
completed, build this into the calculations below.
However, extra time should be minimized - if there is more than a couple
days delay of processes prior to releasing animals from hold, revisit whether
these really need to be done prior to~ moving the animal along its way (e.g.
perform spay/neuter surgery after moving the animal to adoption but before
release to a new owner, if delays in surgery are causing a backlog in holding
areas). tf a procedure does need to be done before making the animal
avaifabfe for adoption - such as a behavior evaluation - either simplify the
process or reschedule staff to ensure it can be done without delay.
Eventually, all animals will need an outcome and care for every step along the
way. Delaying any step toward the final outcome only adds to the workload
of holding (more animals to care for every day) without changing the
workload for flow through Oust as many needing intake, behavior evaluation,
surgery, etc. each day). Just like paying off a credit card, putting off the
process only adds to cost in the long run!
RPHC: the actual calculation

When monthly daily average intake and required holding period have been
established, RPHC can be readily calculated:
Required physical holding capacity (RPHC) = Monthly daily average intake x
required holding period

Table 2 below builds on the MDA intake to show how RPHC is calculated
using a spreadsheet, where column F is D x E. (The numbers do not exactly
add up because rounded numbers are presented, while the calculations are
made on the actual numbers.) Again in this real-life example for feline holding
capacity, we see a dramatic seasonal fluctuation, where required capacity at
peak is over 4 times that needed during the quieter months. When planning a
shelter, always ensure sufficient capacity for peak populations.
A

B

c

D

E

F
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Time
period

Intake

Days in
month

RPHC

intake

Intake
holding
period
(days)

MDA

Jan-14

82

31

3

6

16

Feb-14

68

28

2

6

15

Mar-14

94

31

·3

6

18

Apr-14

111

30

4

6

22

May-14

168

31

5

6

33

Jun-14

244

30

8

6

49

Jul-14

302

31

10

6

58

Aug-14

344

31

11

6

67

Sep-14

302

30

10

6

60

Oct-14

155

31

5

6

30

Nov-14

132

30

4

6

26

Dec-14

84

31

3

6

16

Table 2: Required Physical Holding Capacity (RPHC)
What is RPHC made of?

While the table above shows a nice, neat number for ·required physical
holding capacity'", this really defines how many "spots• for housing are
required. A group kennel or room may provide 5 spots, while a single run
provides space for only one adult but perhaps a litter of puppies or kittens.
Thus the number of actual kennels or runs to meet RPHC depends both on
the type of housing and the type of animal to be housed.
Accounting for age
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The most common scenario in which one housing unit will provide multiple
"spots" is for juvenile animals. Thus it is best to calculate the RPHC
separately for juveniles and adults. If a good percentage of juveniles come in
as litters (as is often the case with kittens, and sometimes for puppies), it is a
safe bet that an average of at least 2 juveniles can be housed per unit. This is
because some litters will be larger than 2, while some youngsters will come in
individually and have to be singly housed. Therefore the number of
cages/kennels required would be the RPHC/2. If separate housing is available
for juveniles versus adults, you're done. If juveniles and adults are housed in
the same area, simply add the RPHC for adults to the RPHC/2 for juveniles to
get the total number of housing units needed.

If the shelter you are working with does not collect data separately for
juveniles versus adults, make an effort to estimate the number for each
month. This applies to other calculations described below, such as adoption
driven capacity and flow through staffing, as well. This was the case for the
example given above. Table 3 below shows how an 'age-adjusted intake' can
be estimated. In this example, it was estimated that all intakes from January
- April were adults, and that all intakes over the April baseline were kittens
(so column D = column B - column C).
Adult and kitten MDA were calculated as before (column C/30.5 and column
D/30.5 respectively). Adult RPHC is afso the same, column F*6 (the holding
period). Kitten RPHC was calculated as (column Q,/2)*6, since we assume 2
kittens per housing unit. Total RPHC then is simply the sum of adult and
kitten RPHC and represents the total number of individual housing units, e.g.
cages or condos, required. There are simpler ways to combine these
formulas, but I have done it "long hand" here in hopes it will clarify the
underlying reasoning so you can adapt it to your own situation.
A

B

c

D

E

F

G

H

Adult
Time
EstimatidtimatttAbA Adult Kitten Kitten Total
period Intake adults kittens Intake RPHC MDA in1ft~c RPHC

Jan14

82

82

0

3

16

0

0

16
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Feb-14 68

68

0

2

13

0

0

13

94

94

0

3

18

0

0

18

111

111

0

4

22

0

0

22

168

111

57

4

22

2

6

27

244

111

133

4

22

4

13

35

302

111

191

4

22

6

19

41

344

111

233

4

22

8

23

45

302

111

191

4

22

6

19

41

155

111

44

4

22

1

4

26

132

111

21

4

22

1

2

24

84

84

0

3

17

0

0

17

Mar-

14
Apr-

14
May-

14
Jun-

14
Jul-

14
Aug-

14
Sep-

14
Oct-

14
Nov-

14
Dec-

14

Table 3: Age adjusted holding capacity

Obviously this is a rough estimate, and may overestimate kittens in the
summer and underestimate in the winter. You can evaluate your own shelter's
data more precisely based on experience, and fill in a number that seems like
the appropriate balance of kittens versus adults for each month. If kittens are
underestimated, RPHC will also be underestimated unless more than 2
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kittens are housed per unit, and vice versa. This is one of many great reasons
to prioritize collecting age specific data in shelters.

Comparing actual capacity, observed holding, and
required physical capacity
It can be very helpful to compare required physical holding capacity with both
actual capacity and the actual number of animals housed in holding. l.f RPHC
regularly exceeds the actual number of housing units available, then crowding
and the associated problems will be inevitable. Issues with cleaning, feeding,
inaccurate behavior evaluation, missed medical diagnoses, frequent fights in
group housing, etc. can all be symptomatic of insufficient housing capacity.
Not only animals but staff are placed in a no-win situation: if there are not
enough housing units to safely and appropriately hold animals for required
holding periods, the only short term option is to house animals
inappropriately and unsafely. In the medium term, this can be addressed (if
possible) by shortening the required holding period, e.g. by limiting or
speeding pre-adoption procedures as described above. In the long term, this
must be addressed by providing additional humane housing or decreasing
intake on an ongoing basis.
So what is actual capacity?

As with •necessary holding period• the answer to this is not as
straightforward as it may seem. Just because 50 dogs can fit in 10 group
runs, or 80 cats can fit in a room of 2' by 2' stainless steel boxes, does not
mean this is sufficient, safe, adequate housing for this number of animals.
Actual capacity should be based only on the number of units that meet
humane standards for size and safety, whether for single animals, litters or
groups.
In general, only single units are considered when defining actual capacity for
holding, since animals should be housed individually until their health and
behavior status is known.
Exceptions are bonded pairs that arrive together (provided housing is large
enough), or individual litters of puppies or kittens as described above.
Recently admitted animals may be incubating illnesses and often require at
least a few days for vaccine protection to kick in.
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Therefore, holding housing needs to permit cleaning and care of animals
without removal from the kennel or cage, as this creates excessive risks for
exposure and transmission. This need can be met for dogs via individual
•double-sided. runs separated by a guillotine door, and for cats by doublesided or compartmentalized cages or condos, or kennels of sufficient size
that caregivers can walk in to provide for the eat's daily needs.
While graphs can be generated that show the needed versus actual number
of housing units that do not meet the requirements described above, be
cautious about implying that these units are sufficient. It is not uncommon,
sadly, to find a shelter in which none of the holding housing is really sufficient
to provide for humane, safe care of all animals during the critical initial
holding period. If graphs are generated showing apparently ·sufficient•
capacity, this,unfortunate gap may never be addressed. While it can still be
helpful to compare needed to actual housing units, I recommend at least
including a heavy asterisk to indicate the number of -;nsufficient• units
included in such calculations.
The graph below was generated from the RPHC calculated in table 3, with
another column showing actual holding capacity of 30 individual cages. As in
many shelters, the one in our example has a fixed number of housing units in
spite of fluctuating requirements. Putting it in graphic form like this shows
that there is plenty of housing except for a few months out of the year - but it
just happens to be the time of year when the shelter will be most full of
potentially highly adoptable kittens. Clearly sufficient housing for these
vulnerable animals is a worthwhile investment. If the housing capacity can't
be immediately increased, perhaps some kittens can be diverted directly to
foster care for holding periods, or kept in their original homes until surgery
can be scheduled and kittens placed directly up for adoption.
A

B

c

Time Period

Total RPHC

Actual holding
capacity

Jan-14

16

30

Feb-14

13

30

Mar-14

18

30
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(

Apr-14

22

30

May-14

27

30

Jun-14

35

30

Jul-14

41

30

Aug-14

45

30

Sep-14

41

30

Oct-14

26

30

Nov-14

24

30

Dec-14

17

30

50
45
40
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• Actual holding
capacity
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• Total RPHC
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Table 4 and Figure: Comparison of required and actual holding capacity
If RPHC and actual capacity are very close, particularly rigorous attention
needs to be paid to moving animals through very efficiently. If actual capacity
greatly exceeds RPHC, consider whether some holding housing can be
repurposed to better use, such as isolation, nursery or treatment areas. Some
shelters have even converted excess dog housing into comfortable, humane
and much needed cat housing.
RPHC versus observed number of animals and actual capacity
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The actual number of animals in holding areas should be routinely compared
to RPHC as well as actual humane holding capacity. It is not uncommon for
us to calculate that the RPHC is well within the actual capacity of a shelter,
yet the shelter is substantially overcrowded. This is likely due to delays in
decision making, hang ups in needed flow through services, or simply due to
the tendency to fill all available areas to the point of bursting before taking
action to move animals through. This is like waiting to pay on a credit card
until late fees have been incurred, and should be strenuously avoided!
Whatever measure you use to calculate monthly average daily population,
described above, plot this on a regular basis against required holding
capacity and the number of humane housing units. Even if your "monthly
average daily population" is just a once-a-month spot check, keeping track of
this important relationship and presenting it graphically can ensure that unnecessary crowding is recognized and quickly corrected.
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Figure 2: Required versus actual average daily population compared to actual
capacity.

Adoption driven capacity (ADC)
In a shelter that does not control intake, initial holding capacity is relatively
straightforward to calculate: simply multiply the number of animals that
happen to come in each day by the length of holding, as discussed above. For
a shelter that limits intake, however, the question arises how much intake and
housing capacity would be the right amount to optimize animal health,
welfare and adoption.
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For limited intake organizations that place virtually all animals admitted, the
number admitted will ultimately be dictated by the number of adoptions although there can be some lag time while the shelter fills up, ultimately only
as many as go out, can come in. If 10 animals are adopted each week, 10
animals can be admitted each week on an ongoing basis. But how many
should be held within the shelter in between admission and adoption?
To make this question clearer, imagine starting with an empty shelter where
an average of 10 animals a week will be adopted. If this shelter has room for
50 animals, then 20 could be admitted weekly for 5 weeks, 10 more per week
than are adopted. Or 50 could be admitted on the very first day, or 11 per
week for 50 weeks. At some point, though, the shelter will be full and intake
and adoptions will have to rema,in symmetrical at 10 per week.
After that point is reached more than 10 animals weekly can be admitted only
if more than 10 are adopted out. With 50 animals in the building "in line• for
adoption, the chances for each animal to be adopted in any given week will
be 1 in 5, and the average length of stay is guaranteed to be 5 weeks per
animal. The same dynamic applies to the size of adoption areas within open
intake shelters: if 20 animals are placed •up for adoption• and 10 animals are
adopted out each week in an adoption area holding 50 animals, the area will
become full after 5 weeks and another outcome will befall the number of
animals placed up for adoption in excess of the number of adoptions.
So the question for our hypothetical shetter or adoption area is: what is the
right number to have on track for adoption? Could the shelter adopt out more
animals if they held 100 at once instead of 50, or would this double their daily
costs and only delay by a few weeks or months the point at which intake will
need to balance out with adoptions? If they dropped to housing only 25
animals for adoption, would they benefit from reduced costs and an average
length of stay of only 2.5 weeks, or would they see adoptions drop because of
insufficient selection or insufficient time for animals to connect with the right
adopter?
Clearly these are important questions: too many animals for adoption and
costs and LOS are needlessly increased, too few and adoption numbers will
be compromised. This is further complicated by the fact that LOS is not
neutral for shelter animals. Some animals will benefit from the opportunity to
stay longer in the shelter: this includes those that will receive active
treatment or rehabilitation to make them more adoptable or those that have a
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unique condition (e.g. very large dogs, animals with conditions requiring
special care) that makes them suited for a limited number of homes that
come along relatively rarely.
However, for the vast majority of animals that enter the shelter healthy,
friendly and immediately suitable for adoption into a typical home, increased
LOS tends to be detrimental rather than beneficial. The risk to health
associated with longer stays in the shelter has been described above. Illness
contributes to yet longer stays - a detour within the shelter system with no
benefit towards improved chances for adoption and increased challenges in
maintaining behavioral well-being. An animal that is depressed or develops
stereotypic behavior from prolonged confmement sees its chances for
adoption further decrease.
We also know the number and presentation of animals for adoption will have
a direct impact on the likelihood of adoption for each one. While "saving a
lite• is commonly cited as a primary motivator for adoption of a shelter pet,
we also know that most adopters want healthy, friendly animals [6. 7].
Presenting animals in a way that highlights their personalities and provides
adopters with information is likely to increase the overall number of
·
adoptions.
Conversely, research on selection o.f everything from gourmet chocolates to
potential mates suggests that too many choices will have a detrimental or
even paralyzing effect on the ability to choose. We've probably all had this
experience at one time or another - whether shopping for salad dressing or
cell phone plans, a dazzling array of choices can become simply
overwhelming.
So after all this discussion, what is the elusive "right number"'? Fortunately it
turns out not to be all that complex in most cases. For most organizations,
the ideal number of animals for adoption, or "Adoption Driven Capacity"
(ADC) is calculated by determining the target average LOS. and multiplying
that by the monthly daily average number of adoptions. For animals basically
"ready to go• upon admission (old enough and not requiring any treatment or
rehab other than the usual vaccines, spay/neuter and other wellness care},
the total length of stay should generally be about 2 weeks. If animals are held
for stray or quarantine in areas where they can be viewed and selected for
adoption , this total time can be included when calculating ADC with a goal of
- 14 days total in holding and adoption (so for example if the time in stray
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hold is 7 days, the target time in adoption would be ,... 7 days). If holding areas
are cut off from public view, the target average length of stay in adoption
should generally be at least 10 days to be viewed for adoption (to span two
weekends, if that is the time of peak adoptions).

Adoption Driven Capacity= Target Average Length of Stay* Monthly Daily
Average Adoptions
A
Time period

8

c

MDA adoptions

Adoption driven
capacity

Jan-14

2

14

Feb-14

2

17

Mar-14

3

21

Apr-14

4

26

May-14

5

38

Jun-14

6

42

Jul-14

6

42

Aug-14

8

56

Sep-14

6

42

Oct-14

5

35

Nov-14

4

31

Dec-14

3

19

Table 5: Adoption driven capacity calculation, where column C =Column 8 * 7
days target length of stay in adoption (this would be for a shelter where
animals were also available for a 7 day stray hold, resulting in an overall
average length of stay of 2 weeks)
To help with these calculations - see our Adoption Driven Capacity Calculator
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f

As for required physical holding capacity, consideration must be given to age
and species when determining the number of housing units required to meet
ADC. In addition to housing requirements, adoption rates may differ
substantially by age. In the example in Table 5 an overall ADC for cats has
been calculated using daily combined adoptions for cats and kittens.
However, if the 8 adoptions a day during the peak month of August break
down to 7 kittens and 1 adult cat, but adoption contains half and half kittens
and adults (21 of each), a third of the kittens would have to be adopted each
day to meet demand - and the shelter risks running out if there is any delay in
keeping enough kittens moving through, while each adult will stay an average
of 21 days.
Of course, most of the time we are not starting with a fresh, empty shelter

and a hypothetical adoption rate, but rather an adoption area with however
many housing units we happen to have holding a variety of hopeful animals
awaiting homes. Using average daily population by location, you can visually
demonstrate over time the difference between the number of animals
actually present in the adoption area compared to ADC. If historical data are
not available, you can begin by simply going out and counting on any given
day, and tracking the number going forward.
tf you find the number of animals in adoption often falls below ADC, consider

whether this reflects a highly successful adoption program, insufficient flow
through or an adoption area that is just too small. If the issue is simply that
animals are flying out of adoption in less than your target length of stay, then
this is cause for congratulations rather than concern.
If, however, animals are backed up in holding while potential adopters wander
sadly through empty adoption areas, look to flow·through staffing capacity
(see below) and correct delays in moving animals through the system. If
adoption areas are simply too small and/or staffing is sporadically
insufficient to keep animals moving through, consider making animals in
holding available for adoption throughout their stay while you work towards
long term solutions to housing and staffing issues.
If the number of animals awaiting adoption is well above ADC, recognize that
the most important factor in correcting this situation will be moving extra
animals through for a while, then maintaining ADC in the future. The number
of animals for adoption tends to be a self·sustaining situation: remember in
the example we began with of the shelter that took in 50 more animals than
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they placed until they were full, then had to maintain the same number
coming in as going out with the length of stay set at five weeks. The same
situation can play out in reverse in a similarly short time frame.
Let's say this shelter decided they wanted each animal to stay only a month
and that 30 animals would provide a sufficient variety at that location. Just as
they started by adding 50 more than were adopted out, now they will need to
adopt out 20 more than are added. This can be done with one big adoption
push or gradually by adopting out just one or two more a week than
previously until a new balance is reached. For cats, this is often easiest
accomplished in the winter when intake is relatively low. The important thing
is. once ADC is reached, it must be sustained by letting adoptions determine
the number of animals added, rather than simply adding1more because more
came in the door. Develop alternate housing and foster programs to manage
sudden influxes or temporary imbalances between intake and live release so
that animals will not be needlessly euthanized or turned away.
One risk of determining·and maintaining capacity is that we sometimes use
crowding as the main trigger for adoption events, or for saying •enough for
now" at limited intake shelters. If crowding does not occur because a healthy
capacity is maintained, do not forget to still hold these promotionsf
Plan ahead for adoption events at times of year you know demand upon the
shelter will increase (based on historical data). Better yet, do not wait for any
crisis, but throughout the year take advantage of opportunities to promote
adoptions in association with holidays or other events within your
community.
Likewise for individual animals, do not wait until they have been in the shelter
for weeks or months to take special promotion measures. Identify animals
that may need a special kind of home early on and invest in individual
promotions. The good thing about ADC is that there is little risk of running out
of pets - if adoptions increase, the worst that will happen is that average
length of stay will decrease. If adoptions consistently increase such that you
find yourself running out of animals, most shelters will have little difficulty
increasing intake or transfer to meet the increased demand.
One caveat about adoption driven capacity is that if ADC is very small
because the rate of adoption is very low (overall or for any species/age
group), Ideally still keep a minimum number of animals to provide a
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reasonable variety available at all times. For instance, as shelter that only
adopts out 1 dog a week would calculate an ADP of 2 at most. Clearly more
variety of dogs of different breed mixes, sizes, temperaments and the like will
be likely to increase the number of adoptions at this shelter. In this situation,
make the reverse calculation from ADC by dividing the number of animals for
adoption by the number of daily or weekly adoptions: say this shelter decided
to hold 20 dogs for adop,tion at once. If 1 is adopted out per week, each dog
will stay an average of 20 weeks, and housing and care must be planned
accordingly to ensure humane conditions for the duration of each animal's
stay.

Staff capacity for daily care
With required physical holding capacity and adoption driven capacity in hand,
you have a basic estimate of the number of animals the shelter must be able
to hold, on average, at any given time to serve the population optimally (with
the addition of animals in treatment, rabies quarantine or other specific
areas). However, we know there is much more to providing humane
conditions than giving the animal a place to physically reside. Animals need
both daily and •flow through• care to move successfully through the shelter.
At the most basic level. sufficient time for daily care must be available to
provide for the,daily cleaning, feeding, any needed medical care and
monitoring of each animal. {Throughout this document, when I say staff, ,,
include skilled, reliable volunteers that can be counted on for daily care
activities.) Required staff capacity for daily care is calculated by multiplying
the number of animals present on a daily basis by the number of minutes
required for basic care per animal per day:
Required Staff for Daily Care = Minutes per animal *average daily
population/60 to give the number of hours required for care.

The inverse can also be calculated: Staff Capacity for Daily Care is calculated
by dividing the number of staff minutes available for basic care activities per
day by the number of minutes required per animal, to get the total number of
animals that can be humanely cared for at any one time.
Staff Capacity for Daily Care (SCDC) = Minutes of dally staff time for
care/minutes required per animal per day
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So, how many minutes per animal per day are required?
(

As with the definition of •adequate housing units• this number can vary by
species, age and housing type. It will also vary depending on the needs of the
population - a shelter that has mostly healthy juveniles and adults can plan
to spend fewer minutes on basic care per day than one with the same
number of bottle babies or animals with significant medical or behavioral
rehabilitation needs. As a general guideline, NACA and HSUS recommend
allocating 15 minutes per animal per day for baste cleaning and feeding.
You may want to time a qualified staff person performing their duties
according to acceptable protocols in order to get a time per animal that
seems to be a good fit. As with holding capacity, you may find that different
species and ages require different amounts of time; for instance, a little of 5
kittens may take only twice as long as a single adult cat to clean and feed.
Thus, species and age specific calculations are helpful, or if this level of data
is not available, calculate an average per animal based on the proportion
present in the population (see example of stray animals with and without 10
given above).
This could also be a good time for a staff/stakeholder discussion of just how
much time a shelter animal •should• receive each day. It's surprising how
much we tend to skimp on this, hoping that an animal can be checked out for
signs of illness or stress, cleaned, fed, appropriately monitored and receive a
bit of friendly interaction in a very few minutes per day. As with providing
sufficient housing, providing sufficient daily time for care may seem daunting
if much less has been the norm. But, if you never set your sights on this goal
and define the gap, you certainly won't get there. Once defined, creative
solutions are more likely to become apparent.
As with physical capacity, it is often helpful - and sometimes shocking - to
graphically demonstrate the relationship between actual staff time, required
staff capacity, daily population, and average amount of time to care for each
animal.
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Figure 3: This graph shows the relationship between actual staff hours for
care (the orang~ line, which stayed steady throughout the year), required staff
hours for care based on acceptable standards (the dark blue line, right axis,
which fluctuated with the population and was between twice and over four
times what was actually available), and monthly daily average population (left
axis). The sad olive line shows the actual minutes of care each animal
received, which dropped as low as just about 2.5 minutes per day during peak
season, or 180 seconds to clean, feed and monitor a living animal.
If the actual daily population exceed the Staff Capacity for Daily Care, failures
in care will be nearly inevitable. As with insufficient housing, this tends to
create a vicious cycle - animal health suffers due to lapses in care, sick
animals have greater care needs and stay longer, this leads to more animals
in the shelter each day, overwhelmed staff can't keep up with moving animals
through the system as they scramble to just stay on top of feeding and
cleaning, and the cycle continues.
If the actual daily population reflects the calculated required holding capacity
and adoption driven capacity, this desperate situation is built into the system
and must be corrected by increasing staff or skilled volunteers or investing in
housing that requires less daily time (e.g. double sided guillotine separated
runs which are substantially quicker to clean than single housing). If the
actual population is greater than required physical holding plus adoption
driven capacity, the situation is better remedied by investing in quicker flow90
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through to reduce the number of animals in the building and improve the
health and welfare of all concerned.

Which brings us to our next topic, staff capacity for flow through.

Staff capacity for flow through
Even if physical and staff capacity for daily care are theoretically sufficient,
insufficient staffing for even a single necessary step to move animals through
the system can create a bottleneck that impacts every single other area. If
there are not enough trained staff to complete behavioral evaluations on a
daUy basis, for example, dogs will linger in holding areas awaiting this next
step along their way. This increases the daily population in holding, which
increases daily care needs. leads to crowding in the holding area, increased
risk of disease, longer l'engths of stay...a familiar frustrating cycle in which
some dogs will likely deteriorate in health and behavior by the time they finally
do get evaluated. Lack of time to complete a 20 minute assessment on the
day it was due can lead to hours of extra costs in daily care, treatment and
ultimately even needless death of shelter animals. It is never cost effective to
under-staff flow through points.
So what are the "flow through po,ints• we need to be concerned about? A flow
through point is anything that needs to happen for an animal to enter, move
through and exit the shelter. Of course every anima[ win have an intake and an
outcome, and some will go through additional steps (depending on the
shelter's individual policies) which might include: Spay/Neuter surgery,
Behavioral Evaluation, Pre-adoption Testing (e.g. for FeLV/FIVor heartworm),
and Move to Adoption.
The simplest flow-through staffing requirement is for Intake: all animals will
need to be processed for admission and the time required for this can be
easily defmed by observation. For each process, observe at least 10
instances and calculate the average. Let's say you observe adult feline intake
and determine the process takes 15 minutes (including entering data into the
computer, examining the cat, providing vaccines and parasite control, placing
the cat into a fresh clean cage and providing food and water). Staffing for
intake, therefore, is easily defined:

Average daily staff hours required for intake = Minutes per lntake/60*MDA
Intake#
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Using the MDA intake table we generated earlier, this can be calculated on a
monthly basis:
8

c

MDA intake

Hours of staff time
required

Jan-14

3

0.7

Feb-14

2

0.6

Mar-14

3

0.8

Apr-14

4

0.9

May-14

5

1.4

Jun-14

8

2.0

Jul-14

10

2.4

Aug-14

11

2.8

Sep-14

10

2.5

5

1.3

A
Time period

Oct-14

Nov-14

4

Dec-14

3

1.1
'0.7

Table 5: calculating hours of staff time required for intake on a daily basis
each month, where Column C is calculated as Column 8*15/60

Ukewise all animals will have an outcome (e.g. reclaim, transfer, adoption,
euthanasia).
While not all outcomes will be the same, the number of animals receiving
each outcome is readily available from most shelter databases, and Monthly
Daily Averages and time to complete each Outcome can be determined
exactly as for intake. Intermediate steps, such as Behavior Evaluation or
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Spay/neuter surgery, are slightly more complicated if not all animals receive
the same services. At the most basic level, subtract the average daily number
of reclaims from the average daily intake to establish the number of animals
requiring additional services beyond initial holding. These steps often have to
do with evaluating and preparing animals for adoption.
For some shelters, some services will be performed for virtually all animals
not reclaimed. For instance, all adult dogs may receive a behavior evaluation
before any decision is made regarding adoption, transfer or euthanasia. Other
services, such as spay/neuter surgery or pre-adoption health testing will only
be performed for a certain subset, such as intact animals or those passing a
behavior evaluation.
The exact details of calculating the number of animals requiring these
intermediate steps is beyond the scope of these notes but a few hints will be
given here. At a shelter where virtually all animals not reclaimed by their
owners are adopted, the average daily number of pre-adoption processing ·
steps will be about equal to the Monthly Daily Average adoptions. For shelters
where a substantial fraction of animals placed for adoption end up with
another outcome, such as rescue or euthanasia, make an estimate of this (or
determine the exact figure from your records if available) and add it to the
MDA adoption.
For instance, if about 25% of animal put up for adoption end up with another
outcome, multiply MDA by 1.25 for the number of animals needing
procedures each day before movement to adoption. Similar adjustments can
be made to estimate what percentage of animals will need other flow through
procedures. A detailed example of calculating spay/neuter surgery
requirements is provided in the Appendix (thanks to Dr. Sandra Newbury).
Stacked graphs can be generated to visually demonstrate required staffing
levels. As with capacity for daily care, this can help identify where there is risk
for delays. If only certain staff can provide particular services, these should
be graphed and evaluated separately {e.g. time for spay/neuter surgery will
require a certain amount of veterinary and technician time, while intake,
behavioral evaluation, health testing and euthanasia may only be performed
by certain trained staff members).
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Staff Hours for Flow Through of All Animals
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Figure 4: This graph shows a summary of required staff for flow through of all
animals through one large municipal shelter. While the hours per process
should be calculated separately for each species, it is useful to combine them
into a summary graph such as this one if the same staff are responsible for
all processes. For example, only dogs received behavior evaluations at this
shelter, but the time for that was combined with the time for intake,
movement to adoption areas, and euthanasia of all species since these
duties fell to the same staff members.
If stafftng for flow through cannot be provided, then these steps must be
shortened or eliminated, or the number of animals requiring these services
reduced by decreasing intake. Backlogging animals awaiting some magical
day when staff will have time to catch up is simply untenabie. As with all
other areas discussed, bringing the population within capacity at this and
every step along the way works synergistically to ensure the quickest, safest
path for each animal from the time it enters your care to the moment it
leaves.
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Appendix
Spay I neuter capacity requirements
Spay/ Neuter capacity describes the ability to accomplish a number of
.surgeries given the staffing, facility, and time allotted. Requirements for this
capacity are based on animal flow- through numbers with an estimate of how
many animals would require surgery prior to release.
As an example, average daily adoptions can be. used to roughly estimate the
need for spay/neuter surgery. To get the most accurate picture, an estimate
of what percentage of both dogs and cats who are selected for adoption
arrive at the shelter intact versus previously aftered is required.
For this example, we will assume that all adopted pets need surgery prior to
adoption, which is most likely an overestimate.
The most powerful and accessible preventive program is likely associated
with spay/neuter outreach to the community to decrease the birth and
subsequent surrender of unwanted litters. So, although the number of
adoption-associated surgeries may be overestimated in the following
example, an increase in overall spay/neuter capacity even greater than that
represented by these numbers may be required to meet community goals.
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Spay I Neuter Surgery Number Requirements
In order to calculate spay/neuter surgery staffing needs, it is necessary to
multiply the veterinary and technician time required per surgery by the
expected number of animals requiring this procedure on a per-surgery-day
basis. Time calculations should include the veterinary and technician time
required to accomplish every aspect of the procedure, including identification
of surgical candidates, pre-surgical exams, preparation and recovery, the
surgery itself, paperwork/documentation associated with surgery and logging
of controlled substances, communication/release to new adopters, and any
follow up care required after release. The expected number of required
procedures for a shelter that performs surgery post-adoption can
be calculated by estimating the number of expected adoptions by the fraction
of animals that are intact at the time they are selected for adoption. Any
additional procedures. - such as spay/neuter prior to rescue, reclaim by
owners, or release to feral cat colonies - will also have to be included in the
estimate. The following calculations provide an estimate of expected
adoption numbers only.
Daily surgery numbers and types required can be estimated by the monthly
adoption number expectations (based o.n the plievious year) for cats, kittens,
puppies and dogs divided by the number of surgery days in the month.
As an example:
This example assumes 100% of adopted or rescued animals would require
spay 1 neuter. That is likely an overestimate because some animals may
arrtve previously altered. It is unknown what fraction. If the fraction of
animals who are selected for adoption arrive unaltered is estimated, those
numbers could easily be subtracted from these overestimates.
This example assumes 496 cats would require surgery in June.
If surgery is done four days a week and there are 4 weeks in the month (16
surgery days), then 31 feline surgeries must be performed each surgery day.
496 feline surgeries I (16 surgery days) = 31 feline surgeries required each
surgery day
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Canine surgery needs could be similarly estimated and should be added to
the total numbers. If on average, approximately 132 dogs are adopted each
month, there would be a slightly overestimated need for surgery for 8-9 dogs
per surgery day.

132 canine surgeries I (16 surgery days) = 8 canine surgeries required each
surgery day
Timing for all aspects of the spay/neuter process should be timed or
estimated and added to the surgery time in order to estimate overall staff1ng
and facility's needs.
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Overview of Capacity for Care.(C4C}
Last updated: 2016-02-05
Document type: Information Sheet
Topics: Shelter Design and Housing, Shelter Population Management
Species: Canine, Feline

Capacity for care (C4C), considered holistically, means
rneeting the needs of every animal admitted to a shelter;
regardless of how they came in, when they came in or their
age, health status and personality. Every sheltering
organization must acknowledge their C4C and function
within it to allow them to be the best resource for the
animals and people in their community.
Achieving capacity for care involves creating humane space as well as
developing and implementing programs that allow the shelter to function at a
level where every animal has the Five Freedoms of Animal Welfare and staff
is provided an environment where they can do a good job - all while helping
just as many, if not more animals.
Assuring C4C also supports meeting a Sixth Freedom, the freedom from
euthanasia for animals that are neither terminally ill nor dangerous. Providing
high quality housing and optimizing length of stay (LOS) through pro-active
management are two key factors in assuring C4C for every animal in the
shelter.
The Five Freedoms of Animal Welfare, developed by the Farm Animal Welfare
Council for livestock in an agricultural context, provide a compelling simple
framework to define the minimum level of care expected for any animal in
confmement:
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• Freedom from hunger and thirst
• Freedom from discomfort
• Freedom from pain, injury, or disease
• Freedom from fear and distress
• Freedom to express normal behavior
The first four freedoms must be met with humane housing and pro-active
population management and thoughtful medical protocols. The fifth
freedom, freedom to express normal behavior, is extremely difficult to meet in
the shelter setting, even with the best housing and care and thus limiting the
amount of time an animal is in the shelter further supports providing this
freedom.
The Association of Shelter Veterinarian's Guidelines for Standards of Care in
Animal Shelters warns:

Every sheltering organization has a maximum capacity

for care~ and the population in their care must not
exceed that level.
On the surface, this seems like a simple and logical statement. Operating
within an organization's C4C is the foundation on which all other guidelines
for care rest. If more animals are admitted at any one time than can be
provided with an environment that meet their needs; or if more animals are
admitted over time than can be released alive, inevitably animals' mental or
physical welfare will be compromised. This also creates an environment
where staff are not able to do their best work, which often results in staff
feeling less fulfilled and frustrated in their daily work.
Once a shelter is operating within their C4C, human resources (staff,
volunteers, others) are often freed up to do any of a number of other
important shelter tasks to further serve the shelter animals and/or
community outreach programs. This system feeds positively on itself.
Meeting C4C allows animals to remain healthy with good welfare during their
stay and move through the system quickly without delays from illness. Since
animals arrive at their appropriate outcomes more quickly, resources are
freed up to further serve the mission and goals of the facility - often with an
ability to serve more animals. The organization can thus be an even better
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resource for the community to improve welfare of animals within and beyond
the shelter walls.

"It is working so well/ am completely blown ·away. The
response from the public with regard to the lack of
crowding has been very positive, and our volunteer
retention for cat volunteers has improved with the
improved housing conditions for the

cats. Capacity for

Care is a win win win program I wish we would have
started years agor'
Laura, Shelter Manager; Placer SPCA
"Outcome capacity", such as number of adoptions per day and rescue
transports per month, also drives the optimal number of animals to have in
the building for maximum life-saving, even when there are adequate housing
units available. Functioning within outcome capacity will enable an
organization to give genuine chances to the most animals over time, by
expanding the community safety net as well as releasing the most animals
alive through the shelter.
Learn more about calculating your shelter's capacity for care and adoption
driven capacity.
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Shelter Capacity Calculators
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Great Falls

Policy Manual

This manual is intended to provide a general understanding of Great Falls Animal Shelter policies.
It may not be able to answer every question or predict every situation.
Please contact staff with questions not addressed in this manual.
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Mailing Address
City of Great Falls
Great Falls Animal Shelter
PO Box 5021
Great Falls MT, 59403

Street Address
Great Falls Animal Shelter
10 lO 25th Ave NE
Great Falls, MT 59404

Contact Information
Phone: 406-454-2276
Fax: 406-454-2292
Website- www.greatfallsmt.net/animalshelter
Facebook - GreatFallsAnimalShdter

*Office Hours
Monday - Friday: I0 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday: 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

*Kennel Viewing & Adoptions Hours
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday: 11 a.m. - 4:30p.m.
Thursday: 2 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Saturday: 11 a.m. - I :30 p.m.

Closed Sundays and All City/ Federal Holidays

Hours are subject to change
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GFAS Policy Manual
INTRODUCTION
The City of Great Falls Animal Shelter (GFAS) Policy Manual has been created to provide a
general understanding of o~ policies. It will not be able to answer every question or predict
every situation. Please contact a staff member with any questions.
GFAS DESCRIPTION
The GF AS is operated by the City of Great Falls and is operated as a municipal animal Shelter,
which serves the residents of Great Falls, Cascade County and surrounding areas. The GF AS
has the abifjty to house 114 animals at one time, yet the average monthly intake is 131 animals.
GF AS uses many resources to try and find homes for every adoptable animal either by adoption,
foster home or rescue group.
ADOPTION POLICY
The GF AS makes every effort to ensure an animal adopted is placed in a responsible, loving, and
forever home. The following adoption policy is utilized.

I. After the required holding time (See '1lntake Policy" page 6 for hold times), the animal
is placed on PetFinder.com and is available to the public for adoption.
2. Anyone interested in adopting an animal is required to complete an Adoption
Application. Applications may be submitted in person, email or fax. Verbal applications
are not accepted.
a. Applications are only accepted from the intended owner. Applications will not be
accepted for animals being adopted as a gift.
b. A citizen can complete an adoption application at any time for any animal. Staff
will time and date stamp each application and fhen either mark it approved,
denied, or pending.
c. Adoption Applications are valid for thirty (30) days.
d. Generally, each animal is adopted in a 'first come first serve' manner. At I I a.m.
on the day the animal becomes avaiJable for adoption, the animal will be adopted
to the first approved applicant.
e. Once the applicant is approved, they may place a 24-hour hold on the animal they
are interested in to ensure they are making the right decision. If this approved
applicant does not return to the GFAS and officially adopt the said animal, that
animal will be adopted to the next approved applicant on the list.
f. The submitting of an Adoption Application does not guarantee eligibility to adopt.
Here is a list of a few eligibility requirements:
i. Current rabies vaccination is required on pets already residing with the
applicant.
ii. Current City license is required on pets already residing with the applicant.
iii. Landlord approval is required (if applicable)
3. Once the Approved Applicant chooses to adopt an animal an Adoption Contract is
completed with the staff.
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a. Please see the GF AS Fee List for adoption prices.
b. All animals being adopted from GFAS must be altered (spayed or neutered). In
most cases, when the animal being adopted has not been altered, the GF AS will
transport the animal to the veterinarian the day after the adoption (or the earliest
available time) and the new owner will be able to pick up their newly adopted pet
directly from the veterinarian. In the few instances where the animal may not be
able to be altered at that time (too young), an alter deposit will be required.
Please inquire with staff.
ADOPTION RETURN POLICY
The goal is for every animal at the GFAS to be placed in a responsible, loving and forever home.
Staff understands that in some cases, the adoption may not be the "right fit" for the pet or the
new owner. The following policy is utilized to allow adopters to return the pet to the safety of
GFAS.
I. If after the initial veterinary examination, per the adoption contract, the animal is deemed
in such poor health that major medical treatment is required; the adopter may return the
animal to GFAS for a refund ofthe adoption fees or may exchange the animal for another
available animal of their choosing. This refund or exchange must occur within ten ( 10)
days of the adoption and written documentation from the veterinarian is required. Any
acquired veterinarian expenses will not be refunded.
2. If there are compatibility issues between the adopter and the new pet, the adopter may
return the animal to GF AS and exchange for another available animal of their choosing,
at no additional cost. This exchange must occur within thirty (30) days of the adoption.
No monetary refunds will be given.
3. Please see the Owner Surrender policy, if the adopter has had the adopted animal in their
possession longer than thirty (30) days.
OWNER SURRENDER POLICY
GFAS understands situations arise where an owner can no longer care for their pet. In these
instances the OF AS encourages owners to seek out as many resources as they can to assist them.
Sometimes neighbors and/or other family members can assist in finding a new home for the pet.
Veterinarians and/or local pet stores may assist in training if behavioral issues are the need for
re-homing.
The GF AS does not accept any surrendered animals that have potentially infectious disease or
illness, or have extreme behavior issues, including but not limited, to biting or signs of
aggression.
When an owner deems it necessary to surrender their animal to GFAS, the animal becomes the
property of the GFAS and the animal's former owner cannot determine the disposition of the
animal. The GF AS will perform its own assessment of the surrendered animal according to the
following policies and procedures and determine the disposition of the animal.

5
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1. The owner will complete an Owner Surrender profile to provide as much information to
GFAS about their animal as possible. The staff needs to know the animal's behavior and
current living situation. This will aid GFAS in finding a new appropriate home for this
animal.
2. GFAS wilJ also need any veterinary records available. lf the owner does not have records
available the staff will need to know the name of the veterinary office used. GF AS
should be able to receive copies of the records. This will also aid in finding a new
appropriate home for this animal and to verify what vaccinations this animal has been
given and other related issues concerning the animal.
3. There will be a surrender fee per animal or per Jitter (see OFAS Fee List for the most
current fees) assessed to help offset the cost of processing the animal for entrance to the
GFAS. The average cost for care and housing an animal until adoption at the GFAS is
$265. GFAS would appreciate any additional monetary donations, above and beyond the
surrender fee, to help cover the cost of caring for the pet until a new home can be found.
4. Once an animal is surrendered to GFAS, that animal becomes property of GF AS, and the
previous owner relinquishes all rights to obtain further information on the disposition of
that animal. However, GFAS does have a 24-hour Remorse Policy. If the owner
surrenders their animal to GFAS and decides they would like their animal back, within
24-hours of the surrender, GFAS will return the animal to their owner. Cost of Care and
Processing fees may apply. Please see the GF AS Fee List.

5. The Remorse Policy does not apply to owners who have chosen to surrender their animal
due to Redemption Fees.
6. The surrendered animal will be available for adoption after a 24-hour hold time.
7. Animals that the owners believe to have aggressive behaviors will not be accepted. It is
the owner's responsibility to seek out training for the animal or a more suitable home. If
the owner believes euthanasia is the right decision, it is the owner's responsibility to seek
this service from a veterinarian.

INTAKE POLICY
GF AS is responsible for the housing and care of animals brought in by City of Great Falls
Animal Control, strays found by the surrounding area citizens and owner surrendered animals.
The OF AS does not accept any animals that have potentially infectious disease or illness, or have
extreme behavior issues, including but not limited, to biting or signs of aggression.
Please visit www.!!reatfallsmt.net for the current City Animal Ordinances (Title 6 Animals,
Chapter 8 Animals) and more information on why an animal may be taken to the GFAS. GFAS
makes every attempt to reunite a stray animal with its owner; the following policy is utilized to
attempt to ensure this.
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I. Every animal entering the GFAS shall have an Intake Sheet and a Health Check Form
completed. An intake number is assigned and vaccinations are given. The animal is
placed in a kennel where it is kept while waiting to find its owners or a new home. The
intake sheet will include the following:
•
•

Location found.
Animal description and other information such as collar, injuries, identification
etc.

2. Every animal is scanned for a microchip. If GF AS finds this animal has a microchip a
staff member will attempt to contact the current registered owner. If this is unsuccessful,
the anil!lal will be available for adoption after a 96-hour hold time {exc,luding Sundays
and holidays).

3. If the animal is wearing a collar with a rabies tag, license tag, or any other identification
tag, the GFAS staff will proceed to try and contact the owner using any and all contact
information available. lf this is unsuccessful, the animal will be available for adoption
after a 96-hour hold time (excluding Sundays and holidays).

4. If the animal does not have any identification tags or microchip, the animal will be
available for adoption after a 72-hour hold time (excluding Sundays and holidays).

5. If the animal was owner surrendered, that animal will be available for adoption after a 24hour hold time (excluding Sundays and holidays).

6. In the event a pet owner chooses to surrender, rather than redeem their animal, Surrender
Fees will apply.

7. The steps to reclaim a lost pet are listed below in the Redemption Policy.

REDEMPTION POLICY
GF AS makes every attempt to reunite a stray animal with its owner, however in order to offset
costs associated with the operation, redemption fees are assessed. Please see the GF AS Fee List
.for redemption fees. To ensure the animal is reunited with its correct owner the following policy
is utilized~
I. No one except the owner of the animal may redeem the said animal.
a. If the animal's owner is out of town and wants to have another individual pickup
the animal at the GFAS, the owner must write a statement allowing this particular
individual to pay the fees and pickup the animal. (Emails and faxes with a
signature are a valid form of communication)
b. If there are any discrepancies of ownership, the owner must provide proof of
ownership. Fonns of proof may be a veterinarian bill with the owner name and
animal description, rabies vaccination proof from their veterinarian, or a City
license proof.
7
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2. When reclaiming a pet, the owner will look through the kennels to verify GFAS has
his/her pet. Once the appropriate pet has been located the owner will display a valid
picture ID, complete the redemption paperwork and provide proof of current rabies
vaccination and proof of current City license. If the owner does not provide proof, it may
be obtained by calling their veterinarian. If the required proof cannot be verified, then
owner will be charged additional redemption fees.
3. After all redemption paperwork has been completed and all redemption fees have been
paid the animal and owner are reunited to go home.
4. If the owner chooses to leave his/her animal, without officially surrendering the animal to
OFAS, the owner may face legal charges.

LICENSE POLICY
Pursuant to current City Ordinance (Section 6.8.040- Dog and Cat Registration) all dogs and
cats over the age of six (6) months, must be licensed. A City license cannot be sold without
proof of a rabies vaccination. City licenses may be purchased with proof of rabies vaccination at
the GFAS and numerous participating local veterinarians .offices. A City license is not required
for pets residing outside the city limits. Please see the GFAS Fee List for current licensing fees.
If a stray animal is picked up by Animal Control or taken to the GFAS, the animal is
immediately checked for identification. If the identification is current the owner is immediately
contacted and the animal can be taken home if it is still with an Animal Control Officer. If it has
already been through the intake process at the GFAS the owner can pick the animal up as soon as
possible to keep the accumulation of fees to a minimum.
Pursuant to City Code (6.8.080 & 6.8.090) other animal licenses, certificates or permits may be
required for purchase, including:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Multiple Animal Permit
Hobby Breeder Permit
Wild Animal License Certificate (Initial Registration)
Wild Animal License Annual Certificate
Beehive Owner/Beekeeper One-Time Registration
Beehive(s) Annual License
Commercial Kennels (Coordinated with Planning & Community Development)

RABIES VACCINATION POLICY
Pursuant to current City Ordinance (Section 6.8.030 - Vaccination required) all dogs, cats,
ferrets, and horses over the age of six (6) months, must have a current rabies vaccination. Rabies
vaccinations must be administered by a licensed veterinarian. Enforcement issues pertaining to
an animal that has bitten a human or other animal is done by Animal Control Officers under the
authority of the City of Great Falls Police Department.
All animals leaving GFAS will receive a rabies vaccination or voucher to be redeemed at a local
veterinarian's office.
S
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EUTHANASIA POLICY
The nul!'ber one priority ofth~ GF AS is to have as many animals. as possible redeemed, adopted,
placed m foster homes or w1th rescues. However, there are t1mes when an animal's health
disposition and temperament do not allow for these choices.
'
After reviewing the animal's quality of life and after careful consideration with the Veterinary
Technician, GFAS Contracted Veterinarian and Operations Director, the decision to humanely
euthanize will be considered as the final act of kindness.
There may be situations, however where euthanasia is court mandated.

Euthanasia services are NOT offered to the public.
CREMATION SERVICES
The GFAS offers cremation services to members of the public when their beloved pet has died.
The cremation process is performed in a respectful and dignified manner by the caring staff at
the GFAS. Staff is available to help pet owners chose the best cremation option for you and your
family.
Please see the GFAS Fee List for current cremation service fees
(www.l!reatfallsmt/animalshelter).
Pursuant to current Montana statutes and rules, there are restrictions on the manner in which a
deceased animal may be disposed of. (ARM 17.8.604, MCA 75.5.605, MCA 75.10.212-214)

DONATION POLICY
All donations are accepted and greatly appreciated by the GFAS. We currently have three
different accounts that can accept monetary donations. All three accounts are funded exclusively
on donations and are tax deductible. Memorial donations may also be set up to honor a family
member or pet. Please contact the GF AS with donation or tax deductible questions. You may
also visit the website at \\tww.greatfallsmt.net

VOLUNTEER POLICY
Volunteers can play a very important role in the operation of GFAS. All citizens interested in
becoming a volunteer at GFAS must complete a Volunteer Application. These applications are
at the GFAS or may be found on the website at www.ureatfallsmt.net. Once the application is
accepted all volunteers will complete Volunteer Orientation and training.

9
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ORDINANCE 3160
AN ORDINANCE REPEALING AND REPLACING TITLE 6, OF THE

omciAL CODE OF THE CITY OF GREAT FALLS (OCCGF),
PERTAINING TO ANIMALS

WHEREAS, the City Commission established Title 6 of the OCCGF regulating Animals
within the incorporated boundaries ofthe City of Great Falls;

and

WHEREAS, the City Commission bas recognized deficiencies throughout the entirety of
OCCGF Title 6, including but not limited to, typographical, grammatical, formatting and
referencing deficiencies, and
WHEREAS, the City Commission wishes to cure the deficiencies contained in OCCGF

Title 6, and
WHEREAS, the City Commission wishes to substantively change policies related to the
Great Falls Animal Shelter, Animal Control investigative procedures, the regulation of
dangerous or potentially dangerous animals, and rabies control regulations.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE
CITY OF GREAT FALLS, MONTANA, that:

Section 1.

The entirety of OCCOF Title 6 pertaining to Animals will be·replace as
depicted in Exhibit "A" attached hereto, repealing the entirety of Title 6
depicted in Exhibit ''B" attached hereto, which incorporates all changes
depicted in Exhibit "C'', attached hereto; and,

Section2:

This ordinance shall be in full force and effect thirty (30) days after
second reading and final adoption by the City Commission.

APPROVED by the City Commission on first reading June 6, 2017.
ADOPTED by the City Commission of the City of Great Falls, Montana on second
reading June 20, 2017.
Bob Kelly, Mayor
ATTEST:

(CITY SEAL)
Darcy Dea, Deputy City Clerk
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APPROVED FOR LEGAL CONTENT:
Sara Sexe, City Attorney
State of Montana
County of Cascade
City of Great Falls

)
: ss
)

I, Darcy Dea, Deputy City Clerk of the City of Great Falls, Montana, do certify that I did
post as required by law and as prescribed and directed by the Commission, Ordinance 3160 in
three conspicuous places within the limits of said City to-wit:
On the Bulletin Board, first floor, Civic Center Building;
On the Bulletin Board, first floor, Cascade County Courthouse;
On the Bulletin Board, Great Falls Public Library

(CITY SEAL)

Darcy Dea, Deputy City Clerk
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Exhibit "A" (Amended from June 6, 2017)
Title 6- ANIMALS

Title 6

ANIMALS

Chapter 1

ANIMALS

Sections:

6.1.010

Definitions.

As used in this chapter, unless the context otherwise indicates, the following terms shaD have the
meaning ascnbed to each:
A

"Abandon" means to forsake, desert, or absolutely give up an animal previously under the
custody, or possession, of a person without having secured another owner or custodian
by failing to provide one or more of the elements of adequate care for a period of twentyfour (24) or more consecutive hours.

B.

"Adequate care" means the reasonable practice of good animal husbandry, production,
management, confinement. feeding, watering, protection, shelter, transportation,
treatment,, and, when necessary, euthanasia. This practice must be appropriate for the
age, species, condition, size, and type of animal. Adequate care additionally includes the
provision of veterinary care to prevent suffering, disease, or the Impairment of health.

C.

"Adequate feed• means the provision of access to food that is:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

D.

Of sufficient quantity and nutritive value to maintain each animal in good health;
Accessible to each animal without duress or competition;
Prepared so as to permit ease of consumption for the age, species, condition,
size and type of each animal;
Provided in a clean and sanitary manner;
Placed so as to minimize contamination by excrement and pests; and

Provided at suitable intervals for the species, age, and condition of the animal,
but at least once dally, except as prescribed by a veterinarian or as dictated by
naturally occurring states of hibernation or fasting for the normal species.

"Adequate shelter" means the provision of, and access to, shelter that
1.

Is suitable for the species, age, condition, size, and type of each animal;

2.

Provides adequate space for each animal;

3.

Is safe and protects each animal from Injury, rain, sleet, snow, hall, direct
sunlight, the adverse effects of heat or cold, physical suffering, and impairment of
health;

4.

Is properly cleaned to include;
I.

dean of carcasses, debris, food waste and excrement with suffiCient
frequency to minimize the animal's contact with those contaminants;

Great Falls, Montana, Code of Ordinances
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H.

sanitized with sufficient frequency to minimize odors and the hazard of
disease; and

Iii. cleaned to prevent the animals confined therein from being directly or
lndlrecUy sprayed with a stream of water or exposed to hazardous chemicals
or disinfectants.

5.

Enables each animal to be clean and dry, except when detrimental to the
species.

6.

For dogs and cats, provides a solid surface, resting platform, ~d. floor mat, or
simHar device that Is large enough for the animal to lie on in a normal manner
and can be maintained In a sanitary manner.

7.

A shelter with wire, grid, or slat floors which do not sag under the animal's
weight, do not permit the anlmars feet to pass through the openings, or which
otherwise protect the animal's feet or toes from injury.

8.

With respect to outdoor facilities for animals, the provision of one or more shelter
structures that are accessible to each animal in each outdoor facility and that are
large enough to allow each animal in the shelter structure to sit, stand, and lie in
a normal manner and to tum about freely. In addition to the shelter structures,
one or more separate outside areas of shade must be provided, large enough to
contain all the animals at one time and protect them from the direct rays of the
sun. Shelters in outdoor facilities for animals must
i.

Contain a roof and be fuRy enclosed wllh an opening to allow animal access;

ii.

Provide the animals with adequate protection and shelter from the cold and
heat. provided that no animal may be maintained in any outdoor location
where the ambient temperature is under thirty-five (35) degrees Fahrenheit or
higher than. one hundred (1 00) degrees Fahrenheit or any indoor location
where the ambient temperature is under forty-five (45) degrees Fahrenheit or
exceeds eighty-five (85)·degrees Fahrenheit;

Ill. Provide a wind break at the entrance;

iv. For building surfaces in contact with animals in outdoor housing facilities, be
impervious to moisture;
v. Not be made of metal barrels, cars, refrigerators or freezers, and similar
materials; and
vi. Have floors which are maintained on a regular basis and made of compacted
earth, absorbent bedding, sand, gravel, or grass, which must be replaced If
there are any prevalent odors, diseases, insects, pests, or venom. Surfaces
of outdoor housing facilities. that cannot be readily cleaned and sanitized
must be replaced when worn or soiled.

E.

"Adequate space" means sufficient space to allow each animal:
1.

To easUy stand, sit, lie, tum about and make all other normal body movement In
a comfortable, normal position for the animal;

2.

To Interact safely with other animals In the enclosure. Outside dog runs must be
a least ten {10) feet long and thirty-six (36) inches wide for dogs weighing up to
forty-five (45) pounds, and at least ten (10) feet long and forty-eight (48) Inches
wide for dogs weighing forty-five (45) pounds or more;
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3.

When an animal Is tethered, to engage in the above actions and Is:

i.

Appropriate to the age and size of the animal;

D.

Attached to the animal by a property fitted coHar, halter, or harness configured
so as to protect the animal from Injury and to prevent the animal or tether from
becoming entangled with other objects or animals or from extending over an
object or edge that could result in the strangulation or Injury of the animal; and

·iii. Is at least three times the length of the animal, as measured from the tip of
the nose to the base of the tail, except when the animal Is being walked on a
leash or is attached by a tether to a lead line. When freedom of movement
would endanger the animal, temporarily and appropriately restricting
movement of the animal according to accepted veterinary standards for the
species is considered provision of adequate space, provided, however, that
no animal shall be tethered for more than a reasonable period.

F.

•Adequate veterinary care• means provision of medical care to aReviate suffering, prevent
disease and disease transmission, and maintain health through accepted practice by the
American Veterinary Medical Association for the age, species, condition, size, and type of
each animal.

G.

aAdequate water" means the provision of and access to clean, fresh, potable water of a
drinkable temperature which Is provided In a suitable manner, In sufficient volume, and
suitable Intervals to maintain normal hydration for the age, species, condition, size, and
type of each animal, except as prescribed by a veterinarian or as dictated by naturally
occurring states of hibernation or fasting normal for the species. Such water shalll be
provided In clean, durable receptacles that are accessible to each animal and placed so
as to minimize contamination of the water by excrement or pests. Alternatively, provision
of an alternate source of hydration consistent with generaUy accepted husbandry
practices may be provided.

H.

MAdoption• means the transfer of ownership of an animal from a releasing agency to an
Individual.

l.

•Animar means any living vertebrate creature, other than human beings, whether wild or
domestic, Including but not limited to all livestock and any domestic pel

J.

"Animal Control Officer" means any person charged with the duty of enforcement of the
City's animal control ordinances. Animal Control Officers shall be peace officers for the
limited purpose of animal control.

(Ord. 2656, 1992).
K.

•Animal hoarder" means any person who possesses a large number of animals, and who;

1.

Keeps animals In severely overcrowded conditions where they are unable to be
in a state of good health;

2.

Displays the inability to recognize or understand the nature of, or has reckless
disregard for, the conditions of the animals; or

3.

Uves in unsanitary, unhealthy or potentially dangerous cohditions and falls to or
Is unable to provide the animals with adequate care as defined in this chapter.
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L.

"Animal Shelter" means any premise provided for intaklng and caring for domestic
animals. References in this Title to •Animal Shelter" shall mean the Great Falls Animal
Shelter unless specifically stated otherwise.

(Ord. 2656, 1992)

M.

•ARM• means the Administrative Rules of Montana.

N.

•At large• means off the premises of the owner and not under the immediate, continuous
and effective control of its owner or some other competent person.

0.

"Collar" means a well fitted device that:

1.
2.

3.
4.

Encircles an animal's neck or torso in such a way as to avert trauma or injury to
the animal;
Allows two fingers to be Inserted between the neck and oollar;
Is appropriate to the age and size of the animal; and
Is constructed of nylon, leather, metal, or similar material.

P.

•eommercial keMellcattery" means any buUdfng, structure, or premise which Ia used for
the business of charging fees for boarding, training, or breeding of domestic animals,
exclusive of medical or surgical care, or for quarantine purposes.

Q.

•eompanlon Animal• means any domestic animal that works, provides assistance, or
performs tasks for the benefit of a person with a disability, or provides emotional' support
that alleviates one. or more identified symptoms or effects of a person's disability, the
need for which is documented by a health care provider.

R.

"Dangerous Animal" means any animal that d'ISplays any of the following behaviors:

1.

inflicting bodily injury upon or has caused the death of a person or domestic
animal; or

2.

demonstrating tendencies that would cause a reasonable person to believe that
the animal may inflict injury upon or cause the death of any person or domestic
animal, including but not limited to the following behaviors;
I.

attacking, without provocation, requiring defensive action by any person to
prevent bodUy Injury and/or property damage In a place where such person Is
conducting himself peaceably and lawfully;

ii.

attacking, without provocation, resulting in an injury to a person in a place
where such person is conducting himself peaceably and lawfully;

Ill. attacking, without provocation, resulting in injury or death to other animals

unless the other animal is trespassing on the attacking animal owner's
property, or Injuring or attempting to Injure the person, family or property of
the owner; or

3.

engaging In or been trained for animal fighting.

S.

•Domestic animal· means any animal that may be legally possessed by a person and Is
commonly kept In or around a residence, outbuildings or business.

T.

•Euthanasia• means the humane destruction of an animal accompUshed by a method that
Involves Instantaneous unconsciousness and Immediate death or by a · method that
involves anesthesia, produced by an agent that causes painless loss of consciousness,
and death during such loss of consciousness.
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U.

•Excremenr means waste from the bowels or bladders of animals.

V.

•feral car means any cat that is a descendant of a domesticated cat that has returned to
the wild.

W.

•Foster home• means a private residential dwelling and Its sunounding grounds where
care and/or rehabilitation are provided to' domestic animals through an affiliation with the
Great Falls Animal Shelter.

X.

•Fowt• means any of various birds of the order allofonns, Including chickens. roosters,
ducks, geese, turkeys, and pheasants, or any bird that Is used for food or hunted as
game.

Y.

"Hybrid animar means an animal resulting from the crossbreeding between two (2)
different species of animals. These may include, but are not limited to, crosses between
wild animal species such as lions, tigers, and wolves. For the purpose of this chapter, a
hybrid animal will be considered a wild animal.

Z.

•Intake• means the taking Into custody of an animal either wild or domestic by Animal
Control Officers or the Great Falls Animal Shelter.

M.

•Leash• means a cord, rope, chain, or strap attached to the collar or harness of an
animal, and used to lead It or hold it in check.

BB.

•Licensing authority" means any designated representative of the City or Animal Shelter
charged with administering the issuance and/or revocation of permits and pet
registrations under the provisions of this chapter.

CC.

"Livestock" means domestic animals traditionally raised In an agricultural setting to
produce commodities such as food, fiber, or labor. These may include, but are not
limited to, cattle, sheep, swine Including domestic pot-bellied pigs, poultry, fowl, ostriches,
emus, goats, horses, mules.and llamas.

DO.

•Microchip Implant" means a passive electronic device that is Injected into an animal by
means of a pre-packaged sterilized implanting device for purposes of Identification.

EE.

"Multiple Animal Permir means a permit authorizing a household, individual or family unit
to keep, harbor or maintain more than the limited number of dogs and cats permitted by
this Chapter.

FF.

•Neglecr occurs when the owner or keeper of an animal does any of the following:

1.

FaDs to provide an animal with adequate care as defined In this chapter;

2.

Fails to sufficiently and properly care for an animal to the extent that the animal's
health is jeopardized;

3.

Keeps any animal under conditions which increase the probability of the
transmission of disease;
Allows any animal, Including one who Is aged, diseased, maimed, hopelessly
sick, disabled, or not ambulatory, to suffer unnecessary pain; or

4.

5.

GG.

Meets the definition of an animal hoarder as defined In this chapter.

•Nuisance anlmar means any animal or group of animals that behaves In a disruptive or
destructive manner, Including but not limited to, the following, habitually:

1.

Steals, damages, soils, or defiles community or neighborhoods private property

or public property:
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2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

HH.

Tums over garbage containers, rummages through or scattering garbage or
rubbish, or damages flower or vegetable gardens;
Ceuses unssnltary or offensive conditions;
Chases vehicles or bicycles on public streets, ways or parks, or impedes the
safety of pedestrians, bicyclists, or motorists;
Is inside a public area which is designated as one prohibiting animals, except for
an animal that has been duly and property trained and registered as a Service
Animal as described In Section 6.1.01 0, or a Companion Animal as defined in
this Title, may be allowed In such an area when acting In that capacity; or
Barks, howls, whines, bays, or makes any noise common to its species, so
continuously or incessantly as to unreasonably disturb the peace, comfort,
tranquftlty of life or property of one or more persons occupying property In the
community or neighborhood, within reasonable proximity to the premises where
the animal or animals are kept. The noise must be continuously or intermittently
~ audible for thirty (30) minutes within one (1) hour period, however, the provisions
of this section shall not apply to any commercial kennel permitted by zoning laws.
Is allowed by any person having ownership, possession, charge, custody or
control of the animal to be at large during its estrous period or when in heal
During this period, the owner or person having possession of the animal must
restrain the animal in a proper enclosure in such a manner that will prevent the
animal from coming In contact with a male of Its species. Any such animal not so
confined may be taken in by Animal Control Officers or the Animal Shelter. This
section shall not be construed to prohibit the intentional breeding of animals on
the premises of the owners of the animals Involved.

"Owner" means any person, or group of persons, corporation, organization, or
association (excluding the Great Falls Animal Shelter, any non-profit releasing agency,
feral cat caretaker, or veterinarian) that

1.

Has a property right in an animal;

2.

Keeps or harbors an animal;

3.

Has an animal in his or her care or acts as a custodian of an animal for ten (10)
or more consecutive days when the true owner of the animal is unknown to such
person; or

4.

Has an animal in his or her care or. acts as a caretaker or custodian of an animal
by agreement with or without pennission of the true owner of the animal.

11.

•Pet animal" means any animal sold or kept for the purpose of being kept or
domesticated as a household pet. Pet animal includes but Is not Hmlted to dogs, cats,
birds, rabbits, ferrets, hamsters, guinea pigs, gerbils, rats, mice, non-poisonous
araclvllds, non-poisonous Insects, non-venomous snakes and fish.

JJ.

•potentially Dangerous Animal Behavior" means any of the following behaviors:
1.

Without provocation, chasing or approaching a person in either a menacing
fashion or having an apparent attitude of attack while the animal is off the
premises of Its owner;
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2.

Attempting to auack a person or domestic animal whDe off the premises of Its
owner;

3.

While off the property of Its owner, engaging in any behavior when unprovoked
that reasonably would have required a person to take defensive action to prevent
bodily injury; or

4.

Engaging In other comparable conduct.

KK.

"Premises" means a building, group of buildings and/or contiguous parcels of land under
the control of a single person and used for a single purpose. Continuous parcels of land
separated by a public road are considered to be separate premises. Separate buildings
and adjoining buildings in a group of buUdlngs, which are directly accessible to the public
and function Independently from the others, are separate premises.

LL.

"Proof of ownership" means documentation in support of a property right in an animal that
Includes, but Is not limited to, veterinary records, rabies inoculation certificates, licenses,
photographs, bills of sale, breed registries, written transfers of ownership, and verbal or
written third-party verifications.

MM.

•proper enclosure• means a place in which an animal Is securely confined Indoors or In a
securely enclosed and locked pen or structure suitable to prevent the entry of chDdren
under the age of twelve and designed to prevent the animal from escaping. Such
enclOsure shall have secure sides and a secure top to prevent the animal from escaping
and shaH also provide protection for the animal from the elements. The enclosure shall
be of suitable size·for the animal.

NN.

uProper1y restrained" means an animal that is:
1.
2.
3.

Kept within a proper enclosure;
ControUed by a competent person by means of a leash not to exceed six (6) feet
In length or other device; or
Secured within or upon a vehicle being driven or parked. Properly restrained
within or upon a vehicle does not Include restraint or confinement that would
allow an animai to fall from or otherwise escape the confines of a vehicle or that
would allow an animal to have access to persons outside the vehicle.

00.

"Provoke" means to goad, inflame, instigate, or stimulate an aggressive or defensive
response by an animal, but does not Include any reasonable actions by an individual that
are intended to defend against the animal.

PP.

"Releasing agency" means an animal shelter, humane society, animal welfare
organization, society for the prevention of cruelty to animals, or other similar entity that
releases animals for adoption.

QQ.

"Relinquish or Surrender" means giving up all rights to an animal, thereby making It the
property of the City of Great Falls.

RR.

"Sanitary conditions" means space free from health hazards, including excessive animal
waste, overcrowding of animals, or other conditions that endanger the animal's health.
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This definition does not Include any condition resulting from a customary and reasonable
practice pursuant to farming or animal husbandry.
SS.

"Service Animal" Is defined by the United States Department of Justice 28 C.F .R. §
36.104, hereby Incorporated by reference.

rr.

"Stray or stray animal" means any animal that
1.

Is at large;

2..

Appears to be lost, unwanted, or abandoned; and

3.

Whose owner Is unknown or not readily available. Feral cats and community
cats shaft not be considered Stray animals for the purposes of this chapter.

UU.

•state of good health" means freedom from disease and illness and in a condition of
proper body weight and temperature for the age and species of the animal, unless the
animal Is undergoing appropriate veterinary treatment

W.

"Tether" means a leash or simDar device, attached to a welt-fitted collar or harness of an
animal, and of sufficient strength to restrain and control that animal to which It Is
attached.

WW.

"Use of force" Is justified by a· person against an animal as allowed by Montana Code
Annotated Title 49, Chapter 1.

XX.

"Vaccination• means the Inoculation of a dog, cat, ferret, horse or other animal with antirabies vaccine administered under the direction of a licensed veterinarian or with any
other vaccine approved by the·publlc health officer and the state veterinarian. •current
vaccination" means the inoculation of a dog, cat, ferret, horse or other animal with antirabies vaccine. Animals vaccinated Initially will receive a booster shot one (1) year .after
the Initial vaccination and thereafter according to manufacturers' recommendations.
(Ord. 2534 §2(EXh. B(part)), 1989).

YY.

6.1.020

"Wild Animal" means any lfvlng vertebrate animal normally found In the Wild state and for
which there Is no USDA approved anti-rabies vaccination. These include, but are not
limited to, bears, skunks, raccoons, deer, bobcats, mountain lions, and any type of
"hybrid animal.•
·

Conflict of laws.

In all Instances where Montana S,tate Law (as evidenced by the Montana Code Annotated, applicable
case law or otherwise) mandates standards, or requirements, that conflict with the provisions of this
Chapter, the Montana Code Annotated shall govem and the same shall be incorporated by this reference
as a part of this Chapter.
(Ord. 2933, 2007)

6.1.030

Canine unit exemp~on.

Trained police dogs utilized by an :official law enforcement agency as assigned to a swom peace officer
as part of a canine team/unit shalll)e exempt from all provisions of this chapter.

I

(Ord. 2933, 2007)
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6.1.040

Vaccination required.

It Is unlawful for any person to keep, maintain or harbor any dog, cat, ferret, horse, or other anbnal, over
four (4) months of age unless It has had a current vaccination, as deflried in Section 6.1.010(WW.). A
person found guilty of a violatiOn of this section Is gunty of a misdemeanor punishable by a maxbnum fine
of five hundred dollars ($500.00).
(Ord. 2933, 2007; Ord. 2534 §2(Exh. B(part)), 1989).

6.1.050

Dog and cat registration.

A.

Any person keeping or harboring any dog over four (4) months of age must register such
animal as provided for In this section. A keeper of a domestic cat over four (4) months of
age must register such cat by paying a registration fee as established in this section.

B.

Registrations shall be Issued by the Great Falls Animal Shelter, or Its designee, upon
payment of a registration fee. Registration fees shaH be established by resolution of the
City Commission. No refunds shall be made on any pet registration fee because of the
death of the pet or owner leaving the City before the expiration of the registration period.
Registration fees are not transferable.

C.

Registrations for Service Animals, Companion Animals, and governmental pollee dogs
shaft be furnished without charge.

0.

Registrations shall not be Issued to any person under the age of eighteen (18) years
unless a parent or guardian signs the application as co-owner. The provisions of this
section shall not apply to nonresidents having animals under restraint within the City less
than thirty (30) days.

E.

A person found guilty of a violation of this section Is guilty of a misdemeanor punishable
by a maximum fine of two hundred fifty dollars ($250.00).

(Ord. 2933, 2007; Ord. 2534 §(Exh. B(part)), 1989).

6.1.060

Number of Cats and Dogs.

It Is unlawful for any person, persons, or family to keep, harbor, or maintain in or on the same premises a
total of more than two (2) cats and two (2) dogs of four (4) months of age or older, without first obtaining a
multiple anbnal pennit as provided in OCCGF §6.1.090.
(Ord. 2933, 2007; Ord. 2534§2(Exh B.(part)), 1989).

6.1.070

Tag-collar.

The following provisions shall apply to tagging and collaring of domestic Animals:

A.

Upon receipt of a proper application and the pet registration fee, the Animal Shelter shall
Issue to the applicant a pet registration certificate and metamc tag. The tag shall have
stamped thereon a number to correspond with the number of the certificate Issued to the
appftcant.
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B.

Every owner Is required to provide each dog or cat with a substantial collar or harness, to
which the registration tag or other identification tag shall be affixed at all times.

C.

In the event a registration tag Is lost or destroyed, another tag shall be issued by the
Animal Shelter upon presentation of an affidavit to that effect, a receipt or dupRcate
receipt showing payment of the pet registration fee for the current year, and the payment
of a fee for such duplicate.

D.

If a dog or cat has a Microchip Implant, registered with the appropriate company so that
the owner's Information can be ob1alned, no tag Is required to be wom, however the
animal is still required to be registered pursuant to the provisions of this Title. All
microchips shall comply with MCA Title 7, Chapter 23.

E.

Any dog or cat found off the owner's premises without a registration tag, Microchip
Implant registered with the appropriate company so that the owner's information can be
obtained, shall be deemed to be not registered, even though a registration has been
Issued for such animal.

F.

It Is unlawful for any person to cause or permH a pet registration tag to be placed upon an
animal for which it was not Issued. Pet registration tags are not transferable from one
animal to another and any animal found with a registration tag issued for another pet
animal shall be deemed to be not registered.

G.

A person found guilty of a violation of this.section Is guilty of a misdemeanor punishable
by a maximum fine of two hundred fifty dollars ($250.00).

(Ord. 2933, 2007; Ord. 2573, 1990: Ord. 2534 §2(Exh. B(part)), 1989).

6.1.080

Rental property owner authority.

Owners of rental properties may establish policies that may place further restrictions on the number of
animals alowed on their properties.

(Ord. 2933, 2007; Ord. 2534 §2(Exh. B(part)), 1989).

6.1.090

Multiple-animal permWmultlple animal hobby breeder permit.

A Multiple Animal Permit is required for any person, family, or household owning or harboring any more
than the number of domestic dogs and cats permitted by Section 6.1.060 for more than thirty (30) days. A
Multiple Animal Hobby Breeder PermH Is required for any person, family, or household owning or
harboring any more than the number of dogs and cats pennHted by Section 6.1.060 who Intends to breed
their animals. The holder of a regular Multiple Animal Permit or a person holding no Multiple Animal
Permit must apply for a Multiple AnlmaJ Hobby Breeder Permit within ten (10) days of the birth of a litter.
AppDcation for these permits shall be made with the Animal Shelter. The Intended facilities are subject to
inspection by an Animal Control Officer. The permit shall be Issued upon the following conditions:
A.

All dogs and cats must be registered, collared, or Mlcrochlpped;

B.

There must be adequate shelter and secure enclosure for animals on the premises:

C.

The owner uses suitable means of cleaning and/or disposing of animal excrement so that
It does not become a nuisance or a health hazard;
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D.

That In the Investigating Animal Control Ofticer's opinion, the animals receive proper
care, food, water, shelter, and humane treatment;

E.

Cat Hobby Breeders are allowed to have a maximum of four (4) Otters per year. Other
than any animals intended to be kept as pets by the breeder, kittens must.be sold or
given away within four (4) months of birth. Dog Hobby Breeders are allowed to have
maximum of two (2) litters per year, and other than any animals Intended to be kept as
pets by the breeder, puppies must be removed within four (4) months.

F.

For a Hobby Breeder Permit, the puppies and kittens can only be sold, given as a gift or
other transfer or conveyance from the location listed on the Hobby Breeder Permil

G.

The Hobby Breeder Permit shall tist the maximum. number of animals over the age of four
(4} months alloWed on the premises and If the holder of the permit exceeds that number,
it shall be grounds for revocation of all permits for that location. -

H.

Animal Control Officers shall contact the persons residing In the adjoining premises to
inquire their opinion regarding the application • The Investigating Animal Control Officer
shall consider this Information In making their recommendation regarding. the application;
however, this information Is not dispositive, only a factor In consideration of approval.

I.

The Animal Shelter shall approve or den,y the application based on the Information
submitted by the applicant and on the recommendation of the Investigating officer. The
Animal Shelter may issue a conditional permit. but must state the permit conditions on
the document and ensure that the applicant is advised of the conditions;

J.

After receMng notfftcation of the Animal Control Officer's approval, the applicant must
pay the Animal Shelter an appllcaUon fee which shall be estabfished by resolution of the
City Commission;

K.

All premises for which a multiple animal permit is issued may be subject to annual
inspections by the Animal Control Officer. The Inspections may also be Instigated If a
complaint Is filed. The Animal Control Officer, on determining that such premises are not
being maintained or the conditions of the permit are not met. may recommend a
revocation or denial of the permit. if it is deemed necessary. The permittee shall be given
a thirty-day written notice of the Animal Control Ofticer's recommendation, revocation, or
denial;

L.

A permit authorized by the Animal Shelter must contain the following information:

M.

1.

Name and address of the person to whom the permit Is granted;

2.

The number of domestic dogs or cats for which the permit Is granted;

3.

Any special conditions required by the Animal Control Officer;

4.

A Hobby Breeder Permit must state whether It Is for dogs or cats or both; and

5.

Identifying Information for the domestic dogs or cats for which the permit Is
granted.

If the holder of a Multiple-Animal permit or a Multiple Animal Hobby Breeder permit
moves, he or she must provide written notice of their new address If it Is within the city
limits of Great Falls within thirty (30) days of moving. The Animal Shelter will then
conduct an inspection and take appropriate action under this section based on any
changes· at the permit holder's new residence, including but not limited to amending or
revoking the Multiple Animal Permit.
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N.

Upon denial, amendment, or revocation of a Multiple Animal Permit, 1he
applicant/permittee shall be given written notice of the Animal Control Officer's
recommendation and the appeal procedure.

0.

The applicant or permittee may appeal the denial or revocation of a permit by filing a
written request for reconsideration with the Deputy City Manager. The written appeal
must state the applicant's name and address and should clearly outline the applicant's
rebuttal to the reason(s) stated for denial and should Include any additional information
which may be pertinent to the applicants request for a permit. The appeal shall be heard
by the Deputy City Manager. The applicant or permittee may appeal an affirmation of the
denial of a permH to the, City Manager In the same mamer as the appeal to 1he Deputy
City Manager. F1nally, the applicant or permittee may appeal an affirmation of denial by
the City Manager to the City Commission by tiBng an appropriate written request, which
Shall review .the application in a public meeting and uphold, reverse, or revise the
decision on the application. The appUcant or permittee shaH have the burden of proving
by clear and convincing evidence he or she is entiUed to a permit

(Ord. 2933, 2007).

6.1.100
A.

Commercial kennel.
A commercial kennel license shall be required for any person, persons, family, or entity
who, for compensation, wishes to engage in the boarding and/or breeding of domestic
dogs, cats, reptDes, or any other animal allowed within the City, shall be obtained through
appOcatlon from the Planning and Community Development Department and shall be
subject to the following:

1.

Inspection. The Intended facifttles must be Inspected by an Animal Control

Officer, such Inspection to Include the physical facilities as well as the effect on
the neighborhood.
2.

3.

Recommendation. · Following the Inspection, the .Animal Control Officer will
recommend to the licensing authority either approval or disapproval of the
application.
Fee. The aooual commercial kennel fee shall be established by resolution of the
City Commissii:m.

4.

Zoning. Commercial kennels wm be permitted only in areas of the City zoned for
such usage as defined in TiUe 17 OCCGF. A zoning permit and safety inspection
certificate must be obtained prior to applying for a commercial kennel license.

5.

Renewals. Licenses must be renewed within sixty (60) days of the expiration
date or the application will be treated as a new application.

6.

License Revocation. All kennel licenses will expire one (1) year from the date of
Issuance unless sooner revoked. The Animal Control Officer will investigate all
complaints concerning licensing or Improperly operated kennels and may
recommend revocation of the license if It Is deemed necessary. The ficensee will
be given at least five (5) days• written notice of such recommendation during
which time the licensee may appeal the Animal Control Officer's recommendation
to the Animal Shelter. The licensing authority will then take action as required.

7.

The applicant or licensee may appeal the denial or revocation of a Commercial
Kennel License to the Board of Adjustment pursuant to 17.16.34.010.
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(Ord. 2534 §2(Exh. B(part)), 1989).
B.

Exclusions. No fee may be required of any veterinary hospital, animal shelter, or
government zoological park.

1.
2.

Separate FaciiHies. Every facHity regulated by thls section shall be considered a
separate enterprise and shaD have an individual license.
Penalty. Failure to obtain a license before opening any facUlty covered in this

section shall result In a fine of five hundred dollars ($500.00).
(Ord. 2933, 2007).

6.1.11 0

Removal of excrement.

A.

It Is unlawful for any person In control of an animal to cause or permit such animal to be
on any property, public or private, not owned or possessed by such person, to fait to
remove feces left by the animal. When accompanying the animal outside hfs, or her
property, the owner shall have on his or her person suitable means for the removal of
such feces, which then must be placed in a double bag or fly proof container and then In
an approved refuse container for sanitary removal.

B.

The provisions of Section (A.) shall not apply to the ownership or use of Service Animals,
dogs when used In law enforcement activities, or tracking dogs when used by or with the
permission of the City.

C.

The accumulation of animal feces on any private property Is hereby declared a nuisance.
Every person who is the owner or occupant of private property or the agent in charge of
such property is charged With the dutY of keeping such property free of any accumulation
of feces.

D.

•Accumulation• for purposes d this section shall mean:

1.

Any quantity that constitutes a hazard to the health, safety, or convenience of
persons other than the owner of the animal; or

2.

Any quantity that Interferes with the use or enjoyment of any neighboring
property as the result of odors, visual blight, or attraction of insects or pests.

E.

Each owner, occupant, or agent having charge of such property who is notified In
accordance with the provisions set forth herein by the Animal Control Officer to remove
such feces shall be charged with the duty of removing such feces and satisfactorily
disposing of the same within forty-eight (48) hours of the effective date/hour of the notice
to dO so.

F.

Notice of violation shall set forth in writing the date of Inspection, the address of the
property found In violation and the fact that an accumulation of feces was observed.
Notice may be served either personally by leaving a copy with an occupant of the
premises, or by posting notice in a conspicuous place upon the property.

G.

If the premises where an accumulation of feces is found contains only single-family
dwelling, then notice shall be directed to the occupant of such premises whether such
occupant be the owner or lessee. If the premises where the accumulation of feces Is
found contains more than one (1) dwelling unit, then notice shall be directed to the record
owner of such premises or the agent in charge of the premises.

a
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H.

Any owner, occupant or agent In charge of such property who violates this section Is
guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by a maximum fine of five hundred dollars ($500.00)
and shall be ordered to remove the excrement within a reasonable time and may also be
subject to the other penalties specified in OCCGF 6.1.300. A premises where a violation
of this section Is present Js declared a Nuisance as defined by OCCGF 8.49.010.

(Ord. 2933, 2007).

6.1.120

Rabies-exposure.

Animal contacts shall be subject to the following provisions:
A.

Any non-vaccinated or not currently vaccinated domestic animal that has been exposed
rabid, animal shall be administered according to the
provisions of the Administrative Rules of Montana (ARM) Title 32, Chapter 3.

to a confinned rabid, or suspected
B.

Any currently vaccinated domestic animal that has been exposed to a confirmed rabid, or
suspected rabid, animal shall be administered according to the provisions of ARM, Title
32, Chapter 3.

C.

Any person having knowledge of an animal known to have or suspected of having rabies
shall report an accurate description Immediately to the state veterinarian or to a deputy
state veterinarian.

D.

The Animal Control Officer shall notify the City/County Health Department and the
Department of Livestock of the exposure including the bite · and bitten animal. The
Department of Livestock may further investigate the incident and take appropriate action
including, but not fimited to, destruction or further quarantines as required by this part.

Human exposure shall be subject to the following provisions:

E.

Upon consideration of the discretion and advice of the Local Health Officer any domestic
animal, regardless of vaccination status that bites or otherwise exposes a person to the
possibility of rabies must be confined and observed in accordance with ARM rrtte 32. · ·

F.

If any sign of Illness develops in the isolated animal, it is to be evaluated by a licensed
veterinarian In accordance with ARM TIUe 32.

G.

Any domestic animal confined and observed pursuant to this part may be vaccinated
during the ten (10) day confinement period.

(Ord. 2534 §2(Exh. B(part)), 1989).

H.

Animal rabies exposure procedures include:

1.

If the owner of the animal Is identified, the animal shall be quarantined at a
veterinarian hospital at the owner's expense for a period of at least ten (10) days
after the day of exposure. In the event an owner cannot be identified, the animal
shall be In taken and quarantined at the Animal Shelter. In the event an owner
wDI not voluntarily release the animal for quarantine, the Animal Control authority
or law enforcement officer shall obtain a court order to seize the animal and
place It In quarantine at the veterinarian hospital of the authority's choice, at the
owner's expense.
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2.

If the animal Is a stray and no owner Is Identified within twenty-four (24) hours,
the animal may be euthanized and tested for rabies.

3.

The aforesaid procedure shall be suspended on order of the City/County Health
Department where an animal exhibits symptoms of rabies.

I.

Human exposure to a conftnned rabid, or suspected rabid, animal shall be administered
according to appl~ble Montana State law and regulations, including but not limited to,
MCA Titles 37, and 50, and ARM TIUe 32.

J.

A person found guilty of a violation of this section Is guilty of a misdemeanor punishable
by a maximum fine of five hundred dollars ($500.00) and may also be subject to the other
penalties specified In 6.1.300.

(Ord. 2933, 2007; Ord. 2534 §2(Exh. B(part)},1989).

6.1.130

Rabies--emergency control.

Upon the positive diagnosis of rabies infection of any animal in the City, the public health officer shall
notify the City Manager, or designee, who may issue a citywide quarantine order providing for the
summary destruction.of all animals known to have been exposed to rabies, or all unconfined animals, or
may make such other orders as it deems necessary or expedient for the protecijon of the public. All
orders issued by the City Manager, or designee, under this section shall have the same force and effect
as any City law. All isolation of animals diagnosed of rabies infection shall comply with ARM Title 32.

(Ord. 2534 §2(Exh. B(part)), 1989).

6.1.140

Contagious disease.

Upon the positive diagnosis of a contagious communicable disease In any animal In the City which poses
a community health risk, the diagnosing veterinarian shall notify the City County Health Department
Director, or designee, who may Issue a city-wide alert Any animal displaying symptoms of the disease
must be quarantined and confined either upon the premises of the owner or at a licensed veterinary
hospital. All Isolation shall comply with ARM, Title 32.

(Ord. 2933, 2007; Ord. 2534 §2(Exh. B(part)). 1989).

6.1.150

Animals running at-large.

A.

It is unlawful for any person, or the parents or guardians of a person under the age of
eighteen (18), who owns or harbors an animal to allow such animal to run at large within
the corporate limits of the City. All animals not confined within a secure enclosure (as
defined In Section 6.1.010 shall be kept on a leash (as defined in Section 6.1.010 not
more than ten (10) feet long. Cats are not required to be on a leash, but they must be
confined to the owner's property or be under the physical control of the owner. Any
anbnal which has been duly and property trained and registered as a Service Animal as
described In Section 6.1.01 0 Is exempt from this section.

B.

Any animal found at large more than once in any six (6) month period may be In taken by
an Animal Control Officer or the Animal Shelter.
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1.

Prior to release of the animal, a Municipal Court hearing may be held to
detennine whether the animal should be altered, micro-chipped, removed from
the City, or any other action deemed necessary and appropriate given the
circumstances. The owner of such animal shall be responsible for the expenses
of the actions ordered by the Municipal Court.

C.

It Is unlawful for a person to keep, harbor, or maintain nvestock within the corporate limits
at any time, with the exception of suburban districts, as defined In OCCGF Title 17. In
suburban districts livestock must be kept within fences or secured In such a manner
which prevents them from running at large.

D.

It Is unlawful for an owner or keeper of animal to permit them to run at large upon any
street. aDey, avenue, boulevard or public park or to trespass upon the premises of
another person within the City; except, that such animals owned and/or maintained. by the
City in the City parks are exempt from this provision.

E.

Any person may take up any animal running at large In the City, or tethered therein
contrary to the provisions of this chapter, and take the animal to the Animal Control
Officer or Animal Shelter. Neither compensation nor reward shall be paid directly or
indirectly for such taking and delivery.

(Ord. 2534 §2(Exh. B(part)),1989).
F.

It is unlawful for any person to take or drive any animal out of any enclosure, stable or
other building against the wishes of the animal owner or with the intent that such animal
shall be in taken.

G.

It Is unlawful for any person to open gates or doors or otherwise cause or permit any
animal to escape confinement against the wishes of the owner.

(Ord. 2534 §2(Exh. B(part)), 1989).
H.

It Is unlawful for any person to break open, or In any manner directly or lndlreCUy, aid or
assist In, or counsel or advise the breaking open of the Animal Shelter.

I.

It Is unlawful for any person to hinder, delay or obstruct any person while engaged in
taking to the Animal Shelter any animal liable to be In taken under the provisions of this
chapter.

(Ord. 2534 §2(Exh. B(part)), 1989).

J.

A person found guilty of a violation of this section Is guilty of a misdemeanor punishable
by a maximum fine of five hundred dollars ($500.00). If the animal is unaltered the
minimum fine shall be two hundred dollars ($200.00).

(Ord. 2933, 2007).

6.1.160

Tethering dogs and other animals.

It shall be unlawful for any person to tie or tether a dog or other animal to a stationary object under
circumstances that create an unhealthy condition for the animal, a potentially dangerous condition for a
pedestrian, or nuisance to neighbors as detennined by an Animal Control Officer.
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6.1.170

Nuisance animal.

It is unlawful to own, harbor, possess, or maintain a nuisance animal as defined by 6.1.010(EE). The City
Commission establishes a procedure for enforcement of this section provided as follows:

A.

To file a complaint, the complainant must call or submit a written complaint to the Great
Falls Poflce Department which includes the following;

1.

Complalnanfs name;

2.

Address;

3.

Telephone number;

4.

Address of the nuisance animal;

5.

Description nuisance behavior;

6.

Documentation supporting the complaint. including but not limited to:

1.

A completed bark log for not less than three (3) days;

II.

Audio and/or video recordings;

Ill. Written affirmation by two (2) separate residents within reasonable proximity
to the nuisance animal; or
iv. Verification of the complaint by an Animal Control Officer or appropriate

designee; and
7.

· Complainanfs signature.

B.

Once complaints have been received, the Animal Control Officer shall review each
complaint and determine whether to Investigate further. If Investigated further, the Animal
Control Officer may require additional documentation from the complainant to assist In
the investigation.

C.

If a complainant chooses to remain anonymous and the complaint cannot be
independenUy corroborated, the complaint may not be further investigated.

D.

The Animal Control Officer may, at his or her discretion, Investigate any complaint;

E.

Once complaints have been reviewed, the following actions may be taken;
Arst complaint;
i. Animal Control shall issue a written notice to the owner of the dog or dogs
advising that person of the noise complaint and requesting Immediate
abatement of any excessive noise.
2.
Additional Complaints;
1. If within fifteen (15) days from the issuance of the written notice pursuant to
subsection (a) above, further complaints are received and are verified, an
Animal Control Officer may Issue a citation for nuisance animal.
li. If further complaints are received after the fifteen {15) day notice period,
Animal Control Officers may review complaints and take appropriate action
including, but not limited to, additional warnings and or citations.
A conviction for violation of this section is a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of not
more than five hundred dollars ($500.00). Additional penalties may include those

1.

F.
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specified In OCCGF §6.1.300. If the animal Is unaltered the minimum fine shall be two
hundred dollars. ($200.00).

(Ord. 2933, 2007; Ord. 2534 §2(Exh. B(part)), 1989).

6.1.180 Potentially dangerous animal and dangerous animal.

A.

It is unlawful for any person to own or harbor an animal who engages In Dangerous
Animal Behavior or potentially Dangerous Animal Behavior.

B.

Citation, hearing, designation, and Imposition of conditions for Potentially Dangerous
Animal or Dangerous Animal:

1.

If an Animal Control Officer or law enforcement officer has Investigated and
determined that there is probable cause to believe that an animal has engaged In
Dangerous Animal Behavior or Potentially Dangerous Animal Behavior, a citation
shaD be issued for the owner to appear in Great Falls Municipal Court to appear
on the charge. Additionally, the City may request a hearing to determine whether
the animal in question should be designated as a PotentiaUy Dangerous Animal
or Dangerous Animal.

2.

The Court may designate an animal as a •potentlaDy Dangerous Animal, • if the
Court finds by a preponderance of the evidence that the animal:
I.

has, without provocation, chased or approached a person in either a
menacing fashion or with an apparent attitude of attack while the dog was off
the premises of Its owner;

ii.

attempted to attack a person or domestic animal while off the premises of its
owner;

iii. while off the property of Its owner, engaged in any behavior when unprovoked
that reasonably would have required a person to take defensive action to
prevent bodfty injury; or
iv. has engaged In other comparable conduct.
3.

The Court may designate an animal as a •oangerous Animal, w If the Court finds
by a preponderance of the evidence that the animal:
I.

has, without provocation, chased or approached a person in ei1her a
menacing fashion or with an apparent attitude of attack on two (2) or more
occasions with the prior twelve (12) month period while the animal was off the
premises of its owner;

li.

attacked or attempted to attack a person or domestic animal on two (2) or
more occasions within the prior twelve (12) month period while the animal
was on or off the premises of its owner;

Ill. without provocation, bitten a person or a domestic animal causing Injury while
off the premises of Its owner; or
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lv. Is currenUy designated a Potentially Dangerous Animal but has not been kept

in compliance with the restrictions that a court of competent jurisdiction has
placed on the owner of the animal, and said animal has engaged In
Dangerous Animal Behavior and/or Potenttany Dangerous Animal Behavior.
No Animal may be declared a •Potentially Dangerous Anlmar or a •Dangerous
Animal, • if at the time of the Injury or damage:

4.

I.

the victim was trespassing upon premises occupied by the owner or keeper of
the attacking animal;

ii. the victim was teasing, tormenting, abusing, or assaulting the attacking
animal;

HI. the victim was committing or attempting to commit a crime;
lv. the attacking animal was protecting or defending a person within the
immediate vicinity of the attacking animal from an unjustified attack;
v. the Injury or damage was sustained by a domestic animal while the attacking
animal was working as a hunting animal. herding, animal, or predator control
animal on the premises of, or under control of, Its owner, and the damage or
Injury was appropriate to the work of the animal: or
vi. the Injury to a person or domestic animal occurs while the attacking animal Is
being used by a law enforcement officer to carry out the officer's official
duties.

5.

Upon designating an animal as a PotentlaDy Dangerous Animal, or a Dangerous
Animal, the Great Falls Municipal Court is authorized to impose on the owner of
said animal the restrictions set forth In this article and to impose such additional
restrictions on said owner as the Court finds appropriate under the
circumstances. The Court shall reduce such restrictions to writing and provide a
copy to the owner. If the owner is absent from the hearing, he or she shall be
notified by the Court in writing, by first-class mail, postage prepaid, of the
decision of the Court and of any requirements and/or resbictions Imposed upon
that person. If an animal is declared to be a •Potentially Dangerous Animal," of a
•Dangerous Animal, • the owner or keeper shall comply with all the restrictions
imposed by this article and by the Court

6.

Requirements and restrictions for Potentially Dangerous Animals. The Court
may Impose any or all of the following restrictions:
I.

The animal must be kept Indoors or confined on the owner's premises by a

proper enclosure:
if.

The owner must allow Inspection of the animal and Its enclosure by Animal
Control and must produce, upon demand, proof of compliance with all CourtImposed requirements and restrictions:
·

Ill. The animal shall wear a collar and/or tag that visually Identifies the animal as
potentially dangerous:
lv. The owner and animal must attend and complete commonly accepted animal
obedience methods approved by the Court:
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v. The animal must be altered;

vi. An Identification microchip must be Implanted In the animal, and must be
replaced with the appropriate company so that the owner's information can be
obtained, with the serial number of the microchip suppDed to the Animal
Shelter;
vii. The owner of the animal shall maintain and update, annually, a record with
the Animal Shelter that contains;
a. contact lnfonnation for the animal's owner(s) or agent. emergency
contact persons, veterinarian, and landlord and/or property owner;
b. the animal's vaccination records and license numbers;
c.

a current photo of the animal taken by the Animal Shelter or its designee;
and

d. any other Information deemed necessary by the Animal Shelter; or

viii. Any other requirement or restriction that the Court deems necessary and/or
appropriate.
7.

Requirements and restrictions for Dangerous Animal. The Court may Impose
any or aD of the following resbictions:
i.

The Animal must be kept In a proper enclosure If the animal is maintained
unattended out-of-doors. Such proper enclosure must be enclosed within an
outer fence, and the outer perimeter of the proper enclosure must be no less
than five (5) feet from the outer fence;

ii.

The Animal must be kept In a proper enclosure if the animal is maintained
unattended out-of-doors. Such proper enclosure must be enclosed within an
outer fence, and the outer perimeter of the proper enclosure must be n6 tess
than five (5) feet from the outer fence;

Ill. The animal shall wear a collar and/or tag that visually Identifies the animal as
being dangerous;
lv. The owner and animal must attend and complete a training class and/or
behavior modification course approved by the Court that Is designed to teach

the owner how to deal with, correct, manage, and/or alter the problem
behavior;

v.

A sign having reflective letters and backing, with letters measuring at least 1.5
inches In width and 1.5 inches in height and reading "Beware of Animal• shall
be posted in a conspicuous place at all entrances to the premises on or within
which such animal Is kept;

vi. A Dangerous Animal may never, even with the owner present, be allowed to
be unrestrained on property that aftows the animal direct access to the public;
vii. The animal must be altered;

viii. An Identification microchip must be Implanted in the animal, and must be
registered with the appropriate company so that the owner's information can
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be obtained, with the serial number of the microchip supplied to the Animal
Shelter;
lx. The owner of the animal or owner of the premises on which the animal is kept
shaD be required to obtain and maintain Uablllty Insurance In the amount of
one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000.00) and to furnish a certificate of
Insurance to the Animal Shelter;

x. The owner of the animal shall maintain and update, annuaOy, a record with
the Animal Shelter that contains;

a. contact Information for the animal's owner(s) or agent, emergency
contact persons, veterinarian, and landlord and /or property owner;
b. the animal's vaccination records and license numbers;

c. a current photo of the animal taken by the Animal Shelter;
xi. The owner shall submit to the Animal Shelter, In writing, the location of the
animal's residence, temporary or pennanent, and shall notify the Animal
Shelter, In writing, In advance of any change of residence of the Dangerous
Animal; or
xi!. Any other requirements or restrictions the Court deems necessary and/or
appropriate.

C.

8.

The cost of all requirements or restrictions Identified In this section shall be paid
by the owner.

9.

It shall be unlawful for any person who has been served with a citation to appear
in Great Falls Municipal Court for the charge of harboring a Dangerous Animal or
Potentially Dangerous Animal, or who has been notified of the City's request for a
hearing for the purpose of determining whether such person's animal should be
designated as a Potentially Dangerous Animal or Dangerous Animal to transfer)
ownership of such animal until after the City Court has issued a ruling on the
currently pending matters or issues an order allowing transfer of ownership.

Intake and disposition of Potentially Dangerous or Dangerous Animal:

1.

If upon investigation and Animal Control Officer or law enforcement officer
determines that probable cause exists to believe that an animal poses an
immediate threat to public safety, then the Animal Control Officer or law
enforcement officer may Immediately seize·and Intake the animal pending a
hearing pursuant to this chapter. At the time of the Intake or as soon as
practic~ble thereafter, the officer shall serve upon the owner of the animal a
citation and notice to appear In the Great Falls Municipal Court.

2.

An Animal Control Officer or law enforcement officer may intake any Potentially
Dangerous Animal or Dangerous Animal, if the officer has reasonable cause to
believe that any of the requirements or restrictions upon such failure to follow the
requirements or restrictions would likely result In a threat to public safety. The
owner of such Potentially Dangerous Animal or Dangerous Animal shall
surrender the animal to an Animal Control Officer or law enforcement officer
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upon demand, and the officer shall prompUy serve a citation upon the owner of
such animal for violation of the provisions of this chapter.

3.

D.

Possession unlawful without proper restraint; faDure to comply with restrfctlons:
1.

E.

No animal that has been designated by the Court as a Potentially Dangerous
Animal or a Dangerous Animal may be released by the Great Falls Animal
Shelter until the owner has paid the Great Falls Animal Shelter all fees and costs
that are normally charged to an owner prior to the redemption of the animal. If
the owner falls to pay such fees and costs and take possession of the animal
within ten (10) days of the owner's notice of the anlmars designation as
Potentially Dangerous Animal or Dangerous Animal, the animal shall be deemed
abandoned and may be disposed of by the Great Falls Animal Shetter.
Euthanasia or surrender to the Great Falls Animal Shelter of such animal does
not free the owner of responsibility for all costs Incurred up to and including the
date of the euthanasia or surrender.

It shall be unlawful for a person to have custody of, own, or possess a PotentlaUy
Dangerous Animal or a Dangerous Animal unless such person Is in full
compliance with all restrictions placed upon such person by the Court that has
designated such animal as a Potentially Dangerous Animal or Dangerous
Animal.

Removal of designation:

1.

The designation of Dangerous Animal and the requirements and/or restrictions
Imposed on such animal remain In effect for the life of the animal. A Dangerous
Animal designation shall not be removed.

2.

The designation of Potentially Dangerous Animal may be removed upon the
written request of the owner If there are no additional instances of the behavior
with in twelve (12) months of the date of designation as a Potentially Dangerous
Animal. The animal,may be, but is not required to be, removed from the list of
Potentially Dangerous Animals prior to the expiration of the twelve (12) month
period If:
i.

the owner or keeper of the animal demonstrates to Animal Control, and the
Animal Control Officer conflnns, that changes In circumstances or measures
taken by the owner, such as training of the dog or confinement, mitigated the
risk to the public safety; and

II. the owner, or the Animal Control Officer, petitions the Great Falls Municipal
Court to remove said designation, and the Court agrees to do so.
F.

Change of ownership, custody, or location of animal; death of animal:

1.

The owner of a Potentially Dangerous Animal or Dangerous Animal who moves
or sells the animal, or otherwise transfers the ownership, custody or location of
the animal, shall, at least fifteen (15) days prior to the actual transfer or removal
of the animal, notify Animal Control, in writing of the name, address; and
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telephone number of the proposed new owner or custodian, the proposed new
location of the animal, and the name and description of the animal.

G.

2.

In addition to the requirements In subsection (a) above, the owner or custodian
shaD notify any new owner or custodian of Potentially Dangerous Animal or
Dangerous Animal, In writing, regarding the details of the animars record and the
requirements and/or restrictions imposed by the Court.

3.

Prior to the transfer of ownership, the owner of the Potentially Dangerous Animal
or Dangerous Animal and the new owner shaD meet with an Animal Control
Officer or their designee to verify that the new owner has been advised of all
requirements and/or restrictions placed upon the animal and to ensure that the
new owner understands and Is prepared to comply with all the requirements
and/or restrictions.

Escape or death of Potentially Dangerous Animal or Dangerous Animal:

1.

2.

If a Potentially Dangerous Animal or Dangerous Animal escapes, the owner shall
immediately notify the Animal Control Officers and make every reasonable effort
to recapture the escaped animal to prevent injury and/or death to humans or
domestic animals.
If a Potentially Dangerous Animal or Dangerous Animal dies, the owner shall
notify the Animal Control Officers no later than twenty-four (24) hours thereafter
and, upon request from the Animal Control Officers. shall produce verification or

evidence of the animal's death that Is satisfactory to the Officers.
H.

Animals designated outside City as potentially dangerous or dangerous:
1.

The owner of an animal designated as a Potentially Dangerous Animal, a
Dangerous Animal, or any similar designation by another lawful body Is subject to
the restrictions set forth in this chapter while said animal is located within the city
limits of Great Falls.

2.

The following persons must notify the Animal Control Officers when relocating an
animal to the City of Great Falls, even on a temporary basis:

I. the owner of a Potentially Dangerous Animal, Dangerous Animal, or any similar
designation by another lawful body other than the City of Great Falls; and
II. the owner of an animal that has had special restrictions placed on It by any

humane society, govemmental entity or agency other than the City of Great
Falls based upon the behavior of the animal.

3.

No such designation as Potentially Dangerous Animal, Dangerous Animal, or any
other similar such designation shall be recognized by the City of Great Falls, if
such designation Is based solely on the breed of the animal.

( Ord. 2933, 2007).
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6.1.190
A.

B.

Cruelty to animals.

A person commits the offense of cruelty to animals if:

1.

The person's conduct is In violation of Montana Code Annotated § 45--8--211; or

2.

The person has tied or tethered a dog or other animal to a stationary object under
circumstances so as to create an unhealthy situation for the animal, a potentially dangerous
situation for a pedestrian, or a nuisance to neighbors as determined by an Animal Control
Officer.

A convictiorl for a violation of this section Is punishable by a fine an amount not to exceed $1,000 or
be Imprisoned in the county jaH for a tenn not to exceed 1 year, or both.

(Ord. 2933, 2007; Ord. 2534 §2(Exh. B(part)), 1989).

6.1.200

Provoking animals.

It Is unlawful for any person to provoke, tease or in any way disturb a dog or other animal with the intent

to harass the dog or other animal, cause it to bark, or attack any person (or other animal). Any person
convicted of a violation this section is guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by a maximum fine of five
hundred dollars ($500.00) and/or up to six (6) months in jail.
(Ord. 2933, 2007; Ord. 2534 §2(Exh. B(part)), 1989).

6.1.210

Animal abandonment.

It is unlawful for any person to abandon any animal within the City. After providing notice, the Animal
Control Oflicers have the authority to seize and Intake any animal that appears to be abandoned. A
conviction for a violation this section Is a misdemeanor punishable by a maximum fine of five hundred
dollars ($500.00), and the defendant shall bear all expenses Incurred by the Animal Shelter In caring for
said animal and shall reimburse the Animal Shelter all said costs as determined by the Animal Shelter.
(Ord. 2933, 2007; Ord. 2534 §2(Exh.B (part), 1989; Ord. 2656, 1992).

6.1.220

Duty of driver upon striking a pet animal.

Every operator of a self.propelled vehicle upon the ways of this State open to the public who knows, or
should have known, that he or she Injured or sb'Uck a pet animal, shall give aid to said animal or shall
Immediately upon injuring or striking a pet·anlmal shaD give aid to such animal or Immediately notify the
Animal Control Officer or police officer, tumishing sufficient facts relative to such injury. A conviction for
violating this section Is punishable by a maximum fine of five hundred dollars ($500.00).
(Ord. 2933, 2007; Ord.2534 §2(Exh. B(part)), 1989).

6.1.230

Wild animals.

A.

It is prohibited to own, harbor, or maintain a Wild Animal within the incorporated City
limits.

8.

The provisions of this section shall not prohibit the keeping or maintaining of animals as
allowed by the Montana Code Annotated.
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C.

a

A conviction for a violation of this section Is misdemeanor punishable by a fine of not
less than three hundred dollars ($300) or more than one thousand dollars ($1,000.00), or
a term of not more than six (6) months in jail or both.

(Ord. 2933, 2007; Ord. 2534 §2(Exh. B (part), 1989; Ord. 2656, 1992).

6.1.240

Steel jaw traps or snares.

It is unlawful for any person to set any steel jaw traps or snares within the City Omits of Great Falls. A
convicUon for a violation of this section Is a misdemeanor punishable by a minimum fine of three hundred
dollars ($300.00) and a maximum fine of one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) and/or up to six (6) months In
jail.
(Ord. 2933, 2007; Ord. 2534 §2(Exh. B(part)), 1989).

6.1.250

Unattended animal in a motor vehicle.

A.

It is unlawful for any person to leave an animal unattended in a standing or parked motor
vehicle in a manner that endangers the health or safety of the animal.

B.

A person may use reasonable force to remove from a motor vehicle an animal left In the
vehicle In violation of subsection (A) If the person is:

6.1.260
A.

1.

an Animal Control OffiCer,

2.

a law enforcement officer; or

3.

a professional fire and/or rescue service person.

Livestock.
It Is unlawful to keep livestock, as defined by 6.1.010(CC), within the Incorporated City
limits, except as follows;
1.

to bring the same to market for commercial or exhibition purposes, and when
brought therein for that purpose the same shall be kept and cared for by the
owner, or person In charge thereof;

2.

at such place as directed by the Chief of Police; or

3.

in suburban districts as defined by OCCGF Title 17.

B.

In suburban districts, as defined in OCCGF TIUe 17, livestock must be kept within fences
or secured In such a manner which ·prevents them from running at large.

C.

Veterinarian's premises are exempt from this provision.

6.1.270

Animal Control Officer duties.

In addition to the duties of the Animal Control Officer otherwise prescribed, the officer shall:
A.

Carry out and enforce all of the provisions of this chapter and amendments thereto.

B.

Enforce the licensing and control of all animals In the City as provided in this chapter.
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C.

Seize and take up all animals violating the terms of this chapter and deliver the same In a
suitable and humane manner to the Animal Shelter.

D.

Where this chapter requires that an animal be put to death, the officer shaD accomplish
this in a humane manner.

E.

Be empowered to pursue upon private property any animal violating any provision of this
chapter In their presence or when acting under a court order, warrant, affidavit of a
dangerous animal, or when attempting to seize any animal suspected of having been
exposed to rabies.

F.

File complaints in the Municipal Court for violations of this chapter and attend and testify
in court when required.

G.

Make an Immediate notification to the City/County Health Department regarding bite
reports submitted to Animal Control.

H.

Maintain regular hours as assigned during which the Animal Shelter shall be open and
post the hours In a conspicuous place at the Animal Shelter.

I.

Assist the City-County Health Department with locating and quarantining animals
Involved In exposing humans to the potential of rabies.

(Ord. 2933, 2007; Ord. 2534 §2(Exh. B(part)), 1989).

6.1.280

Investigative authority.
A.

For the purpose of discharging the duties Imposed by this chapter and enforcing Its
provisions, the Animal Control Officer, or any City of Great Falls Law Enforcement
Officer, is empowered to demand from the occ;upants of any premises upon or In which a
dog or other animal is kept or harbored the exhibition of such dog or other animal and the
registrations and permits for such dog and/or other animals. The Animal Control Officer
may make such a demand at the premises where any animal is kept In a reportedly cruel
or Inhumane manner and examine such animal and take possession of the animal, when
it requires humane treatment

B.

For the purposes of Investigating complaints of unsanitary conditions and/or Inhumane
treatment of animals, Animal Control Officers or any City of Great Falls Law Enforcement
Officers shaD have the right to inspect any premises where animals are kept at any
reasonable time. This Includes removing animals from vehicles if the animal's health is
endangered by such confinement in hot or cold weather.

C.

On refusal of entry, the Animal Control Officer or any City of Great Falls Law
Enforcement Officer may obtain a search warrant.

(Ord. 2933, 2007; Ord. 2534 §2(Exh. B(part)), 1989).

6.1.290
A.

Interference prohibited.
It Is unlawful for any person to hinder or Interfere with the Animal Control Officer or any
City of Great Falls Law Enforcement Officer In the performance of any duty or power
Imposed on by this chapter, or to release, or attempt to release, any animal In the
custody of the Animal Control Officer or any City of Great Falls law Enforcement Officer,
except as provided In this chapter.
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(Ord. 2534 §2(Exh.B(part)), 1989).
B.

It shall be unlawful for any person to remove, alter, damage, or otherwise tamper with
any approved traps or equipment lawfully set under the authority of Animal Control
Officers, any City of Great Falls Law Enforcement Officer, or Animal Shetter for the
purpose of capturing dogs, cats, or any other animals or Wildlife that may be deemed at
large or a public nuisance.

C.

A person found guilty of a violation of this section is guilty of a misdemeanor punishable
by a maximum fine of five hundred dollars ($500.00) and/or six (6) months jan and may
also be subject to the other penalties specified In 6.1.300.

6.1.300

Violation-other penalties.

A.

Violations of this chapter may result In Immediate, intake of the subject anlmal(s}.

B.

Violation of any provision of this chapter may result In revocation of any license(s) or
permit(s).

C.

In addition to any penalties specified in this Chapter, the Court, In its discretion may order
any of the following conditions:

1.

The Court may order relinquishment of any animal deemed to be a public safety
risk andior a repetitive nuisance that has not been abated or an animal that is a
victim of cruelty, neglect. or abandonment to the Animal Shelter for disposition.

2.

Upon finding of violation under the sections pertaining to animal fighting, a ·
dangerous animal ·jeopardizing public safety, and animal cruelty or neglect
(Including provoking, poisoning, or abandonment of an animal), the court may
order no animal ownership for a determinate period.

3.

The Court may, in Its discretion, order any animals on the premises be spayed or

neutered.
4.

The Court may order the animal be designated a Dangerous Animal or
Potentially Dangerous Animal.

5.

Any other condition deemed necessary and appropriate given the circumstances.

(Ord. 2933, 2007).

6.1.31 0

Persons responsible for violation -transfer of registration.

In all prosecutions for violations of this chapter, the person who applied for and obtained the registration
for the animal in question shall be deemed the person responsible for the violation unless there has been
a transfer of ownership prior to the violation. In the event the animal Is not registered, then the person
deemed responsible for the violation is the person who owns, maintains, or harbors the animal. Any
transfer of ownership must be evidenced by a new registration Issued by the licensing authority.
(Ord, 2933, 2007; Ord. 2534 §2(Exh. B(part)), 1989).

6.1.320
A.

In taken animal redemption.
The owner of any animal which has been in taken, upon proving ownership thereof, may
redeem the animal from the Animal Shelter upon payment of the following:
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1.

Registration fee (for unregistered animals);

2.

An Intake fee established by the Animal Shelter;

3.

A fee for rabies vaccination, if the pet Is not vaccinated; and

4.

Any veterinary fees Incurred.

B.

If any animal Is In taken, the owner shall redeem· it within seventy-two (72) hours
(Sundays and holidays excluded), or it shall be subject to adoption or disposal by the
Animal Shelter as provided In this chapter. If such In taken animal has a registration tag
or microchip, the animal will be held for ninety-six (96) hours (Sundays and holidays
excluded) before being subject to adoption or disposal. In addition, the Animal Shelter
will attempt to contact the owner by phone and/or in writing. If the animal carries a
designation as a Service Animal together with the phone number or address of the
owner, the Animal Shelter will attempt to return the animal to the owner. The Animal
Control Officer may Issue a citation to the person redeeming an In taken animal for
violation of any provision of this chapter.

C.

The owner of any animal which has been In taken, upon proving ownership thereof, may
redeem the animal from the shelter upon satisfying the foUowing conditions, and payment
of the following fees:

D.

6.1.330

1.

The Animal Is legally allowed by the Montana Code Annotated and within the
Incorporated City limits;

2.

Proof of compliance that the animal has aU required Federal, State, or local
permits;

3.

An intake fee established by the Animal Shelter for each day, or part thereof, that
the animal has been held fn. the Animal Shelter; and

4.

Any veterinary fees incurred.

A conviction for a violation of this section is a misdemeanor punishable by a fine not to
exceed five hundred dollars ($500.00) and may also be subject to the other penalties
specified in 6.1.300.
Surrender/crematory fee - dogs and cats.

A.

The Animal Shelter wDI dispose of dead dogs or dead cats for a fee to be established by
City Commission Resolution, If the animal is transported to the Animal Shelter by the
owner.

B.

The Animal Shelter shall dispose of dogs and cats for an owner who Is responsible for
the payment of fees established by established by City Commission Resolution.

C.

These Fees do not apply to persons or agencies covered by a written contract with the
Animal Shelter; In such case the terms of the contract shall apply.

6.1.340

Animal Shelter Policies

The Great Falls Animal Shelter may create, revise and enforce policies .which are consistent with
this Title, for the maintenance of day-to-day operations.

Great Falls, Montana, Code of Ordinances
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Exhibit "A" (Amended from June&. 2017)
Title 6 -ANIMALS

Chapter 2

BEES

Sections:

6.2.01 0

Definitions.

A.

"Colony" means bees and their hive(s) combined and an equipment used In connection
with the hlve(s).

B.

"Hive• means a frame hive, box hive, box. barrel, log gum, skep, or other receptacle or
container, natural or artificial, used as a domicile for bees.

C.

All other terms In this Chapter shall have the meaning designated by MCA Trtle 80,
Chapter 6, Part 1.

(Ord. 2394 (part), 1985).

6.2.020

Maintaining unlawful.

A.

It Is unlawful for any person, firm, or corporation to maintain honeybees, (apts melllfera)
·without Dcenslng and registering each hive with the Animal Shelter.

B.

All hives shall be registered with Animal Shelter prior to Aprll1, of each year, or within 30
calendar days after the establishment of a colony, after April 1, and each hive will be
assessed an aMual.license fee established by Commission resolution.

C.

A one-time beekeeping permit fee shall be assessed on initial registration and
established by City Commission resolution.

D.

Animal Control shaD inspect a hive to be registered and surrounding location, and shall
have the authority to re-inspect any registered hive and surrounding location, upon
complaint of violation of any provision of this Chapter.

E.

Animal Control may seek consultation or opinions from third parties selected as
appropriate In the City's discretion while inspecting hives, or Investigating alleged
violations of this Chapter.

(Ord. 2705, 1997; Ord. 2394 (part), 1985).

6.2.030 · Bee hive limitations.
A.

Bee hives shall be maintained on the parcel of property upon which the bee owner
resides or controls. The bee owner shall maintain no more than five (5) hives of
honeybees for each one-quarter (~) acre of property.

Great Falls, Montana, Code of Ordinances
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Ordi ance

3160

3 160

Thu
7/20/17

AN ORDINANCE REPEALING AND REPLACING TITLE 6, OF THE
OFFICIAL CODE OF THE CITY OF GREAT FALLS (OCCGF),
PERTAINING TO ANIMALS

()

Gre.at Falls

-

Yoor
Govmunmt

I

.-u.

OUr
Community

SEARCH

Business a.
DeYelopmenr

0
How
Do 1?

Ordinance 3161
AN ORDINANCE BY THE CITY COMMISSION OFTHE CITY OF GREAT FAllS AMENDING mLE 1, OFTHf OFFICIAL CODE OFTHE CITY OF GREAT FALlS
(OCCGF!. PERTAINING TO GENERAL OCCGF PROVISIONS

onllnanceiResolution Stmls:
3161

Adopted

Effective o.tn:
Thursday, Oc.tobl!r s. 2017

Ac:tlon Date:
Tuesday. September 5, 2017

Public Hearing Date::
Tuesday, September 5, 2017
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Current MCAAC Staffing
Executive Director

I

r

I

I

I

I

Operations
Director

Kids Camp
Teachers

BookKeeper

Marketing&
Development

I

I
I

I

I

Veterinarian
Technician

Adoption
Counselor

Animal Care
Manager/
Volunteer Trainer

Administrative
Assistant

I
Animal Care lead

I
I

I

I

Animal Care
Specialist

Animal Care
Specialist

Animal Care
Specialist
01/17/2020
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THE

AMENDED BYLAWS
OF
AL FOUNDATION OF GREAT FALLS, MONTANA

ARnCLEI
Name and Olllces
1, Haw. The name of thts corporation Is The Animal Foundation of Great FaDs,
Mordana.

&Office!. The corpoaatlon•s plincfpaJ ofllce shaD be in the City of Great FaDs,

County of Csscade. Slate Of Mol dana, with Its maBing addless at P.O. Box 3428,

Great Falls, Montana 59403. The COIJ)Oiallon may also have oftices at SUch
other places as the Boanl of Trustees detennflleS necessary.
AlmCLED
llellnDers and lleetlnp

ld!!llliiM!I!IIIR& 1be members of the corporation shall consist rltwo classes:
A.

The fnt class of members shall Cotaslst of the
IndiVIdual members who shall be called the Boanl of Trustees
andlor-riUitee Membel8.• The Tn.tStaeff tenns shall ~e lnde6nlte
until such Ume as the Margaret McLean Animal Wefare Center Is
opeadlonal. Aftsr such date. the Trustee's terms shall be assigned
on staggered. four year terms. so that two Trustees posllons shaD
expire one yearfolowlng Center's becoming operational;

two

Trustee posllons which ehall expire two years folowfng Center •s
becoming opeaalional ; two Trustee poslfons which shaD expbe
three years following Center's becoming operational; two Trustee
posiUons which shall expire four years following Center's becoming
opendfonal ; and two Trustee posftions which shall expire fiw years
folfowfng Center's becoming operational

Thereafter. each subsequent tenn shall be for a period of four years
beginning on November 1 of each successive year.
In the event a Trustee resigns or the position otherwise becomes
vacant, the Boan::l shall appoint a new Trustee who shall complete
the remaining term of the Trustee he or she replaces. Under no
circumstances may a Trustee serve more than two successive full,
four-year terms. If a Trustee completes a tenn of a tennlnated
member, he or she shall then be eligible to serve two additional
four-year terms.
I
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The provision regarding a Trustee serving no more than two. fouryear terms shall become effective when the Center becomes
operational and the lnHfal terms are established as set forth above.

B.

Individual gr BusiD!S! Membeg. The second class of members
shaD consist of lndlvlduala or businesses who haw pakl a
membership fee; as set periodically by the Board of Trustees.

2. Rlahls of M mblrl.. Each Trustee Member shall be en1IUed to one vote. AR
matters ahal be decided by a majority wte Of the Trustees present Individual or
Business Members shaD have no rights to vote on any Issue involdng the
Colporation,lncludfng. but nbt limited to electing TIUStees or oftlcera. adopting or
amending by-laws. Ukewise. the Trustee Members are not required to give
notice to fndlvfdual or Business Members of any regular or specW meetings or
othelwlse notify tbeni of the busilaess cAihe CQIPOI'8tlon unless required to do so
by

raw.

3. T!llllfl!!llon 9flllmbenlblp, Trustee MambersNpmay betenninated by
~.. physical or mental Incapacity. removal for good

cause. or death.

lndhlldual or Bu8fness Memberahfp
tennlnate on the expiation of the paid
tenn of membership set forth by 1he Board of Trustees. and wiD only be RH18W8d
by the iJ8YIIMd of membenshfp fees eel by1he Board of Trustees.

4. Vacancies. Vacancies In Board membenshfp shall be filled by election of a
successor by the remaining members. A sucxalSOiTrustee shallserw for the
uncompleted tenn of the Boanl member being tepfaced.

~W~ber~~n-=:s:=c,";on~:a~on
6. Special Maellnqs. Special meetings may be called at any time by the
President or Vice President or by any three Trustee Members.

7. Notice of M!!tlnp. Notice of the annual meetings shall be given to the
Trustee Members by the President or VIce President and notice of special
meeting by the person or persons caUing the meeting. The notice shaD state the
time and place and the purpose of the meeting. Notice may be served personally
on the Trustee Member or by mail addressed to his or her last known residence
or business. The notice shaiJ be served not less than five or more 1han 10 days
before the meeting. Trustee Members may waive notice of any meeting, In
writing or orally at the meeting. No notice to Individual or Business members is
required to be given.
2
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a. Quprum. ·A quorum shall be a majority of the Trustee Members present at
any meeting.
9. Compensallon. Trustees, Individuals or Business Members sha8 not nteeiVe
any compensation but may be allowed out-of-pocket expenses at the dfscretion
of the Board.
AR11CLEm
8oanl of Trustees • Ofllcers
1. Deslqndon of TrusfM!. The corporation's Trustees shaD be members and
shall be known as the Boald ofTrusfees. The corporatiOn's business a1d
property shall be managed and conbolled byihe 8oafd of Trustees.

2. Pra.!lslons fpr IrusJm,
vacancies,

The YOUng rtgtrts. tennlnalbn of membership,
, notices. and quorum forTnastaes shall be as set forth in

Article II.
3, Oftlcem. ·The Board c#Trustaes shall elect from 18 mem
a President
and VIce PNSident/Treasurer. 1be Board may, If I chooses to do so, eJect a
Secr8lary who naacl not be a membertAihe Board. The 8oatd shall elect Is
officers at Is annual mee&~g. The terms of oflcers shall be for one year and
untl their 8UCC8880IS .-e elecled. unless the offtcer Is f8I1IO\I8d for good C811S8..
4. Commltfees. The President shaD appoint such commltlees and chalrpenions
as are autl1orimd by the Board. Commllee members need not be members of
the Board.

s. Bonds· The Treasurer. and any other officer or emproyee having cusfDdy of
funds or pJVpellles of the corporallon. shall provide a bond In such amount and
on such conditions, I any, as desfgnated by the Board of Trustees. The
Foundation shal pay the cost of any such bond.
6. Powers, All of the COJpOrate powers. except such as are otherwise provided
for In the By-Laws and .,...auant to Montana law, ehall be vested In and shall be
exerel8ed by 1he Board of Trustees.
·

ARTICLE IV
Fiscal Year
The fiscal year of the corporation shall commence on November 1 of each year
and end on October 31 of each year.
II
3
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ARTICLEV
Amendments

The Board of Trustees shall have the power to make. alter, amend and repeal
these By-laws by a majority vote. Any proposal to do so must be presented to
the Board after five days notice to Board Trustees setting out the proposed
wording of the proposal, to make, alter, amend, or repeal a portion or portions of
the By-Law unless such notice is waived by a majority of the Trustees.

ARTICLE VI
Distribution on Dissolution

Upon the winding up and dissolution of this corporation, and after paying or
adequately providing for the corporation's debts and obligations, the remaining
assets shall be distnbuted to a non-profit fund, foundation, or corporation which
has established its tax exempt status under section 501(cX3) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954, as amended or as provided by the Restated Articles of
Incorporation, and such entity's primary purpose involves animal welfare issues
THIS PAGE AND THE PRECEDING THREE PAGES MAKE UP THE
COMPLETE SET OF AMENDED BYlAWS OF THE ANIMAL FOUNDATION OF

GREAT FALLS, MONTANA.
Dated this

~ day of May, 2011

EFFECTIVE DATE of these bylaws is May 5, 2011.

4
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.

AMENDED BYLAWS

OF
THE AN AL FOUNDATION OF GREAT FALLS, MONTANA

ARTICLE I
Name and Offices
1, Ntun • The name of this corporation Is The Animal FoundatiOn of Great Falls.
Montana.

2.. Offices. The corpondon"s principal office shall be in Great Falls. Montana,
with its mailing address at P.O. Box 3428, GJeat Falls. Montana 59403. The
corporation may also have offices at SUCh other places as the Board of Trustees
determines necessary.
ARTICLED
llemben and .........

:t1.J!!J!!!JJRI!!!t!!Rt· The membe of the corporation shall consist of two classes:
A.

TfU!!ae M!mber!. The first class of members shall consist of the
indiVidual members who shaD be called the Boani of Trustees and/or
""Trustee Mem.b ers: The Trustees' tenns shall be for a tenn of five
years and shaD be assigned as folows:
•

•
•
•

two Trustee positions shaD expire on October 31, 2012;
thrve Trustee positions shall expire on October31. 2013;
three Trustee positions shall expire on OCtober 31, 2014;
three Trustee position shall expire on October 31, 2015;

Thereafter, each subsequent tenn shal be for a period of five years
beginning on November 1 of each successive year.
Under no circumstances may a Trustee,serve more than two
successive full, five-year terms beginning as of the date of these
amended bylaws. If a Trustee completes a term of a terminated
member, he or she shan then be eligible to serve two additional

five-year tenns.

1
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B.

lndMdual or Buslne!a Memb!ra. The second class of members
shaH consist of Individuals or businesses who have paid a
membet'8hip fee, as set by the Board of Trustees.

2. Rlglda of Mi btl!, Each Trustee.Member shall be entitled to one vote. All
matters shall be decided by a majOrity vote of the Trustees present and a quorum
is required to be pntSent Individual or Business Members shall have no rights to
vote on any Issue inVoking the Corporation. including,. but not limited to eleCting
Trustees or officers, adopting or amending by-laws. Likewise, the TJUStee
Members are not requiad to give notice to Individual or Business Members of
any regular 0.. special meetings or otherwise nQtfy them of the busbteSS of the
corporation unless required to,do so by Jaw.

3. TennlnatJon of Member!hiDe Trustee Membership may be tenninated by
resignation, physical or mental incapacity, removal for good cause, or death.
Individual or Business Membership wll temduate on the qMration of the paid

term of membenlhip set forth by the 8oanl of Trustees, and will only be renewed
by the payment of membership fees set by1he BoaRI of Trustees.
·
4. Vi

•

Vaca~rdes in

Board membership shall be filled by election.of a

succesaor by the 11H11afnlng Trustees.. A SUCC8$80t Trustee shan serve for the
uncompleted tenn of the Board member being replaced.
5. ~I M!!tfna!, The Board of Trustee's annual meeting shall be held on
the 31 day of October, unless another date is agreed upon by the Boant.
&. Spacial Mt•Vnas. Special meetings may be called at any time by the
President or VIce President or by any three Trustee Members.

7. Notice of Me!Jif!AL Notice of 1he annual meetings shaD be given to the
Trustee Members by the President or Va President and notice of special
meeting by the person or persons camng the meeting. The notice shan state the
time and place and the purpose of the meeting. Notice may be serwc:t personaUy
on the Trustee Member or by man addressed to his or her last known residence
or business. The notice shaD be served not less than five or more than 10 days
before the meeting. Trustee Members may waive notice of any meeting. in
writing or orally at the meeting. No notice to Individual or Business members is
required to be given.
8. Quorum. A quorum shaD be a majority of the Trustee Members present at
any meeting. If there are nine Trustees. five Trustees constitUte a quorum.

2
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9. eompenatlon. Trustees, Individuals or Business Members shall not receive
any compensation but may be allowed out-of-pocket expenses at the discretion
of the Board.

ARncLEUI
Board of TruatHs- Olllcers

1. De!lantdion of Ina..... The corporation's Trustees shaH be members and
ahal be known as the Board of Trustees. The corporation's business and
property shall be managed and controlled by the Board of Trustees.

2. Provisions lor Trustees.

The voting rights, termination of membership,
vacancies, meetings, notices, and quorum for Trustees ahal be as set forth in

Article II.

3. 0ft1cer!.. The Board of Trustees shal e£ect fJOm its membership a President
and VIce PresidentiTreasurer. The Board may, If it chooses to do so.. erect a
Secretary who need not be a member of the Board. The Board shall elect Its
officers at its annual meeting. The terms of ofticers shal be b' one year and
until their succesiOIS are elected, unless the ollicer is removed for good cause•

.t Commlll!!!.

The President shal appoint such committees and chairpersons
as are authorized by the Boald. Commlltee members need not be members of
the Board.

5. Bonds.. The Treasurer, and any other officer or employee having custody of
funds or properties of 1he corpotaUon. shall provide a bond in such amount and
on such conditions, If any. as designated by the BoaJd of Trustees. The
Foundation shaft pay the cost of any such bond.

8. Powers. AU of the corporate powers. except such as are otherwise provided
for in the By-taws and pursuant to Montana law, shall be vested in and shall be
exercised by the Board of Trustees.
ARTICLE IV
Fiscal Year
The fiscal year of the corporation shan commence on November 1 of each year
and end on October 31 of each year.
ARnCLEV
Amendments

The Board of Trustees shall have the power to make, alter, amend and repeal
these By~Laws by a majority vote. Any propgsal to do so must be presented to

3
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the Board after five days notice to Board Trustees setting out the proposed
wording of the proposed wording of the proposal to make, alter, amend, or repeal
a portion or portions of the By~Law unless such notice is waived by a majority of
the Trustees.

ARTICLE VI
Distribution on Dissolution
Upon the winding up and dissolution of this corporation, and after paying or
adequately providing for the corporation's debts and obligations, the remaining
assets shall be distributed to a non-profit fund. foundation, or corporation which
has established its tax exempt status under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954, as amended or as provided by the Restated Articles of
Incorporation, and such entity's primary purpose involves animal welfare issues
THIS PAGE AND THE PRECEDING THREE PAGES MAKE UP THE
COMPLETE SET OF AMENDED BYLAWS OF THE ANIMAL FOUNOATION OF
GREAT FALLS, MONTANA
DATED this IB

day of

Jv~

EFFECTIVE DATE of these bylaws

,201 0.

is~ / g' ,2010.
4
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BY-LAWS Of THE ANIMAL FOUNDATION
OF CASCADE coyNTY. MONTANA

ARTICLE I
..,_It:.. SEAL, AND OFFICES

1.

. The

name of this corporation is The Animal Foundation of Great Falls,

Momana.
2.

. The seal of the corporation shall be circular in fonn and shaD bear in Its

outer edge the words WJ'he Animal Foundation of Great Falls, Montana 200T and
in the center the WOJd8 '"Corporate Seal Montana.•
3.

OlffCM. The corpondion•s princip ollice shall be in the City of Great Falls.
County of cascade, stale of Montana, with iiB mailing address at P.O. Box 3426,
Gntat FaDs, ontana 59403. The corpcmtton may afso have offices at such
other places as the Board of Trustees determines necessary.

ARDCLED
EMBERS AND IIEET1NGS OF EMBERS
'' --"'

1.

The memtMtr8 of
corpondlon shall consist of the indlvfduals
Who
be called
Board of Truslaea. The Trustees' terms shaD be
assigned at the organizational meeting as follows: one irdtial Trustee positian
shall expire on October 31, 2004; October 31, 2005; October 31.2008: October
31. 2007; and October31, 2008.
Thereafter. each subsequent

term

shaD be for a period of three (3) years

beginning on November 1 of each year.

rn the event a Trustee resigns or the position olherwlae becomes vacant, 1he
Board shaD appoint a new TJUStee who shaft complete the remaining term of the
Trustee he or she replaces. Under no clrcumatances may a Trustee serve more
than two {2), fuU. three-year terms. If a Trustee completes a term of a terminated
member, he or she shaD then be eligible to serve two addltional1hree-year terms.

After the inHial Trustees' terms are ended, Trustees shall thereafter be elected to
serve staggered, three-year terms at the annual meeting.
2.

Riahla of Member!. Each member shall be entitled to one vote. AD matters
shall be decided by a majority vote of the Board members present

1
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3.
4.

Iannfnllllon of Bolnl Mtm"""'ID. Board membelahlp may be terminated by
resignation, physical or mental lncapacily, removal for good cause. or death.

Yacanclu.

Vacandes In Board memberahip shall be filled by election of a

·euccessor by the ramalnlng members. A suocesaor Trustee shaii181V8 for the
uncompleted term of lhe Boald member betng replaced.

5.

Tbe Board of Trustees' annual meetings shall be held on 1he
30th day of December, unless another date Is agl88d upon by the Board.

6.

Special meetilags may be caDed at anytime by the PJ8Sident or
VIce President or by anythrae (3) members.

7.

Notice oflhe annual meetings shall be given by the President

or Vice Preside~ at and notice of special rneelilgS by the person or persons calling
the meellng. The notice shal state the time and place and the purpose of the

meeting. Notice may be serwd pei1IOIIdy on the Boald member or by mail
addressed to his or her fast known residence « business. The notice shall be
served not less than five (5) or more than 10 days before the
Member&
may waive notice of any meeting. m writing or orally at the meeti~tg.
8.

Quorum. A quorum shaD be a majority of the Boanl members preaent at any
meeting.

9.

Board membels shall not recehle any compensation but may be
allowed out-of.pocket expenses at.the discletion of the Board.

ARIICLE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES ·OFFICERS

'--"' .

1.

Daslanatlon of Trustee!.. The corporation"& Trustees shall be its members and
shall be known at the Board ofTIUSiaes. The corporation's business and property
shalf be managed and conbolled by the Boan:l of Trustees.

2.

PmylalonaforTruafaes. The voting rights. termination of membership, vacancies,
meetings9 notice8, and quorum for Trustees shall be as set forth in Article 11.

3.

Offtcem. The Board of Trustees shall elect from its membership·a Presfdent and
Vice President!Treasurer. The Board may. If it chooses to do so, elect a Secretary
who need not be a member of the Board. The Board shall .elect Its officers at Its
annual meeting which wiD be held Immediately following the annual meeting of
members. The terms of officers shall be for one year and until their successors are
elected.
2
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4.

Commltfles1 The Preatdent shall appoint such c:omrntttees and chalrperaons as
are authorized by the Board. CommiUBe members need not be members of the

Boald.
5.

Bands.. The Treasurer, and any otheroftlceror employee haW1g custody offunds

or properties of the co.poaallon, shall pnMde a bond In such amount and on 8UCh
conditions, If any, as designated by the Board of Trustees. The Founcfalion shall
pay the cost of any such bond.

8.

Powtn.. All of the.corporate powers. except such aa are otherwise piovlded for In
the By4.awsand punwantto Montana raw, ahall be wsted In and shall be exercised
~~~ofT~.
.

ARTICLE IV
FISCAL YEAR
The fiscal yearofthecmpo~alion$halcommenceon November 1 of each yearand
end on Oc:lober 31 of each )Wir.

v
The Boanl ofTrustaes shall havetllepower.to make. alter, amend and 18P881theae
ay..Laws by a majodty wte.. Any ptupCI88I to do eo nut be prasented to 1he Board after
five (5) days nollce setting outlle proposed \Wldlng ofthepmpoeal to make. alter, amend,
or repeat a portion or portions ofthe By-Laws....._ such notice is waived by a majorilyof
theTMIIBas.

ARTICLE VI
DISTRBUTION ON DISSOLUTION

Upon the winding up and dissolution of this corporation, and after paying or
adequately providing for the corporation•s debts and obligations, the remaining asse18 shall
be distributed to a non-profit fund, foundation, or corporation which has established its tax
exemptstatusunderSection 501(c)(3)ofthelntemal RevenueCodeof1954;asamended
or as provided by the Articles of Incorporation.
)

Effective date May11, 2004t - 8III8IICied
3
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ENDOWMENT RESOWTION
WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees of the Animal Foundation of Great Falls,
Montana (aAnimal FoundatiOn") has reviewed a proposal to establish endowment funds
to receive contributions from donors where donors have restricted such conmbutions·to
the endowment, and
WHEREAS. the Board of TrusteeS of the Animal Foundation believes it is in the
best interest of the Animal Foundation that it hold such funds and engage in this manner
of fund development. and
·
WHEREAS such fund development will help to further the mission of the Animal
Foundation and secure its financial stability.

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that

·~

1.

The establishment of an Endowment Fund is hereby authorized and
ratified.

2.

The name of the Endowment Fund Program shaft be The Animal
Foundation of Great FaDs Animal Welfare Endowment fund. The
objective of this fund is to improve the welfare of animals in Great FaJts
and Cascade County.

3.

The Aninal Foundation Animal Wefare Endowment .Fund shall be the
property of the Animal Foundation, owned by it in its normaf corporate
capacity. and subject to the.terms of the Articles of Incorporation and ByLaws as amended from time-to-time. In such capacity, the Animal
Foundation shall have the ultimate authority and control over all property
in the Animal Foundation Animal Welfare Endowment Fund. and the
income and/or growth derived therefrom, for the charitable purpose as
defined in Paragraph Two in this Resolution and further defined in the
policies and guidelines to be adopted.

4.

The investment objective of the Animal Foundation Animal Welfare
Endowment Fund is to support and enhance opera.tions which benefit
animal welfare in Great Falls and Cascade County through growth and/or
income of the fund.

·~

1
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5.

The Board of Trustees shall from time to time establish rules, procedures.
and policies for the operation and adm;nistration of such Endowment Fund
incfuding the amount of distribution from the fund to be expended currently
and the proper allocation of direct and indirect expenses, by fee schedule
or otherwise, attributable to the creation and maintenance of such funds.
Such rules shall be communicated to donors in writing upon request

DATED this 21 51 day of September. 2006
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8Y=LAWS OF HUMANE SOCIETY
FOUNDATION OF CASCADE COUNTY. MONTANA
ARDCLEI

NAME, SEAL, AND OFFICES
1.

Name. The name of this corporation is the Humane Society
Foundation of Csscade County, Montana.

2.

1111. The seal of the corporation shall be circular in form and shall
bear in its outer edge the words "Humane Society Foundation of
Cascade County, ontana 2002" and in the center the words
•Corporate Seal
ntana.•

3.
\...,../

Offices.

The corporation's principle office shall be in the City of
Great Falls, County of Cascade. State of Montana, with its mailing
address at P.O. Box 3426, Great Falls, ontana 59403.. The
corporation may also have offices at such other places as the
Board of Trustees determines necessary.

ARDCLEII

EMBERS AND

1.

En GS OF EMBERS

Membership. The members of the corporation shall consist of the
individuals who shall be called the Board of Trustees. The
Trustees' tenns shall be assigned at the organizational meeting as

follows: one initial Trustee position shall expire on October
31, 2004; October31, 2005; October31, 2006; October31, 2007;
and October 31, 200'8.
Thereafter, each subsequent term shall be for a period of three (3)
years beginning on November 1of each year.

Page 1 of S
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In the event a Trustee resigns or the position otherwise becomes
vacant, the Board shall appoint a new Trustee who shall complete
the remaining term of the Trustee he or she replaces. Under no
circumstances may a Trustee serve more than two (2), full. threeyear terms. If a Trustee completes a tenn of a terminated member,
he or she shall then be eligible to serve two additional three-year
terms.
Afb!r the initial Trustees' terms are ended, Trustees shall
thereafter be elected to serve staggered, three-year terms at the
annual meeting.
2~

Rights of Memb8m. Each member shall be entitled to one vote.
All matters shall be decided by a majority vote of the Board
members present

3.

T8nnination of Board Membelsblp. Board membership may be
terminated by resignation, physical or mental incapacity, removal
for good cause. or death.

4.

Vacancies. Vacancies in Board membership shall be filled by
election of a successor by the remaining members. A successor
Trustee shall serve for the uncompleted tenn ofthe Board member
being replaced.

5.

Annual Meetings. The Board of Trustees' annual meetings shall
be held on the 30th day of December, unless another date is
agreed upon by the Board.

6.

Special Meetings. Special meetings may be called at any time by
the President or Vice President or by any three (3) members.

7.

Notice of Meetings. Notice of the annual meetings shall be given
by the President or Vice President and notice of special meetings
by the person or persons calling the mee~ng. The notice shall
state the time and place and the purpose of the meeting. Notice
Page2 of S
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may be served personally on the Board member or by mail
addressed to his or her last known residence or business. The
notice shall be served not less than five (5) or more than 10 days
before the meeting. Members may waive notice of any meeting, in
writing or orally at the meeting.
8.

Quorum. A quorum shaD be a majority of the Board members
present at any meeting.

9.

Compensation.

Board members shall not · receive any
compensation but may be allowed out-of-pocket expenses at the
discretion of the Board.

ARDCLE Ill
BOARD OF TRUSTEES· OFFICERS
1.

Designation ofTrustaas. The corporation's Trustees shall be its
members and shaD be known at the Board of Trustees. The
corporation's business and property shall be managed and
controlled by the Board of Trustees.

2.

ProylsloDI for Trustees- The voting rights, termination of
membership, vacancies, meetings, notices, and quorum for
Trustees shall be as set forth in Article II.

3.

Officers. The Board of Trustees shall elect from its membership
a President and Vice President/Treasurer. The Board may, if it
chooses to do so, elect a Secretary who need not be a member of
the Board. The Board shall elect its officers at its annual meeting
which will be held immediately following the annual meeting of
members. The terms of officers shall be for one year and until their
successors are elected.

Page3 of S
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4.

Com mitten. The President shall appoint such committees and
chair persons as are authorized by the Board. Committee
members need not be members of the Board.

5.

Compenutlon. Trustees shall not reCeive any compensation for
their services but the Board may allow Trustee's out-of-pocket
expenses in their sole discretion.

6.

Bonds. The Treasurer, and any other officer or employee having
custody of funds or properties of the corporation, shall provide a
bond in such amount and on such conditions, r any, as designated
by the Board of Trustees. The Foundation shall pay the cost of
any such bond.

7.

Powers. All of the corporate powell'S, except such as are
otherwise provided for in the By-Laws and pursuant to Montana
law, shaD be vested in and shaD be exercised by the Board of
Trustees..

ARTJCI E IV
FISCAL YEAR
The fiscal year of the corporation shall commence on November 1
of each year and end on October 31 of each year.
ARDCLEV

AMENDMENTS
The Board of Trustees shall have-the power to make, alter, amend
and repeal these By-Laws by a majority vote. Any proposal to do so
must be presented to the Board after five (5) days notiCe setting out the
proposed wording of the proposal to make, alter, amend, or repeal a

Page4of S
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portion or portions of the By-Laws unless such notice Is waived by a
majority of the Trustees.
ARDCLEVI
DISTRIBuno ON DISSOLUTION

Upon the winding up and dissolution of this corporation, and after
paying or adequately providing for the corporation's debts and
obligations, the remaining assets shall be distributed to the Humane
Society ofCsscade County, Montana.. Ifthis organization does not exist,
the Trustees still distribute the remaining assets to a non-profit fund,
foundation, or corporation w1lich has established its tax exempt status
under Section 501{c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. as
amended or as provided by the ArtiCles of Incorporation.

Effective date November 1, 2002

PageS of S
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CITY OF GREAT FALLS, MONTANA
AN~ CONTROUSHELTER

ABBREVIATED OPERATIONAL REVIEW
July 23-27, 2007

.Submitted by: Kim Staton, CAWA
Animal Welfare Consultations
HSUS Consultant
Submitted to: Chief Cloyd "Corky" Grove
Great Falls Police Department
Date submitted: August 11, 2007

Contact lnfonnation:
Kim Staton, CAWA
816-510-5137

animalconsult@sbcglobal.net
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www.aniroalwelfares:onsu1tations.com

IDtrodudiou

The following report is based on infonnation that was obtained during a five day. site visit
to the Great Falls. MT, Animal Shelter. This five day period was an infonnation
gathering process that included personal observations of various procedures as well as
conversations with staff and other interested parties. In advance of my visit, I was
provided with copies of the existing Animal Control Ordinance, fee structu~ statistical
information, demographic infonnati<)n on the City of Great Falls, and other related
materials.
In no way is this report intended to be comprehensive. This is an abbreviated report
targeting the most obvious problems that exist. The primary purpose of this report is to
outlme areas that need improvement.
That sai~ it is important to note there are many good things happening for animals at the
shelter and in Great Falls. I found staff's willingness to offer input, take suggestions, and
participate in training·to be rematkabfe and refteshing. And·a strong interest in animal
welfare was evident after meeting with and talking to representatives of various local
animal organizations. There is a lot of energy, talent, and enthliSiasm towards making
Great FaDs a great place for pets.
·
It is my hope this report will be used as a tool for improving certain aspects ofthe
operation, facilitating a positive public image, enhancing the level of animal care. and
offering a progressive approach to animal welfare issues in the community.It is not
intended to place blame or judgment on any person or organization regarding existing or
past practices that may or may not have contributed to identified areas of con"m.
The recommendations outlined in the report.can be used as a reference for measuring
organizational improvement over time. It can also serve as a template for strategic
planning within the animal welfare community. While some of the rec:ommendations can
be achieved rather quickly and with no or minimal fiscal impact,.others will require longtenn planning and budgetary consideration.
, It is important to acknowledge how difficult operating an animal shelter/control program
can be. There are almost always funding and staff shortages, true here, and constant day
to day challenges that take up valuable time and resources. It is a sometimes physical job
but always an emotional one. Over time, this takes its ton on even the most dedicated.
I would like to sincerely thank the Police Department for their invitation to visit the
shelter and offer input on operational issues. It is apparent they are committed to
improving the conditions for staff and the animals.
I am truly grateful to all of those who took time to meet with me during this five day
period to help me gain a better understanding of the issues. Accolades to shelter staff and
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Animal Control Officers who have the difficult task of caring for homeless and
abandoned animals every day.
Baekgrouad

Historically, Animal Control and shelter personnel have been expected to fulfill many
responsibilities with little or no trainin& limited budgets and staffin& and substandard
facilities. Although demands for service and the need for additional programs continue to
increase, budgets typically do not increase aecordingly. This can result in an inadequate
level of service to include slow IeSpODSe times in the field, poor sanitation practices,
frequent disease outbreaks, negative public perception, etc.
During the past 10-15 years, Animal Control/sheltering has moved up the Jadder in tenns

of importance in many communities nationwide. New state-of-dte--art shelters are being
built keeping service and animal eare as first priority. Our society will no longer accept a
minimal level of care or service.
·

It is important to note that the vast majority of.Americans are very passionate about
animals as is demons1rated by the fact that approximately 68-.4 ofAmericans have at least
one pet. Ofthat pcn:entag~ anotbel" 65% percent own two or more pets. .Recent reports
tiom the American Pet Products Manufaeturing AssoclatiOa (APPMA) indieate that
Americans spent over $34 billion dollars on their pets in 2005. This was money spent on
veterinary serv~ grooming, food, toys, pun:hase of pets, boarding, rollars. bowls,
I~ etc. As a society we spead more on our pets than we do toys for our children or
~for our bellies.
It is logical to assume then that most pet owners in the U.S. are willing to spend what is
needed to provide adequate care for their pets. Just as with many of societies probl~
the majority of animal control and welfare issues are caused by the minority.

CRISIS MANAGEMENT VS. PREVENTION:
There are an estimated 5.000-7~000 animal shelters nationwide that spend vast amounts
oftime, money. and other resources in order to house an estimated 6--8 million animals
every year. Approximately half, 4 miUioo of these animals will be euthanized perhaps
making it the leading cause of death for companion animals in the U.S.

Many of these shelters also operate animal control programs or contract with
organizations that do in order to impound animals running loose, respond to animal bites,
cruelty complaints, etc. These programs are designed to address problems after they have
.occurred.
While both government and non-profits alike will spend money hand over fist on crisis
management, I.e., sheltering, enforcement, etc., they are reluctant to spend much in the
way of prevention. I continue to be amazed at how readily we as a society will throw
money at adoptions, enforcement, and sheltering, but much less on spay/neuter.
community outreach, education, and assistance programs.
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Owned animal relinquishment is as high.25% in many shelters and in some cases as high
as 50010. And once a particular animal has been given up, these owners will likely get
another pet. Behavior "problems" contribute significantly to pet relinquishment yet how
many communities provide behavior counseling to pet owners or people who adopt from
the local shelter?
While prevention programs may not bring the level of instant gratification that other
programs do, such as adoptions, in reality they are critical to the long tenn solution. I
have heard adQptions referred to as the "crack cocaine" of animal welfare. Adoptions
make us feel good, the mot'e we do the more we want to do, and the cost of providing
quality adoptions is very high, yet we are addicted. While adoption programs should be
an important "part" of any shelter~ any community that does not allocate significant
resources to prevention will experience increases in shelter intake and euthanasia
numbers as the human population grows.
Rec:ommendatiou:

1. Identify and develop prevention programs designed to reduce numbers of animals in
the community, enhaitce the level of pet care and ownership responsibility, and reduce
pet relinquishment.

2. Develop a strategic plan(s) to address the many animal welfare issues that exist in your
community. This will require some collaboration among the various animal interests in
order to be most effective. Individual organizations can have separate plans, however it is
important to avoid duplicity or conflict with the goals/plans of other groups.

FACILITY:
Facility:

The existing animal shelter building was constructed in the early 1970's. Given the
amount of wear and tear it has endured over the past 35 or more years, the fact it is stiU
standing is quite remarkable. The design and materials used for construction are typical
of shelters built in that time period, however we have found that a multitude of problems
occur as a result, perhaps the most important of which is not being able to effectively
manage disease problems.
The Great FaUs Animal Shelter is constructed primarily Qf masonry block and is
approximately 4,500 square feet. The floors in all of the animal housing areas consist of
unsealed concrete which cannot be effectively disinfected.
The drain in the dog housing area stretches the entire length of the kennels. On one side
.of the kennels, this drain trough is inside the kennels while on the other, it is on the
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outside. Either design, especially having the drain inside the kennels, leads to inevitable
cross contamination between kennels. When one animal gets sick, there is a huge
potential for other animals to be exposed because of the design of the drainage system.
These drain troughs are covered with metal grates that are very diffiCult to sanitize and
can also serve as a source for harmful organisms. Proper sanitation of these drains and
drain covers is paramount to disease control.
The absence of drain flushes makes it even more challenging to keep the drains properly
sanitized. It also makes it much~ likely that a drain clog will occur~ S1agnant drains
can also become a sourte for foul odors although that was not my observation during the
five days I was at the shelter. It is important to note however, that the absence of odor
does not equate the absence ofbanntbl pathogens.
Further, the fact that dogs have to be housed on both sides of the double kennels also
lends to disease spread. Ideally, each double sided kennel would house only one dog, a
mother and litter, or two clop that were brought in together. Using both sides results in
more cross contamination because ofthe gap that exists between the wall and guillotine
doors. It also makes the cleaning process much more labor intensive since animals must
be removed from the area being cleaned. Ordinarily, the dog is put on one side ofthe
kennel with the guillotine dOor closed while the other side is being disinfected. Once the
disinfected side has been pcopcdy dried and replenished with bowls. etc.• the dog is then
moved into that area so the other side can be disinfected.
Ventilation is all but non-existent and most ofthe housing areas don't have windows that
can be opened.. Some-movement of air was accomplished with overhead or exhaust fims.
Also, I could detect some cool air coming into the general cat housing room. Having
adequate air exchange is key to preventing and controlling the spread of disease. Most
recent recommendations indicate that each animal housing area should have 15-20 tiesh
air exchanges every hour.

There are several cat housing rooms none of which are adequate. The rooms are small,
poorly lit, and many of the cages are very small I observed a few adult cats that barely
had room to stand up and tum around due to the smart size oftheir cages. Some of the
cages do have perches for the cats and most of the cages, water bowls, and Jitter pans are
stainless steel. This is ideal since stainless steel is non-porous and can be adequately
disinfected.
One of the cat rooms, general cat housing~ contained a variety of play items, scratching
posts, beds, etc. While this is very good from the standpoint of relieving stress, some of
these items cannot be effectively disinfected and can harbor harmful pathogens for long
periods of time. It is important to remember that porous items can and will absorb
harmful pathogens and can remain infective for up to a year, perhaps longer, depending
on the particular organism.
In part due to limited staffing, efforts to clean were limited to the animal housing areas
and the obvious targets for sanitation, i.e., cages, kennels, floors. Consequently, no effort
had been made in what appeared to be a very long time to clean light fixtures, windows
and sills, vents, ducts, office areas, etc. It is important to keep in mind that every area of
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the shelter should be subject to routine sanitation in order to keep disease problems under
control.
Lighting is also a huge problem in this shelter. Many of the lights were not working and
the majority of light fixtures were uncovered leaving them exposed to moisture on a daily
basis.
Proper segregation in this shelter is also very diffieult. Due to its limited size and poor
design, there is no effective way to separate incoming animals from those that are
adoptable ftom those that are sick or exposed. To some extent, animals are just put
wherever there is an empty cage·or kenneL Again~ this leads to an increased potential for
disease outbreak and spread.
In summary, the existing shelter is outdated and in desperate need ofrepiKement. It is
my opinion that even with extensive renovation, the existing building is not salvageable
as an animal shelter.
lladieapped Acawibilily:
This shelter is not designed to accommodate certain handicapped individuals. For
example, due to 1he layout of the building. some areas would be very difticuk to~
and maneuver' by someone in a wheelc:hair. Some areas would be completely
inaccessible.

Further, there are no identified handicapped parking spaces. (Refer to Americans with
Disabilities Ac:t Regulations: http://www.usdoj.gov/c:rt.ada/adahoml.htm)

Reeommemtations:
1. Continue the effort on a local level to raise money for a new, well designed animal
shelter.

2. Have the eoncrete floors in the existing shelter repaired and resealed.
3. Inasmuc:h as possible, start segregating inc:oming animals from those available for
adoption and house sick or exposed animals from all others. Traffic into areas where
sick/exposed animals are kept should be limited to shelter staff that must have acc:ess and
the public: who are looking for lost pets. The public should be accompanied by staff into
these areas to ensure they are not touching animals and potentially spreading disease.
4. The light fixtures should be inspected, repaired as needed, and covers installed to
protect them from the rpoisture.

5. All areas of the shelter should be included as part of the routine cleaning process to
include hallways, offices, vehicles, equipment, door knobs, counter tops, desks, vents,
windows, light fixtures etc. These areas should be disinfected as often as possible.
6. Purchase at least one bank, 12 cages, of larger stainless steel cat cages even if it means
removing and not using some of the existing smaller cages. These cages should be used
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for the aduh cats that are too large for the smaller cages. The new cages should also have
perches to allow the cats a place to get off the floor of the cage.

7.. Have the ductwork throughout the building professionally cleaned and also determine
whether repairs or improvements can be made to ale system to increase air exchange/flow
into animal housing areas.
8. During times of disease outbreak, remove and discard any porous items such as
scratching posts. toys. etc. It is much easier and less expensive to replace these items or
solicit donations from the community than to allow spread of disease by these objects.
9. Take steps to ensure access to the shelter by disabled individuals in keeping with ADA

mandates.
SAFETY aad HEALTH ISSUESIOSIIA REGULATIONS:

'fbe.-e are a number of safety issues that need to be addressed. Staff are not wearing any
type ofprotedive gear, except gloves,. when using or coming into contaet with
disinfedants. Further, dtey are not taking steps to ensure that disinfectants are properly
stored. I observed an open container ofVutwn S sitting on top of a kennel and bottles of
bleach sitting on a shelf next to pet food.
There were several containers around the shelter that were not identified as to the content.
One such container was a bucket ofVUkon S tbat was sitting outside of the building
ready for use by Animal Control Officers to disinfect their vehicles. This bucket was
being left outside over night.
On one occasiOn, staff used concentrated bleach from the bottle and poured it down the
drain without any dilution. The odor was 5o intense it caused my eyes to water and
breathing was difficult One slaffmember had to leave the building to get ftesh air.
Bleach can be hannful to people and animals when it is used in an improper dilution.

I also observed a staff member standing on a very unstable table to reach areas that had to
be sanitized. I was concerned the table was going to collapse. The legs were bending and
swaying as she moved about on top of it. I voiced my concerns but I was told the table
would be fine that is just "looked'' like it was going to collapse.
Another health concern is the fact that many staff have not had rabies pre-exposure
prophylaxis. While it is my understanding that some ACO's have had their vaccines,
nobody has had a titer conducted to ensure proper immunity.
There are also a number of light fixtures that are not working. I know of 2 occasions
where faulty fixtures have resulted in shelter fires. In one instance, the shelter burned to
the ground and all of the animals died. Most of the lights are uncovered which subjects
them to constant moisture during the cleaning process.
Ceiling tiles in animal housing areas are also routinely exposed to moisture. Some of
them appear to be moldy and are stained. Certain molds can be hannful.
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of.

Another concern is that in some case~ spent needles are not being properly disposed
I
found a five-gallon bucket that was half full of spent needles sitting by the incinerator.
The law requires that any biohazardous items be disposed ~fin an appropriate biobardous
container. I did observe such an appropriate biohazardous container in the triage room.
Also, much of the equipment at the shelter is either old or bas not been properly
maintained. I found a eouple of eontroJ poles that malfimc:tioned. Malfunctioning
equipment can pose serious risk to staff and animals.
Regpmmepdaticmli

l. Develop a comprehensive MSDS notebook and make sure all employees are aware of
outlined safety precautioos that must be taken. Provisions for appropriate safety
equipment will need to be made iooluding eye goggle~ masks, aprons; gloves, etc. in
ac:cordanc:e with MSDS ~mmendations and OSHA mandates.. (several MSDS were
provided in the initial information notebook during my visit)
2. Develop and implement written safety protocols, provide training for staff, and hold
1hem accountable for following established guidelines.
3. Put up posters in an employee designated area informing them of Federal "Right to
Know" Jaws pertaining to safety in the workplace.

4. Ensure that aU c:ontainerS are properly identified wi1h regard to c:ontents and
concentration. Make sure that aD disiofec:tants are stored away fiom heat, light, or food
items. This should be a sec:ure area that is not accessible by the public.

5. Use fluoresunt tape or paint to indicate the presence of grates to help avoid tripping.
6. Ensure that staff are using disinfec:tants in keeping with proper dilution
not in a concentrated form. When it comes to effective sanitation~
more is not better.
recommendations~

7. Provide training for staff on animal behavior, handling, and zoonosis. This will help
avoid bites and exposure to infectious diseases.
8. Make rabies pre-exposure vaccines available to staff who come into contact with
animals on a regular basis. This should be an option since there are certain adverse side
effects that can occur from the vaccine. Staff who have received the initial prevention
vaccines should have a rabies titer conducted every two years in accordance with CDC
recommendations for Animal Control Officers and reCeive booster vaccinations as
indicated. For the most current infonnation on rabies p~ exposure protocols, please
visit: http://www.cdc.govmmwr/preyiew/mmwrhtml/rr5309a1.htm
9. Consult with the City Safety Officer to have an inspection of the shelter conducted in
an effort to identify additional safety issues.
10. Consult with the local Health Department on how to best detennine the presence of
harmful molds in the building and pursue testing if necessary.
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11. Provide ladders or step stools for staff to use in reaching high places that need to be
cl.eaned. Remove or repair damaged furniture.
12. Install at least one eye wash station in the event an accident occurs where someone
gets bleach or some other potentially hannful substance in his eye.
13. Provide a well-stocked first aid kit at the shelter and each Officer should have first aid
kit on his/her Animal Control vehicle.

14. Conduct an inventory of all control poles, traps, nets7 etc., as soon as possible.
Existing equipment that is not in proper working order should either be repaired or
replaced as soon as possible. Equipment inventory and evaluation should include AC
vehicles and radios.
ANIMAL VACCINATIONS:

The shelter is currently vaccinating animals that are 8 weeks of age and older soon aftet
arrival to the shelter but sometimes as many as 3 days after arrival. Required follow up
vaccines for puppies and kitteDs are not being administered.
~are several different brands and types of vaccines currently being used at the
shelter. Consequently, there is no standardization with regard to wbat specific diseases
animals are being vaccinated against. Also, there was no bordetella (kennel cough)
vaccine in the refiigeraior during the time of my visit.

Bmmmerulatiogs:
l. Develop written guidelines outlining vaccination protocols and make sure staff are
properly trained on proper administnltion and record keeping practices.
2. Vaecinate animaFs that are S weeks of age and older upon entry to the shelter. Even a
one day delay can result in increased risk of disease.
3. Cats and kittens should be vaccinated against Feline Viral Rhinotracheitis, Calici. and
Panleukopenia (FVRCP). Kittens should be vaccinated every 2 weeks until 16 weeks of
age. A modified live virus (MLV) vaccine should be used and administered
subcutaneously (under the skin).
4. Dogs and puppies should be vaccinated against Distemper, Adenovirus 2,
Parainfluenza, and Parvo virus (DA2PP'). Puppies should be vaccinated every two weeks
until16 weeks of age using an MLVadministered subcutaneously.
S. Dogs and puppies should also be vaccinated against Bordetella Bronchiseptica (Kennel
Cough) using an intranasal (in the nose) vaccine. This vaccination should be administered
upon intake as well.

6. Dogs/puppies and cats/kittens should also be vaccinated against rabies. Rabies vaccine
must be administered by a licensed veterinarian so provisions for having this done should
be made prior to adopters taking possession of a new pet. Rabies vaccine can be
administered to animals as young as 3 months. Any initial vaecine should be boostered at
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one year and future vaccines given in accordance with veterinary recommendations and
relevant Jaws.

CUSTOMER SERVICE:
As in most shelters, there is a lot of work that needs to be done in an effort to provide
excellent customer service. This is critk:al to shelters since they rely heavily on
community support for many things including volunteers, donations, etc.
I spent a good deal of time listening to conversations staff had with the public and some
of them were concerning. For example, one staffwas very abrupt when a customer at the
counter inquired about seeing the cats. His response was,. "nope~ can't see the cats we are
under quaraDtinc." Staffwas sitting in a chair and after making this statement turned his
back on the customer and started doing paperwork.. The customer seemed confused. No
effort was made to explain what the quarantine meant or
long it might be before cats
could be viewed. This kind of treatment fosten a bad attitude towanls the shelter and will
hinder efforts to make this a professional organization.

how

Olher things I observed included staff having inappropriate conversations, not work
related, at the front counter and using iDappropriate language. I also noted in the
afternoons that staff tend to congregate in the oftiee area while the animal housing areas

are left unattended.
ReeommeagtioDS:

l. Develop and implement written guidelines oo customer service and hold staff
accountable for following them.

2. Provide training to staffon how to provide not just good customer service, but
excellent customer service. Good is not good.enough in an animal shelter that relies in
large part oo the goodwill of the public and when so much is at stake for the animals.
3. Establish a code of conduct for staff that should include prohibitions on the use of
certain language while on the job as wen as conversations that would be considered
inappropriate.
4. Emphasize to staffthe importance of always having someone in the aqimal housing
areas to ensure that customers are assisted, animals are monitored, and spot cleaning is
continual.
STAFFING:

During my five days at the shelter I made a number of observations related to staffing
levels. It is clear that during the morning hours in particular, staffing is inadequate to
complete the cleaning routine and be ready to open to the public by noon without
compromising best practices. There is one person to clean all of the cat housing areas and
one to clean the dog kennels. Not only is this inadequate in terms of following established
sanitation protocols, it can contribute to the spread of disease since the same staff are
handling animals that are healthy, incoming, sick, exposed, etc. It is very difficult to
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effectively manage disease in the shelter if one or two people have to be in contact with
the entire animal population at the shelter on any given day.
During the afternoon. my observations were a bit different. As previously noted, staff
tended to gather in the front office area leaving the animal housing areas without ·
attendance. This made it difficult to detennine what staff were actually needed at the
front oft'"rce. There is a defmite need to have staff remain in their assigned areas inasmuch
as possible in order to effectively care for the animals and serve the public. Due to
cummt record keeping methods, most of which are done manually, there is some need for
kennel staff to be in the front office to place paperwork in the appropriate notebooks.

I also rode with an Animal Control Officer part of one morning. During a two hour
period this Oftker received two call~ both for stray dogs 1bat were contained by the
complainant. These calls took about an hour in part due to the fact that the fJI'St
complainant bad released the dog and the second dog escaped the enclosure in which the
complainant had placed him. Patrolling in an attempt to locate these animals was
necessary which increased the amount oftime spent on each calL A small amount of time
was spent patrolling areas ftom which previous complaints bad originated. The OfTicer
returned to the shelter after two hours in the field.
When I inquired about the call load to this Ofticer I was told that it varies signifieantly.
Some days are very busy and others are very slow with Mondays and Fridays generally
being the busiest. It appeared, at least on this partieular day, tbat other assignments could
have been given this Officer sueh as licensing~ additional patrols, etc. At the very
least, Officers could use down time to clean and organize vemcles. equipment, etc.
Additionally, there is a lack of leadership at the shelter and in the field. Staff seemed
ready and willing to do whatever asked of them but they were not getting direction on a
consistent basis by someone at the shelter. This ladt of direction resulted in an ineffective
use of time in some cases and staff having to "figure out what to do" to make it through
the day. It was not my belief that staff were intentionally wasting time but rather were
just not able to find constructive ways to fill their time.

Besommendations:

l. Use the formula posted on the National Animal Control Association website in order to
detennine the number of kennel staff needed. I made an estimate that you would need
five full time staff in the kennels during hours the shelter is open and two on days it is
closed using this formula based on an average 10 day holding period. However, it would
be beneficial orlce the record keeping practices have been improved. to determine the
"real" average holding period for an animal so that a more accurate number can be
detennined. (see discussion)

2. Based on my observations regarding the public visiting the shelter and the number of
phone calls coming in, I estimate you need a minimum of two people at the counter
during all hours the shelter is open to the public.
·
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3. Based on my short experience in the field and conversations I had with Officers, I
believe that for now, 4 fuU time ACO's is adequate given the square miles of the City, the
ease of getting around the commUJ1it¥, and the comments provided to me by the ACOs
regarding workload. (see discussion).
4. Actively recruit for the position of Director of Operations keeping in mind that this
person must possess very strong leadership skills. He/she must be able to bring staff
together as a team rather than having an obvious separation between the various sections.

Discussion:
While there is certainly no "magic pill" for determining bow many staff are needed in the
kennels, field, offtc::e, etc. there are a number of faetors that must be considered in order
to arrive at a logical answer regarding necessary staffing levels. In the field we must
consider the number and types ofcomplaints, the miles being covered by each Officer,
traffic issues, etc. In the kennels we have to consider not only the number of animals
being cared for, but how the shelter is designed, average holding periods, etc.

There are some basic formulas and guidelines that can be used in helping to determine
neussary staffing levels. This infmmatioo is posted on the National Animal Control

Association website at www.naca.org (this information was provided in the initial report)
The Florida Animal Control Association made a basic reeommendation many years ago
that tbeie should be orle ACO per 15,000-18,000 residents. Since Great Falls has an
estimated population of 60,000, having 4 full time ACOs would be in keeping with this

recommendation.

BUDGET/FEE SCHEDULES:
The 2006 total operational budget for the Great Falls Animal Shelter inclusive of the

Animal Con1rol program was just over $300,000.00. This included monies received ftom
the City of Great Falls in the amount of$115,000.00. The remainder of the budget was
generated through various fees such as pet licensing, owner reclamations, adoptions,' etc.
It is my understanding there was a budgetary shortfall during the past two fiscal years.
Based on recommendations by the Humane Spc::iety of the United States, funding levels
for animal shelter/control programs should be $4.00-$7.00 per capita per year and even
though recent funding levels feU within this range, it was clearly insufficient. (see
discussion) It is important to note this is for a basic program and may not include
community outreach, education, volunteer, foster, pet owner assistance, community
spay/neuter programs, etc., all of which are critical to long term solutions. (refer to the
ICMA publication for more information on community animal control programs)

Since the current estimated population of Great Falls is 60,000, this would mean that a
level of funding of $240,000-$420,000 would be appropriate for these basic services.
However, due to the age of the facility and constant maintenance and sanitation
challenges in addition to having outdated animal control vehicles and other equipment,
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lack of staff training. etc., it is my opinion that funding should be closer to the $7.00 per
capita range or $420,000.
It remains to be seen where this funding will come from and what organization will
ultimately be responsible for the operation ofthe shelter and animal control programs.
However, the level of funding offered by the City has not met even the minimal
recommendation for funding of$240,000 per year. Since animal control, from a public
safety standpoint, is truly a government raponsibility, it stands to reason that this
minimal level of fimding should be provided by government.
That saids it is also appropriate to expect that City and County government entities would
each provide funding based on a per capita .rate. Based on the 2000 Census lteport for
Cascade County, the population was just over 80,000. (see appendix 1)

Assuming there has not been a dramatic change in population for the City or County
.during the past 7 years. we can discern fiom this a County populatio~ exclusive of the
City of Omit Falls, to be approximately 20,000. Consequently, the mininiallevel of
funding provided by the County towards the cost of the Animal ConcroVShelter programs
should be $80,000 annually minus the sa1ary of the existing ACO position already fimded
by the County. Total funding for this position including aU benefits is approximately
$30,000 leaving a balance ofSSO,OOO per year. (see diseussioo) The combined
government totals at a minimal level of funding based on a per capita rate of$4.00 would
be $290,000.00. Assuming a total operational budget of$420,.000, this would leave
$130,000 left to be generated 1lm:mgh adoptions, reelamations,. licensing, fimdraising, and
donor development and would become the tespODSibility ofthe oversight organization.
Reeommeadafions:

l. Regardless of who is operating the shelter/animal con1rol program in the future, an
absolute minimal level of funding.should be $420,000.
2. The City and County provide funding at the $4.00 per capita rate if a non-profit group
assumes operation responsibilities. If the City assumes long term responsibility for the
operation of the shelter and Animal Control program, the entire $420,000 amount would
become their responsibility.
3. If a non-profit group becomes responsible for the operation of the shelter and/or
Animal Control program, efforts should be made to fundraise and develop a donor base
in order to supplement City/County funding and revenues generated from adoptions,
licensing etc.
Discussion:
Ifthere has been any change in population in the City or County, adjustments must be
made accordingly.
Also, please note that the cost of the AC vehicle, fuel, and maintenance were not
deducted from the estimated amount the County should pay..I had no information on this
and did not want to over/under estimate these amounts.
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Fee strud!lre:

On July 1, 2001, the below fee schedule became effective.
Registratioalliceasiag fees: Altered: Uaaltered:

1 year $15.00·$30.00
Lifetime 75.00 150.00
Impoaadmeat Fees:

t• impound/registered $20.00 $40.00
t• impound/not registered 40.00 80.00
2nd impound/registered 30.00 60.00
~impound/not registered 60.00 120.00
3nl impound and above/registered 40.00 80.00
3rd

impound and above/not reg. 100.00 200.00

Deposits:

Rabies: $15.00 $30.00
Dog: N/A $100.00

Cat: NIA 15.00
Adoption sin: N/A 200.00
Vaeeioatioa Fee:

Parvo/distemper $40.00 80.00
Boarding Fee (per day) Altered: Unaltered:
Dog $15.00 $30.00
Cat 15.00 30.00

Multiple animal permit: 1 year: Lifetime:
6 or fewer total animals $25.00 $50.00

7 or more total animals 50.00 100.00
Multiple Anilllal Hobby Breeder Permit:
$300.00 per year
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Senior Citizens: (over 65)
~ price on all

registration, multiple animal pennits, and multiple hobby breeder pennits.

:Reeommendatiogs:
1. Eliminate the lifetime unaltered registration fee. Licensing differentials are put into
place to serve as incentive for owners of unaltered/intact pets to have them
spayed/neutered. A provision for a lifetime registration removes that yearly incentive.
2. Revise the ordinance to include provisions for mandating that pets be spayed/neutered
upon 3nf impoundment prior to return to the o\vner. The cost of

such sin should be the responsibility of the owner. A number of ordinances now have
such requirements.
3. Establish a spay/neuter fund whereby as portion ofregistrati~ boarding, and
reclamation fees collected for unaltered animals is used to subsidize a loeal voucher
program. (see below discussion for explanation of voucher program)
4. Discontinue Senior discounts for any unaltered animal, most especially multiple
animal hobby breeders. (see below discussion for further explanation)
S. Discontinue the $200.00 adoption sin fee and instead charge an adoption fee that is not
refundable. This fee should coveT a significant portion of the actual cost of caring for the
animal, vaccinations,. spay/neuter. etc. (See discussion below)
Diseussioa:

Voucher programs are becoming more and more common place and can be a great way to
ensure that more animals in your community are spayed/neutered. Essentially,
veterinarians are given the option of whether to participate in the program or not. Each
participating veterinarian would then agree a set price for spay/neuter (sin) services.
This agreed upon amount is paid by a fund set up for this purpose. The fee is usually
somewhat less than would typically be charged to an individual client. Vouchers are
issued to pet owners who cannot afford the cost of a typical spay/neuter and it is usually
required they show some evidence of limited income. The owner then pays a voucher copay, usually SI0.00-20.00, to the vet when the animal is picked up after sUrgery. The
veterinarian bills, usually on a monthly basis. the organization that controls the sin fund
for payment for services rendered based on the previously agreed upon price.
It stands to reason that pet owners who have intact pets should subsidize the cost of such
programs. By using portions of fees imposed on the owners of these animals, not only do
these owners contribute to the cause, but they now may have. access to low cost sin.
While it is certainly appropriate to give Senior citizens a discount when they act
responsibly with their pets, I cannot support offering discounts when anyone, Senior
citizen or otherwise, may be contributing to the problems we are trying to combat.
Offering Senior citizen discounts for intact animals and breeders is not appropriate in
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winning the battle against pet overpopulation and all the many problems that go along
with it.
I am concerned that requiring a $200.00 deposit on adoptions to ensure spay/neuter of the
adopted .animal may result in a marked reduction in the number of adoptions. Even
though this money will be refunded, it is still quite high for most people. Also
considering the faet that they have to pay a non-refundable fee of$8S.OO on top of the
$200.00 deposit, it is likely that people will resort to getting pets &om other sources such

as a neighbor, newspaper ads, etc.
Instead of requiring this deposit, arrangements should be made for animals to be sin prior
to adopters taking possession of their new pet. This can be accomplished a number of
ways but the most logical, at least for now, would be to have a volunteer transport
animals to a local vet for sin and have die adopter pick the animal up.
ANIMAL CARE:

As in many shelters,. this was an area that I found to have both positiv" and negative
Sspects. While staff made a concerted effort to assess animals upon intake and record this
information using an "Animal Health check" fonn, no real training had been provided on
how to properly evaluate an animal. For the most part. staff training coasisted of"on the

job"' learning ftom previous employees whose training was also limited. Consequently,.
the legitimacy of any findings is questionable.
The "Health.Cheek" fonn allows staff to record infonnation about any abnormal findings
as well as vaccination and deworming history. This fonn is provided to adopters to give
to their veterinarian and will beeome part of the pet's medical l'eCOrd.. This is a very
positive approach towards encouraging the public in getting the animal established with a

local veterinarian.
I must commend staff on the fact they do monitor food and water intake of the animals.
This is ~inly something that is needed but rarely done. Proper food and water intake is
critical to an animal's well being and must be monitored closely. I was highly impressed
by the fact this was being done.
Further,. a "Medical Sheet" is used to record information about medications given to
particular animals. It allows for the name of the medication and the times when they have
been administered as well as the initials of the person giving the meds, the animal ID
number, and the cage number. These records are kept in a notebook in the front office.
Current provisions for veterinary care are minimal and consist of a very brief visit by a
local veterinarian each morning. There is no system in place for reporting sick animals to
the veterinarian. Consequently, he conducts a brief walk-through in an effort to identifY
problems.
After the morning visit, there are no provisions for veterinary care during the day or night
should a situation occur that would require veterinary care or expertise. When I asked one
Officer what he would do if he picked up an injured animal. during the night, he said, "I
don't know."
:,
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.Additionally; the food that is provided is a concoction of donations from local stores such
as Walmart and citizens. The food is mixed together as needed and animals fed ftom the
latest batch of mixed food. Unfortunately, this is not the best approach to ensuring a good
nutritional program or controlling potential diet related problems such as diarrhea.
And finally. I was provided wi1h a copy of the "Animal Care Standards" (see appendix 2)
that are evidently given to pet owners in the community regarding minimal acceptable
levels of care for their pets. After reviewing these standards, it appears the shelter is not
complying with all of the recommendations made to the public to include:
J. Provisions for adequate space. (some cats are too big for their cages)

2. Provisions for adequate exercise. (most animal are confined to their cages with the
exception of a few dogs that get walked by volunteers or cats in the general housing
area.)

Besommeadations:
l. Provide training to staff on bow to evaluate animal health

2. Establish procedures for reporting suspected sick or iqjmed animals to the veterinarian
to ensure these animals are examined during the morning visit
3. Make provisions for suspected sick or injured animals to be examined and treated by a
veterinarian as soon as possible to include provisions for night time emergencies. (see
discussion)
4. Provide a consistent. quality diet to sheltered animals. This will save money in the fong
nm and will aJso reduce diarrhea in housed animals. (see discussion)
5. Purchase larger cages as needed for adult cats
6. During slow times, have staff walk dogs as needed and reeord information on exercise

animals have received.
7. Use the UC Davis Shelter Medicine website, www.sheltennedicine.com, as a resource
ofinfonnation regarding animal care, vaccination.and sanitation protocols. (see
discussion)

DiseUJSion:
Hill's Seience Diet has a Shelter Feeding Program whereby qualifying shelters receive all
food free of charge but do have to pay all shipping costs. (see appendix 3)

The City may want to entertain the pOSSibility of contracting for services with a local
veterinarian to include the option of bringing sick/injured animals to the clinic during the
day/night as necessary. A request for proposals could be sent to all local vets giving each
of them equal opportunity to offer these services for an agreed upon fee. The City may
want to place a maximum amount that can be spent on any individual animal in an effort
to control costs.
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I consulted with Dr. Catherine Mullin regarding shelter sanitation and vaccination
protocols. She is a wonderful resource and can offer expert advice on any aspect of
sheltering or animal care. Her email address is chmullin@ucdavis.edu .

Cement staff have bad very limited training for the jobs they are required to perfonn. This
results in costly mistakes~ safety issues7 frustration on the part of staff and the public, and
a less professional organization. It also places staff in an unfair situation by expecting
them to perfonn well in ajob they have not been trained for. Further, it is difficult to hold
staff accountable for errors that are made.
I asked a number of staff what training they had received for their rapective jobs and all
of them indicated they learned ftom someone at the shelter. Nolie had any formal training
for the jobs they were doing.
Reeoaunendatioas:
1. Provisions for the foDowing training need to be made as sooo as possible.
All staff:

Animal behavior
Animalluindling
Use of Equipment

Disease Recognition and Zoonosis
Euthanasia Certification
Animal health assessment
Additional training on shelter health protocols/sanitation
Stress management/compassion fatigue
Customer service
Use of computer software
Animal and human first aid
ACO's will also need to attend the National Animal Control Association's levels I, II,
and
as soon as possible. Level Ill includes euthanasia and chemical capture
certification. (infonnation on the NACA training schedule was provided during my visit)

m.
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S1PfLTER SANITATION:
Following proper sanitation practices are key to disease control. Keeping a shelter
properly disinfected is a constant process. There is a much more to it than just hosing
bleach into a kennel and rinsing it out once a day. Many factors must be considered
including what disinfectants to use and when, proper dilutions, contact time, when to use
soap and degreasers,. how to apply th~ when to rinse, etc. We also must consider what
needs to be sanitized. We are not only concerned with the kennels and cages used to
house the animals, but also hallways, d~ windows, v~ offices, door knobs,
equipment, animal control vehicles and perhaps most importantly, the people who work
in the shelter.
Although staff are doing a good job ofday to day cleaning, there have been some obvious
lOngstanding oversights regarding proper sani1ation practi=s. Some areas have not been
cleaned in what appears to be quite a long time including vents. light fixtures, walls in
some areas, eountertops, doors and door knobs,. equipment,. animal comrol vehicles, etc.
F~. staff have not been taking proper precautions when handling animals,
thereby potentially spreading disease. Keep in mind this is through no fault of their own
but mostly due to a tiack of training and resources necessary in following ()l'OIJ«
procedures.
Having poor sanitation procedures am be worse 1han no cleaning at aU as "bad" practices
can aaually spread disease. For exampk\ using a dilute bleach solution to mop floors but
not changing it when it gas dirty can be detrimental. Organic material will deactivate
bleach rendering it useless as a disinfectaDt. Once this ~the mop can actually be
'spreading disease rather than kiUing harmful organisms.

During my time at the shelter, 1 developed written guidelines for staff to follow regarding
proper sanitation. (See appendix 6) I also conducted a t.S hour training session on proper
sanitation. O>pies of the procedures were made available to staff as well as support
documentation on certain diseases such as parvo and panleukopenia. (see appendix 4)
Beeommendatioas:

1. In light of recent disease problems and the overall condition of the shelter, I
recommend an A-Z cleaning of the entire building to include proper disinfecting of all
cages, kennels, halls, wall, offices, vents, light iJXture, ducts, desks, counters, lockers,
equipment. vehicles, dog walking are~ etc. This may take some time, several days,
doing one section at a time.
Cages will need to be moved away from walls, all items picked up and either put on
shelves or if they are not being used, discarded.
Storage areas need to be organized and items that are not being used should be discarded.
2. All food should be stored away from chemicals and kept covered. Open containers of
food, or bowls of food sitting in prepped cages can collect hannful organisms. It is best to
provide food and water as animals are placed into a cage or kennel rather than having
those items already there.
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3. Provide oversight to ensure staff are following established procedures.
4. Provide suft'icient staffing resources to ensure procedures can be followed without
having to cut comers for the sake of saving time.

S. Make sure all new staff are trained on proper sanitation practices and given a copy of
established procedures.
ElJTBANA§IA:

Euthanasia is arguably the most diffiCUlt aspect of animal shelterin!Vcontrol. It carries
With it a tremendous burden of emotional sb:ess and legal liability. Euthanasia is
frequently the source of staff conflict, public castigatio~ and moral conflict.
Consequently, it is absolutely imperative that staffwho perfonn euthanasia be properly
and thoroughly ttained. Administering euthanasia requires a high level of skill and
compassion and must never be perfonned by staff who are not confident and
blowledgeable.

Even staff who have successfully completed an approved euthanasia eertifacation course
should work UDder the direction and guidanee of someone who bas appropriately
performed euthanasia for a period of time. One or two days training for someone who has
never administered injections bef01e is not adequate to ensure proficiency. It takes time
and practice to develop the level of skill required to minimize stress and discomfort to the
animal.
Further,. it is my understanding that a focal veterinarian who had performed euthanasia on
an animal at the shelter did so using an intracardiac injection without any prior sedation.
According to staft this resulted in an unpleasant death for the animal.
This method of administration is in conflict with recommendations Outlined in the 2000
American Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA) Panel Report on Euthanasia It is
also contrary to recommendations set forth by several national animal welfare
organizations that recommend when giving intracardiac {JC) injections, animals should
be heavily sedated or unoonscious first. These groups include the Humane Society ofthe
United States, National Animal Control Associatio~ and the American Humane
Association.
The Montana Board of Veterinacy Medicine recently passed laws that require each
facility that will perform euthanasia to be an approved euthanasia facility. The Board also
requires that each person who wiiJ perform euthanasia to pass an approved euthanasia
course and to be certified by the Board.
Recommendations:
1. The process to get staff certified in euthanasia should be started immediately as weJl as
getting or making sure the shelter is a certified euthanasia facility. (Infonnation and
forms regarding these certification requirements as set forth by the Montana Board of
Veterinary Medicine were provided during my initial visit)
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2. Any veterinarian that is used in the interim should be required to follow the
recommendations outlined in the 2000 AVMA Panel Report on Euthanasia regarding
euthanasia by injection. in particular making sure that animals that are given an
intracardiac injection are heavily sedated or unconscious prior to administration of the IC
injection. (A copy of the 2000 AVMA report and other support documentation was
provided during my visit)
3. Have a sufficient number of staff certified to ensure this responsibility can be rotated
among staff and so that 1he process is not intenupted when staff are sick, on vaca~ etc.
4. Provide compassion fatigue training to all staff who perform euthanasia as needed.

S. Develop guidelines for tbe actual euthanasia process to include how euthanasia

decisions are made.
6. Make provisions for staff to receive continued assistance with euthanasia even after
certification to ensure safety and proficienq.
STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDUUS:

There is a glaring absence of written guidelines at the shelter. I was provided with some
information on sanitation protocols,. certain fonns used at the shelter, and animal care
guidelines provided to pet owners. Beyond ~ I was not able to locate anything.
It is important to have established, written procedures (guidelines) in place for Che many
facets of animal sheltering and con1rol that exist,. While there is virtually no way to
address every possible scenario that can occur~ it is important to address the day to day
operations and situations that staff will encounter. These guidelines must be updated
regularly to reflect changes in policies or protocols. An outdated manual can be worse
than no manual at

an.

The primary purpose of having an SOP manual is to outline proper procedures for staff to
follow given available resources. It gives them direction wben a supervisor is not
available or a situation occurs that is new to them. It is a source of reference for new
employees and can serve as an important learning tool. It also serves as a means to hold
staff accountable when deviations from these guidelines occur.
·

The HSUS offers an SOP template which you have already been provided via computer
email. It outlines many areas that should be included in any manual. While this task can
be daunting, it is important to providing consistent and appropriate care to the animals
and service to the community.
Recommendations:
1. Assign the task of developing and implementing SOP's to the Director of Operations
once hired.
2. Get input from staff before finalizing guidelines
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3. Prioritize procedures so that most critical issues are addressed initially, leaving those
that are less significant for later. (see discussion)

4. Make sure that established procedures are in keeping with accepted animal care
practices and laws pertaining to animal care, euthanasia, vaccinations. etc.
S. Make sure staff have necessary training
6. Provide necessary resources in terms of staff, equipment, etc.

Diseussion:
The most pressing issues that should be addressed in the SOP manual include~ euthanasia,
adoption, intake/impoundment, vaccination, lost and found, customer service, animal
handling and care, use and maintenance of equipment, code ofconduct, health
assessment, reporting sickfmjured aDimals, medical treatment.. record keepin& computer
usage, prioritizing eomplaints in the field, bite and cruelty cases, radio communications,
vehicle maintenance, trappin& and aceountiJig practices. Addressing these topics would
be a great start to a comprebensive SOP manual
RECORD KEEPING/COMPVTER INFORMATION:
The current method ofkeeping records iS somewhat outdated. Although the shelter 4oes
use an animal shelter s:otbare program, ARK. it is not being used to its full potential.
Some infonnation such as fieensin& intake. and medkal information is being stored in
the system while other important information sueb as complaints is not. Much of the
~rd keeping is done rmmually making it both labor intensive and difficult to_ track.
Also. there is no routine badup being perfonned on the computer system at the shelter.

There are a number of notebooks kept at the fiont counter in which various fonns and
infonnation is kept including treatment, health assessment. daily inventory infonnatio~
animal impoundment recor~ etc. (see appendix S for copies of these fonns with noted

recommended changes)
No records are actually attached to kennels or cages. Animals are identified by means of
a paper collar that has an intake number recorded on it. I did notice a few animals not
wearing these collars and also a few where the infonnation had been smeared and was
illegible. Males receive a blue collar and females are identified by pink collars.
Most of the fonns that are being used at the shelter are acceptable although some of them
could be worded more clearly and be more professionally designed. I did not spend a lot
of time on this particular issue so it does deserve closer scrutiny to ensure accuracy and
convey professionalism.
Recommendations:
1~ Have the City IT person review the ARK program and train staff on how to make
better use of it. As much infonnation as possible should be input into the system and
reports generated from entered data. (see discussion)
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2. Run a back up of the system daily if possible.
3. Gradually reduce the amount of paperwork in the shelter so that staff become
accustomed to use of the computer and the infonnation that can be both input and
generated from the system.
4. Start placing a copy of each animal's paperwork on the cage/kennel. This will help
avoid misidentification of animals which can easily occur under the present method of
identifiCation. Collars should continue to be used as welL
S. Establish a routine for certain reports to be generated. For example, an animal
inventory report should be generated daily and checked against the inventory in the
shelter to ensure that an animals are accounted for. Odtel' reports may oDiy need to be
generated monthly,. such as intake, adoption, and euthanasia statistics.

Discussion:
There are several animal shelter/animal control management software programs
available. Any useful program will have provisions for inputting data related to both
shelter and field activities. The program should allow for data entry related to animal
intake (to include a complete description ofthe animal, address of impoundment,
ownership infOl'DUifion ifkno~ ete.) snedim care~ complaints, action taken, disposidon,
behavior, food/water Uitake, etc. (Information on other software programs was provided
during my visit.)

DRESS COD-=:
It is important that all shelter and freld staff project a high level of professionalism in
order to foster respect and support from the public. While the Animal Con1rol Officers of
Great Falls wear official uniforms and name tags, the staff at the shelter do not. It is
impossible to distinguish shelter staff fi'om the public.
Staff were observed wearing stained t-s~ sfwrts,. and low cut blouses, none of which
are acceptable when dealing with the public. There are also some safety issues associated
with wearing shorts in an animal shelter.

While I certainly understand and appreciate the "dirty" work having to be done every day
at the shelter and that fact that nobody wants to ruin good attire, there are some ways
around this problem.

R.eeommendations:
I. Establish a written dress code for all staff and ensure compliance. Prohibit staff from
wearing shorts, stained or worn clothing, or suggestive clothing to work.
2. Provide professional looking uniforms for office and kennel staff. This can be a polo
type shirt and slacks or something similar or even a quality t-shirt and slacks. (see

discussion)
3. Provide name tags for all staff and require them to be worn at all times while at work.
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Discussion;
Staff who are responsible for cleaning kennels and cages can wear old clothing, t-shirts,
etc. when doing the morning cleaning and before the shelter opens to the public.
However, once the shelter is open, staff should be in proper unifonn. If they have to spot
clean during open hours, aprons and Nbber boots can be worn to protect clothing.
LOST AND FOUND:

According to 2006 intake and outcome reports I received, a total of 3,599 dogs/puppies,
catslkittens, were received at the shelter. Of those 3,599 animals, 699 were redeemed by
1heir owners This is slightly over a 190/o reclamation rate, higher tban most municipal
shelters. Dogs were the most often reclaimed pet with 42% being returned to the owner.
Kittens were dle least often to be reclaimed at a mere l %.
The shelter does bave a lost and found notice board located in the front office. However~
it was not apparent this board was bein& ch«:ked every day against the animal inventory
at the shelter. Most of the notices were fairly recent.

Further, nobody at 1he shelter was making an effort to review lost/found ads in the local
newspaper to see if animals at the shelter might itt the description of animals reported
lost. There is also the potential for matching lost animals With found animals in the paper
as well.
The City of <hat Falls bas a licensing requirement for both dogs and cats wbich is a real
positive in terms of getting pets back home. However,. not much is being done in tenns of
eilforcement or education to increase 1he number of animals that are licensed. No
infonnation was provided on how many animals are already licensed in Great Falls even
though this information is being entered into the database.

Licensing is set on a aalendar year which all but eliminates the need for sending out
reminders. However, there should be publiC' service announcements and other public
notices used to prompt pet owners on the need for renewal each year.
It is also my understanding that Cascade County does not have licensing requirements for
dogs or cats. That results in more animals having to be impounded and fewer of them
being reclaimed by their owners. It also eliminates any potential revenue that can be '
generated from a licensing program.
Rs;commendatioos:

I. Assign the task of comparing lost/found ads to .shelter inventory daily and also
comparing lost/found ads on the board at the shelter and in the local newspaper.
2. Assign Animal Control Officers the task of licensing canvassing during down time or
consider hiring one ACO for the sole purpose of canvassing. The amount of revenue
generated should easily pay for this position and will help some animals avoid a trip to
the shelter also reducing operational costs.
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3. Make sure that staff record identification information on any impounded animal and
start immediately trying to contact the owner. This information should be written on all
associated paperwork as well as input into the computer. It is highly embarrassing to have
identified animals at the shelter and nobody making an effort to contact the owner. This
may also create liability issues.
4. Encourage the County to pass licensing requirements such as those already in place in
Great Falls.

DiseapioDj
Due to the fact that data entry associated with licensing can become quite labor intensive,
some organizations have outsourced this work. One such company is called Pet Data,
www.petdata.com. (infonnation on Pet Data is provided as appendix 6)

VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS:
Currently, cbe Great Falls Animal Shelter has a very limited volunteer program that
consists primarily of a couple of people who come on occasion to walk dogs. Having a
viable, active volunteer program can make a huge difference in terms of the level and·
types of service that am be provided both to the animals and community. However,
volunteers should not be used as a substitute for paid staff except on very rare ~ions.
Since volunteen are not relying on the job as a source of inccme, it is muda more likely
.they wiU simply not show up for a scheduled shift or quit without notice. That is not to
say there are not those volunteers who feel a ~sense of dedication to the shelter and
are always in attendance.
Volunteer programs., if done wei~ can make a huge positive difference. Volunteer
programs done badly can become a nightmare that will conswne huge amounts of paid
stairs time to manage.
Many shelters tend to limit the activities in which volunteers can participate. Typically,
volunteers are used to walk or groom dogs~ answer phones, file, perform data entry etc. In
reality, a volunteer can be trained to do pretty much anything staff is doing. Howevert it
is important to have guidelines for conduct and perfonnance for volunteers just as you
have for paid staff. They too must be held accountable and when appropriate. relieved
from volunteer status.
Another important component of a successful volunteer program is fmding creative ways
to acknowledge the hard work and contributions volunteers have made. Since they are not
getting paid, there has to be some mechanism in place for recognizing their efforts. This
is critical to keeping good volunteers.
Further, it is important to have written job descriptions for volunteers as well as
schedules and orientation. Some shelter even conduct interviews to detennine if a person
would make a good volunteer and if so in what capacity. Just as .it is important to have
staff working in the position most suited for their ski lis, interest, and training, so it is with
volunteers.
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The shelter does have a volunteer application already in use. While it is a good s~ it
does need some revision. (see appendix 7)
Regunmeadations:

1. Write a job desCription for a Volunteer Coordinator. Recruit for and hire a volunteer
coordinator. This can be a paid position or in rare ~ a volunteer position. Finding the
right person for this position is critical to tbe success or failure of the vohmteer program.
2. Develop written job descriptions for each volunteer position

3. Plan on using volunteers for many different positions and don't limit them to just
walking and grooming dogs, etc.
4. Develop an internal volunteer training program. This p.rognun should be consistent
with training that is provided to staff to ensure consistency in following established
procedures and guidelines.
S. Volunteers should be teqUired to submit an applicatiOIL Eadt application should be
reviewed by the volunteer coordinator and some organizations ~ct interviews with
potential volunteers.

6. Hold volunteers aecountable much in the same way you hold staffamruntable.
1. Develop an effective volunteer recognition program

8. Make suggested changes to exis1ing volunteer application
9. Obtain a copy ofthe HSUS volunteer manual from Dave Pauli,dpauli@hsus.ore or
Betsy McFarlan~ bmcfarland@hsus.org

HUMANE SOCIETY/ANIMAL CONTROIJSHELTER MODELS

During my visit I met with representatives from various local organizations regarding the
shelter and Animal Control programs. While I was able to glean important infonnation
from each groupt it is not my role to make specific recommendations regarding who
should or should not operate the animal shelter/control programs. That must be decided
on a local level.
What I can offer is insight into various models for operating these programs and some
organizations to contact in order to gain more knowledge of the pros and cons of each
model. There is no standardization regarding how humane societies, animal control
programs and animal shelters operate. Consequently, there is no right or wrong way of
setting up these programs and services. However, it is important to keep in mind the
various resources of any organization and how that relates to their ability to perfonn
certain functions.
Background:
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Historically, the responsibility of providing animal control services has fallen on local
government, Cities and Counties. Since the primary focus of animaJ control is public
safety, and to a lesser extent, animal welfare, it stands to reason this would be a
government function. And since you can't have an enforcement program without also
having a pi~ to house impounded animals, the operation of at least a basic animal
shelter also falls within the purview of local government (see discussion)
However, since most communities have a passion for~ they don't want just the
basics. They want proactive adoption, eduadion, spay/neuter, and community outreach
programs as well. Oftentimes. this goes beyond what focal government is willing or able
to fimd. Consequently, it is not uncommon to find Humane Societies or o1her non-profit
animal welfare groups opera1iJlg animal shelters and to a lesser extent animal control

services.
Many shelters that are Humane Society operated may not actually provide Animal
Control services but will contract with various munidpalities and/or the County to house
animals that are impounded by City/County Animal Control Officers. These shelters are
typically owned and operated by the HS.

l. Local government provides for animal control enforcement and limited funding
towards the operation of an animal shelter. A local Humane Society or other animal nonprofit group opeaates the shelter, through contract with local government, and provides an
extension of services. All of the funding for animal control and a portion of the operatioD
costs for the shelter come from loall government. Costs for additional services must be
generated by the non-profit via fundraising and donor development efforts.
2. Loeal government provides for animal control enforcement and sheltering within the
community. This can be a County or City operated shelter but funds from both local
governments are used to provide field and sheltering services.
The local Humane Society operates a separate shelter so that adoption efforts can be
supplemented and other programs provided including humane education, spay/neuter, etc.
Animals from the animal control shelter would be transferred to the humane society as
time and space become limited.

Under this model, local government and humane society representatives must work
coUaboratively in order to compliment each other and the services provided for the
animals and community. This model does not work in communities where animal control
and humane societies have an adversarial relationship. Instead of working together
towards a common goal, they end up competing with each other.
3. Local government assumes all responsibility for providing animal control and
sheltering services within the community to include an effective adoption program. The
local Humane Society would focus on prevention programs such as spay/neuter;
legislation, public education, behavioral help lines and assistance programs, etc. and
would not be involved in the operation of any animal shelter. It is important that any City
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or Coun~ that uses the services of the shelter, pay their fare share of the cost. This is
most often addressed via a contract for services with an associated fee schedule.
Beeommendations:
1. Each organization that has or will play a role in animal control/welfare/sheltering in

Great Falls must seriously evaluate their given resources. It is also important for each
organization to develop a strategic plan to include in detail where they want to be in one
two, three, ten yean, etc., and steps on how to get there.

2. Inasmuch as possible, organizations need to pool resources in order to have the most
significant positive impact. Each organization should operate with transparency to the
public and in their interactions with each other.

3. After each organization has decided what role they can/want to play, this needs to be
communicated openly and ctearly to other vested parties understanding that flexibility is
important There may be more than one group that wants to assume operation of the
shelter or there may be none. Hopefully, these issues can be addressed collectively in
order to arrive at the best solution.

There are a number of departments under which Animal Control can be appropriately
placed within local government. While many are under the Police or Sheriff's ,
Department, others have been placed under Public Health and Safety, Community
Services, etc. Unfortunately, there are many inapixopriate places for Animal Control
including Sanitation, Public Works; etc.
The models presented above are not intended to be inclusive of all options. Aga~ there
is no standardization so ·anything is possible. These are intended to serve as common
examples of how these programs arc set up.
And any strategic plan must accurately portray the strengths and weaknesses of the
organization as well as primary interests and priorities. An honest assessment of past
perfonnance is necessary in order to develop a workable strategic plan.
It is important to keep in mind that operating an animal shelter is very time and resource
consuming and can detract ftom prevention efforts. Putting out the day to day fires that
are common becomes physically and mentally exhausting. Having a desire to operate a
quality animal shelter is not sufficient for doing so. It takes considerable resources,
knowledge, skill, tact, and determination to make it happen.
And finally, it is all too.common to see the vast majority of resources going into
operating the shelter and little, if any, going into solving the real problems. Having an
effective animal welfare plan for the community and ultimately seeing a decline in
animal intake and euthanasia requires that considerable attention be given to prevention
type programs.
MEDIA AND PUBLIC RELATIONS:
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It is my understanding that current relationships with the media are somewhat limited
although a recent public service announcement was made to promote the shelter. I
thought the psa was perfect in that it really pulled on the heartstrings of anyone watching.
It made me want to run to the shelter and adopt the featured puppy.

It is important to the health of any animal organization tO establish a positive rapport with
the community including the media community. The best way to accomplish this is to
approach them before they approach you, even when bad things happen. Rather than
waiting until there is a moment of crisis and have the media coming to you for comment,
I tirid the best way to get media on your side is to give them the story. That is not to say
you have to hunt down the local reporter every time a mistake is made, but it does mean
you need to be proactive and not reactive in your dealings with them. This will go a long
way towards fostering a healthy, positive relationship.
Most shelters rely on the local news channel or paper to help promote animals for
adoption, a pet of the week for example. Some shelters are fortunate eQOugh to have local
public service announcements aired to promote adoptions, spay/neuter, or other facets of
responsible pet ownership. Ho'wever, there are other ways you can use the media to your
advantage.
•
For example, what do you do when there is a disease problem at the shelter? Impose
quarantine but do nothing to infonn the public of the potential risk to their pets? Do you
help coordinate and promote vaccination clinics to prevent certain diseases? Do you let
local veterinarians know about your situation and ask for suggestions? While there are
always two sides to consider when dealing with the media, your side vs. how the media
will present the infonnation, it is important to do your part in sharing infonnation.
Beeommeadations:

1. Introduce yourself to someone from the various media sources in your community. Try
to find someone who has an interest in animal welfare if possible. Ask if they can be
contacted if needed in the futUre.
2. Ask for media assistance in promoting adoptions, spay/neuter, responsible pet
ownership, licensing, vaccinations, how to avoid dog bites, etc. Perhaps you can
coordinate with local veterinarians public service announcements on rabies and other
vaccinations and help coordinate local vaccination clinics.
3. Approach the media when there is a problem, especially when you know they will
inevitably be approaching you. Be open and honest in .your dealings with the media and
general public and admit and take responsibility for mistakes. It is also important to
outline safeguards that will be put into place to keep these same mistakes from
reoccurring. (see discussion)
Discussion:

When making a decision about whether to contact the media, several things must be
considered. Do we have a good relationship with this reporter? Or have we gotten
misrepresented in the past? Is this news worthy? What good wiJJ come of letting the
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public know? What negative repercussions could this have on the
shelter/adoptionsfpublic trust either way?
Unfortunately, when you do decide to get the media involved, there are no guarantees of
the outcome. It is always a calculated risk and answering the above questions will help
you make the best decision.
Ultimately, by taking a positiv~ proactive stance in your community regarding animal
and public safety issues, you wiD have more credibility when problems occ:ur.
ADOPTIONS:

Adoptions are an important compone.nt of any animal shelter. While it not only saves
valuable life, it also promotes positive public relations and serves as a source of income
for the shelter. As with most aspects of animal shelterin~ there is no standardization
regarding adoption~ fees, etc. It is up to the individual organization to develop
and establish protocols that work for them given the size and needs of the eommunity. the
number and types of animals received, etc.
While it is reasonable to have some expeetations ofthe adopting publk; it is my opinion
that some shelters have gone too far in their requiaements to adopt a pet We have gone
full spec:tnun in the span of20 years in having no requirem~ other than a signature
and a small fee, to having requirements that eX£eed
It is .importaut to be practical
and reasonable in our expeetations of potential adopters otherwise they will simply get a
pet elsewhere. And we must consider the fact that if they do get a pet fiom a neighbor or
"m:e to good home" ad, the likelihood of the animal being spayed/neutered, vaccina~
etc. is very slim. Getting pets in dais manner only perpetuates the cycle of pet
overpopulation by ensuring outlets for them.

reason.

It is also reasonable for the adopter to have expectations regarding the pet they adopt.
Shelters should do as much as possible to ensure the health of animals they offer for
adoption understanding there are neYer any guarantees. Having sound vaccinatio~
sanitation, segaegation, and health screening .practices are all reasonable steps to take.
In addition to taking steps towards keeping animals physi~lly healthy, efforts should be
made to avoid making animals that are known to be aggressive or dangerous aniJable to

the public. This would include animals that have a history of biting or trying to bite.
Animals should not be excluded from adoption based on breed but rather the behavior of
the individual animal.
As part of the behavior assessment of any animal, it is important to get as much
backgroWld infonnation as possible for owners who relinquish their pets. The shelter
already has both a cat and dog personality profile report to be completed by owners. This
is a great start towards detennining adoptability of a particular animal. (see discussion
and appendix 8)

In more recent years, many shelters have resorted to more complex ways of evaluating
behavior in animals in order to determine adoptability. While these methods can prove to
be valuable, they can also be very time consuming and labor intensive. Until such time as
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something more formal can be developed, staff need to make notes regarding behaviors
they observe, especially ifthey are cause for concern.

The Oreat Falls Animal SMiter has adoption applications already in place., one for cats
and.one for dogs. With the exception of a few fWOgraphical errors and minor
clarifications, the applications are pretty good. (see appendix 9 )However. how the
infonnation is interpreted is what is most important.

Begmam!JUI!tious:
1. Review existing applieations and make noted corrections/changes.
2. Establish guidelines for how the information will be b1te.tpreted and used. What will
result in an adoption denial? Conditional denial? Approval? It is important to be
consistent and not show partiality oc bias towards any potential adopter. It is equally
imp>ttant to be reasonable. (see discussion)

3. Review animal profile forms and make necessary cbangesfcorrections. (see discussion)
4. Incorporate adoption guidelines into the SOP manual and ensure that staff are .aware of
properly trained on protocols
5. Hold staff aceountable for following guidelines.

Developing guidelines for whether to approve or deny a potential adoption doesn't have
to be diff'acult. By sticking to the basics, these guidelines can be easy to develop and
follow..The list below CODtaiDs a few things that would be reasonable expectations for·
adopters.
l. Must have landlord approval when renting and appropriate deposits must be paid.

2. Must not have been convicted of animal cruelty.

3. Must be 18 years of age or older.
4. MUst agree to provide the animal with proper food, water, shelter, exercise,
socialization. and veterinary care.
5. Must agree to comply with all laws pertaining to animal care and ownership.

6. Adult family members must agree on the acquisition of a new pet
7. Cannot have relinquished a pet to the animal shelter within the past 6 months.
8. Cannot have had a citation issued by Animal Control within the past 6 months.
Keep in mind that you can add or remove any of the above recommendations. These are
only intended to be examples of guidelines you can implement
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The dog and eat animal profile fonns appear to have been written by different authors.
While each has merit, neither is comprehensive and there are inconsistencies in the
infonnation being obtained. The questions need to be merged into one document with a
few varying questions to address differences in species
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Foreword
Association of Shelter Veterinarian's

Guidelines for Standards of Care in Animal Shelters
When !he Association of Shelter Vetelinorians (ASV) Guidelines for Slandords

What process was undertalce.n In developing lhe$e

of Core In Animal Sheller$ lherelr.after referred to as •lfle Guk:lelines"ltNere
first publbhed, it \VOS anlldpoted that queslions would arise as to vhf they
were ~. how !hey INOUlcl be used, and how they would lrnpacllhe
animal welfare communlly. The Nal!ooal Fedemlion oE Humane Soclelies
(NFHS). the Society of Animal Welfole Administrotors (SAWA), the Notional
ArJmal Contrd hsoclalloll fNACA), !he American Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty 10 Animab 1ASPCA1 atld lhe Humane Soc:iely of the Unll'ed States
(HSUSI) mel with the AssociatJon of Sheller Velerinarians (ASVJ aulhors
of lhe Guicldines. 10 dlsow their lnlenlions and gools in publimmg this
comprehensive document. This feteword is inlended 10 pu1 the Guidelines
into perspective for animal ~ organizolions.

Guidelin..1 The /lSI creotecl o lalk bee to lnifiofe a eomprehensiva

k. is imporlonl 10 IIOie rho! each of lhe Otgol'lizallons bled, above and

that have cooudlored lhil Foreword embrace the spiril and intent of the
Guidelm, boltlto robe lhe stcndord oE anlmal care throughout 0111 1nclusl!y

ond to aeate o road mop thct wiUold organizoHons with OltgOing d
ossessmen1 and irnprovemelll. We slrive for consWency and excel.lence in
lite programs and SE!fVIces ptOYided to anirnab, and we beliE!YII that !he
Guidelines, wilh !heir focus on rr.eeling dte needs of eodl individual animO!
wi!houllosing sight of the needs ol th9 population as o whole. osslslcnce
In helping prioriliZe necessary change, ond appi'ICObility regard!eu of
type and size ol otgonizalian, w!O help evety organizollon odlieYe these
criticol!y important goals.
/lJ rhe lime

or publicotion lhe /lSI provided lhe FAGs summarized below:

For the full ASV FAQ's please refer to rhe ASV 01!idelin8l' FAQ'~.

Why clid tire ASV develop these Guidelines? To dole, no federal
agency or judicial ad regulates lhe welfare and core oE companion onimols
in a shelter enllifonrnent. The goal of lhe ASV was to provide informalion lhol

wiH help orry animal welfare entity meet the physical, mentol and behavioral
needs of lhe onimab in !heir care. The Guidelines were developed to provide
o toollhol would allow communities and animal welfare orgoniznlions ol all
sizes, whether o large orgonizolion, o srnoll home~ elfott or something
in between - os weU os communities, to identify minimum standards of care,
as well os ~ and unacceplable proc:lices. /lSI slrOYe 10 aecle animal
cere guidelines lhat cOIIId continue 1o 6'IIOive as knowledge lnaeases about
the best way 10 meet the needs of onimols in shelter leltings.

literalure review and prepare a welkesearched ond referenced while paper
identifying slandan:b ef care lhot wcu!d meet tbe needs of onltnals in animal
we!lare OtgOnizoliOftS.

What are the "rwe FnJedom$N and why are the Guidelines
&ased on tftls concept? The loundotion of lhe Guidelines i$ lhe
•Five Freedoms", developed in 1965 In the UK. The ASV believe$ the FIYe
Freedoms are now 18C0gnized to h0118 broad applic:otion across $pedes
and 8$Sefltiolly speck 10 the fundomenlal needs oE onirnoiS thai remain
cons!anl regardless of selling.
Who do tfte Guideline$ apply to11he Guidelines ore mecnt to be
opplicable to virtually orry siluolion in which care fol companion animals is
delivered In o group or populcdfon $elling, induding fradjjor.,af bride. and

How are practices identified os good or lxnl for o sheller in
tire Guidei"UifU document1"Uoos;:qlpgble" is used to highlight pradices
thai must be correc!ed as soon as possible to provide on ac:ceploble level
of care. A "JIIIW" indicale$ thai wilhout adherence !o lhl$ reconweudotion,
rhe delivery or o minimum level ol oc:cepiOble hvmcne care Is nol possible.
"s.im:Wd" implies a slrong recommenclalion. Best praclices are fdenlified In
the Gcliclelines as ..u:lmlt' at ·~. • While the authors no1e lha! achieving
ideal Ot best practices In every aspect of operations Is ullimately preferred,
they acknowledge that not fiNery organization is c:opoble of achieving thiS
goal in awry circumstance. Therefore, shellets should strive 1o meet oil
"ideal" practices wherever possible, ond should Ollempt to ensure that they
ore adhering to all proctices identified os o "mtl$1," while avoiding cny
proc:lices identified as "unacceplable. •

How quiddy should shellers make changes? While some
changes can be made simply and easily, olhers moy requite physical
changes 1o o focibty, oddltionallralnlng, Of more advanced planning. The
firsl step for each organization should be lo urgently address and correct any
unacceptable pradice$. Aside from those immediale changes, implemen~ng
change based on the Guidelille$ should be a gradual ond thoughlful prateS$
designed 10 provide maximum bene~t for lhe onimcm. A!. change 1$ mode,
careful ollenijon should be given to lhe goals of II'IQ)(fmlzlng quality of tile
and life saving capacity.

v
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Wltat Wl11 tfle Guhlelines IJ!J.t atltlreu? While lhe Guidelines
moire recommendations In numetOUS areas of &heber operolions, rhey ere
no1 inlended 1o sel\le as en opetallons manual. The rlghl oppoach for
Implementing lhe Guidelines will very by aganizclion depending on &heir
porticulor resoun:es and chol!enges.
How ,,. tlte

GviclelinN intended lo help •ltelfers? The AS/

and d!e organizatioN who potlic!pated In culhoring lfli.s Foreword hope

Organizational Self-Assessment
The Guidelines represent an opporlllnity for organizational dialogue,
reflection end mast lrn~. action. The Guideline~ abo present
on opportunity for 5hellers lo conduc:t a thorough auewnenl ol current
PfClCe$$8$, and !clentlfy where lmproYernenls rtiOtf be mode for the benefit of
lhe animals In their care. In the growing em of precess improvement, shellm
should be continually evalucling their ability 1o better house and core fot
Ofllmcls.

that the Guidelines will ser.-e os a source of evfdenc:e.based inbmalion and
$UppOff for all orgonimlions, rega~ d size, 5lrudute or philosophy. who

ore slfivlng 1o provide the most humane c.cre po5$lble for !heir animals. II is
hoped lhol they wiD clso serve os on impetus for on-going deva'.uation
ond impro.<ement, and prOYide the basis on which organizations can argue
for ond obloin the rescurces lhey needlo provide the mos1 humane ,..,.. r:J
care possible.

The ltStl has olreocfv documenled instances In which shellets howt used lhe
Guicle!ines as o basis for making sign~icanl improvemenb in the leYel of
animal aue provided, at llnle or no cost 10 the organimllon. We support
the ASVs intent Jo. document end $l:ore lhese "case sludie$" as o mean5
of helping olhet orgonlmtlcns be1ler underslcmd how chongv can be
implemenled successfully. and c.osl elfecti~. Examples con be found in
Animal Sheltelfng magazine In on ongoing seties of ortides enlilled "Gelling
Rear. Here ore two ol these ortiel&s;
http://www.animolsheltering.C~g/ resovrce_libroryI mcgozine_artides/
may_jun_20 II I gelling_recl_ow_slondards.html
hnp://www.onlmabheltering .org/ 19$0\.lrc&_libroryI magazine_onicles/
jul_oug_20 11/gelling_reol_osv_standar<h_oustinJwmone.pdl
Cow sludies can be found en the ASV website. www.sheheMII.org ond
ASPC.A Pro pr~ o wies of webinots on specific Guidelille$ topics;
hnp:l/www.ospcapro.orglwebinar-series-guidelines-for-slondords.php.

vi

Prioritization and Implementation
Eoc:h communily siluclion II different. Each sheller and physiccllocllity is
different, and the limeline and ptocess lot implemanlation of the Guidelines
should be ~usled lo reflect the inherent ~ in each orgcnizalion.
A5 men.'loned, one stgniflccnt nate in the inletpelollon ollhese guidei'*
is h:rt they do nol represent on opemlioual mctlUOI Of instructional guide for
implemeulallon. Each orgonizolion must develop ib own operallonal model
10 mmrimize its ability 10 better core lor onimob based on the inlonnc1ion

prEIMIIted in the Guidelines.
A ptictllization and pion for how on agency will begin 1o address lhese
Item$ should be the firs: order of business. One logicollitst step is 10 review
lhe guidelines which are CONiclerad •unacceplable• and addteu lhese
issues 0$ quickly os poasible. Following a prioritized approach, ~ing
the "rr,U$1" guidelines would be the next step. These are the Otllculaticn of
the minimum guidelines which should be in place in each focikty. A5 $ICiecl
more than once in thl$ Foreword ond in the Guidelille-' themselves, lhe
differences and specific challenges in orgonimlion$ will didote the abihty
of arry agency 1o cddrau these llems and the speed wittt which they can

be addressed. The important first step is far each organization 1o recognize
areas where imprOIIements con be made and then lo set for!h a plan and
limeline Ia address !hem.
FOftiWOI'ftl Aufftors.

The Nalicnol Fetletotion of Humcrne Socielies (NFHS}
71te Society of Animal We/fan, Atltninmrotors (SAWA}
n.e Nolionol Animal Control Associolion (NACA}
The American Society lor Pnwenlion of Ctuelry lo Animo& (ASPCAJ
.,.. 1-Mnane Society of,. UnileJ Slalas (HSUSJ
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Introduction
The Assoclotion of Shelter Veterinarians IASV) is
on internalionol organization whose mission is
lo Improve the health and weiJ.being or onlmols
in sheltets through the advancement of shelter
medicine. This document is lhe result of work
that the /J.Sol began in 2008 to adcltess the lock
ol guidelines or standards or core for animals In
shelters.

oJwoys animals' needs, which remain the some
regardless of the mission of on organization or
the challenges Involved In meeting those needs.
At. with any specially, shelter medicine continues
to evolve; .srudies and clinical experience contirwe
to provide rtf!Ntl information that onimol caregivers
must consider in order lo provide truly humane core.
Principles of animal oore thct were believed lo be
appropriate just a few years ago moy no longer
be considered to be effective or humane. Shelters
should bear this in mind and be willing lo adapt os
they review their programs.

The hrst step in rhe process wos 10 convene a
toskforce fo define lhe scope of !his project. A..
exhou$1ive rEWiew of the scientific lilerature wos
underloken to uncover os much data os possibfe
pertaining to housing, core, health, ond wel~being The Guidelines lot Stonc:lo«:Js of Cote in Animal
or dogs and cat.\ in population sellings. Members of Shelters is intended to be a living document that
!he losUotce rhen undertook wriling1Ibis document will be, periodlcolly reviewed ond revised. This
ave1 o period of 2 years. In some CO$e$, answers
document does not oHempl to pra.'ide specific
-...wre not availoble in the literoture; In those operational inslrucllons, as these must be tailored to
instances, recommendations hove been based on each Individual selling. References. ore provided that
rhe c:o1lective expert opinion of the authors.
con be used to oblain more detailed information. II
is the authors' greatest hope that this document wiU
Evert ollempl wos made lo balance animal wefore serve shelter animols and those who core ror them
sdenc:e with practical and realistic recommendations by providing scienlikc and humane guidelines for
specific for .shellels. The guiding principle wos their core.
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Background
His!orically. the prOVISIOn of care for stray,
unwonted, ond owneMellnquished animals in
the United S!oies dotes bod to the founding of
the first forge-scale animal shelters in New YOlk,
Boston, and Philadelphia in the late 1800's. Most
shelters were originally intended for handling !orge
numbers cJ dogs for brief period.s of lime os port of
animal control progrorns. Thot mission drove shelter
design and operation for nearly 100 years. Animal
sheltering has evolved considerably since those
early days.
Sheltering organizations can now be found for
almost any companion or domestic animal species
(e.g., rabblu, birds. rodents, horses, liveslock),
and for many exotic species as wei. The enlllies
delivering seJVic:es vory from Iorge, weiJ.esloblished
agencies with significont re.souf'ces, to grass-roals
QIOUJ», looselynetworbd individuals, or individuals
oding alone. The spectrum of programs i$ equally
divelse, including: traditional open-admission
shellers~ core-for-life sanctuories and hospices;
hom&bosed rescue and fosleK:are netwooib;
virluol inlemetho$ed cnimol transport programs;
behavioral rehobditolion centers; kmited or plol'.ned
admission shelters; no-kill or odoplion guarantee
shelters; high volume adoption agencies; and many
permutolions of these various approaches. In this
document the term ·shelter* is meanllo apply to aU
of the enlilies mentioned above.
In conlrast to many other settings such os zoos or
laboralories (AZA 2009, 2010; liAR 1996), the
care of animals In shelters remains unstandordized
ond unregulated at the national level. Although os
of 201 0, at least 18 slates require animal sheflers
1o be regislerecl or licensed ICO, GA, IL, lA, KS,
MA, ME, MJ, MN, MO. NE, NH, NJ. NC, PA,
Rl, VT, WI), and six require establishment af on
advisory board [CO, KS, LA, /1/f., MO. TXJ (ASPCA
2006o. 2006b; NU:JAR 20091; these regulations
ore inconsislenl and often inadequorely monilored at
the slate or local levels.

2

1. Challenges to Ensuring
Welfare
The heterogeneous, fragmented nature of shelter
systems. coupled with the lock of a consistent
regulatory slrudure, has mode it difficult to ensure

adequate core for shelter animals. This difficulty
compounded by o multitude of .challenges.

is

There is a growing bodv of literature documenting a
long list of slressors for onimah entering sheltets, such
os: leaving a fom~ior environment; confinement;
odapting to new sounds, smells, and unfamiliar
animals; and being handled by unfom~ior people.
As occurs in zoo, form, and laboratory settings,
shelter animals can be challenged by boredom,
fruslrofion, i~, social deprivation and other
stresses orbing out of con~nement (Griffin 2006;
Stephen 20051. length of s!oy hos been dearly
idenHiied os o risk lador for animal illne~ in shelters
(Oinnoge, 2009; Edinboro 20041.
Many facilities, which were historically designed for
shorHerm handling of animals (e.g., for stray holding
period!., ore poorly suited Ia meet the physical
and behavioral needs of onimols (Beerdo 1997,
l999o, 1999b, 2000; Griffin 2006; Hennessy
1997; Holt 2010; Hubrecht 1992; Kessler
1997, 1999b; McCobb 2005; Ottwoy 2003;
Tuber . 1996). Various factors hove contributed lo
inaeosed length of stay. N many shelters there is
o greater potential for animals Ia be confined lo
inadequate lnslilulionol or quosHnslilulionol sellings
from months in many cases, to the remainder of their
lives in others, compounding concerns about their
welfare. The some issues recognized for many years
by the zoological community [Maple 20031 are
now confronting shellers.
Over the post 15 years, there has been an
explosive growth of gramools sheltering efforts.
This expansion of lhe number of persons working
on behalf of homeless companion animals has
undoubtedly saved many animal lives, and overall
is o very positive development. Concern arises,
however, when .animal core is provided by
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indMduals with good intentions but wilh lillie to
no oppropriole training in population husbandry,
animal behavfor, animal heollh, ond/or veterinary
medicine. lock of awareness of information about
sheltering or lock of connedions to the forger shelter
community moy be additional barriers to ensuring
adequate cere.

There ha,.e been a growing number of incidenJs
where sheltet conditions hove caused $6Wf8 animal
suffering and unneces.sory dealh [AI.DF websile;
Dudding 2009; HSUS 2007; lv'ckinnon 2009;
Peat 2009; WBZN 2009). A growing number of
allegations of cruelty hove been filed against shelters
or sanc!uarles for failure to pravide adequate and
humane care (lA Times 201Qt. Lodt of acceptable
standards of care and failvre to recognize or respond
to onlmol suffering has contrib.Jied fo these cases.
tJiiJrty of these ~ are not unique fo the sheltering

community. Over a quarter century ogo, scandals
revolving aroond substondord animal core, neg!ect
and mismanagement rocked the lobotatory animal
world (Blum 19941 and i1e zoo community 1/Wlpfe
20031. For laboratories, this led to signi~canl federal
regulation of animal care; for zoos, this triggered
considerable inlernol dialogue and enhanced sel~
regulation (W&elbnowsk.i 20031. Debates about
form animal welfare continue with less apparent
progre.ss. Consequently, the failure to self.regulate
husbandly in some concentrated animal feeding
operations (•facloly farms·) has begun lo drive
the public to seek legislative solutions (e.g., ballot
initiatives to bon gestation and veal crates).

2. The Need for Standards
Despite the lessons learned from the high-pro~le
examples referenced above, and the OIICiilability
of subslonliol resources to guide shelter operations
IASPCA 2009; HSUS 201 0; MiUer 2004b,
2009; NACA 2009c; Peterson 2008; UC Davis
website), it is regrettable that serious deficiencies
in companion-animal care in shelters continue fo
occur. There is convincing evidence that societal
expectotions for the core and welfare of animals

hove Increased. This ethic Is reflecled in the
prof8$Sional literature as well as in eldensive
guidelines and/or codes of ethics issued by trade
organizations, regulatory bodies, advisory boards
and polictmoking agencies for animals in almost
every c:onoeivoble selling exc:ep1 animal shelters
[e.g., zoological parks IAZA 2009, 2010; Kohn
19941. research lobotatories ICACC 1993; llAR
J996; SCAW 200 1), breeding kennels (AKC
2006. 20081, colleries ICFA 2009; 0/MA 2009),
exotic wi!dlife sanctuaries (ASA 2009; Brent 2007;
GFAS 2009}, animal agriculture IFASS 1999;
Mench 2008; Veissier 2008), pet industry re!oilers
IPUAC 2009), boarding kennels 10/MA 2007;
New Zealand 1993; PCSA 2009), domestic
wildlife rehabibtotion (Miller 2000), animal rescue
(ARA), equine rescue and retirement facilities (AAEP
2004; GFAS 2009)].
h mighl be assumed that ontk:ruelty sloMes would
protect shehef animals, but these slorvtes ore often
no! sufficient to ensure thai animals in either public
or private sheller and rescue seHinQ$ receive proper
core. One reason for this is that marty retain 19th.
century wording; which is difficult to interpret in
modem seHings, i.e.:

"Whoever overdrives, overloads, drives when overloadecl, overworks, tortures,
torments, deprives of necessary sustenance, cruelly bean, mulilofes or kills an
animal, or causes or procures an animal to be ovetdriven, overloaclec/, driven
when overloaded, overworked, tortured, tormented, deprived ol necessary
sustenance, cruelly beaten, mutilatec/ or killed;... and whoevet, having
the charge or cvstoc/y of an animal, either as owner or otherwise, inflicts
unnecessary cruelty upon it, or unnecessan1y Fails to provide it with proper
foorl, drink, shelter, sanitary environment, or protection from thB weather, and
whoever, as owner, possessor, or person having the charge or c:ustoc/y of an
animal, cruelly drives or works it when unfit For labor, or willfully abandons it,
or conies il or causes it to be camecl in or upon a veltids, or otherwise, in an
unnecessarily cruel or inhumane manner or in a way and manner which might
endanger the animal carried thereon, or knowingly and wiHiully authorizes or
permits it to be subjected to unnecessary torture suffering or cruelly of any kind
commin the crime of cruelty to animals"'.
It con be diHicult to apply this outdated anti·

cruelty language to address modern concerns
3
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about physical and psychological suffetlns from
confinement os weD as suffering from illness or
death. Futlhermore, !here con be a large gap
belween adequate core ond deficiencies serious
enough to prosecute under exisling cruelty sla!utes.
This leaves the possibility lhat sub$10ntlal numbers
of animals will live In subatancbd conditions within
organizations expected lo protect animal welfare.
In some cases, the organlzalloru thot ore at fault
for providing inappropria!e or negligent core ore
governed by the same entity that fnvestlgotes animal
cruelty, crealing a conRict d interesl.

the legal definition of animal cruelty voties
from state to sJole il i.s beyond !he scope of these
guidelimu lo specifically and diredly oddress animal
cruelty. However, n· is dear tho! when failure by on
individual to provide certain minimum slanc:lards of
core conslitutes animal cruelty, the some wndords
musl apply to shelters. Good intentions or lock
of resovrces should not serve as on 8XC1JSe for
municipalities or private organizations lo permil or
perpetuote animal cruelty.
Because

3. The Five Freedoms and

Companion Animals
Tobie I five Freedoms
For

Aoimol Welrorc (Form

Animal Welfare Council

2009}.

The American Veterinary Medical Association
(AVNIAJ hos brief core guidelines for companion
animals including some recommendations for
humane societies (AVNIA 20081. 1hev hove also
slated, through the AVNIA.Animol Welfare Principles,

and Thirst

by ready access to fresh wafer and a diet to
maintain full health and vigor

2. Freedom from
Discomfort

by providing on appropriate environment
including sheller and a comfortable resting area

3. Freedom from Pain,

by prevention or rapid diagnosis and treatment

1. Freedom from Hunger

Injury or Disease

4· Freedom to Express
Normal Behavior

by providing sufficient space, proper facilities
and company of the animal's own kind

5. Freedom from Feor and
Distress

by ensuring conditions and treatment which
ovoid mental suffering

that animals should be treated with respect and
dignify ltvoughout lhelr lives (AVMA 20061.
A brooder, independent .set d standards ~
from within the ·sheller veterinary community is
needed to identify best and unocceptable prodices
as well as minimum stondords of COle for shelter
animals- whether in o farge organizoHon, a small
home-based effort. or something In between. In order
lo be Rexible enough to guide Ortf type of sheltering
situation, standards need to dearly deSCiibe some
general principles without being overly prescriPtive.

The, welfare · principJe$ enumerated os the five
Freecbns (Tobfe l ) (Form Animal WeiFote Council
2009} provide o model that is oppli<:oble across
species ond sihJofions, including animal shelters. The
Five Freedoms were c:reoted In 1965 in the United
Kingdom os a resu!l of o report by the Brombell
Commission !which later become the Farm Animal
Wellore Council} to address welfare concerns in
agriculture seHings. There is ample evidence Jhat the
Five freedoms are broodo/ occepred os guidelines
b welfare for a!l animals. For example, a survey of
large animal faculty ot vefefinory schools indlcoted
strong support for these principles In the United Sto'.es
(Heleski 20051. and it hos been recommended
that they ore equalo/ useful as a framework for
zoo animal wefote (Wielebnowski 2003). The
five Freedoms also form rhe basis for minimum
standards fot dogs, cats, and animals in boarding
facilities promulga1ed by the New Zealand Minislry
of Agriculture (New Zealand 1998, 2007) and
recently, for standards from the Canadian Veterinmy
Medical Association for cots [CVNIA 2009).
This approach hos also been embraced by the
loboratocy animal community IBayne 1998; CACC
1993; liAR 1996; SCAW 2001). As performance
standards, rather than engineering standards, the
Five Freedoms define outcomes and imply crileria
for assessment, but do not prescribe the methods by
which to achieve those outcomes. The Guidelines
for Slondarr:Js of Core in Animal Shelters has been
wrillen using the Five Freedoms for Animal WeUare
os the basis for aH sections in this document.
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How to use this document
There Ote 12 sections in the document. Eoch section
dloulcl be read In its entirely so that recommendations
are not Ioken out of context and misunderstood.
Shellers should nal focus solely on the limited
number of unacceplable prOdices or call outs that
have been seporolely highlighted. These represent
summary paints !hot drow attention to some issues of
great concern, but do not provide sufficient basil for
lhorough evaluation of a program.
No shellering organization, regardless of
Its clrcumsfonces, · i.e.. budget, size, etc.,

It is recognized that implementation of •ideaf•
recommendations may nat be possible In all
cireumstances but would certainly enhance care lor
onimafs. A glossary of terms is provided at the end
of this document to aid in understanding.

The terms

and "shorHefm• are used in
SEtYeK~I sections of this document (e.g., Facilities,
Behavior, IY\eclical Health and Physical Wen-being).
h is difficult to define when a shelter Slay shifts
from being shorHerm to long-term, end the impcct
of length of stay may affect individual animals
differently. Therefore, recommendations found
throughout tflis document !hot refer to long-term slays
do not have a specific Hmeframe associated with
them. Ideally, recommendations to emure physical
and behoviolol health and weiJ.being for longierm
•~ong-term•

should engage in any prodice that Is deemed
unacceptable. Unocceploble pradk:es must be
correded wilhoul delay. For example, failure to
identify and provide analgesia for painful condition$
is unacx:eptoble and corrective steps must be token
immediately. Whenever o proclice is identified as care should be implemented as soon as possible,
•must•, it is believed that without adherence to this regardless of lengrh of slay expedolions, but
recommendation, the delivery of a minimum level of especio(Jy whenever a slay is anticipated to exceed
occ:epfoble 01 humane core is not possible. Use of 1 or 2 weelcs.
the WOf'd "should" implies a strong recommendation.

s
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Li~es ofa!l~hority, l

-

~sponstbilzty,

and
supervision should
U/eaUy be put in
writing, revi~d
periodically and
upfi4ted when roles
change.

lmplementolion of lhe recommendations in this
document requites adequate resources, planning,
training, and monitoring; these operational
principles form lhe foundoHon upon which many
o!her elements described in this document must rest.
To build this foundation, organizations must have 0
dearly defined mission; poliaes ond protocols that
reflect current information; odequole staff training
and supervision; and proper management of
animal core. Beoouse animal health is inlerwoven
into virtually every facet of sheltering or rescue
programs, velerinoriol\$ should be integrally
involved wilh development and implemenlofion
of
organizational plan, and must hove
wpervislon of medical and surgical core of animcls.
Orgoniz.otionol funcHoning, employee health and
wei-being, and animal weRness ore inextricably
linked (Reew e1 al 2004; Rogeberg et ol 2007}.

I

_ _ _ _ _____j

an

-·-·--···--: 1. Establishment of Policies and

Adequate training : Protocols
is ~quired to 1 A cleotly defined mission forms the basis for
ensure humane development of orgonizotionol policies, including
animal care, as those relating to animal core, intake, treatment,
well as S!4fJand adoption, and etJthonosia. Policies must address
public safety. i the resources and legal/contractual obligoHol\$

3. Training
Adequate training is required to eNt:Jre humane
animal care, os well os $IQff and public safely (liAR
1996). This includes alocoting lime and resources
for employees and volunteers to complete training
prior to undertoking resporuibility for rosks. The
skills, knowledge and training to accomplish each
task mli$1 be successfully demonstrated before
proficlelq is assumed. Continuing education should
be provided in order ro maintain and improve slu11s.
DocumentaHon of !raining should be maintained.

· of the organization. Protocols must be developed
and documented In sufficient detail to achieve and
maintain the standards d~ibed in this document, 4.. Animal Identification and
and updated os needed to ensure that they reRect Record Keeping
current information ond pertinent legislation (Hurley A unique idenHfier (e.g., nome and /or number) and
2008a). All staff (and volunteers os needed) must record must be esroblished for each animal upon
hove access to uptodate protocols. Expert input on intake. Identification should be physically affixed to
all policies and protocols related to maintenance of the animal te.g., collar Of tog) for the dUitllion of
physical and behavioral animal health should be the animal's stay unless this poses o safety risk for
provided by o veterinarian. ldeaUy, this veterinarian animals and/or staff. Basic elements of a record
·--·- ! would hove training or experience in sheller should include: the identifier, results of micrOChip
unique identifier medicine os wei as knowledge about the particular scan, microchip number if present, source of animal,
dates of entry and departure, oulc:ome, species, age,
(name and/or populoHon.
gender, physical description !breed and colors!, and
number) and
available medical and behoviorol Information. fSee
record must 2. Management Structure
b~ established A dearly defined structure that outlines accountobilily, seclion on Populalion Management and sedion on
for each animal responsibility, and authority for management Medical Health and WeiHleing for more information
upon intak~. within the organization is essential and must be on medical records and population data collection. I
communicated to all staff and volunteers. lines of
_ .. - · __

A

authority, responsibility, and SUpelVIslon should
ideally be put in writing, reviewed periodically
and updated when roles change. Authority and
responsibility must be given only to those who hove
the appropriate knowledge and !raining. ltk:Jny
decisions involve issues of resource allocaHon os
weD os population heohh and individual animal
welfare; in these cases brood considefotion must
be given to all faclors, and decisions may weD
be mode by o group of qualified individuals.
1-!owewr, in cases where animal welfare could be
compromised, a velerinorian:S decision should no1
be overridden. Supervfslon and occountobility for
all staff and volunleer$ ore essential to ensure that
policies and protocols guide doily cctivltles.
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Facility Design and .Environment
Shelters musl provide on environment that is conducive
health. Facilities mUst be
appropriate for the species, the numbel of animals
receMog core and the expected length of stay in
order lo ensure physical and psychological wellbeing cJ !he animals. The design should provide for
proper separation cJ animals by heahh slolus, age,
gender, species, temperament, ond predator-prey
s1otus (see section on Ntedicol Health and Physical
Well-being and section on BehcMorcl Heolln ond
Menial Well-being for more information), ond include
sufficient space for the $helter operoti0f1S described
if\ this document (inbke, examinallon, holding,
odoplion, isolation, lreotmenl, food storage, laundry,
and when necessaty,. euthonostot.
lo moinlaining animal

primary enclosures for cots and dogs. Enclosures
lhat permit core and cleaning without removal of the
ooimals (e.g., double-sided or compartmentalized
enclosures) ore very important to prevent disease
transmission and should be provided for recently
admitted or ill animals ancl those who are younger
!han 20 weeks cJ age.

The primary enclosure should be reodity cleaned ·
and disinfected. EYen in ~ shelters, where
the home itself or a room within the home moy be

Poor cat housing is
one ofthe grtattst
shortcomings
obsttWdin
shelters and has
a substantially
ntgative impact on
both health and
weD-being.

the primary enclosure, sanitation is important. Until

disease concerns hove abated, newly arrived
animals should be hoosed in areas of the home, or
enclosures within the home, that con be propedy
and easily sanitized.

Entrances and exib, hallvvays, and rooms should be
arranged so lhol movement through !he fadlity t•foot
traffic") and cleaning, as described in the Sanitation
$13Cllon, should proceed &om !he areas housing
the most susceptible 1o disease ood/Of heotlhfesl
animals to those who are mostlike!y to be a source of
cor.logious disease. One set of guidelines
recommends !hot ot least 1Q%. of the faciliry
housing capacity should be mode ovoiloble for
isolorion of animals diagnosed with or $U$pected of
having infectious diseases (NeiN Zealand 1993).
Organizations that provide seMces lo privolely owned
animals le.g., spay/neuter or llelerinory dinicsl should
separate those animals from sheller animals.

Tethering is an IJI'IO<:ceptable melhod of con~oemenl
fot any animal and has AO place in humane sheltering
(HSUS 2009a). Constant tethering of dogs in lieu of
a primary enclosure is not o humane ptodice, and

the Animal' Welfare Act prohibited its use in 1997

fot oR regulated entities !APHIS 1997a).

The primary endosure must be slrudurolly sound and

Primary enclosures must provide sufficient space
to alow each animal, regardless of species, to
malle normal postural adjustments, e.g., to turn
freely and to easily stand, sit, stretch, move their
head, without touching the 10p of the enclosure,
lie io a comfortable position wilh limbs extended,
move aboot and assume a comfortable posture for
feeding, drinking, urinating and defecating (AAEP
2004; CfA 2009; Hansen 2000; King County
2009; Kulpo-Eddy 2005; New Zealand 1993).
In addition, cats and dogs should be able to hold
their !ails erect when in a normal Slanding position.
Primary enclosures should allow animals to see out ·· ------·· --· ----·- -·-··· -~

moinlained in safe, working condition to properly

but should also

coniine animals, prevent injury, keep other animals
out, and enable the animals to remain dry and
dean. There must not be any sharp edges, gaps

avoid visual contact with other animals (Corlstead
1993; Overalll997; Wells 1998).

or other defects that could cause an injury or trap
a limb or olher body part. Secure latches or olher
d0$ing devices must be presenl. Wire-mesh bottoms
or slotted floors in cages ore not occeptoble for

A range of minimum dimensions have been
suggested for primary enclosures fOf dogs and
cots ICFA 2009; Griffin 2006; New Zealand
1993). Most of these recommendoli0f1S exceed

1. Primary Enclosure
A primary enclosure is defined as an oreo of
confinement such as a cage, run, kennel, stall, or
pen, ·where on animal eats, sleeps, and in most
sheltering situations spends the mojorily of its time.

pr~ide at least $Ollie opportunily to

Ttthering is an
II
unacceptable
method of
1
confinement for
!
:
any animal and
has no place in
1
humane sheltering. 1
--~
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Enclosures that what is typically found in many shelters. Because
permit care and oF the wide range of body sizes for dogs, specific
cleaning without recommendations for minimum kennel sizes ore not
removal ofthe I included in this document. However, the size of
animals are very ! each primary enclosure must be sufficient to meet
important to the physical and behavioral parameters described
prevent disease above. less than 2 feet of triangulated distance
transmission, and betw-een lillerbox, resling place and feeding area
should be provided has been shov..·n to adversely affect food intake for
for recently COIS !Figure I} (Bourgeois 20041. Cots housed in
admitted and ill ccges with l 1 square feet of floor space were found
animals, and those to be significantly less stressed than those with only
who are younger 1 5. 3 square feel of space (Kessler l999b). The Cat
than 20 weeks Fanciers' Association recommends a minimum of30
ofage. cubic feet per cot (CFA 2009). Shelters should strive

described in the figure above; or walking dogs with
sufficient frequency on a doily basis that they do nat
need to urinate or defecate within their enclosures,
provided this can

be accomplished without undue risk

to health and safely.
Attention should

be

paid to the habits of individual

animals . Confinement, even in compartmentalized
housing, will inhibit some dogs, from urinating or
defecating. N'10ny cats will ovoid defecation and
urination if litterbox location or substrate is aversive
(CACC 1993; Neilson 2004). Cats must ho·1e a
liherbox Iorge enough to comfortab~y accommodate
their entire body.

to exceed these dimensions, particularly as length of

For cats, vertical as well as horizontal dimensions are

slay increases. (See section on Group Housing for

extremely important because cots show o preference

dimensions recommended for group housing.)

for spending more lime on raised surfaces and high
structures than on the Hoar. Some dogs also prefer

In addition to size considerations, proper layout of

to rest on elevated surfaces. Elevated resting places

the primary enclosure is essential to maintain animal

should be provided whenever possible, as lon9

health and welfare. Food and wafer bowls or

as this would not restrict animal movement within

receptacles must be provided. The location of food,

the enclosure. A soft resting p!ace should be made

water, and litter containers relative to each other,

available for all animals to provide comfort and

resting areas, doors, etc., can hove a significant

prevent pressure sores from developing !Crouse

impact on the wel~being of animals (CACC 1993).

1995; New Zeo!and 1998).

Separation betw-een food, urination and defecation,

Cages or crates intended for short·term, temporary

and resting areas should be maximized . A primary

confinement or travel (e.g., airline crates, transport

enclosure must allow animals to sit, sleep and eat

rro(Ji spa<: n\)
r~('r)'llfl1err~p,J bP.h'v'P.8n

nr· , ! ~,-,;.··(1

of

away from areas

their enclosures where !hey

carriers, cages or crates designed to restrict mobilily
during a defined period for recovery or treatment

ft

defecate and urinate. This can be accomplished

including small stainless steel cages less thon 2

through the use of double-sided or compartmentalized

x 2 ft), are unacceptable as primary enclosures

enclosures; single enclosures for cats of sufficient size as

and are cruel if used as such (CFA 2009; Miller
20001. Crates or co9es must not be stocked upon
each other in a manner that increases animal stress
and discomfort, compromises ventilation, or allows

2 feet

---------

....

\.

I
\

I

waste material Ia loll from the cage above into the
cage below.

I~

..,:J£\\

~....... \

I
\,

I

'"'

Poor cot housing is one of the greatest shortcomings
observed in shelters and has a substantially negative
impact on both health and well·being. Existing
housing can be modified to improve feline welfare
(e.g., cutting portholes in stainless steel ca9es

8
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to increase available space and create multicomparlment housing units} (UC Davis 2009). Cots
must have places to hide (e.g., paper bag or box
large enough to provide concealmen~ and should
~high points to

perch u,:ion (Camteod 1993;
Crouse 1995; De Monte 1997; Griffin 2002,
2006, 2009o; Hubrecht 2002; RochliiZ 1999,
2002; Wells 2000). One study found lhot the
ability to hide led to decremed stress hormone$ in
cats (Corlsleod 1993). Ideally, cats should not be
reslricled to floor level cages, since these are more
stressful compared to elevated cages.
As the length ol stay increCJ$8$ (e.g., beyond 1-2

weeks!, it beoomes progressively more impooant to
provide space thai is bolh mentoly and physioolly
stimulating; afremotiY8s 1o traditional housing must be
provided. For animals housed long fenn, the physical

(

I

scratched or chipped floors lhat cannot be properly
$011itized should be repaired or replaced.
·

Special accommodotion {e.g., soft .bedding or slipproof mals) is required for animals with atthrilis,
rrMCfe weakness, or olher mob1ily impoirmenls as
these animals may hove difficulty rising If surfaces ore
Flooo should be ger.ty sloped to enable
wastes and water io nJn off into drains. Waste water
should not run olf inlo common 0100$ or adjacent
kennels. Adequate drainage must be provided (New
Zealand 1993). VVhen drains ore locared in common
areas special care must be tolcen to sanitize and
disinfect those areas prior to allowing animal access.
Oloin COIIet3 should be designed to pr811811t toes
from being «Jughlin drains.
1oo slippery.

Cages or crates
intendedfor
short-term,
temp__orary
confinement
or travel art
unacceptable as
primary enclosures
and are cruel if
used as such.
.. _

___j

3. Heating~ Ventilation, and Air

include opportunilies for hiding, Quality
playing, resting, feeding, and eliminating. For cots, Temperolure and humidity recammendotions vary
!he environment should olso allow for sc:ralching, with the species ol animal being housed,. but it
dimbing and perching. Prcl'eded indaoroutdoor is essential that each primary enclosure allows
an animal to comfortably maintain normal body
<JCCe$5 is ideal for most species, especial¥ when
animals ore held long lerm. Outdoor spaces must be temperature (AVMA2008o; New Zealand 1993).
suilobly enclosed 1o prefeCt from aclverse weather, Temperature and humidity levels should be evaluated
ollhe level of the animal~ body within its enclosure.
vandolism, and prEM:llll escape or predation.
environment must

2. Surfaces and Drainage
~'~on-porous

surfaces rhot con be easily disinfected
and ore durable enough to withstand repeated
cleaning should be used in all animal areas and
must be used In those areas housing puppies and
kittens, or animals who ore infectious or who ore
newly odmined with on unknown health history.
These principles ore equally importont in hornebmed programs. A sealed, impermeable surface,
such as sealed concrete or epoxy is ideal for
flooring INew Zealand 1993). Carpeting should
not be used In onimol housing areas because it
cannot be effectively cleaned and disinfected. In a
home-based selling or light use sltuoHon. linoleum
or tiled floors may be acceploble, but seam$ and
grout lines require higher maintenance and ollention
to sonilolion than a sealed surface. Paints where
walls meet floors should also be sealed. Peeling,

For dogs and cats, lhe AVMA recommends
the ambient lemperature should be kept abcwe
60"F (l5.5°C), ond below 80"f (26.60C), and
the relolive humidity should range from 30 lo
70% (AVMA 2008ol. Because of breed, body
condition, medical condition, haircoot, facial
conformation, and age diHerences, animals must
be monitored individually to ensure their comfort
and to enstJre they can adequately maintain their
body temperature. II animals appear too cold (i.e.,
~ivering or huddling together lor wom~thl or loo hat
(i.e., exceSsive panting), necessary measures must
be token to ensure animal comfat and safety (i.e.,
adjustments to the thermostat, additional bedding,
fans, movement to another area olthe sheller, health
evoluollon, etc.) Proper bedding moteriols, when
kept clean and dry. con help animals moinloin
appropriate body temperolure.
9
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Fresh air Is essential far maintenance of good
health and well-being as well as limiting the
spread of Infectious diseases ICFA 20091. Proper
ventilation removes heat, dampness, odor, airborne
microbes, and pollutant gasses such as ammonia
ond ccwbon manaxide, whrle allowing rcr the
Introduction of fresh, oxygenoted air. Ventilation
mu5l be mainlained at a high enough rote 1o
provide dean air in all areas of the shelter inclUding
wi!hin primaty enclosures. All ventilation ¥lams
nMI be adequately maintained and air qualit'f
should be monilored at the level of the animal.
Belween 10 and 20 room air exchanges per hour
wilh fresh air Is the srondard recommendation for
adequate venlilolion of animal focdities (European

Good air quolily requires good sanilollon and
cleaning to reduce sources of airborne particles
and gaseous contaminants such as ammonia,
carbon monoxide, and hydrogen sulfide (FASS
Guide l99Q). Published guidehnes lor maximum
ammonia exposures reflect hazards to hvman health
or odYerse affects on animal produc:Hoo and $hould
not be used as an indicator ol prOJ* sanilalion.
Although some ol the- regulations for concentrated

Council JQ86; )oflnson 2004; lt.AR 19Q6).

animal feeding operotions die minimum ammonia

that reduce rcrn;te transmission (e.g., double-sided
enclosures that aUow animals to remain inside their
enclosures during cleaning) is abo crilicolto animal

health. Even excellent ventilation WJ11 not overcome
the hormful effects of inadequate housing.

levels at or below 10 ports per malion lppml.
Ventilation requirements vary depending on occeploble levels in a shelter should be less than
population deNity and polutonts in the oir. A 2 ppm (G. Potronek 2010, unpubmhed dolo). In
fodlity may require a higher ventilation rote when it properly run shelters, ammonia should be below this
is al fufl capacity compared to when it is relatively level even before morning cleaning. Dust control
emply, as. animals themselves ore a major source is impattonl because microbes rnatJ be lransmined
of heat, humidity and ammonia. Other pollulanls by airborne d~ (FASS 199Q). Airborne dust can
also increose wilh the number of animals housed. caruoin a variety of bloodive aerosols, particularly
VenHioti0111 roles may need Ia be adjusled seasonally endotoxins, which have pro-inRammatory effects
and should not be thermoslak:ontrolled. Systems that and a negative impact on lung func!ion (Donham
circulate air only when the lemperalure or humidity 2002; Rylander 2006, 2007}.
require adjuslment do not provide adequate
ventilation throughout the year. Ventilation must be 4. Light
accomplished without compromising maintenance facilities should be designed to offer os much natural
of appropriate lemperolures.
t19ht os possible. When artificial ~ght is used, it
should cbely approximate nalufol light in boltt
Because canine respiratory pathogens can be easily duration and intensity (CFA 2009; Griffin 2006;
transmitted through the air, isololion areas for clogs New Zealand 1993; Potronek 2001}. Enclosures
should hove separate air circulation From the res/ of should be positioned sa individual animals con
the facility !Appel 1972). Separate air exchange ovoid being exposed to excessive amounts of ltght or
for feline Isolation areas are a lesser priorily as darkness. For e.xornp!e, cats on the lower level of a
cats do not readily aerosolize their pathogens cage slack would spend most of their day in shadows
(Gaskell 1982; Wardley 19771. To prevent droplet unless light fixtures ore mounted such thai light shines
rronsmission of respiratory viruses, however, cat into the lower level ooge$ (CFA 2009). Cages should
cages facing each ather should be $pOCEid more be spaced for enough aport lo allow ambient light
thon 4 feet apart (Gaskell 1977; Povey 1970; to reflect off llle ceiling and floor. Adequate amounls
Wardley 1977}. Although adequate ventilation of darkness are as imporlanl os light. light and
1o proYide good air quality is essential, investment darkness should be provided sa that they support the
in enclosures and olher aspects of facility design natural (clrcodianl rhythms of wakefulness and sleep.
10
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Adequate kghring is also necessary for effective
observotion of animals (AAEP 20041.

5. Sound Control
1v1 appropriate ocouslie environment is essential for
good animal health and welfare. Noise should be

minimized in animal areos. Dog and cot hearing
is more set'l$ilive than human hearing so it can be
ossumed that noise levels that ore uncomfortable lo
humans ore eo.-en more uncomfortable for animals.
Wr:Jrry common features of animal shelters contribute
lo elevoted noise levels, including: forced air
wnli!otion, barking dogs, non-potous. building
malerlals, use of power hoses, melal kennel gates,
cmd metal food bowls. Excessive noise contributes
b adverse behavioral and physiological responses
!Spreng 20001.
Excessive noise from barking dOgs is a particular
welfare concetn because of both its. magnilude
and duration· ISoles 1997!. Cots, in particular, ore
odvefsely affected by the sound of borkir.g clogs
IMcCobb 2005!. Sovnd lewis in o shelter con
exceed I00 db, largely due to barking [Coppola
2'006). Sound is measured on a logorithmic scale,
so o 90 db sound is I0 Hmes looder than on 80
db sound. Afr.t sound in the 90-120 db range
can be fe~ as well as heard and may leod to
irreversible hearing loss in humans. for comparison,
a jackhammer produces noise in the 110 db range,
and a subway train 95 db. Levels of so-70 db
or higher ore CONidered hkely 1o be detrimental 1o
the hearing of rodents and rabbits ICCAC 1993).
(See section on Public Heabh for information on

~-~;,~US~~,---

reduce barking can dramotically reduce noise levels
(Griffin 2009a; Johnson 2004). SIOff must olso be unattentfed "drop
instructed to avoid creollng excessive noise during
boxes" where liv~
routine octlvftles (e.g., slamming cage or kennel animals are plac~d
doors, tossing melol bov.lls). Nolse-producing by th~ public in
equipment shoufd be localed as for away from
reuptacks for later
the animals as possible IHubrecht 2002).
~ntak~ may r~~
absorbent matefials must be durable enough 10 tn anzmal suffenng
permit repeated cleaning and should either be ! or death and
out of the onimol's reach or resistant to destruction
should be avoided
IHubrecht 20021. Sheltets should be designed so --·---- ----·
that cat:; 01e nol exposed lo lhe noise of barking
dogs jMcCobb 2005). In o study of shelter dogs,
visual con!od with other dogs improved welfare and
did no1 increase barking !Wefts 1998]; therefore
preventing visual conlad shouk:f not be used as a
general strategy to reduce barking.

Sound- !

l

MJsic has been· used 10 reduce animal stress In a
variety of diffefenl settings [line 1990; Wells 20021.
While anecdotcl reports support this finding, little
dolO exist to recommend its use for shelters. Nwslc
or other sounds as a form of enrichment need 1o be
considered carefully, porticu!orly ~ animals hove no
wa-, lo move away or conlrol their exposure. MIJ"''
animals, ir.duding dogs, are able 1o hear frequencies
above whol humans can hem. Therefore, if music is
introduced, rodio.s or other sound systems should nol
be placed direcdy on cages ond the volume should
not exceed conversotlonol levels. In one study.
heavy metal music wo.s shown lo increase barking
and arousal. whereas classical music had a calming
effect (Wells 2002).

occupotionoJ safely.)

6. Drop Boxes

Because sound con have o detrimenkll effect,
interventions to reduce sound in shehers ore important
for animal health and weiJ.being. Architectural
slrategies to minimize the impact of noise [e.g.,
arrangement of caging, moleriols selection for
cages, doors, and latches) should be implemented
in focilily design or be added 10 on existing lacilily.
Appropriate architectural strategies combined with
behavior modificalion or enrichment strategies to

Although shelters often face challenges posed by
limited operating hours for public access, lhe use
of unattended "drop boxe5• where live animals are
placed by the public in receplades for later intake
may resuh in animal suffering or death and should
be avoided. Alternatives should be provided {e.g.,
dropoff arrongemenb with police deportment or
veterinary emergency dinlcs}. Information about
these allernotives should be mode available to the
public.
226
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Population Management
management describes on odive
process of planning, on-going doily evaluation, and
response to changing condilions os on organization
cores for mubiple animals. Eff«rive population
management requires a plan for lntenlionolly
managing each animal's sheller slay that Ia~ Into
consfderolion the organization's ability to provide
core thai meets the recommendations outlined in this
document. The capacity to provide humane care
deper.ds on lhe number and condition of animals
admitted and their duration of stay; the size and
coodition of the fccility; dng levels and training;
cmd other factors as weft as the number of ovoiloble
endosuJes. There ore many ways to mainloin a
populorion within on organization's capacity for
care whether in a shelter or home-based rescue
0f90Jlizafion. Active population management is one
of lhe foundations of shelter animal health and wei~
being (Hurley 2004o), and must be based on an
appreciation that capacity lo provide humane core
has limits for fmr11 organization, just as it does in
privole homes. When o population is not managed
within on organization's capacity for core; other
standards of care become difficub or Impossible lo
moinlain.
Population

1

1. Capacity for Care

Capacity to provide Every sheltering organization has o maximum
humane care has capodty for care, and the population in their core
limits for every must not exceed that level. Foctors that determine
organizatinn just capocity for care include: the number of appropriate
as it does in private ; housing unils; stoffing For programs or services;
homes. : staff lroining; average length of stay; and the totol
1

______ j

number of redoims, adoptions, transfers, release, or

olhet outcomes. Many factors can alter the capacity
for care. For eXCimple, loss of animal care stall, or
malfunctioning enclosures, con temporarily decrease

Jhe capacity for core until such lime OS new persons
ore hired and appropriately trained, or enclosures
ore repaired or replaced. Operating beyond on
organization's capacity for core is on unacceptable
prodice.
Nloximum housing capacity must

be based on the

within available primary enclosures. ISee section
on facilities and $Eidlon on Gtoup Housing for
infonnolion on adequate housing.) Ideally, shelters
should maintain their populations below maximum
housing capacily to aBow for daily inlake as well
as more flexibility when choosing appropriate
enclosures for each animal. Maximum housing
capacity musl nol be exceeded. Even !hough
enclosures may be ovoiloble, it may be necessary
to leave some empty due lo olher c:onsllolnls
on capacity for care !e.g., staffing levels and
opportunities for enrichment).

The National Animal Control Association (NACA)
and the Humane Society of the United States IHSUS
20 I0} recommend a minimum of 15 minutes of
care lime per day for feeding and cleaning each
animal housed in the sheller (9 minutes for cleaning
and 6 minutes for feeding) (HSUS 201 0; NACA
2009b). For example, if 40 animals are presenl, a
minimum of 10 hours of core would be required for
basic care 140 animals 0 t 5 minule$/animal = 10
hours). Abihty to provide .seMces such os medical
and behavioral evaluation or trealment, adoption,
spay/neuter or eulhcnoslo can be similarly
evaluated based on average lime for service
(Newbury 2009o, 2009b). Staffing or volunleer
work hours must be sufficient to ensure that the basic
needs of animals in the shelter ore met each day.
Length of stay has o dramatic effect on the experience
and needs of animals in shelter care. The type of
care and enrichment provided to sheltered animals
must be appropriate to the length of stay IPotronek
200 1). Avemge or median length of stay is olso
o key foetor contributing to the number of animals
present in the shelter each day, which in turn affects
the ability to provide adequate care. For example,
If on overage of 5 cats per day enter the sheller
and each stays on overage of 5 days, the overage
doily papulation would be 25 cats. If the average
lensth of stay rises to 10 cloys with no change in the
overage intake. then the overage daily papulation
would double to 50 cats.

number of animals who con be adequately housed
12
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Adequate staffing must be CMJiloble to et1$Ure thot
each allical point of service (e.g., vaccination Of
medical evaluation, spay/neuter surgery, Of a
physical moYe to adoption) is det.vered promplly.
Delays resulting in even one to lwo ocldltionol cloys
of core may result in crowding and poor animal
welfare in focihffes lhot operate nea1 moxlmum
capacity. Expected' demand £01 these critical
poinb of service should be estimated based on the
expected numbers of animals who wiU need each
service and the length of time It takes to complete
each procedure (e.g., number of animals needing
evaluation or spay neuter surgery prior fo adoption).
Operoting beyond capacity for care wiH restM in
unwonled outcomes, induding: delays Of failure
lo provide necessary care; use of subsiandard
housing; incteose$ in staff ond animal slre55;
haphazard mixing of animals: increased risk of
infeclious disease exposure; and increases in
negative inleractiom between onimofs !Hurley
2008b; Newbury 2009o, 2009b). Operating
beyond CXIpadly for care creates a vicious cycle;
services required for moving animals lhrough the
system are delayed. These delays prolong average
lengths of stay for onimots, leading to increased
daily population. This furlher taxes the organization's
capacity lor care, WOfsefl$ conditions, and threatens
animal well-being (Newbury 2009o, 2009b).
Once o shelter has exceeded its capacity lor core
it is no longer possible to ensure the Five Freedoms.

2. Protocols for Maintaining
Adequate Capacity for Care
Shelters must have policies and protocols to maintain
adequate copocity for care and housing. Policies

must provide a means of bolanclng admission with
the outcomes OYDilable te.g., adoption, transfer,
release, tefum to owner, euthanasia, or olhefs).
lnaeosing the number of animals housed beyond

the capacity for core is an unacceptable practice.
lnspecljon of oil animals must be petformed daily in
Ofder to roulinely evaluate and' monitor adequacy
of capacity and to Identify neech for housing, care,
or setVice (CFA 2009; New Zealand 1993).
Appropriate lnlervenlions rnu$1 be mode before
animal numbers exceed the capacity for care and
housing. Waiting to respond unt~ capacity has been
e~ result$ In animal suffering.

I

Effective
population
management
requires a plan
for intentionally
managing each
animals shelter
stay that takes
into consideration
the organizations
ability to provide
cart.

3. Monitoring Statistical Data
Monitoring population stolistics aver lime is a
necessary component of a population management
pion. AI minimum, dstics must include monthly
intake- {e.g., stray, owner sunenderedl and outcomes
by lype fe.g., adoption. et~lhonosla, returned to
ownerj for each species. for optimal papilbtion
management and monitoring, an animal census
(animo! inventory) should be tolcen, evaluated, and'
reconciled with records doily to ensure oe<:uracy of
data calledion as well as facilitate evaluation of
capacity. Ideally, population statistics should also
include on evaluation by age group, health and
behavior sfolus al intoke os weB os at outcome. :--·-·--

Operating beyond
an organizahons
capacity for care
is an unacceptable
1 practice.

Mae deloiled data moni.IOring such as tracking '
Incidence of disease at Intake fpre-existing) and
during shelter stay (from previou$ exposure or shelter
acquired) 1s a best practice.

I

.__

__

13
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Sanitation
Good $011ilolion is on inlegral port of humane
animal ~ng. Proper deoning and disinfection
practices help reduce the tronsmlulon of inlac:tious
~ lo both onimols ond people, and reJUh in
a cleaner and healthier environment !Cherry 2004;
Hoff 1985; Lawler 2006·; Weese 2002). A clean
sheller also has the added benefi~ of increasing
the comfort level of 11-.e animals and presenting a
posltiYe image of !he shelter to the public. Protocols
for proper sonilolion ore essential for any sheltering
program. Providing ed-ucation and training as well
os ensuring compliance wilh !hose protocob is olso
mentiol.

1.. Cleaning and Disinfection
Physical cleaning is defined os the retrl<:Mll of urine,
fecal matter, and other organic molerlal from the
environment fGdmon 2004; Smilh 2005). Oeoning
should resub in a visibfy clean surfoce, but moy not
remove aU ol the hotmful pathogens. Disinfection is
the process that Wl1 kiD most of the contaminants

(

in a given area (Gilman 2004). Sanitation, for
the purposes of this document, is defined as the
combination of cleaning and disinfection, ond is
a requirement for all shelters and re$CUe homes.
Sterilizotlon is the deslruclion of all microbes,
including spores, . and is generally reserved for
surgical instruments, surgical gloves, and other
equipment necessary for sterile procedures. True
sterilization of cage and llennel surfaces does not
occur in a sheller (Gilman 20041.
Whether or not infectious disease occurs is dependent
on several Factors: the host (~ animal), .Jhe
virulence of the palhogen, the amount of the pathogen
·-1 present, and the duration of exposure (Lawler 2006}.
Enough sttz_.lfmttst !Infectious dose defines a .thre~ a~t of a
be asstgned to 1 pathogen required to cause rnfecHon and diS8Cise. By
complete sanitation cleaning and using disinfectonts properly, the number
tasfes promptly each I of polhogens 1n the environment is decreased,
day so that animals reducing the dose delivered if on animal is exposed.
spmd the majority Sanitizing with the proper frequency deaeoses
oftheir time in 1 the duration of exposure. In the event of o disease
sanitary conditions. outbreak, sanitation proloCOis and proctices should
! be reviewed to determine if there ore problems with

!

I
l
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the products or pradlees. Very often, even though
prOIOcols .appear odequote, chorlQSS in proctices
(e.g., inaccurate dikstlon of disinfectants or changes
in daytodoy cleaning ptadices) have contributed lo
outbreob (PeJersen 2008). Sanitation prolocols must
be revised os needed during an outbreak to address
specific pathogens.

a} Sanitation Procedures
An ossessment of the facility, animal population,
training, equipment and procedures lo be employed
must be considered when developing sonilafion
protocots. Ideally, sanilalion protocols shoufd be
developed and periodically reviewed in consultation
wirh a veterinarian experienced in sheller medicine.
Mile information about $helter sonilolion 1ft0i be
exlropobled from many sources, prolocols musl be
based on currenl Mowledge and recommendations
developed specifico!ly fot animal shelters, and must
include specific methods and agents lor achieving
the goals of both deoning and disinfection. Ar.
increosi.ng number of resources exist prOYiding
guidelines toilored lo the shelter environment
(Ovofok 2009; Miler 2004b; Peterson 2008; UC
Davis 20091.

Enough slaff must be assigned to complete sanilo1ion
tasks promptly each ch.t so that animals spend the
majority of their lime in sanitary conditions. As an
example, out of the total of 15 minules recommended
per animal for doily husbandry, NACA and HSUS
guidelines recommend a minimum of 9 minutes per
animal per cloy for routine cleaning. Thus 40 dogs
@ 9 minutes/dog= 360 minutes. This totoltime of
360 minules (6 hrsl would allow sufficient time for
a 1C>-minute disinfectant conlact time in each kennel
because other activities or tasks (e.g., deonlng
other kennels, laundry) con be occomplished while
the disinfectont sits.
Seleclion of proper cleaning and disinfectant
products is essential. Detergents ond degreosers
must be used as needed lo maintain clean surfaces
free of visible dirt and debris. Oislnfectonls musl be
chosen that will be effective under the conditions
229
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(

of cleaning of surfOC8$ with o detergent or degreaser,
organic molter),· and wilh demonstroled oclivity application of a dblnfedant ol the correct
against the polhogens for which the onlmols ore concentration and for sufficient lime, rinsing, and
at ri5k IEtrepi 2008). Unenvelopecl viruse& such os drying. When wo1er or cleaning and disinfeding
parvoY!rus, panleukopenia, and feline calidvirus produd$ will be sprayed in or near the area of
are of porticulor concern, but other ·dislnfedion- the primary enclosure, animals must be remowd
resislonl agents such os coc:.cidio ond Microspotum from the cage or kennel, or separated from the
canis may also be problematic. Some disinfectonl3 area being cleaned by guillotine doors lo prevent
hove been shown by independent sludies not splotlet, soaking of the animals and stress. It is an
b be effective against lhese durable pathogens unac:ceplable pradic:e lo spray down kenneb Of
pr.W In a given environment (e.g., presence

le.g., quotetnory ammonium compounds against
unenveloped viruses), in spite of EPA-approved
labeling by manufoduler$ tEierCiky 2002; Kennedy
1995; Mor!ello 2004; Scot 1980). Products that
hove not been independently validated against
unenvelbped viJUSM and other . pathogen$ of
concem should not be ~ m the sole disinfectant.
order d animal
susceplibilily to disease and potenliol risk to
the general population, starting. with the most
susceptible animals and ending with those who
carry lhe highest risk of tronsmiHing infectious
disease. Separate cleaning supplies sl-.ould be
designated for each area. Appropriate proledive
clothing !gloves, gowns, and/or boots!, should be
used in each area, and ~ before pcoc:eeding
to care for pther animals in the population. (See
section on PubtiC Health for recommendations on
personal protective equipment.) Failure to follow o
speci&ed order ol cleaning moy result in susceptible
populations being exposed to disease (Gilman

The foo1ity should be cleaned

l

in

2004; Smith 2005).

In general, the order of cleaning and oore, from first
to lost, should be:
I J heahhy puppies and kinens and healthy
niJfSi119 bilches and queens;
2} healthy adult animals;
3} unhealthy animals.

ooges while a.r1imals ore inside them.
Animak who ore housed longterm in the some
etldosure require leu frequenl disinfection of their
enclosure, but daily cleaning is still essential to
maintain sanitary conditions: In many instances,
cages and kennels can be cleaned using lhe "spa!
deoning" me!hod, where the onimol remains in its
cage while the cage is tidied. and soiled moterials,
urine and feces are rerr!CWed. Spat cleaning may be
less stressful for the animal os it requires les.s animal
handling and does not remove familiar scents
(Palfonek. 200 1). Doily deoning is also necessary in
coge free housing and horne environments.

Improper

cleaning

may

increase

polhogen

transmission (Curtis 2004). Practices that

track

pathogens from one enclosure Ia anolher put animals
ot risk. Mopping should be avoided if possible.
When mopping cannOt be O'v'Oided (e.g., when
hosing is not possible) a disinfectant wilh good
octivity in the presence of organic matter must be
used. and conlaminoted mop water should not be
used from one housing area to another. Acceplable
soniiOtion oonnot be accomplished using water
alone, nor using only a disinfectant (e.g., bleach)
with no detergent properties. Core should be Ioken
when mixing cleaning products as the resulting
mixlure could be ineffective or even toxic. Alternolive
methods of disinfection.such as ubroviolet (UV} light

cold 1111e0ther ore not
sufficient for sanltollon in shelters or rescue facilities.

or reliance on freezing during

of primary enclosures before o
protoc:ob Improper housing and poor facility design can also
must include removal of gross organic molter, pre- conlribute to palhogen transmission. Housing for

Thoroogh sonilolion

new animal enters is essential. Sanitation
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Spraying down
kmnels or cagts
while animals
are inside them is
n unaccepta~le
praatce.

'

reariy odmilled or ill animals and those who are
younger lhon 20 weeks of age should be designed
to permit cleaning without extensive handling of
the onimol or removal to an area that has not been
sanitized (e.g., double-sided or compat'hllentalized
housing!. Animal housing areas should be designed
to wllhsland spraying of woler and deaning Ruids;
adequate droinoge i$ ~lief. (See sedion on
Focilities fOI infolmotfon on appropriate sheller
de.sign to support cleaning and disinfection. I

b} Fomite Control
A lomite is on object that may be conlaminoted with
pc~ ond cormb:Ae 10 tronsmission a <isease.
The human body and dolhlng moy MMI os fomiles.
As opparendy healthy cnirnob os wei os !hose who
are obviously dl mat be shedding polhogens, orrt
complete sanilalion protocol musl address proper
hygiene of shelter slaff, volunteers, and visitors,
including sig.noge, supetvi5ion. and hand sanilalioo.

and kHtens and rti1NAy admitted animals. Garments
must be changed after handling on animal with o
diagnosed or suspected serious illness ~ as
porvoWus.
All equipment that comes in contact with animals
(e.g., muzzles, medical and anesthetic equipment,
humane traps, gloves, toys, cotriers, liltefboxes,
food bowls, beddingl including cleaning supplies
should be either readily disinfected or discorded
oftef use with a single animal. Items that connot
be readily disinfected, such as leather gloves
and muzzles, represent o risk to animals. Their
use should be avoided especially for animals
who appear ill and during diseose Ol:llbeoks. For
example, ringworm has been cultured from leather
animal handling ghles in sheller settings. Mobile
equipment such as rolling trash cons, shopping cm1s,
and food or treatment carts (lnduding their wheelsl
mat also 5ef\'e as fomites ond sllauld be sanitized
accordingly. Scto1ched and porous surfaces ore
difficult or impossible to complelefy disinfect and
should be used with caution or discorded (e.g.,
plasllc litterpans, airline carriers, plastic and
unglazed ceramic water bowls). Transport coges
ond lrops, as well as vehicle compartments used for
animaltrar1Sparl must be thoroughly disinfecled after
each U$8.

Adequole hand sonilalion is one of the besl WC1fS
to preYeOt disease transmission and should be
required before and after hondkng animals and
fomites. Hand sanilolion is achieved through hand
washing, use of hand sanilizafs, and proper USt!
of t#;:Nes. Sinks should be available in all animal
housing ond food prepcliOtion areas, and must be
equipped wilh soap and disposable paper towels.
Hand sanitizer dispensers should be provided in a~ All clothing and bedding used at the shelter must
animal handling areas. h should be noted that hand be laundered and thoroughly .dried before reuse.
sanillzers ore ineffective against some of lhe mo51 Organic debris (e.g., feces) should be removed from
dangerous pathogens found in shelter settings (e.g., articles before laundering. Articles that ore heavily
parvovlruses, cclldviruses) and cannot·be relied on soiled should be foundered separately or discarded.
os rhe sole means ol hand sanitation. Hand saniHzers Bedding and other maleriols heavily contominoted
should be used only on hands that appear cleon with durable pathogens such as parvoviruses should
(Boyce 20021 and should contain at least 60% be discorded rather than risk · further spread of
alcohol. Clothing, even if visibly clean, may still corry disease [Peterson 2008).
pathogens. Prolective gormeniS (e.g., gov.'M, gloves,
and boats or shoe COYersl should be worn during Food and water bowls should be kept clean and
cleaning or other intensive animoHiondling ocfivilies must be disinlecred prior to use by a different
(such as treatment of sick animals or euthanasia! and animal. Automatic wolering devices and water
changed before going on with other octlvities of the bottles should not be used if they cannot be
dr:z.,. Fresh protective garments should be worn when disinfected before being used by anolher animal.
handling vulnerable populations, including puppies Use of commetciol dishwashers i$ on excellent
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to thoroughly dean food and \NOter bowls
!Gilman 2004; lawler 20061. The mechanical
'WOShing oclion and high temperatures atlainecl in
dishwashers will destroy the majority of pathogens
but rriOf not destroy unenveloped viruses such
as porvoviruses. If these viruses ore a problem a
disinfectant should be applied to the dishes before
or after going lfvough lhe dishwasher. 'v\lhen dishes
INa-(

2. Other Cleaning

Ouldoor areas around the sheller must be kept
dean, recognizing it is impo$Sible lo disinfect
gmveJ, dirt, and gross surfaces. kcess 1o areas
lhot cannot be disinfected should be reslrided to
animals who appear heollhy, have been YOCCinoted
and dewormed, and ore 5 tnOfllh£ or older. Ideal¥.
feces shoutd be removed immediately from ootdoor
ore sanitized by hand, they must be thoroughly Orecl$, but at minimum must be removed ·ol' least
washed and rinsed prior lo dlsinrection. Ideally, doily. Slanding Vllaler should not be allowed lo
food and Vllaler recepkldes should be cleaned in on OC<:Um\oiote in Oleos around the shelter because
area separate from Iiiier bo* or other items soiled many pathogens thrive and mosquitoes breed
by feces. N minimum, liltelpons and dishes must not reodi¥ in these moist environments.
be cleaned at the some time In the some sink, and
!he sink should be thoroughly di$1nlected ~n Fosler homes ore on integral part of many shelter
uses.
p1ogroms. Comp&ete disinfectioo of o private
home is impossible. All foster caregivers should be
Foot traffic also plays a role in fomite transmission. trained to minimize contamination of !heir homes
Ceffoin areas ol lhe shelter. like isolation and by confining' newly arrived fosler onimob Ot: ~
quoronline areas,, should be restricted to o small showing slgnr of rtlness in areas that con be reodl~
number of shelter Skiff. Tronspor1 of sick animal$ disinfected.
throughout the sheltet, especially from lntoke areas
1o holding or euthanasia areas, should be planned 3. Rodent/Pest Control
to minimize spread of disease. Floors, as v.<ell as Mtlny rodents and insects harbor boclerio and other
olhEII surfaces (e.g., rabies, and counlertopsl, pathogens that con conlominate food producls,
should be immediolety sanitized after contaCt with resulting in food spoilage or direct transmission of
urine, feces, vomit, or animals L!own or suspected disease to the animals (Urban 1998}. Aseos of food
storage ore particularly vulnerable to lnfeslotion. All
Ia have infectious disease.
food should be kept in sealed bins or conloiners
Footbaths are inadequate Ia prevent infectious
disease spread and should not be relied on
for lhis purpose. Poorly mainlained f<;>Oibolhs
moy even contribute to the spread of disease.
Achieving adequate conlod time (e.g., 10 minutes)
is Impractical, and footbolhs require f'requent
maintenance because the presence of organic
debris inaclivoles many disinfectants. Dedicated
boots that con be disinfected or disposable shoe
covers ore more effective and should be used
in conlaminatecl oreos (N\orley 2005; Slockton
2006). It is unocceptoble for animals to V~~alk

thai are impervious to rodents ond insects (New
Zealand 1993). Food should be removed from
runs at night if rodents and insects ore present. If o
shelter is experiencing a problem, solutions must be
humane, safe, and effective.

through foolboths.
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Medical Health and Physical Well-being
Health is no1 merely the absence of disease or
injury but is abo do.sely lied lo an animal's physical
and menial weiJ·being IHumik 1988). Proper
medical management and health core ror shelter
animals is on ~ necessity and must Include
attention to overoll well-being. It is commonly
occepted that animal shelters hove a respcwibility
to provide for the heol!h ond welfare of all animals
who enter their care. Unrortunotely, compromised
animal health and welfare have been documented
in animal sheltel"$, and without proper precautions
shellers can experience severe disease OUibreak.s
resulting In wi~le death and/or eulhanoslo.
Animols ohen arrive at shelters already expetiencing1
health challenge$, and even healthy animals
enlering neW, expertly designed facilities may have
their v.<elfore compromised, or risk becoming Iff
without a h:nctiooal medical heahhcare program.
Without propel medical core, shelter animals con
suffer ond die unnecessarily IHSUS 2007; King
County Animal Services Repor~.
Sheller medical programs must include ve!erinory
supervision (see Glossary for definition) and the
participation of lroined staff to provide evaluation,
preventive core, diagnosis and treatment (ASV
position statement on veterinary supervision in
animol shelters). Disease prevention should be
a priority, but appropriate treatment must also be
provided in a timely fashion. Preventive heahhcare
that is appropriate ror each species should indude
prolocols that strengthen resistance to disease and
minimize exposure to pathogens (fowler 1993).
Training and continuing educotion for those who
corry out the protocols must be provided. Ensuring
compliance with protocols should be a port of
program management.
Shelter healthcore protocols should support individual
animals regaining and moinloinlng a stole of
physical heohh ond ore essential for molnlolning on
overall healthy population by reducing the frequency
and severity of disease. Individual animal welfare
must be moinloined within the balance of decisions
and practices that support the overall population.
18

Comprehensi'.re $heber medical programs that begin
on intoke and conHnue throughout each animal's
shelter stay are the foundation of a shelter housing
a population of increasingly healthy animals (AAHA
2006; CFA 2009; FASS 1999; Grilfin 2009o;
larson 2009; Millet 2004a; New Zealand 1998}.
Decline of animal health and welfare aher inloke;
side. or injured animals languishing without proper
treolment; wide scale disease outbreaks; animals
dying as a result of shelter-acquired disease or
injury; ond frequent zoonotic disease transmission
in the shelter ore indicators or a poot keolthcore
program (FASS 1999).' (See section on Physical
Hea!lh and Well-being for information concerning
expected mortdity rotes.t

1. Veterinary Relationship and
Recordkeeping
All health cote prodices and protocols should be
developed in consultation with o veterinarian;
ideally one familiar with shelter medicine. A formal
relationship with o veterinarian shoufd be in place to
ensure that those responsible for daily animal health
care hove the necessary supervision and guidance.
The best woy lo ensure thot health core practices are
in keeping with professionally accepted standards is
to implement written standard operoling procedures
(SOPs!.
N\edicolions and treatments mus1 only be
odminislered under the advice or in occordonce
with wrillen protocols provided by o veterinarian,
and all drugs must be dispensed in accordance with
federal and slate regulations.
Accurate medical records ore essential. Whenever
possible a medical and behavioral history should
be obloined from OllllneCS who relinquish animals
lo the shelter. Shelters must document all medical
core rendered to each· animal. Ideally, records
should include each animal's dote of entry,
source, identification information, a doted list of
all diagnostic tests including test resuhs. treatments
(including any medications with drug dose and
route of odminislrolion) and procedures, and
233
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immunizations while in lhe care of the shelter. All
medical informolion should be provided In written
form with the onimal at the time of transfer or

adoption.

2. Considerations on Intake
Each animal's individual heahh slolus should be
evaluated and monitored beginning of intol;e and
regularly thereafter (AAEP 2004; UC Davis 2009).
This allows Oto/ problems or changes !hot c:fewlop
during on animal's shelter stay to be recognized,
distinguished from pre-existing conditions, and
add~.

A medical hisloly, if. available. should be oblolned
from !he owner at the time of surrender. My owilabfe
Information skotJicl be ~icited when stray animals
are impounded as well. Ideally, this information
should be obtained by Interview, although wrillen
questionnaires ore occeptoble. Each animof should
r~ a health evaluation of intake 1o check for
signs of Infectious disease and/or problems that
require immediate attention fUC Davis 2009}. !ntolc.e
evaluations should be documented in the medical
record. Every aftempl should be mode to b:ote
an animal's owner; Including careful screening for
identification and microchips ol the lime of inloke.
Intake heobh evaluotion should therefore include
scanning multiple limes for a microchip using a
universal sccnner. R~rch has

shown thor lhe

likelihood of delecling microchips increases with
repeating the scan procedure multiple limes {lord
2008). (See wbseclions below for informofion on
vaccination and other intake treatments.}
Separation of animals entering shelters Is essenliol
for proper maintenance of health and welfare.
Beginning at intake, animals should be separated
by species and age as well as by their physical and
behavioral health status. Young animals (puppies
and killens under 20 weeks [5 months) of agel
are 11101'8 susceplible to disease and so should
be provided with greater protection from possible
exposure, which con be more easily accomplished
when they are separated from the general

population. Starling from the time of intolce and Animals must bt
continuing throughout !heir stay, healthy animals
vacdn~.tted at, or
should not be housed or hondled with onimols who prior tiJ, infllkt
hove signs of illnes5. (See section on Behavforal
with core vaccints.
Heohh and WeiJ.being for more information on ._____ __
intalte~.l

3. Vaccinations
Vocclnes ore vilol kfesaving lools that must be used
os part of a preventive shelter healh:ore program.

Vaccination prolocols used for individual pels In

homes are not adequate in most population seltings.
Strategies most be specifically loilofed for shelters
because of the higher ~i:elihood of exposure 1o
infedious di$80$8, the t.lcelihood lhat many animals
entering the shelter are not immune !Fischer 2007)
and the polenHally ~feihreofening consequences of
infection. Some VQ<X:ines prewnl infection whereas
others lessen the severity of clinical signs (Peterson
20081. Panels of experts (AAFP 2006; AAHA
2006~ cigree that protocols must be cuslomized for
each facility, recognizing !hat. no universal protocol
wil o~ to every sheller silualion.
Guiding principles for core vaccination in shelters,
!hot ore generally applicable to mos1 shelters, are
available fAAFP 2009; AAHA 2006). Within this
framework, specific vocclnalion protocols should be
loilored for each program with the supervision of
a velelinorion, laking into consideJation rish and
benefits of the vacdnes, diseases enclemic to the
area, potenHol for exposure, and available resoutces
(Miller & Hurley 2004; M11er & Zawistowski 2004)
Because risl of disease exposure is often high in
shelters, animals must be vacclnoted at or prior
to inrolce with core vaccines. Pregnancy and mild
illness are nat controindlcalions to administering
core vaccines in most shelter seHings because the
risk from virulent pathogens in on unvaccinated
animal would be for greater than the relatively low
risk of problems posed by voccinalion IAAFP 2009;
AAHA 2006; larson 2009). Core vaccines for
shellers currently include reline viral rhinotrocheitis,
calicivlrus, panleukopenia (FVRCP) for cats IAAFP
19
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I ·

An emnrmcJI 20091 aod

1 medicalp14n must
I
be in place to
provide appropriate
and timtly
veterinary medical
care fOr any animal
who is injured in
distress, or showing
signs ofsipificant
illness.
1
L___ ___ _ __j

'*"""""

hepoli,., parololiuonza, aod
canine paNOYirus IDHPPI/distemper, odenoviM 2.
parvovtrus, and parolnfluenzo virus IDA2PPI and
Bordelello btonchiseptico for dogs (AAHA 20061.
The use of madi~ed live virus vaccines IMLVl 1$
slrongfy recommended over kiled products for core
shelter voccines in cots and dogs, including those
!hot are pregnant, because they provide a rastet
immune response.

Rabies voccinolion on intake i~ not considered a
priority in most shelters, os the risk of exposure to this
disease is. nol' high wilhin most shelter environments.
Har.vever, animals should be vaccinated against
rabies when o longierm stay is anticipated; when
risk of exposure is elevated; or when mandoled bv
law. At minimum, animab should be voccinated fot
rabies ot or shortly following release.

Shellers thot house 011imal$ b exlended periods of
lime have on obligation 1o ensure !hot voccinolions
ore repeated in accordance with shelter medicine
recommendations (AAFP 2006; AAHA 2006).
R&WCCination is recommended for puppies and

kittens unlil maternal antibody wones. Puppies and
kiltens must be re-vaccinated IDHPP and MCP,
respectively) al 2-3-week intervals for the duration
of their shelter slay or until they are over 18-20

weeks old.
Shellers that do not voccinole with core vaccines
immediately on entry, or do not vaccinate aU
animals, are much more likely lo experience deadly
outbreaks of vaccine preventable disease (larson
2009). Proloc:ols for managing adverse reaclions
must be provided by a veterinarian and required
treatments must be accessible. Training on proper
vaccine sloroge and odminisirotion, and treating
reocllons, should be supervised by o veterinarian.
The location for injection of a specific vaccine
(i.e., rabies In the right rear leg) should follow
odminislralion sile guidelines (AAFP 2006; AAHA
2006). Records of Ofr( immunizations provided
while in rhe core of the shelter should be kepi.
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4. Emergency Medical Care
All emergency medical plan must be in place to
prcMcfe appropriate and timely veterinary medico!
core for orry animal who is injured, in distress, or
showing signs of significant illness IAAEP 2004;
CFA 2009; 0/MA 2009; FASS 1999). Stoff

should be trained to recognize conditions that
require emergency care. The emergency core
plan must ensure that animals con receive proper
veterinary medical core and pain management
promptly !either on site or through lransfer to onolher
facility) or be humanely euthonized by qualified
personnel as permi!led by low.

5. Pain Management
Shelfers often core for animals with acute or
chronically painful medical conditions. The American
College of Vetetioory Aneslhesidogists (ACVA)
defines pain as O• complex phenomenon invol'.ting
pathophysiological and psychological components
lhot ere hequently difficuk to recognize and interpret
in animals (ACVA 2006). Pain roost be recognized
and treated to alleviate suffering. Unrelieved pain
con resuh in chronic physical monifeslolions such as
weight loss, muscle breakdown, inc:recued blood
pressure and o prolonged recovery from illness or
injury (Robertson 20021. Eody pain monogemenl
is essential. Failure to provide beofmenl for pain is
unocceplable.
Recognizing and ollevioling pain in o wide voriely
of species can be complex and difficult (PouJ.Mirphy

2004). Individual animals hove varying reactions to
stimuli and ~ manifest a voriely of clinical and
behavioral signs (ACVA 2006). Although there
ore rnukiple scales and scoring syslems published
for gauging animal pain, few hove been volidoled
and there Is no accepled gold standard system for
assessing pain in animals (lVAPM 2005). However,
it is generaHy assumed that if a procedure is painful
in human beings then it must also be painful in
animals (ACVA 2006; APHIS 1997b). It is the
sheller's responsibility to combine findings from
physical examination, familiarity with species and
breed, individual behavior, and knowledge of the
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degree of pain associated with potticular surgical
procedures, injuries and/or iUnesses in order 1o
assess pain.
Pharmacologic and nan-pharmacologic approaches
to the lrealment of pain are evolving; in either case,
treatment

'

many parasite eggs are very dilficuft to eradicate I
from the erwironment, prompt remOYOI oE feces.
proper sonllation, and treatment a' described above
are important s1ep$ to help ensure that individual.
environmentol, or population level parasitism does ,
not threaten the heallh of animals or humans.

I

should be supervised by a veterinarian.

Analgesia must be of an appropriate strength ond
duralion lo relieve pain. Non-pharmacologic (e.g.,
mcwage, ~al therapy) approaches thot help
increase comfort and alleviate anxiety can be used
l:o supplement phormocologic interventions. When
pain can be anticipated, · analgesia should be
provided beforehand (pre-emptive). Animals must
be reassMSed periodically 1o provide ongoing pain
relief as needed. When adequate relief cannot be
ochieYed, tran*' to o facility !hot can meet the
animal's needs, or humane euthanasia must be
provided.

6. Parasite Control
Nv:Jny animals entering shelters are Infected with
internal and external parasites (Bowman 2009).

Though not always dinicoRy apparent, parasites
can be easily transmlned, cawe significant disease
and suffering, perslsl in the environment, and
pose a ri~ to public health ICAPC 2008; CDC
2009). Shelters have a responsibllily to reduce risk
of parasite lransmis.sion lo humans and animals.
lvl effecti...e parasite control program should be
designed with the supervision of a veterinarian.
lvlimols should receive treatment for internal ond
extamal parosile$ common to the region and for
any obvious detrimenlol parasite infection they are
harboring. Treatment and prevention schedules
should be guided by parasite lifecydes and
·surveillance testing to identify internal and external
parasites that may be preYOient in the populaHon.
Ideally, animals should receive parasite prevention
on entry and regularly throughout their shelter
stay to prevent environmental contamination and
minimize risk to people in the shelter. At minii'II\Jm,
because of the public health significance, aU dogs
and oots must be de-wormed for roundworms and
hookworms before leaving the sheller. Because

1

7. Monitoring and Daily Rounds

1

I

Medical rounds
must be conducted
at least daily bJ a
trained individual
in order to visually '
observe and
monitor the health
and well-being of
every animal

Rounds mUSI be conducted at least once fN8IY 24
hours by o trained individual in order to vi$ualy _ _ __
observe ond monitor the health and wei-being of
fNefY animal. Moniloring should include food and
water consumption, urination, delecotion, altitude,
behavior. ombutation, and signs of illnes$ or other
problems ICfA 2009; New Zealand 2007; UC
Davis 20091. Nonitoring should tolce place before
deoning so that food intake and condition of the
enclosure as well as any feces, urine, or vomit con
be noled. For animals hou~ in groups, monitoring
should abo toke place during feeding lime, so
lhat appetite (food intake) or conflicts around food
may be observed. Atry animal that is observed to
be experiencing pain; suffering or distress; rapidly
deteriorating health; life-threatening problems;
or suspec1 zoonotic medical conditions must be
assessed and appropriately managed in a timely

_ _ __

manner IAAEP 2004; CDA 2009; CFA 2009;

New Zeeland 2007).

When apparently heohhy animals remain In care
for Ianger than 1 month, exams including weight
and body condition score should be performed
and recorded by trained staff on at least o monthly
basis. Veterinary examinations should be performed
twice each year or more frequently if problems
are identified. Geriatric, ill, or debilitated animals

should be evoluated by a veterinarian os needed far
appropriate case management.
There are many examples

of health conditions

that require ongoing assessment and monogement
including, but not limited to, dental conditions,
retrovirol infections, endocrine imbalances, and
basic appetite/weight changes. In addition, animals
must be provided with appropriate grooming
21
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and/01 opportunities to exhibit spe<:les-specific
behaviors n8CeS$0ry for them lo moinloln normal
heoflhy skin and hoircoot 01 feathers (COA 2009;
CfA 2009; New Zeolond 19981. Dirty, ungroomed
or moiled halrcooiS are uncomlortobl&, predispose
animals to skin disease, and in exiTefll!' cases con
leod to severe $Uifering. Appropriate grooming
and/01 bolttlng Is on essential compOnent of onlmol
health and should newr be considered cosmetic or
optional.
~----...

-~

8. Nutrition

Food that is 1 Fresh, deon wo1er and proper food ore basic
consistmt with the !1 nu!rillonol requiremenU fot phyaieol heoflh. fresh,
nutritional needs dean wo1er must be oc:awible 1o onimols al aU
and health status Hmes unleu lh4n is a medical reosoo fa woter to
I ofthe individual be wilhhefd for a Pfe$Cribed period of lime. WaJer
animal musj should be changed daily and wflene...er 11 Is visibly
bt provided. soiled. Food thct 1s consistent with lhe nulrilional

I

I
I!______ .----· -··-

needs , and heal., sloJius d the indiYiduol onimof
must also be provided. The amount and frequency
of feeding varies depending on Ji§e Siege. species,
size, odivity level, heoflh sfalus of the animal end the
patticu(or diet chosen. Food must be fresh, palatable,
free from oonlaminotion and of sufficient nutrilionol
value to meet the normal doily requirements to allow
an animal to otloin maximum development, maintain
normal body .....-eight, and rear heokhy df$pring. Food
In animal enclosures should be examined reglliorly
to ensure it is free of debris and not spoiled. k
minimum, uneaten food must be discorded of1er 24
haws. Food !hat has been offered lo on animal and
remains uneaten must not be fed to another animal.
Ideally, a consistent diet should be fed to all
animals, raiher than a variely of products. Feeding
a consistent die! minimizes gosltoinleslinol upset,
stress, and inappetence aS50Cioted with frequent
diet change, and helps to ensure the product Is fed
j in appropriate quantity. The feeding of raw food
diets is not recommended in shelters because of
concerns about bacterial or parasite contamination
and public health risk (0/J.M 2006; Finley 2008,
lEtJeune 2001; Lenz 2009; Modey 20061.

··-;

r Animals who guard
food or prevtnt
access by_ cage mates
must be housed or
fod separately.
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k minimum, heabhy adub dogs and cats foyer
6 months old) must be fed at least once per day
(CDA 2009; CfA 2009). Ideally, dogs should be
fed twice doily (New Zealand 19981; cots should
idealry be fed muhiple smoll meals or encouraged
to forage throughout the day (Vogt 2010). If food
is not available lo cots all clay, at minimum, they
should be offered food twice doily. Heohhy puppies
and kitteN must be fed smal amounts frequenlly
or hove food consbntly available through !tie day
(free-choice! to support higher metabolic rates and
help prevent life-!hreatening fluctuaHons in d>.eir
blood glucose ~ (hypoglyc:emio). Debililoled,
undetwei9*tt. pregnant. and lactating animo!s
should receive more frequent feedings to support
increased metobolic neeck Veterinary Input should
be sought when developing a feeding protocd for
a population of animals, or when lrealing stor.oed
animals ot individuals witfl unique nulrilionol ond
heohh neeck

Food inlolce must be monitored doi~. Animals should
be weighed end body condition assessed routinely.
Animals hove highly variable metabolic requiremenl5
(lewis 1987}. Each animal should be fed to meet
individual needs and prevent excessive gain or loss
of body weight. Animals displaying inoppelence, or
extreme weigh! loss or gain !'lust be evaluated by a
veterinarian and treated as necessary.

Food and water must be prOvided in appropriate
dishes, which should be designed and placed to
give each animal In rhe primary enclosure access
to sufficient food and woter. Food and woter dishes
must be safe, sufficient In number, and d adequate
size. When more lhon one animal is housed in an
enclosure, careful monitoring and grouping to match
animals with similar nutritional needs ore essential.
Animals who guard food or pre'olent access by
cage motes must be housed or fed separately.
locolion of food and woter. containers should also
aUow easy obsei'VCition, access for cleaning and
filling and should prevent conlaminolion from litter,
faces, and urine. If oulomolic devices or drinking
bottles ore used. they should be examined doily to
237
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ensure proper funclion and cleanlineu and mu!l be
disinfected between users.

Old food creoles a heahh hozard by spoilage and/
or ollrodlon of pests. Food distributed 1o animals that
remains uneaten wirhin 24 hours must be ref1101't'ed
and discarded to prevent spoilage. A schedule of
regular sonitolion must be followed for aU food and
water contolnets. Food preparation and storage
areas must be easily sanitized and mainlained in a
clean condition. Supplies of food should be stored
in a manner lo prevent spoilage or conlamlnoHon.
Refrigeration Is needed for perishable foocb. Food
should not be fed after the expiration dare. Foclals
such as exposure to heal or air may also dec:rease
shelf life. Toxic substances and vermin should be
kept out of conlacl with. food, food storoge, and
preporafian areas IAAEP 2004). Stored food should
be dearly labeled if removed from lhe originol
padoge.

9. Population Well-being
Individual animal health and overall population'
heollh are interdependent. Without one the olher
cannot exist in most shelter setings. Shelter medical
SIOff must lherefore regularly monitor rhe status of
individual animals and rhe population as a whole
to allow for early detedion of problems and prompt
intervention. ldeoly, ~s should also monitor and
assess frequency of specific problems (e.g., upper
respiratory . infections, parvovirusesl set realistic
goals, develop targeted strategies, and monitor the
effectiveness of medical health programs, ultimately
leading to better overeD population management
and individual animal welfare. This type of
survedlance wiU also facilitate early recognHron and
reporting of problems, accurate diagnosis, effective
interventions, and dolo collection. Animal health
plans must be reviewed in response 1o chonges
observed in animal health, illness or deaths.
In addition to !rocking trends related to specific
health problems, a periodic review of rhe rote of
illness (morbidity) or dearhs (mortality) should be
conducted. Shelter deaths ore often indicalofs of

rising Mls of Infectious diseases (e.g., parvovirus
or upper resplrololy infection; URI} which require a
response by lhe shelter. Sheller deaths after entry,
not related Ia euthanasia, should never represent
ITIOfe than a very smoD proportion ol animal
intakes. For example, stalewide data for municipal
animal control and public or privo1e rescue groups
and humane societies in Virginia lor the years
2004-2007 indicate rhot <2% of cats and <l%
of clogs received by !hose focllities were reported
os having died in the sheller. [This infoonolion is
published annually by the Virginia Oeporlment of
Agricuhure and Consumet Services, Office of the
Stole Veterinarian.) A SUMry of 11 open-intolte
animal shelters (including

Iorge,

municipal

sheltess

such as los Angeles and New York
Cityt reyeoJed an overage •shellef death role•
(<:olculoted as number of dogs and cols that died

In communities

in

lhe shelter's care divided by totol live dog and

cot intaket of 0.75% {range 0.18-1.61%) IHSUS
2007). Numbers In excess d rhis indicole a
situation requiring immediate measures for conlrOI.

10. Response to Disease or
Illness
Response to disease and illness must be an integtal
part of fN8fY sheller health progrom. A disease
response plan should include measures to minimize
transmission to unolfeded animals or people and
ensure oppropriale care of the affected animal
(Hurley 2009). Because of the wide variety of
pothogens. modes of transmission, and 1ypes
ol focililies, no single response can suit every
circumslonce IASV position statement on infectious
disease outbreak management, 2008). (See section
on Public Heollh for more informotion on prevenlion
of disease lronsmlssion.)

a) Isolation
All facilities should have a means of providing
isolalion rhor will allow for humane core and nof
put olher animals at risk (CDA 2009). Isolation
may be accomplished physically on-site or rhrough
trorufef to on appropriate facllity. When isolation
is impossible, or inadequate to control transmission
23
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of the porticulot pathogen, the shelter must carefully may suffice to control the spread of diseose.ldeaOy,
weigh the consequences of exposure of lhe generaf animal movement should stop until a targeted control
population against euthanosio. Allowing animak strategy can be implemented. Animal handling
with severe infectious disease to remain in the and foot traffic should be limired. In response to
general population is unacceptable. Even animak on oulbeok, prolocols (voa:inolion, sanitation,
with mild clinical signs of contagious disease should movement, elc:.) should be reviewed to ensure that
not be housed in the general population as doing rneosule$ ore effective shelletwide against lhe
so aeales o substantial risk of widespread disease pathogens of concern. Animals should be monitored
for sign$ of disease during an outbteak at least lwice
transmission.
daily. Sheltets should avoid returning recovered or
--------, b) D;agnosis
exposed animds 1o the general population while
Failure to
l in the event of severe or unusual conditions, or there is significant risk they may transmit disease 1o
tre~tment jiJr patn oulbreoks of infectious disease, diagnosis or olher animals. When releasing a sick or infectious
z.s unacc~table. 1 idenlificaliofl of $peeilic pathogens should be animal from the shelter, full disclosure should be
_____j sought. lniliolly, a clinical or 'INOfking diagnosiJ, made to the person or organization receiving lhe
as deletmined by o velerinoriorr, may provide the animal. Shelters must also tolc.e care that oil federal,
basis for treatment and response. When o specific stole, and local lows ore followed concerning
pa1hogen ha$ no1 been idenfified, o risk assessment reportable diseases.
must be performed based on the suspected
pathogens ond the number ol onimols who hove Although rarely the ooly oplion, depopulation is one
been in conlcd with lhe infected animals.
means of response 10 o disease outbreok. Before
depopufotioo is undertaken, many factors including
Animals with a suspected infectious disease must transmission, morbidity, mortolily, and public health
be isololed onlil diagnosis or subsequent treatment musl be taken into account. All other avenues must
determines !hem to be o low risk to the general be fully examined and depopulation viewed as
population. When on onimol dies from unexplained a lost resort (ASV position statement on infectious
causes, a necropsy along with histopathology disease outbreak monogement, 20081.
$hould be performed to provide information 10
11. Medical Treatment of Shelter
proled the heollh of the rest of lhe populofion.

proviJ:

l

_

l

Animals

I-

- --

Prolocols 1o define and manage common iOnesses
based on diniccl signs should be developed ond
used in consullation with a velerinorion. Protocols
should detail the expected course of disease and
response to lreolment. Velerinory input should tXt
• sought when disease or response to treatment does
' nor follow expecled course.

During a disease
outbreak, physical
separation must be c} Outbreak Response
established between 1 During on outbreak, physical separation must
exposed, at-risk be esroblished between exposed, at-risk and
and unexposed unexposed animals or groups of animals. In some
animals or groups circumstances, it may be necessary 1o Slop intake
ofanimals. : or adoptions in order to prevent disease spread. In
1

24

Treolment decisions should be based upon o number
of ctilerio such as the ability to safely and humanely
provide relief, prognosis for recovery, the likelihood
of placement after treatment, and the number of
animals who must be treoled. Duralioo of treolment
expected, expense and resources available for
treatment should also be considered.

The legal status of the animal must never prew~nt
treatment to relieve suffering (which moy include
euthanasia if suffering cannot be olevioted). Shellers
must hove specific protocols to provide immediate
care when legal slalus is on issue.

other circurnstonces, a properly set up isolation room
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Decisions must bolonce bolh the best interest of
the individual animals requiring treolment end the
$halter population as a whole. When treatment is
needed, shelters ore responsible for the sofety of
the animals, the people working with the animals,

Allowing animals
with sevn-e
infoctious disease
to remain in the
1 general population
popuJotions I is unacceptable.

In

documenled.

end the surrounding environment. Effective and safe lhe use of antimicrobials in shelter
use of medication requires o reasonably cerloln

warroo!s special mention. Bacteria ore capable

proper administratiOn, and moniloring
the course of disease so that success or failure can
be delermined. Those providing treatment must have
the necessary training, skills, and resour~ to ensure
treatment is administered correctly and safely.

of developing resistance 1o certain drugs. In same
cases, they ore able to pass this reslslor.ce to olhet
bacteria, including !hose that cause infedlons in
both animals and people. To prevent antimicrobial
resistance from developing. il i$ vital to limit
antimicrobial U5& lo those situations where these
drugs are clearly indicated 1AAHA I AMP 2006;
AVMA 2008bf. Antibiotic selection and dosing
should be specific to the infeclion and animal being
treated; ond, when possible, based on appropriate
diagnostics. Inappropriate use of onlibiatics is nof
a subslilufe for good prevenliw mechcal core.
Guidelines for antimiaobial use in companion
animals hove been published and these principles
should also be applied to the shelter setting (AAHA/
AMP 2006; AVMA 2008b).

diagnosis,

Shehers should also hove dear policies far handling
disease problems that may develop after adoption.
Adopters or those toldng animals from lhe shelter
should be informed about the presence of any
disease or condition known to be present atlhe time
of adoption and provided a COf7f ol crry llealment
leC.Ofds.

Professional' supervision is required for use of
oil prescription drugs, cadlclled and orf.label
medicolion (FDA 2009o, 2009bl. Protocols for

i

consubation with a !
veterinorion, for management of common diseases
should be provided 1o s:off. All treatments should be

medicolion, developed

L__

.. _
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Behavioral Health and Mental Well-being
• -- -

-

Staffmust
be trained to
recognize animal
stress~ pain~ and
sufforing as well
as successfUl
adaptation
to the shelter
environment.
L___

health and well-being depend on meeting 1. Considerations on Intake
both the mental ond behavioral needs, os well os
the physical needs, of animals (Griffin 2009a; o} Behavioral History
Jenkins 1997; McMillon 2000, 2002; Wells A thorough behovlotal history and the reoson(s} for
2004o; Wojdechosko 2005). Individual animals relinquishment should be obloined at the lime of
' how a wide variety of psychological needs intake. Any available information should be solicited
: that ore determined by such foc:tors os species, when stray animals ore impounded as weH. Ideally,
genetic mol<.eup, personality, prior $0Cializotion this information should be obtained by interview,
1
and experience. Behoviorol core must loke ahho...gh written queslionnoires are occeploble. The
the perspective of each individual animal into history should be used lo alert sloff lo the presence
consideration os weU os the conditions experienced of polenlial problems, such as aggression or anxiety,
by the population (Griffin 2009o; McMillon 2000, and lo inform staff of any individual needs, so !hot
proper core can be provided for that animal (Griffin
2002; Wojciechosko 2005).
2009o).
The slnldural and social environment, as 'tllle0 as
opportunities ror cognitive a~ physical adlvity, are Shelters should be awote thor hislories provided,
important for oO species of animals (ltAR 1996). ohhough imJXllfonl, mot be either incomplete or
An appropriate environment includes shelter and inoccurole. For example, some problem behaviors
a cornforloble resting area, in which animals 01e such os aggression may be under reported or
free from fear and distr~ and hove the ability to under stored (Marder 2005; Segurson 2005;
express normal, species Jypicol behaviors. lock of Stephen 2007). All incidents or reports of o history
control over one's environment is one of the most of aggressive behavior along with the context in
profound stressoo for animals. The stress induced by which they occuned must be recorded os part of an

1 Good

l

even shorHerm confinement in on animal shelter con
compromise heokh; and when conrined long-term,
animals frequently suffer due lo chronic onxlety,
social isololion, inadequate mental stimulation and
lock of physical exercise (Fox 1965; Griffin 2009o,
2006; Hennessy 1997; Potronek 2001; Stephen
2005; Tuber 1999; Wemelsfelcler 20051. Proper
behoviotol heolthcore is essenf10l lo reduce stress
and suffering as well os to detect problem behaviors
that may pose a sorely risk to humans or other
animals.
Stress and the development of abnormal behaviors
ore exocerboted when opportunities few coping
(e.g., hiding, seeking social companionship,

animal's record.

b}

Minimizing Stress

Animals experience a variety of stressors in shellers,
begiMing with the intake process (Coppola 2006,
1997; Griffin 2009a; Henne.55eY 1997). Core
must be taken to minimize stress during this crucial
time In order to minimize problems, which may delay
or even prevent occlimolion or adjustment to the
sheller environment and prolong or intensify anxiety
and mental suffering (Grondin 20041. During intake
procedures, particular core should be token not to
place cots within spatial, visual or auditory range
of dogs (Griffin 2009o, 2009b; IIAcCobb 2005).

mental stimulation or aerobic exercise) ore locking.

2. Behavior Evaluation

Behavior problems compromise heohh and welfare
as weD as potential for adoption (Griffin 2009o).

Assessment

of an animal's behavior must begin

al the lime of intake. just os core is token to note
any physical problems that may require allention,
behavioral problems (sltess, fear. anxiety. aggression)

that require intervention or affect how thai animal con
be safely handled should also be noted at the lime of
26
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inloke and entered inlo an animal's rec::ord. Actions
to respond promptly to behoviorol

should be taken

needs (Griffin 2009o). Ongoing assessment of eodt
animal$ behaviQr should conlinue lhroughout the
onlmol's !Jay in dle shelter.

optimal prodices. However, if many animals are
displaying · signs of unrelieved stre5S, steps must
be token lo improve the sheltets ·stress reduction
proloeots. For humane · reasons, long-term
confinement must be avoided for feral animals and
for those who remain ma~ly stressed/fearful and
are nol responding to treatment/behavioral core
(Griffin 2009b; Kessler 1999o, 1999b~.

Monifesiollons of normal ond abnormal behoviot
indicate how successfuUy on animal is coping In
their environment {Fox 1965; Griffin 2002, 2009a,
2006; Houpt 1985; NtcMillon 2002; CNetoll Ideally, a systemofic behavioral evaluation should
1997, 2005). Therefore, staff must be trained lo be performed on all onimols prior 10 re-homing or
recognize body language and other behoviots that olher placement IGriffin 2009a). Some evaluations
indicate animal stress, pain, and suffering os well os hove been peer-reviewed, commonly occepted,
those that lndicole successful odaptollon to the shelrer sludied and/or published, but none is scientifically
environment. When animals are well adjusted and validated for predlding future behavior In lhe home
!heir behovlofal needs ore sotislied, !hey display a with celtointy. However, information gleaned during
wide -..oriefy of normal behaviors including a good such testing (e.g., level of ocflvlly ond OtOUSOI) may
cppeHfe and adivily level, sociability, grooming, be useful for characterizing lhe animal's pasonolily,
appropriate ploy behavior ond restful sleeping. determining behavioral needs in the sheller. matching
Behavioral indicators of slrtiS, social conRict, pain animals with appropriate odoplers and identifying
or olher suffering, include persistent hiding, hostile individual animals who may nol be suiloble for reinteractions wilh other animals, r~ activity or homing or olher placement (Animal Rescue league
oppelite, depression ond/or social wilhdrawal, of Boston 2010; BoRen 2008; Chrislensen 2007;
barrier &ustta!ion or aggression, . slereolypic Hell~ 2000; Griffin 2009o; ledger 1995; Ledger
behaviors (e.g., repetitive spinning, jumping or 1997; NeHo 1997; Neidhart 2002; Sternberg
pacing} or olher abnormal behaviors {fox 1965; 2003; Von der borg 1991). Organizations that
Griffin 2002, 2006, 2009o; Houpt 1985; develop their own evaluation should do so in
consultation wi!h a veterinarian or behaviorist lomilior
McMillan 2002; Overall 1997, 2005).
with the science and theory of behavior assessment.
The needs of individual animals will vary. Animals Stoff performing evolootions must receive adequate
must be monitored doily in order ro detect trends training in performance, interpretation, and safety. A
or changes in well-being ond respond to their standardized behavior examination form should be
behavioral needs. Stoff should record their ~and each evaluation should be documented.
~ndings each day {Griffin 2009o; UC Davis Formal behavioral evoluotlon should not necessarily
2009). Departures from the normal behavior in-..olidate information provided by the owner or
and appearance of on animal may also be an observations made during staff interactions with on
indication that the onimol is in pain IACVA 20061. animal. An overall assessment must include .all of
When pain or suffering is recognized in animals, the information (hislory, behavior during shelter stay,
it is imperative thot prompt, opptopriote steps be ond formal evaluation) gathered about the animal.
taken to olleviole it. !See section on Medical Heollh
and Physical Well-being for additional informafion Criteria for o systematic behavioral evaluation of
cots ore less weH established than for dogs (Siegford
on pain management.!
2003). However, cots should be assessed by
Some individual shelter animals may experience observing behavior, and interading with the cal
severe stress that is diffic:ull to alleviate even with to help enhance in-shelter core (e.g., recognition
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Daily Routine

of shy, slressed, fearful, poorly socialized Ol feral
cots) and help guide approprlole placement (Griffin

Regular doily schedules of core should

2009o, 2009b, 2006; lowe 200 1).

because the stress from husbandry Is increa$8d when

b}

be followed

is unpredic:table and may even re$Uit in chronic
fear and anxiety (Corlsteod 1993; Griffin 2002,
2006, 2009a). Conversely. when slressful evenls
ore predidoble, animals moy experience calm and
comforl between stress respon$8$ (McMillon 2002).
Animals also respond to positive expe~~ietlee$ in their
doily routines. Feeding ond playtime may be greatly
onficipoted, lhus scheduling positive doily events
shoc.dd be a priority (GriHin 2002, 2006, 2009o).
lights should be turned olf of night and on during
daytime hours (Griflin 20021 to support onimols'
noltJral circadian rhythms. Irregular patterns or
continuous light or dotkness ore inherentfy $1re$$hJI.
it

3. ln·shelter Care

a) Environment
Enclosums
Appropriate housing that meets the behavioral

needs of the onimols minimizes $Ire$.\ !Griffin
2006, 2002; Hawthorne, 1995, Hubrecht 2002;
Loveridge 1994, 1995, 1998; McCune 199Sa;
Overall 2005, 1997; Rochlitz 1998, 1999,
2002, 2005). Even shorHetm housing must meet
the minimum behcMoral needs of ani mob, providing
.seporole areas lot urination/defecation, feeding
and rM!ing and sufficient space to slond ond walk
w.oerol steps, oncl si' or lie at full body length.
(See :.edlon on facililies for guidelines- for animal
housing.)
Sepgrotjon

Begiooing at the lime

of admission,

separation of

onimols by species is essential to provide for their
behovi01al needs OS weR OS proper health and
welfare (Griffin 2009o). Prey species {e.g., birds,
guilleO"pigs, hamsters, gerbils, rabbits) should be
housed ONaf from predatory species {e.g., ferrets,
cob, dogs) at oH times (Quesenbeny 20031. II is
extremely $lressful for them to be housed in on area
where they ore subjected to olfactory, auditory,
and visual conloct with predatory species. Becou$8
cob may be profoundly stressed by the presence
and sound of dogs barking, they should be
physically separated from the sight and sound of
-·-..--1 dogs (Griffin 2009o, 2009b; McCobb 2005).
Enrichment should I Novel environments tend to be especially stressful
be gi_vm_ the same j for shy, poorly socialized, feral and geriatric cots
szgnificance as 1 and dogs (DybdoD 2007; Griffin 2009b; Hiby
other components ! 2006; Patronek 2001). Ideally, lhe$8 animals, 01
ofanimal care any animal that is showing signs of stress, should be
and should not housed in separate, calm, quiet areas beginning at

be considered
optional
28

iniOke. Even mcNing an animallo a quieter location

within the same ward may prove beneficial.

c} Enrichment oncJ Socialization
for improving the
of confined
animals within the conlext of theit behavioral needs.
The purpose of enrichment is to reduce stress and
Improve weiJ.being by prcNiding physical and mental
stimulation, encouraging species-lypiccl behovkn
(e.g., chewing f01 dogs and rodents, scratching
for cots}, and oDowing animals m01e control over
their environment. Successful enrichment programs
prevent the development and display of abnormal
behavior and provide for the psychological wei~
being of the animals. Enrichment should be given
the some significance os other components of
animal core, such as nutrition and veterinary core,
and should not be CONidered optional (liAR 1996).
AI a minimum, animals must be provided regular
social coniOct, mental stimulation and physical
ac:tivity (liAR 1996). For some animals, social needs
moy be partially fulfilled through interaction with
members of the some species.
Enrichment . refers to a

p10C8$$

environment and behoviotol core

(nlergctjons with People
Regular positive doily social interactions with

humans are essential for both dog$ and cots (with
the exception of feral animals) (Coppola 2006;
Crowel~ Davis 1997; 2004; Griffin 2006;
Hennessy 1998, 2002; Hell$ 1992; Hubrecht
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1993; Tuber 1996, 1999). These Training programs for dogs and cots (e.g., to I Long-t"'TJ
inleradlons ore cruciol for stress reduction and are condition or teach basic obedience commands
confinement
o powerful form of enrichment (Coppola 2006; or tridc.s) also serve os on importanl source of ofany animal,
Hennessy 1998, 2002; Hells 1992; Hubrecht stimulation and social conlocl (Griffin 2009o; laule I inc/tidingfora! or
1992, 1993; M:Mil!on 2002; Tuber 1996). 2003; Thorn 2006). For dogs, such training has aggressive animals,
ldeoly, caregivers should be assigned to core for been shown to Increase chances for re-homing who cannot he
the same animals on o regular bmis, so that the (Leuscher 2008). Training methods must be based j pro~ided with.
caregivers become aware of ~ behavicxs of primori~ on positive reinforcement In occordonce
baste can, daily
each indMduol onimol and !he animals become with current professional guidelines (APOT 2003; ' enrichment and
iI
ocCU$1omed to ~ individual caregiver' (Griffin AVSAB 2007; Deller Societt 2001).
exercise without
2002, 2006, 2009o).
inducing strtss. is
Behavioral ConsklerotiON b LonaWm Sbtlter unacceptable.
!
Petformonce Of daily husbandry is not a means to ~
provide for the social needs of animals. Animals For long-term shelter stays, appropriate levels of
should receive some lype of positiw social additional enrichment must be provided on a doily
inlefocllon oolslde of the odMIIes of feeding and basis. !See section on How to Use This Document for
cleaning on a daily basis (e.g.. walking, playing, discussion of longienn $lay.) longterm confinement
grooming, petting, etc.t. This is especially Important of any animal, including feral or aggressive animals,
l'or animals housed long-term. For animals housed who cannot be provided with basic core, doily
shorHerm and with unknown health boclcgrounds, enrichment and exercise wflhout Inducing stress, Is
sociof intaroaon must be balanced with infectious unacceptable.
,----disease con!rol. When animals must remain
'
confined for health or behavioral reasons, positive Ahemotives to lradilfonol cage housing (e.g., Iorge Alternatives to
social interodion sliD should be provided without enriched cages, home or office foster core, room
traditioTllll cage
removing b, animal from the enclosure.
housing) musl be provided for any animal staying housing must be
in a shelter long term. Cats must be allowed on providedfor any
!
For puppies and kittens less than 4 monlhs opportunity to exerdse and explore in a secure, animal staying in
i
old, proper socialization is essential for nonnol enriched seHing. Similarly, dogs mtl.st be provided a _
shelter long rl..2••.. __
_
behavioral deYelopment. Without doily hondling wnh doily opportunities for activity outside of their _
and positive exposure lo a IIOI'iely of novel stimuli, runs for aerobic exercise (Griffin 2009a; Loveridge
animals may develop chronic fear and anxiety or 1998). Exercise may be stimulated through
.suffer &om the inability lo adjust normally to their interactive games such as fetch or via supervised
environments (Griffin 2006; Lowe 2001; Ntceune ploygroup.s with other dogs. For both cots ond
1995b; llkM11an 2002). For these reasons, a dogs, rooms with o homEi-lilte environment may also
high priority must be placed on ensuring proper be used to provide enrichment and stress reduction.
socialization of young puppies and kiHen.s. This may Precautions, os described in other $edlons, should
be best accomplished outside of the sheltar (e.g.• be taken to .ensure thot disease transmission and
in foster core) (Griffin 2006; McMillon 2002; stress ore minimized.
Reisner 1994). For puppies and kiltefu housed
in o shelter, socialization must be balanced with Any animal that is observed to be experiencing
infectious disease control. Socialization should be mentol suffering, distress or behavioral deterioration
provided by workers or volunteers wearing clean must be assessed ond appropriately treoled in
prolecliw clolhing in an environment that can be a timely manner or humanely euthonized. Just os
a severe or rapid decline in on animal's physical
fully disinfected between uses.
heahh constitutes an emergency situation and
1992,

I

I

I

I
i
i

I

t~

,1.'
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requires an urgent response, so do such changes in
the behavioral or menial health of an animal. ·

Reproductive stress from estrous cycling ond sex drive
de<:reos& appelile, increase urine spraying,
marlting ond fighting, and profoundly increase
social and emotional $lress. For lhese reasons,
animals who ate housed long-term should be
spayed or neu~ered as the rapid decline in spraying,
marking, and fighting and the elimination of heat
~~ and pregnancy will greally mitigate animal
str&ss(H<lrt 1973, l997;.)ohnston 1991). Thisalso
seNes to focililote group housing and polticipation
. io superv~ ploygroups for exercise and social
enrichment.

played ol controlled voiUI'IIe$ or certain aromas
(such os chamomile or lovender)(Groham 2005a).
Animals rooy also benefit from visool stimulation and
the ability to observe their surroundings (Ellis 2008).

con

Other Iy.pes of fnricbinent

Enrichment should olso be provided for animals
while in their enclosures through opportunities for
ploy (e.g., toys or human inlerodlon}. Feeding
enrichment is onolher important source of stimulation
and can be easily occomplished by hiding food in
commercially available food puzzle toys, cardboard
boxes, or similar flems with holes such !hot the
j" ·- - - - - - - - - - animal has to work to extract pieces of food IGtiffin
The use of 2006, 2009o; Schipper 2008; Shepherdson
physicalforce as 1 19931. Feeding enrichment hos also been shown
punishment or use
Increase activity level and reduce barking
offorce in anger is : behavior (Schipper 2008). Other forms of mental
an unacceptable ! and sensory stimulation (e.g., olfactory, visual,
means ofbehavior ~ auditory, loctile and pheromone) ore additional and
modification; I important ways of providing enrichment (Grahom
these mdhods art 'j2005o, 2005b, Griffith 2000; De M.onte 1997;
potentially.harmfol l Tod 2005; Wells 2004o, 2004b). For exomple,
to the ammal and : cots benefit from the provision of scrotchins posts;
dangerous for dogs benekt from the provision of items to chew and
the staff. . may also benefit from classical music (Wells 2002)
J

I

i

Ito

I

L..____
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d} Behavioral Moclilicalion
Behavior modificolion is an individualized treatment
strategy designed !o change an animal~ behavior.
Praclices must adhere to the well-described
scientific principles of animal behavior and
learning including positive reinforcement, operon!
conditioning, syslematic desensilizolion and counlerconditioning IAVSAB 200i'J. In some cases, the
use of medications, prescribed ~ o veterinorion,
in combination with behavior modification
le<:hniques, may be required. The use ol physicot
force as punlshmenl or use of force in anger is an
unacceploble means of behavior modification;
these methods are potentially haonfulto lhe animal
and dangerous for the s!aH. (AYSAB 2007;
Hutchinson 1977; Patronek 2001). Oescfiptians of
unacceploble disciplinary techniques are available
(New Zealand 1998; AHA 2001; OIMA 2004).
Sufficient resources (e.s .• trained slorf, lime for
behavioral treatment, adequate housing and
working $f)OCBI must be ovallable 10 provide
appropriate c01e ~ behavioral modification is
oHempted. The techniques required are 98fl81'olo/
labor-intensive and lime-consuming and must be
applied consistently over o period of lime in order to
be successful. Attempting behavior modification with
aggteSSive animals po$85 concerns due to safety
and liability risb; animals believed to be dangerous
should not be re-homed (Bollen 2008; CrowellDavis 2008; Phillips 2009).

.
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Group Housing
I

social conlacl is nol approprio1e for all individuals.

be provided 1o inaeose the size and complexity 1' Animals must not
of the living space (Dowling 2003; Griffin 2006; 1 be housed in the
Overall 1997; Rochlitz 19981. A minimum of j same enclosure
18 square feet per cat has been recommended simply because they
for group housing !Kessler 1999bl. Although no a"ived on the same
minimum hcis been recommended for dogs. for aU i day or because
species the size should be Iorge enough 1o a!low
iridividual kennel
animals to express a variety of normal behaviors. I space is insufficient.
I
ISee section on Facilities for more information on ' - - - - - - - -- - - - '
primmy enclosures.) Sufficient resources (e.g., food,

1. Risks and Benefits of Group
Housing

woler, bedding, lillelboxes, toysl must be prOYicfed
lo prevent competition or resotJI'Ce guarding and
enstRe access by all animals.

The purpose of group housing In sheltets is to
provide animo!$ wilh heohhy social contact
and companionship with other animals In order
to enhance their welfare. In the context of this
document, group housing refers to ploygroups as
well os group housing two or more animals in the
some primary enclosure. Group housing requires
appropriate locilities and careful selection and
monitoring of animals by trained staff. This form of

I
I

Thete ore both risks and benefits to group housing.

lncppropriatdy used group holwng aeotes physical
risks of infectious disease exposure and injury
or death from fighting. b also aeotes slress, fear,
and anxiety in some members of the group. Group
\
housing
monitoring of individual animals
more difficult, resulting in failure to detect problem$
or inodequaie access to necessities like food and
woler for some animals. Sloff safety may also be
compromised when animals are housed in groups
as il is generally more difficuh to manage more than
one animal in an enclosure. However, appropriately
planned groupings for housing or ploy can be
acceptable, and may even be desirable, when
tailored to individual animals [Griffin 2002, 2006;
Gourkow 2001; Kessler 1999b; Mertens 1996;
Ovetoll 1997; Rochlitz 1998). Benefits of group
housing include opportunities for positive interadlon
with other animals including ploy, companionship,
physical connection, and socialization. Group
housing con be used to provide a more enriched
and varied environment.

mow

'

2. Facilities
Essenliol physical feotures of a facility to support
planned group housing include adequate size of
the primary enclosure; muhiple feeding stations and
resting areas; and adequate space for urination
and defecoHon. Adequate size of group housing is
imperative to olbN animals to maintain adequate
social distances. For group housing of cots, o 110riely
of elevated resting perches and hiding places must

3. Selection

I Options for

8oth group housing and ploygroups fequire careful
selection and monitoring of animals by staff or ,
volor.teers trained ro recogniZe subtle signs of slress

and prevent negative interactions (e.g., guardir.g j
food or other resources). Selection CONiderotions •
indude separation by age, behavioroS osseument
prior to grouping, ol'ld prevention of infectious
disease through screening, vaccination and parasite
control.

individual housing
must be available
for ani"!als .when
co-houszng ts ntJt
appropriate.

Random grouping of animals in shelters is an
unoc:ceptoble practice. Animals must not be housed
in the some enclosure simply because they arrived
on the some day or because individual kennel
space is insufficient. Unrelated or unfamiliar animals
must not be combined in groups or pairs until of1er
a health and behavior evaluation is performed;
animals should be appropriately matched for age,
sex, health, and behavioral compatibility. Unfomdiar
animals should not be ploced in group housing unlfl
sufficient lime has been given lo respond to core
vaccines. Intact animals of breeding age should
not be group housed (Hickman 19941. If group
housing is utilized shorHerm for intad animals, 1hey
must be separated by gender. Sexually malure dogs
and cats should be spayed/neutered and allowed
sufficient recovery time prior to group housing.
Animals who ore not socialized to other animals as
well os those who actively bully other animals must
31
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Ra-ndo
--m grouping not be grouped with olher animals (Ke$sler 1999a;
ofanimals in 1 o..eroo 1997). Grouping animals who fight with
shelters is an one anolher is unoccepiOble. AllaNing animals
unacctp~/e

I

l lo fight Is auel and animals who hove engaged

practtce. l in fighting with one another must not be grouped
_ ________) togethef. Caution mus1 be used when Oltempling to
Include any animal with a history of hghHng in a
group.

Grouping_ animals
who fight with
one another is
unacceptable.

I

! Smaller groups ore preferable to allow effedive

jl monitoring and reduced rislr. of cOnflict os weU as
decreased infect!ous disease transmission. Ideally, a
_ _ _ _ __j group size of lo-t2 should not be exceeded for
cors (Dowling 2003; Griffin 2006; Rochlitz 2005).
For dte safety of dogs 05 wen OS Olfegivers, dogs
should be combined in even smaller groups (e.g.,
no more than 4-6 dogs).
The addition of new animals alwoys results in a
period of slress for the group. f there is constant
tumover (animals joining and leaving) within lhe
group, animals may remain slressed indefinitely.
For these reasons, turnover within groups should be
minimized.
Because of their susceptibili1y to infedious disease,
puppies ond killens under 20 weeks of age should

32

not be group housed unless they are littermoles.
Single, unrelated puppies or kittens f'f'C'f be group
housed for socialization purposes if they must slay
in the sheller long-term or if the risk from lock of
social interaction is greater than lhot for infectious
disease. When placing single orphaned kittens ond

puppies with on ollemole mother, wilh or wirhout o

lil!ef, risks and benefits to health and behavior for on
be weighed. Even for liltefmotes, all
requirements for group housing must be mel.

animals must

4. When Group Housing is
Inappropriate
Options for individual housing must be ovoiloble
for animals when group housing is not appropriate.
Fot some animals, even group housing with familiar

animals con be detrimenlol. Single emiched housing
must be provided lor animals who are fearful or
aggressive loiNOrds other animals, ore stressed by
the presence of other animal$, require individual
monitoring, or ore il and require treohnent that
cannot be provided in group housing (Kessler
1999o; Griffin 2006}. Because if may toke days
to Weeks to acclimate to o group environment,
enriched individual housing is preferable when o
shorter sbf is anticipated {Griffin 2009a}.
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Animal Handling
rHondling must always be as humane as possible shoulcl prevent escape. Even when animals remain Adequate
and appropt'iate for the individual animal and confined within o room, recapture Is stressful. When n:ai?~ng is key to
situotion. The minimal omount of physical restraint the animal does not need urgent intervention,
/zm1tzng the use
needed to accomplish lhe task without injury delaying o procedure to allow that animal lime 1o ·ofunnecessary
lo people or animals should be U3ed. Humane relax in 0 quiet environment before handling is the I force and must
handling requires an appcaisol of each animal's best option (Fowler 1995; Griffin 2006, 2009a; be provided to
behavior, adequate numbers of propetly trolned Houg 2007).
anyone who will be
stoff. suitable equipment !hat i$ readily ovoiloble
handling animals.
and in good working condition, appropriate choice 3. Equipment
of location for procedures, pe.-sonol ptoleclian such Each situation should be evaluated individually
as glcwes or push boards, and judicious use of and each piece of equipment should be assessed
lrOflquilizers (Fowler 1995; Griffin 2006).
for Its potential to cause harm or increase stress.
Even appropriate equipment may be inhumone or
1. Restraint
unsofe if not maintained in good WOflong condition.
VVhen physical restraint is necessary to OYOid Techniques or equipment suitable for one sii\;Qtion
human iniury or inlury to on animal, il should be of _may be inoppropria~ for onolher. For example,
lhe Ieos! inkmsily and duration ne<:e$$0ry. Animals although catch poles (also known as control or
often respond beat lo gentle restraint and react rabies pole$) can be effective for handling Iorge
negatively when "oveNeslrained.. (Griffin 20061. dogs, they should only be used when other more
Resecuch indicctes that gentle humon conlod has the genlle ahemo1ives cannot be used. The use of colch
- - · · - - · - -- ·-·oddilional benefit of mitigating the Odverse effects of poles For routine re~!rainl of cab, including carrying
unpleasant stimuli (McMillan 2002). ResiSiance k> or lifting, is inhumane and poses significant risk of
The use ofcatch
handling end r&.ilraint i$ almost always the resuh of injury to the animal; !herefore they must not be used l poles for routine
j
fear or anxiety, which ore compounded when force for such purposes !Griffin 2006; HSUS 19961. restraint ofcats
is used. Overly forceful handling is more lil<ely to Humane traps, purpose-designed boxes or nets l is inhumane and
result in increased fE;Qr and aggressive behavior, should be used for handling fractious cats, or cats poses significant
and injury to animals and people (AVSAB 2007; who appear unaccustomed to handling. Cages ·or ; risk ofinjury to
BlackWell 2008; Hutchison 1977). Adequate crates !hat do not provide easy access for humanely the animal
training is key to limiting the use of unnecessary removing on unwiHing, frightened, or reluctoot ~----- _
---· .
force during handling and must be provided to· animal, either because of design constraints,
anyone who wiU be handling animals. judicious use domoge to the ccge or crate, or corrosion of the
of tranquilizers can be the most humane oplion for faslenefs, should be avoided.
handling a frightened, froctious, or feral animal. It is
unacceploble to use physical force as punishment 4. Feral Cats
or to use force in anger (AVSAB 2007; Potronek Appropriate pracedum for handling and minimizing
stress In feral cats hove been described (Griffin
20011.
2009b; levy 2004; Slater 2001). For example,
when capturing or transporting feral cots, squeeze
2. Location and Timing
Selection of a calm, private, quiet environment, cages, feral cot boxes, or humane box traps with
ond allowing lime for animals to acclimate prior lo dividers should be used for the most humane
handling can help minimize stress and may reduce restraint and for administering tranquilizing
the amount of restraint required (ASV position Injections prior to handling.
slalement on euthanasia 20 10). Handling methods

I

I

I

J

i
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Euthanasia
Whm performing When performing euthanasia In a shelter. each
euthaTIIISia in individuof onimol must be treated with respect
a sheltn; each IAVMA 2007). A veterinarian wnh appropriate
individual animal training end expertise for the species involved should
must be treated be consdted to ensure !hot prope~ ptOCedur&$ ace
with respect. I used. Ally euthanasia method used in o shelter
,_________ _j must quickly induce loss of consci~ followed
by death, while ensuring the death is os free from
pain, distreu, anxiety. oc apprehension as po5Sible.

The euthonoslo melhod must be reliable, irreversible
ond compatible with the $pedes, age and health
stclus of the onimal (AVMA 2007). Afr.t agent or
method that is unacceptable according to the AVMA
Guidelines on Euthanasia is also unocceplobfe
for use in shelters. The identity of each animal to
---· be euthonized must be delermined wilh certainly
The identity of beforehand, Including scanning multiple limes for
each animal to be 1 a microchip using a universal scanner (Lord 20081
mthanized must j and verifying that the animal is properly designated
be determined 'I for the procedure. An assessment must be mode of
with certainty each onimol1 size, weight ond temperament so the
beforehand. 1 appropriate drug dose, needle and syringe si~ as
_ _ ___ j well as re!lrainl method con be used.

-

I

and monitored to ensure a smooth transition into

unconsclousne$$ because . excitement reactions
and delayed unconsciousness are not uncommon
with tim route (Fokkema 2009; Rhoades 20021. In
dogs and cats, oral dosing of sodium pentobarbital
should be reserved for use in onimaJs who cannot be
safely approached, trapped ar handled (Rhoades
2002}. The lime to reach unc:oru.ciousness rrtC! be
prolonged with oral dosing; the drug is nol always
fatal when administered oral¥; or.d compl8tion of
e-Jihanc»io moy require o subsequent injection of
sodium pentoborbilol (Rhoades 2002). Regardless
of the r.oule of odminislrolion, whenever progression
to death is prolonged, on addmonof injection of
sodium pentobcubital should be given. Sodium
pentobarbital must nol be injeded by any nonvascular route (e.g., subculaneously, inlromusculorly.
intrathoracic, intrapulmonary, intrahepatic, or
inJrorenall othet- lhan the IP route discussed above,
as these routes are ossociared with pain and
distress. lnlra-cordiac injections ore unoccepklble

unless it he» been reliably verified that the animal is
unconscious, comatose or anesthetized (i.e., lock of
deep pain/foe withdrawal reflex).

----1
l
'

I

Sofery of the personnel and the emotionol impcct of
euthanasia must be considered. Procedures should
be in place to prevent and address compassion
fatigue throughout the ocganizalion, as compassion
fatigue and burnout can be serious problems for
on shelter personnel, not just those performing the
actual procedures.

To ovoid causing undue slteu and anxiety, the
leost amount of physical restraint necessary to
perform the procedures safely must be used.
Pre-euthanasia drugs should be administered to
animals who are aggressive, severely distressed
or frightened. The most appropriate pre-euthanasia

1. Euthanasia Technique

drugs ore anesthetics: a common and COSIeffective combination is a mixlvre of keramine

The most humane methods used for euthanasia of
shelter animals are inlravenouS (IV) 01 intraperitoneal
I liP) injection of a sodium pentobarbital solution.
Any agent o~ Injection techniques, routes of administration,
method that IS I dosages and methods 1o verily death vary by age,
unacceptable size, vveight, condition and species of animal,
according to the including birds and reptiles. When euthonizing dogs
AV.t\£4 Guidelines and cots in a shelter, IP injections of a pure sodium
'C. L
•
•
on s:.utnanasta
IS
pentobarbital (free of additional drugs or additives!
also un~cceptable solution should be used only for cots, kiHens, and

for use tn shelters.
I

:___ __
3.4

_______ _ ..

!
I

smaU puppies. Animals given IP injections should
be placed in quiel, dark, confined oreos or held

and xylozine (Fakkema 20091. Acepromozine
is not recommended as a sole lranquilizer prior
to euthanasia because it provides no analgesia
and has unpredictable effects. Xylazine, when
used alone, moy induce vomiting which can be o
welfare concern especially when muzzles ore used.
Veterinary guidance should be used for selection of
pre-euthanasia drugs.

a} Carbon monoxide
The use of carbon monoxide as a merhod of
euthonizing dogs ond cals in shellers is unocceplable
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due to multiple humane, operational and .safety
conc:ems jASV position statement on euthanasia,
2010; NACA 2010). P4 mentioned previously. an
acceploble melhod of et~thanasio must be quick and
painless, and should not cause dlslress. Any gas
that is inhaled must reach a cerfain concentrolion in
the lungs before it con be effective (AVMA 2007).
The high gas Row rates necessary to achieve the
recommended concentration of 6% con resuh in
noise levels that frighren animals. Placing m~ple
animals in a chamber may frighten and distress
the animals and dilute the effedive concentrolion
of carbon monoxide thor each animal receives,
creating o haphazard eulhanasio experience that
con be prolonged, painful and ineffective.
Agenl$ inducing conwlsions prior ro loss of
COO$Ciousness are unac:ceptable for euthanasia
IAVMA 2007). Carbon IIIOI10.IOde stimulates motor
c:enfels in the brain and loss of consciousness moy
be occompanied by conwlsions and muscular
spasms (AVMA 2007}. One 1983 .study of the
effecr.s of o 6'-' concentration of carbon monoxide
on clogs could not estobli.sh the precise time that loss
of consciousness occurred, and dogs were obwved
to be vocalizing and agitated !Chalifoux 1983}.
Carbon monoxide is extremely hazardous lo human
heohh becou.se it is toxic, odorless and tas!eless; it
also has the potential to cou.se on explosion at high
c;:oncentrotions IAVMA 2007; NJOSH 20041. The
death of at least one shelter worker using carbon
monoxide has been documented (Rhoades 2002;
Gilbert 2000; HSUS 2009b; NIOSH 2004).
Chronic exposure to low levels of carbon monoxide
con also cause serious human health problems
IAVMA 20071.
Use of carbon monoxide

connot

be justified as o

means to save money, take shortcuts, or distance

sloff emotionafty and physicofly from the euthanasia
process. Studies have shown that carbon monoxide
is actually more expensive than euthanasia by
Injection (Falckema 2009; Rhoades 2002). h tokes

longer than euthanasia by injection and has not been
shown 1o provide emotional benefits for staff. Some

shelter workers hove reported being distressed by j
heating animals YOCOiizing, scratching and hoMing
in the chamber, and by having to repeat the process
when animal$ survived the first procedure.

b) Verification of Death

Intra-cardiac
inj~ctions art
unacuptable
unless it has b~~n
rtliably verified
that the animal
is unconscious,
comatose or
anesthetiud.

Deolh must ·be verified by multiple methods by ,
rroined staff before any animal's body is disposed.
This is true even if the onimol is not euthanized but
presumed lo be dead when found. Mel the animal ....__
loses consciousness, the absence ol the following
should be confirmed: pupillary and corneal
reflexes; loe withdrawal; pulse; respiration; and
heorlbeat. Because lack ol a palpable pulse does
not confirm that the heart has stopped, cardiac
standsl11 must be confirmed will o slelhoscope or
visual verification. One method of visual verificatiOn
is to insert a needle and syringe into the heart to
observe for lack ol card'KJC movement. This method
has lhe odYantoge of providing visual verificotion
of oordioc slandstill ond aCcess to the circulatory
system should additional euthonosio solution need
lo be administered. Anolher certain medwd of
verifying death is by the presence of rigor mortis.
Failure to use multiple methods may result in a
foilure to recognize a ~ike stale that animals
may emerge from several hours after having been
presumed dead.

2. Environment and Equipment
A separate room should be designated for

euthanasia in o quiet area away from the main
pattern of foot traffic to minimize distractions and
interruptions. The room should have adequate
lighting and be Iorge enough 1o cornfor10bly
occommodote the equipment, two to three staff
members, and the animal being euthonized. In I
order to prevent distrodions and assure a smoolh,
dignified, and safe operation, only the people
direc:tly involved in euthanasia should be in the room
when procedures ore being performed.

The use ofcarbon
I amonoxide
as
method of

euthanizing
dogs and cats
in shelters is
unacceptable due to
multiple humane,
It is important that the euthanasia room is properly ; operational and
equipped in order for a safe and humane procedure i safety concerns.
ro toke place. This equipment must include a table . _

--'
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that con be readily disinfected, good hght source,
o universal microchip scanner, hair clippers,
slelhoscope, o variety of needles and syringes,
tourniquets, muzzles, and restraint equipmenl.
~ for occura1e weighing should also be
available. A new needle should be uSed for each
animal; muiHple uses blunt the needle and cause
pain (Rhocdes 2002).

records must be maintained in oocordonce with
federal, stole and loool regulations, including Drug
Enforcement AdministraHon IDEA) regulo11ons.
All controlled (OEA Schedule) drugs must be kept
secured In o manner consistent with slate and
federal regulation.

4. StaH Training

All staff participating in eulhonasia must be
The euthanasia surface should be cleaned before provided with the proper training. Ideally, those who
every procedure. The euthanasia room and. administer drugs should be cerlified and lroined
equipment should be cleoned and disinfected by o licensed veterinarian, a certified or licensed
after every euthanasia period. Stoff performing veterinary technician, or a certified euthanasia
euthonosio should wear prOiedive garments, which technician Of trainer. Regvlolfons stipulating who
must be rerrlO'Ied before going, on 1o other animal· may provide training or supervise eurhonasia vary
core odivlties.
from stole to state and may vary regionally; shelters
ore reqvired to act In accordance with stale and
Animols should nol be pennitted to observe or hear federal regulations.
the euthanasia of onolher animal, 1101 permitted
to vie\Y the bodies of dead animals. Puppies and Euthcnosio training in specific techniques must
kil\lens with their molhers ore on exception. When include the ability to occesl o1temative Injection
.selected for euthanasia, mother animals shaJid be sites, handle various species. assess behavior
eu!honized prior to their offspring so that they wiH no! and lemperoment lor proper animal handling and
be distr~ o1 being separated from their litter, or verify death by multiple methods. Training for fie!d
by seeing the puppies or kittens dead. The puppies euthanasia shou!d also be provided. The euthanasia
and kittens should be euthonized immediately technician and lhe assisting staff must be proficient
in animal handling and restraint in order to ovoid
fol!owing the mother (Sinclair 2004).
aeoting o stressful situation lor the animals as well
as the staff performing the procedures. Retroining
3. Record Keeping and
and recertification should be provided periodically,
Controlled Substances
A record log to document each animal's with support services offered to stoff to prevent or
identification, amount of euthanasia solution and manage suffering from grief, compassion fatigue,
pre-euthanasia drugs received, dispensed and depression or other physical and emotional reactions
remaining os well as the identity of the person related lo performing the procedures.
performing fie procedure must be kept. All drug
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Spay and neutering
Animal sheltets should require that c:aJs and dogs
who are adopted Into homes be spayed or
neutered IAVMA 2009; looney 2008; KustriJz
2007}. Consideration must be given to individual
animal health or circumstances that would create
the need for an exception. Surgical sJerilization
(spaying or neutering) prior to releo.se 1o cdoplers,
including lciHens and puppies as young as 6 weeks
old, remains the most reliable and effective means
of pte~~enting unwanted reproduction of cots
and dogs and decreasing their birthrales IAVMA
2009o; AWM. 2009b; looney 2008; Kus!rilz
2007}. When prompt, pre-pb:ement surgery is nol
available and other spaying or neutering programs
fe.g., vouchers) are implemented, these programs
should include on effective method of follow-up
to confirm thor the surgery has been completed.
Allowing sheller animals to breed is unacceptable.

(if available) as well as the capacity of the surgery

schedule !looney 20081. PaHents undergoing
elective surgery should be in good heahh and free

following spaying or neutering !Hart t973, 1997;
.lohnslon 1991 ), Wl11 reduce animal slress !Griffin

2009a).

1. Veterinary Medical
Guidelines
Detailed guidelines for spaying or neutering
programs hove been published (looney 20081.
Spaying or neutering surgety must be performed by
veterinarians or veterinary students under the direct
supervision of a veterinarian in compliance with oil
legal requirements (AAHA 2008; AVMA 2008;
looney 2008). Medical records must be prepared
for f!1VefY patient indicaling the surgical procedure
and anesthesia administered. All conlrolled
substances must be maintained in accordance with
DEA requiremenls.
A veterinarian must malt.e. the final decision

regarding acceptance of any patient For surgery
based on physical examination and medical history

I cats and i/og.s who

from signs of infectious or other disease. However, I are adopted into
veterinarians must weigh the rislc.s and benefils of
homes be spayed or
spaying and neutering polienb with mild Infectious 1 neutered.
or narrinfectlous medical conditions in the context _ _ _
of the animal shelter, where lutufe opportunities for
that animal to receive core may not be available
and the altemotive outcome moy be euthanasia.
Although some conditiO(\$ f'f'.oy increase the ri$k
of complications, the benehts of neutering likely
outweigh these risks in on onimol shder. Cats and
dogs who ore pregnont, in estrus, or hove pyometra,
as well as those with mild upper respiratory disease,
can be safely spayed or neufefed In most cases - - - {Appel 2004; Looney 2008).
A veterinttrian

2. Surgery and Anesthesia
Spaying ar neutering cob and dogs awaiting
cdoplion for more lhan, a few weelc.s is strongly
recommended as the ropid decline in spraying,
marlcing. and fighting and the elimination of heat
behavior and pregnancy, which con be expected

I Animal ;hel:mI ~hou/4 req_uir~ that

Approptiate housing must be provided for each
animal before and ofler surgery (looney 2008}.
End»ures must be secure and provide a flat surface
that is clean, dry and worm wilh adequate space for
the animal to tum around, white allowing for safely
at various stages of sedation and anesthesia and
good visibility b,t the staff. Animals who ore feral
or difficult to handle shou!d be housed in enclosures
that allow for odministrolion of anesthetics without
extensive handling, and they should be returned
to their enclosures when adequately JeCOveied h«ll
prior to becoming alert !Griffin 2009c; Looney
20081. Ideally, dogs and cots should be housed in
$epCUOie areas.

must make the
final decision
, regarding
' acceptance of·
: any patient for
! surgery.
L.

While surgery is being performed, !he operating
area must be dedicated to surgery and contain the
necessary equipment for anesthesia and monitoring.
Infectious disease control must be practiced to
prevent transmission among patients · (looney
2008). Aseplic surgical technique Is required. and
separate sterile instruments must be used for each
patient. Balanced anesthetic protocols thotindude
sedation, the provision of pre and post-operative
analgesia, stress reduction, muscle relaxation
and controlled. reversible loss of consciousness,
37
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Allowing sh~ltn
animals to breed is
unacceptable.

IAAHA/AAFP 2007; ACVA 2009; occur within the 48-hour period after surgery musr
looney 2008;. Patients must be monitored b-f be in place (Griffin 2009c; looney 2008).
! trained person~ !ACVA 2009; looney 2008).
- -----'· In addition, pions must be in place to handle ony 3. Identifying Neutered Animals
emergency that might occur.
The use of o permanent lo!k)o Is stronrJt
recommended lo mark cats ond dog$ ot the lime
In the postoperative period, care must be token to of spaying or neulefing surgery (Griffin 2009c;
provide polienls with o smooth transition from !he Looney 2008J. RemOYCI of the lip of one of the ears
oneslherlzed state !Griffin 2009c; Looney 2008). for pinnal is the accepled global standard for
Patients must be ewluoled immediately prior to marking or idenli¥ng o neutered free-rooming or
releo~oe and dear instructions (written and verbal) for feral cot (Griffin 2001; looney 200a). A certificate
postoperative cor& musl be provided. Fino!ly, policies of spaying or ~!ering . or otner appropria!e
For managing complicalions and emergencies that documentation, should be provided for each animal.
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Animal Transport
Animal shelters may be Involved In transport of
animals locally, regionally or intemotionally. The
lefm ·animal transport• is typically used lo apply
to progralll$ in which onimob are transferred over
some distance from one organization or indMduol
to another. However, the recommendations
in this secHon should apply regardless of the
purpose, dislances or parties involved, os careful
management and planning are always required to
ensure animals' comfort and safety and minimize
rislc. of disease lransmisslon.

1. Responsibilities of
Participating Individuals and
Organization

a} General
Cleor, direct, comrmmication is essential among
those involved in any transport Pfogram. A
wrilten record of oil involved parties, including
responsibilities for each, should be kept in sufficient
detail to allow o frace bock to the animal's origins.
A conlod pei$Oil must be. identified at each
transfer point. Ideally, written guidelines that all
parties con agree to should be dewloped IHSUS
2003; PetSmort 2006). Guidelines should address
medical and behavioral selection aitefia, as well
as lranspottation and destination requiremen!s. For
inlerstale transport, CIRTent rabies vaccination Is
an import requirement for dogs In oD stoles In the
United Slates. The majority of slates also require
robles voccinaHon for coiS. A volid Certiflcote of

l;.k:

:nd ben~ts -·~

· for aU animalS

ajfocted by a ·
transport prov.am
! must be carejuOy
I weighed.

L _______ ·-----'

FOf many animals, animal transport is a life saving
meosure, but it also poses risks. Animal transport
ptogralll$ have !he potenliol to spread infectious
diseases along animal hansport corridors and
to new destinations. The stsess of transport rooy
inaease susceptibility to Infection or Increase viral
shedding. Rislt of exposure to infectious disease
is inaeased when animals who originole from
multiple sources are lransported in lhe same vehicle. Veterinary Inspection (e.g., health cerlificotel is
In addition to affecting the individual animals also required by most siOies. k is recommended
transported, transportation programs may impacl that transporters become familiar with the import
other animals at the source and receiving shelters requiremeniS for oft destfnolions, which, for sloles in
in both positive and negative ways. Therefore, risks the United Stoles, ore usually regulated by the stole
and benefits for all animals affected by o transport Oepartmenls of Agriculture and/or Health. Although
program must be carefully weighed. Reasonable airline requirements ore nol legal requirements
care and precautions help minimize the risk. and many airlines have specific requirements for animal
well planned transport programs con be very passengers.
successful.

b} Responsibilities at Point of Origin
These standards ore not intended to apply to disasler
situalions in which sudden large-scale evacualions
are necessary. Exceptions may be necessary for
lransporl in emergency situations, wh~e shorHerm
compromises may have to be mode; however, preplanning for polenlial disasters is recommended
to minimize deviation frOfn accepted tronsport
proclices. Compromises should not be mode when
there is ample opportunity to pion.

The shelter where the animals originate should
ideolly hove a comprehensive preventive heahhc:ore
program. Animals deslined for transport must be
vaccinated JXior to or upon intake at the organization
of origin and should be treated for internal and
external parasites. In addition to any examinations Clear, direct,
required by stole or federal transportation l communication
!
regulations, oil animals being transported must j is esse'!tial among
(
be examined within 24 hours of transport for any ~hose znvolved
1
problems. Animals' health and behavior, as known : m any transport
l
at the source shelter, must be.occurotely described : program.
and communicated.
__ j

r·--·

. ·------.

I

!

i
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deorfy written health records that describe heafth
s1atus and identify onimab lheolth cernhcote,
rabies certifiCate and copy ()[ sheller record) mu$1
accompany each animal. Animals should be
idenlified by a collar, tog, loltoo, microchip, or
any combination of these methods so that their
informolion con be matched upon arrival. In order 10
minimize the risk of infectious disease and optimize
welfare, animals should be in good heahh otlhe lime
of transport. However, lronsporiolion of animals with
illness con be jU$tified when life-saving resources.
such as medical core and plocernenl opporlunilies,
are O\IOilab&e at the destination and when measures
con be token during transport 1o ptovide for their
comfort, heohh. and safely.

c)

Responsibilities During Transport

P,jrngry Enclowre gnd Og;upgncy

bedding shaulcl be provided. Animals must be
safely and $eCUrely conhnecl within the enclosure.
Doors on primary enclosures must be secured to
prevent accidental opening. Primary end05Ures must
be seciJred lo prevent movement within the vehicle
during transport.
Due to increased wlnerobilily, extro core must be
provided when transporting puppies and kittens
including: prevention of expowre 1o temperature
extremes; maintenance ol adeqvate hydration and
nutfilion; ond ptoledion from infectious disease
exposure during lhe transport process. Unless
orphaned, kittens or puppies less than 8 weeks old
should be transported with the mother in o spoce
Iorge enough for her to lie down on her side with
legs extended for comfort and to facilitate nursing.
Transporting animals under 8 weeks old oaoss stole
lil'\e$ is prohibited by some $!Ole laws.

The Uve Animal Regulolloru IIARI issued and
maintained by the lnlemationol PJr Transport
Association (IATAJ and the Animal Welfare Ad do Animals should not be sedated unless recommended
nat direcdy apply to surface transport of shelter by o veterinarian because this con make them more
cnirnols but they ore excellent references for animal wlnerable to hypothermia, dehydration, and injury.
transportation. IW:Jny of the recommendations below If anirr.als are sedated, veterinary guidance must be
are derived from these regulaliOIIS.
provided for their core.
During transport, animals must hove adequate
space, comfortable environmenlol conditions,
and good air quclity. Additionclly, drivers should
be careful 10 ovoid subjecting animals to sudden
occelerolion and deceleration stresses, or excessive
lateral movement (comeringl, noise or vibration.
Primary enclosure~ must be Iorge enough for cnimols

i

L

Animals in 10 sklnd and sil erect, to turn around normally wflile
transport must standing, and to lie in a natural position. Unfamiliar
be observed animals must not be transporled togelher in the
pmodicall, and some primary enclosure. If more than one animal
allowed to rest, is in the primary enclosure. there mU$t be enough
exercise, and space for each occupont to lie down comfortably
urinat~ and at the same time without needing to lie on top of
defecate 1 each other. The enclosure ~~ be sturdy and permit
at kast evtry ·adequate ventilal!on. There should be no sharp
4-6 hours. edges. Flooring must prevent injury, discomfort, and
leakage of Ouids into other enclosures. Absorbent

YUida
Vehicles must, at minimum, adhere to all federal or
local slolules, recognizing that these regulations moy
not be sufficient to ensure animal safely and welfare.
Crates and cages must not be stocked upon each
other in a manner that increases animal stress and
discomfort, compromises ventilaflon, allows waste
material to fall from !he cage above into the cage
below, interferes with care and observation, or
hinders emergency removal.
Each primary end~ure must be posiH011ed in the
animal cargo space in a manner that provides
proledion from the weather and extremes of
temperature. As in stationary fcc~ilies, the ambient
temperature should be kept aboYe 60"F (15.5"<:),
and below SOOF I26.6°C) (AVMA 2008o). A
rhermomeler should be placed in the animal area of
the vehicle at the level of the animals INFHS 201 OJ.
255
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Fresh air free of vehicle exhaust fumes must also be
eNUred ICDA 20091. The vehicle, including the
cargo space, should be heated and cooled when
necessary to provide far normal lhermoregulation
(COA 2009). Placing unconhned or tethered
animals in the bock of on open pickup lruc:k for
lransport is unacceptable and Illegal in mooy
jurisdictions. Porticular allanlion must be paid
to provision of shade, as a vehicle parked in fun
sun, even in comfortable lemperotures, con rapidly
exceed

sole temperature levels.

Imnapqrtar RMP®sib!ljtias
The vehicle driver or animal attendont mlJ$1 have
sufficient !raining in animal heofth, we~01e and safety
iSsues to recognize and respond 10 animal needs
during lron$pa1t. Ahhough no federal regufotio!'l$
e)(i$1 to limit the dislonce of travel fot companion

not be left unoltended when if may be dehirnentat to
their health and solely.
Food must be provided at least every 24 hours

for adults and more frequently for animals under 6
months old. Caregivers ore charged with providing
for the individual nutritional nee<b of the animals.
Because of Increased physico! stresses, requirements
for food and water may be increased during
transport, compated to normal nulrillonol needs. ~
wolef is not 0110ilob&e ot aH
it must be provided
at frequent (al leost every 4 hoots} observation stops.

""'*

Mimol enclosures must be cleaned and any htter
replaced os often os ne<::8$SOtY to·prevent soiling of
the onimab (e.g., vomit, urine or feces).lf it becomes
necessoty lo remove the animals In order to dean,
sofeguards must be in ploce to erl$Uf& animal safely
ond prevent escape.

animals, risk 10 onimol health and welfore inctea$e
with lhe length cJ the journey. For example, the
Federal 28 Hour Low requires !hot, for fNefV 28 d) Responsibilities at De51inolion
hours of inlerslote travel, all liv8stock be pn:Mded Points of destination must hoYe enough trained
at I80$l 5 hours of rest during which they must be personnel ready to receive and evaluate animals
ofHooded ond gillen food and 'NOlet {US Code Title upon ooivol at the destination focilily. Each animal
49 Chapter 805).
should receive a documented physical examination
at the lime of arrival. 'ktelincJ!Y care should be
All dogs and cats must be observed and allowed available on arrival for Ofrol animal requiring care. ,-----···--··-· ·------;
1o rest eYer'/ 4-6 hours {NFHS 20 I0). In odclition, The facility must hove adequate housing prepared
Placing unconfi~d j
odult dogs must be allowed to exercise and for the arriving onimols. The need for isolaHon or or teth~d animals !
eliminate every 4-6 nours. The AWA requires the quarantine of orriving animals should be determined in the back ofan
driver or animal attendant to observe dogs and based on legal requirements, their health status, open pickup tr"ck
j
cats os often os circumslances allow, but not less source, and inlec:tious disease risk, with due for transport ts
than once fMMY 4 hours (USDA/APHIS Section attention 1o incubation periods for pathogens of unacceptable and is
3.90 Care in transit}. Maximum transport time to on concern and detrimentol effects of increasing length also illegal in many
intermediate or final destination shelter should be no of stay In the shelter.
jurisdictions.

l

more than 12 hours {NFHS 201 0). Animals should

----- _ _ ___ . __

____j
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Public Health
Personol protective equipment (PPE), such os gloves.
smocks, goggles, mosb, etc. must be provided
animals, people and the environment in the shelter by lhe employer in order to protect employees
as welt as in the community. All organization's &om exposure to chemical ond biological agents
mission $hould never be achieved at the expense of (OSHA Personal pratedlve equipment!. PPE must
public heahh and safety.
be available In sizes Ia occammodate all stall,
indudlng those with special concerns such as lorex
Animal shelters must malnlain compliance with allergies. Selection of appropriate PPE wiD be sitefederal and slate occupalional and safely and losk.-speclflc (CDC Guidonoe for the Seleclion
regulations regarding chemical, biological, · and and Use of Personal Proledive Equipment (Pf'E} in
physical hazards in the worlcplace. Organizations Healthcore Settings 2004); therel'ore a hazard
such os Centers for Disease Control (COCJ, analysis is recommended as port of a health
Notional lnslilule of Occupationol Safety and and safety program. Employees and volunleefs
HeafJh (NIOSH) and Occupational Safety and should wear gloves and change them frequently
Heakh Adminlstmtion {OSHA) produce guidance while cleaning and disinfecting, especiolly when
documents for devaloping a health and safety removing animal waste. Eye protection should be
program (OSHA fact Sheet •job Safety and worn when working with cleaning or disinfection
Heotth·J, and for hazard specific issues that may be agents (NJOSH Report No. 2007<J068·30421.
relevant to shelters such as chemical safety !OSHA
A$sistance l'or Cleaning lndusrryl, waste aneslhefic Frequent hand-washing should be strongly
gas exposure (OSHA Safety and Heollh Topics), encouraged, especially after handling animals
sharps disposal(needles, scofpels, and other shofp and after removing PPE. Hands should also be
objects) (CDC "Workbook for ... Sharps Safety•), washed before eating, smoking or touching eyes or
latex ollelgy prevention (NOSH Publication No. mucus membtanes (e.g., applying conlod lenses).
98-113, NIOSH Publication No. 97-1351, asthma Ideally, hand-washing slalions or sinks should be
prevention in animal handlers (NIOSH Publication easily accessible Ia all visitors, siOff and volunteers
No. 97·116), and noise exposure (OSHA because hondwoshing is the best way to proJect
Occupational noise exposute; NIOSH Publk:otion people and animals in the shelter from possible
disease transmission (CDC 20101.
No. 96-11 0).
It Is essential that animal shelters lake necessary
precautions to prolecl lhe heohh and safely of

Exposure to excessive noise (e.g., barking, slamming
cage doors, compressors or other equipment may
lead to irreversible hearing loss; lhis risk is often
- -- - , under"fecognized. Sound levels In some animal
Noise abaument shelters regularly exceed 1oo db !Sales 19971.
materials should be creating a health and welfare issue for both the
utilized in animal animals and the employees (NIOSH Report No.
holding areas, and 1 2006-0212-3035; NIOSH Reporl No. 2007hearing prottction 0068·3042). Noise abatement materials should
mmt be provided be utilized in animal holding areas, and hearing
for nnp/oyees • proleclion must be provided for employees working
,
working in loud in loud environments. [See section on Facilities far

I

L... __ mvironments.

information on controlling noise levels.)

Smoking should not be allowed in animal shellers
because of the risk of fire and documented health
hazards to humans and animals ossocialed with
secand-hond smoke IRief 1998; Rozo 2007).

1. Zoonoses
Zoonotic diseases ore defined as those that can
be transmitted from animals to people. All people
are at risk of infection by zoonotic agents, but those
who are immun&campromised ore at increased
risk. Morry people may not be aware of their
compromised immune slotus. Immunity may be
weakened due to oge, disease, pregnancy, or
medical treatment.
257
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The infectious disec!$e surveilanc:e and control
recommendations to prevent animolioonimol
lransmission di$CUS$6!CI in lhe section on M.edicol

To fur1her reduce the risk of zoonotic disease
transmission, onlmols should nol be olowed In areas
where food is pi'epoted Of consumed (NASPHV

Heollh and Physical Wei-being will also aid in
lhe prevention of dl$80$e transmission 1o humans.
Reliable information on specific .zoonotic diseases
con be found on several websites tCOC 2009;
ISU Cenlet for food Security and Public Heollh
Zoonoses Resources 201 0; Seattle and King
County Zoonolic Diseose Program 2010). Shellers
should provide periodic srolf and YOfunleer training
and information on the recogniHon of potenrtally
zoonolic conditions and lhe means of proleding
olhel$ from exposure. Training should also identify
lo whom concerns should be reported and how
to respond when zoonotic disease is suspected Of
conRrmed. Ideally, the written Infection control plan
for the sheller should address zoonotic concerns
oncl be 0110iloble lo al staff and ~: a
model plan for veterlllCJIY hospilob hos been
published (NASPHV 2008o). Repolfing to slate
human Of animal heohh authorities is required for
some diseases (e.g .• rabies. anthrax, tulolemio,. and
brucellosis). It is each shelter's responsibihry to know
which animal diseases ore reportoble. A list con be
obfoined from the slate veterinarian; informoHon on
animal diseases of interest to public health con be
obtained from the slate public heohh veterinarian or

20091.

stole epidemiologist.

lnformolion about zoonotic diseases should be
mode 0110iloble to visilofs, adopters and fostercore prOYiders. ~· a person$ immune storus is
privileged medic:ol information the question should
not be osked; signage and literature con be used to
oommunioofe lhe increased risk of·zoonoJic disease
f01 persons who ore immune-compromi.sed.l.iteroture
should suggest !hot immune-compromised adopters
discuss pet selection wilh hdhcore professionals
before adoplion. If inquiries ore mode, shelter stoff
should refer people lo published guidelines or their
heafthcore provfder (CDC 2009; PAWS 2006}.

2. Animal-Related lniuries
Each year millions of people ore billen, scratched
Of olherwise injured by companion anlmok. V'llhile
estimates Yary widely. researchers agree lhat
bile occurrences are underreported and animal
bites represent a significonl lhreat to public health
lPt*onek 2009}. Fevirer biles ore reported from cats
than from dogs; however. a much higher percenloge
of cat bites become infeded compared to dog bites
(Garda 1997). Bile and scratch Infections can
become quite severe, even if tissue trauma appears
minimal, and may even be fatol. It is impossible 10
predict which injuries will lead ro serious infection.
Therefore, all persons injured by on animal should
seek medical advice.

The public should not hove unsupervised access
area$ where animals are isolated for zoonotic
conditions; staff oc:cess lo those areas should
be limiled. Enclosures of animals with suspected
zoonotic disease must be deorfv marked to indicate Rabies is a fotol disease rhot is present in on of the
the condition and any n8Ce$5Cry precautions. sloJes except Hawaii, and is prevalent in many ports
Shellers should institute good preventive medicine of lhe world. Shelter staff must be able to identify
protocols such os prophyloctic deworming and potential rabies exposures and understand the
external parasite control to decrease rhe potential regulations !hot apply to reporting and managing
for exposure 10 zoonotic pathogens (CAPC 2008). bites to humans and animals. To identify .possible
Food and drink should not be consumed in areas rabies exposures, aH persons presenting on animal
where onimols are housed, and use of items must be asked if lhe animal has binen anyone wilhin
lhe public may bring in, such 0$ spill-proof cups, the lost 10 day$ or had any recent conlael with
poc:;iliers, teething toys. and baby boltles should wildlife. All Incoming animals should be examined
be dbcouraged in these areas (NASPHV 2009). for bite wounds; animals who have paten!ially
lo
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·--Housi~~-that

1 been exposed 10 rabies

should be managed in

with queslionoble behavior should be thor-oughly

rtquires t/qgs_ to occordonce wilh the NASPHV Rabie.\ Compendium assessed by persons with training and experience in
be "movea by 1 and in consulfotion with state ond local health ooimol behoviOI'. />! behavioral concerns should be
use ofa control aulhorita (NASPHV 2008b).
documented and discussed with pofentiol owners
pole or cats to be
before adoption; recommendations fof management
removed using nets Due to o lligher risk of exposure, persons who should afso be prcw!ded.
or tongs for daily rouHnely work with companion animals or wildlife
ckflning and. care j should receive ~e vaccinotioru against 3. Emerging Diseases and
ts unacceptable; I ro~ in accordance wilh . recommendations of Anti-microbial Resistance
alternative housing 1 the Advlsay Commillae on Immunization Proctices Emerging and re-emerging disease$ (e.g.. canine
must be providea 1 (CDC 2008). To help c:oMof animal ro~ in influenzo virus and virulent systemic feline colicMrus}
for those animals. 1 the communfly, onimoJ sbellen should vaccinate hove been recognized in shelters !Crawford 2005;

I

..___ _ __ - - - · - --- -

- --- J

for rabies prior to adoplion whene'Ver po55ible or
require that odopaed onimols receive vaccin<Jfions
against rabies after adoption (NASPHV 2008bJ.

In order lo ptevenl biles and other onimaKwocioted
inju'*. all staff and volunteer$ should hove
proper training in basic animal handling skills,
including the recognition of potenlioly dongei'OU$
behaviors. Cfeor policies must be developed and
enforced regarding the mooogemenl of animals
with behavioral eoncems. The cage! of animals
kOO'Ml to be aggressive a potentioly dangerous
must be dearly rnotked lo advise caution. These
animals should be ~ such that staff members
con !Ofely provide core wilhout remOYing rhe
animal from the primary enclosure (e.g., double$ded gulllotine-separoled runs, feral cal boxesl.
Housing that requires dogs lo be removed by use of
- - - - ·----- ----~ a control pote or cob lo be removed using nel$ or
A thorough \ tongs fa daily cleaning and core is unacceptable;
in~est~g~tion ,. oltemolive housing (e.g .• double-Sided cages or
oftnd.tvidua/ feral cot boxesl must be provided for !hose animals.
circumstances The public should be prevenled From having canlocl
must be with potentially dangerous animals. Access to
unJertak~ befi!re ~· oreos where porenliolly dangerous animals ore
consideration held should be restricted; a 5laff member should
is given to : accompany visitors when occ:ess is necessary.

I

re-homing an i
animal with a ! Animals believed 10 be dangerous should nat be
history ofbitJ_ng j r&homed. A lhorough investigation of individuol
or threatemng i circumslances must be undertaken before
behavior. I consideration is given 10 re-homing an animal wirh
__ ...J a history of biting or threatening behavior. Those
l_.-·
i

I
I
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Hurley 2004c; Scflofr-Evoru 2003)'. Since nearly
75% of emeJging infectious diseases lhaJ affect
humans are of ooimal origin (Taylor 200 II, animal
shelters should monilor for signs of unusuol or sevete
disecue. Earfy detection con ploy on important role
in minlmfzing the impact of an emerging disease on
both animal and human heallh. Caring for multiple
species, housing onlmals from YOrious locations,
and freql.l8flt inlrodudion of rww individuals within
a population can aeale a f<Noroble environment for

rhe mutation and spread cJ pathogens !Pesavento
2007}. Separation of spec~. proper population
management, . and proper $01\iiOiion 5hould be
employed to reduce the risk of deVelopment of novel
pathogens.

The developmenr and spread of antimicrobial
resistance is a serious concern in animal shelters.
Boclerio are capable of developing resistance to
cettain drugs. In some cases, this resistance con be
passed on to other bacteria, including lhose that
cause infections in both animals and people. One
outbreak of muhidrug-resistont SolmoneKa in o sheller
caused 49 confirmed human illnesses, including 10

hospitolizotioru (Hurley 2004b); outbreak respon$e
included closing rhe facility fOf a period of lime.
II should also be noted that melhidllirwesistont
Staphylococcus aureus (MRSAI. while primarily
a human pathogen. con contaminole public
environments and infect multiple animal species,
including cots and dogs IBaptisle 2005; Weese
2005o, 2005b). Routine use of antibiotics to
prevent infection in heollhy animals is unocceprable
259
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and must never be used os a substitute lor good
animal heolth management (AMPI AN-fA 2006).
(See seclion on Mediool Heolth and Physical

Well-being for more information on medical
lreolment.)

Conclusion
The oulhots hope that ~let$ and communiHes. witt identify areas thai need improvement, allocate
look to !his document to ensure that oil animals in te$0Urces and implement solutions so welFare is
shelters everywhere are propedy ond humanely optimized, euthanasia is minimized, and suffering
cored for. regardless ol the shelter's mission or is prevented. The ~ wil review feedback to
circumstance. lhe Guidelines lot Standards of Core I~ recommendations and re'Vise this document
in Animo/ Shellets ere intended os a positive tool periodicoly as oddilionol informotlon becomes
for shehers and communities 1o review animal core, available.

I!

Routine use of
antibiotics to
prevent infection in
healthy animals is
unacceptable and
must never be used
as a substitute for
good animal health
managtmtnt.
- - - - - --

---
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Glossary of terms
Analguic - medicalion 1o treat pain

Animal Welfare Act- signed into low in

Group-housing - placement of multiple animals
in o primary enclosure

1966. It is the only Federal low in the United States
that regulates the lreotment of animals in research,
Incubation period- the period of time from
exhibition, transport, ond by dealeiS. It does not
when
on onimal is first infected with a pathogen
cover shellers
ul'lfil dinical signs of illness first appear
Antimicrobial - o wt»tonce that kifls or inhibits
the growth of pothogens such os bocterio, fungi, or Infectious dose - the number of pathogens
probzoo$, os ~Nell os destroying viruses
required 1o c:ouse infection and disease

8ioactiw - anylhing !hat has an effect on living

Intake - the point ol odmittonce of animals inlo

tissue

the shellef

Cftacllan Rhythm - o 24-hour cycle in the hfe
processes of animals, o&en Wld in reference lo
cyde.s of lighl and ~-s.

.lnhacarcfiac (IC)- administered directly inlo the
heort

Cohort - 0 group lhot I110'JeS together

Intramuscular (IM} - administered into the
muscle

Depopulation - lo sfgnificontly reduce the
number of animals in the Mer through euthanasia

Intraperitoneal (IP) - administered into the
peritoneal covlty Of abdomen

Disinfection - a process that wiH kill mOsl of the

lnb avenous (IV) - administered into o vein

palhogens In a given oreo.ln shellers a disinfectant
is usuolly a chemk:ol

Inventory - number of animals in the shelter's
care; census

Endotoxin- wbslances 1eleosed by or port of
certain bacteria,. which con hove toxic effects on
people or animals

Isolation - a physically separate area of the
sheller used lo house and treol sick animals

Enrichment - o process for meeting the
behavioral needs of animals by improving their

Length of Stay- period of lime an animal is
under the shelter'$ core, from intake to exit

environment or behoviorcil core (e.g., loys.
perches, beds, hiding places, etc.l

Long--term - see "How lo Use This Document•
section

Euthanasia - to cause the death of on animal
using humane techniques. For purposes of this
document, humane euthanasia is accomplished
with on inlravenous or intraperitoneal injection of a
solution of sodium penloborbitol

Neuter - removal of the testicles in o male animal

Off..label use of a medication - use of
a medication in any way not indicated by the
monufaclurer's label

Fomite- an object that may become
contaminated and transmit pathogens from
one animal to another (e.g., hands. clothing,
equipment)

OSHA - Occupational Safety and Health
Administration; the federal agency charged with
enforcement of solely and health legislation
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Glossary of terms
Pathogen - o biologicol ogen1 thor may cause
dbeose or illness in an animo!
Primary enclosure - a restricted area
designed lo confine an animal such os o cage,

Slwl1ization - destruction of all pathogens using
heat or chemicols; also wed in this document in the
context of surgiccl sterilization (e.g., spay or neuierl

siluolioN, rhis is where an animal eats, sleeps, and

Slereotypic Mhavlon - repetitive behovion
exhibiled in the primacy endosure that usuolly
indlcole stnw such as circling, leaping in lhe air;

spends the majority of its lime

pacing

Quarantine - a separate area of the $helter
used to abseNe animak for a specified period of
time 1o see if !hey become sick

Stres.sor -

run, kennel, stall, or pen. In most shelfering

any factor

Subcutaneous

that aeates stress

(SC) -

administered

under the

skin

Random mixing - hophamtd plocemenl of
animals originating from diffetenl 910Uf» together

Surveillance - monitoring of o population to
detect changes in health, behavior, or welfare

Re-home- to adopt or place in a Pflvote home
selling

Tethering - securing animals with a rope, chain
or olher device lo a fixed point in order to restrict

Rounds - a proce$S of walking through the sheher their I1IOYel1\8flt
to visuofty observe and monitor rhe needs, status,
Velwinary professional -a veterinarian,
health, and wefl.being of ewry onimol
veterinary technician or velerinaty student
Sanitation -procedures of cleaning and
disinfection 10 remove dirt and control and deslroy
Veterinary supervision - d veterinarian
~ over and provides guidance over
palhogens in the environment
designated tasks; may or may not involve dai¥
irwolvement or on- site presence of rhe veterinarian
Socialization - a process of familiarizing
animals with a variety of stimuli, including direct
Zoonotic - any infectious disease that con be
conlod between animals and humans during their
critical period of early ~opment; may also refer transmitted from nan-lwman animals to humans
to animals of any oge spending lime with one
anolher

Spay - removal of the QVOfie$ in female onimob;
may or may nat include removal of the uterus
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Shelter Care Checklists:
Putting ASV Guidelines Into Action

-

This resource is based on the ASV Shelter Guidelines, a
comprehensive set of recommendations created by the
Association of Shelter Veterinarians Shelter Standards Task Force.

c
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Guidelines for Shelter
Care Checklists

Table of Contents

These checklists can be used in your shelter
to see where you meet or exceed standards,
where improvement can be made, and where
immediate changes should be implemented.
The first step should be to urgently address
and correct any unacceptable practices. Aside
from those immediate changes, implementing
change based on the Guidelines should be a
gradual and thoughtful process designed to
provide maximum benefit for the animals.

Chapter1
Management and Recordkeeping

Must: It is believed that without
adherence to this recommendation,
the delivery of a minimum level of
acceptable or humane care is not
possible.

Should:

A strong recommendation
is implied for these standards.

0

Ideal:

While these may not be
possible in all circumstances, they
would certainly enhance care for
animals and are ideal for an agency
to excel in the animal sheltering field;
shelters should strive to meet all ideal
practices wherever possible.

Unacceptable:

No sheltering
organization, regardless of its
circumstances, should engage in any
unacceptable practices, and they must
be corrected without delay.

Chapter2
Facili Desi n and Environment
Chapter3
Population Mana ement
Chapter4
Sanitation
ChapterS
Medical Health and Physical Well-being
Chapter6
Behavioral Health
Chapter7
Group Housing
Chapter&
Animal Handling
Chapter9
Euthanasia
Chapter tO
Spaying and Neutering
Chapter11
Animal Trans ort
Chapter12
Public Health

2
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Chapter1

Management and Recordkeeping
1. Establishment of Policies and Procedures
Cl Must
r

Organization has a clearly defined mission with policies, protocols that reflect
current information, adequate staff training and supervision and proper
management of animal care.
Policies address resources and legaVcontractual obligations of the organization.

_:] Protocols are developed and written down in sufficient detail to achieve and
maintain the standards set by the Association of Shelter Veterinarians and updated
as needed to ensure they reflect current industry norms and pertinent legislation.

0

All staff and volunteers have access to protocols related to the tasks they will be
performing.

m Should
[

Veterinarians are integrally involved with the development and implementation of
an organizational plan.

[

A veterinarian provides expert input on all policies and protocols related to
maintenance of physical and behavioral animal health.

Ideal
[

Veterinarians have training or experience in shelter medicine and have knowledge
of the particular shelter population they are serving.

Notes:

A
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2. Management Plan
Gl Must
Veterinarians have supervision of medical and surgical care of animals.
L

[

There is a clearly defined structure that outlines accountability, responsibility and
authority for management within the organization and it is communicated to all
staff and volunteers.
Authority and responsibility are given only to those who have the appropriate
knowledge and training.
When making decisions, each of the following are considered: resource allocation,
population health and individual animal welfare.

Should
[

In cases where animal welfare may be compromised, a veterinarian's decision is
not overruled.

3. Training

m Must
L

The skills, knowledge and training to accomplish each task are successfully
demonstrated before proficiency is assumed.

D Should
[

Continuing education is provided in order to maintain and improve skills.

[

Training is documented and maintained.

4. Animal Identification and Recordkeeping

III

Must
•

A unique identifier (e.g. name and/or number) and record is established for each
animal upon intake.

Should
[

Identification is physically affixed to the animal (e.g. collar or tag) for the duration
of the animal's stay unless this poses a safety risk for the animals or staff.

[

Basic elements of a record include: the identifier (name and/or number), the results
of microchip scan, microchip number (if present), source of animal, dates of entry
and departure, outcome, species, age, gender, physical description (breed and
colors) and available medical and behavioral information.

>)

Return to Table of Contents
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Chapter2

Facility Design and Environment
1. General
G1 Must
Shelter provides an environment that is conducive to maintaining animal health.
Facilities are appropriate for the species, the number of animals receiving care and
the expected length of stay.

11 Should
[

Shelter design provides for proper separation of animals by health status, age,
gender, species, temperament, predator/prey status and includes sufficient space
for the shelter operations described in this booklet.

[J Entrances, exits, hallways and rooms are arranged so that cleaning and general
movement through the facility proceeds from areas housing the most susceptible
to disease and/or healthiest animals to those who are most likely to be a source of
contagious disease.
[

At least 10% of the facility housing capacity is made available for isolation as
recommended ·by this study.

[

Organizations that provide services to privately-owned animals separate those
animals from shelter animals.

I'Jotes
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2. Primary Enclosure

ID

Must
0

Enclosure is structurally sound and maintained in safe, working condition to
properly confine animals, prevent injury, keep other animals out and enable
animals to remain dry and clean.

0

There are no sharp edges, gaps or other defects that could cause an Injury or trap
a limb or other body part.

0

There are secure latches or other secure closing devices.

0

Provides sufficient space to allow each animal, regardless of species, to make
normal postural adjustments (e.g. turn freely, easily stand, sit, stretch and move
head without touching top of the enclosure). Animals can lie in a comfortable
position with limbs extended, move about and assume a comfortable posture for
feeding, drinking, urinating and defecating.

0

The size of each primary enclosure is sufficient to meet the physical and behavioral
parameters described in this booklet.

0

Food and water bowls - or suitable·alternative receptacles - are provided.

0

Animals can sit, sleep and eat away from areas of their enclosures where they
defecate and urinate.

0

Cats have litter boxes large enough to comfortably accommodate their entire
body.

0

Crates or cages are not stacked upon each other In a manner that increases
animal stress and discomfort, compromises ventilation or allows waste material to
fall from the cage above into the cage below.

0
0

Cats have places to hide.
As the length of stay increases (beyond 1-2 weeks), mentally and physically
stimulating spaces are provided.

0

Animals who are housed long-term have opportunities to hide, play, rest, feed and
eliminate.

0
0

Outdoor spaces are suitably enclosed.
All animal areas have non-porous surfaces that can be easily disinfected and are
durable enough to withstand repeated cleanings- especially important in areas
where puppies, kittens and animals who are infectious or newly admitted are
housed.

Notes:

ASPCApro.org/asv
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Should
[

To prevent disease transmission, enclosures permit care and cleaning without the
need to remove the animals - especially important for recently admitted animals, ill
animals and those younger than 20 weeks.

[

Cleaning and disinfection are done on a regular basis.

[

For in home-based shelters, newly arrived animals are housed in areas of the
home (or enclosures within the home) that can be properly and easily sanitized.

[

Dogs and cats are able to hold their tails erect when in a normal standing position.

0

Animals can see out but have some opportunity to avoid visual contact with other
animals.

[

Cats have a minimum of 30 cubic feet per cat and more than two feet of
triangulated distance between litter box, resting place and feeding area especially important as length of stay increases.

[

The separation between food, urination and defecation and resting areas is
maximized for all animals.

[

Attention is paid to the habits of each particular animal.

[

Elevated resting places are provided whenever possible, especially for cats.

[

Soft resting places are available for all animals.

[

Cats have high points upon which to perch.

[

Cats who are housed long tenn are allowed access to environments where they
can scratch, climb and perch.

D Ideal
r

Cats are not restricted to floor level cages since this can cause stress compared to
elevated cages.
Protected indoor-outdoor access is provided for most species.

OJ Unacceptable
D

Wire-mesh bottoms or slatted floors are used for cats and dogs.

D
0

Tethering is used as a means of confinement.
Cages or crates intended for short-term temporary confinement or travel are used
as primary enclosures.

7
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3. Surfaces and Drainage
(3 Must
L

Adequate drainage is provided.

(

Drains located in common areas are carefully cleaned and disin~ected prior to
allowing animals access to the area.

g Should
L

Non-porous, durable surfaces are used in all animal areas so that they can be
easily disinfected and withstand repeated cleaning.

[
[

Carpeting is not used in animal areas.
At the point where the shelter walls meet the shelter floors, a sealant is used.

0

Floors that are peeling, scratched or chipped are repaired or replaced if they
cannot be properly sanitized.

[

Floors are gently sloped to enable waste and water to run off into the drains.

I I Drain covers are designed to prevent animals' toes from being caught in the drain.

Ideal
[

A sealed, impermeable surface, such as sealed concrete or epoxy is used for
flooring.

Notes:

or
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4. Heating, Ventilation and Air Q.uality

m Must
Each animal is monitored individually for comfort and to ensure he or she is
maintaining proper body temperature.
To ensure animal comfort and safety, necessary measures are taken when an
animal appears to be too hot or too cold.
[

Ventilation is maintained to ensure clean air is provided in all areas of the shelter.
All ventilation systems are adequately maintained.

[

Ventilation is accomplished without compromising the maintenance of the animals'
body temperatures.

1£:1 Should
[

Temperature and humidity levels are evaluated at the level of the animal's body
within his or her enclosure.

0

Per AVMA recommendations for dogs and cats, the ambient temperature is above
60 degrees Fahrenheit and below 80 degrees Fahrenheit, with the relative humidity
between 30-70%.

0

Air quality is measured at the level of the animals.

[j Ventilation rates are adjusted seasonally, if necessary, and are not thermostatcontrolled.
[

Isolation areas for dogs have separate air circulation from the rest of the facility.

U

Cat cages that face each other are spaced more than four feet apart.

[

Published guidelines for maximum ammonia exposure are not used to determine
proper sanitation as they are written to reflect the hazards to human health and
adverse effects on animal production (agriculture}.

[

Acceptable ammonia levels are less than 2 ppm, and are below this level even
before morning cleaning.

[

Facility is designed to offer as much natural light as possible.

[

When artificial light is used, it closely approximates natural light in both duration
and intensity.

[

Enclosures are positioned so individual animals can avoid being exposed to
excessive amounts of light or darkness.

[

Cages are spaced far enough apart to allow ambient light to reflect off the ceiling
and floor.

[

Light and darkness is provided so that they support the natural (circadian} rhythms
of wakefulness and sleep.

9
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5. Sound Control

Gl Must
fl

Staff is instructed to avoid creating excessive noise during routine activities.

0

Sound-absorbent materials are durable enough to permit repeated cleaning.

0 Should
0

Noise is minimized in animal areas.

(1 The impact of noise is minimized through the facility design or added to the
existing facility.
[] Noise producing equipment is located as far away from animals as possible.
:-' Sound absorbing materials are either out of reach of all animals or resistant to
destruction.

L

Cats are not exposed to the noise of barking dogs

0

Other means of humanely reducing barking - besides preventing visual contact are used, since seeing other dogs can improve dogs' well-being.

0

Radios or other sound systems are not placed directly on cages, and the volume
on these devices does not exceed conversational levels.

6. Drop Boxes
g Should
U

Unattended drop boxes, where live animals are placed by the public in receptacles
for later intake, are not used since they may result in suffering and death.

Notes:

)) Return to Table of Contents
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Chapter3

Population Management
1. Capacity for Care

CJ

Must
Organization practices active population management, which is one of
the foundations of shelter animal health and well-being and is bli~Sed on
an appreciation that capacity to provide humane care has limits for every
organization, just as it does in private homes.
[

Organization does not exceed its capacity for care.
Maximum housing capacity is based on the number of animals who can be
adequately housed within available primary enclosures.

[

Maximum housing capacity is not exceeded.

[

Staffing or volunteer work hours are sufficient to ensure that the basic needs of
animals in the shelter are met each day.

0

The type of care and enrichment provided to sheltered animals is appropriate to
the length of stay.
Adequate staffing is available to ensure that each critical point of service (e.g.
vaccination or medical evaluation, spay/neuter surgery or a physical move to
adoption) is delivered promptly.

6 Should
[

Expected demand for critical points of service is estimated based on the expected
numbers of animals who will need each service and the length of time it takes to
complete each procedure (e.g., number of animals needing evaluation or spay/
neuter surgery prior to adoption).

0 Ideal
Shelter maintains its populations below maximum housing capacity to allow for
daily intake as well as more flexibility when choosing appropriate enclosures for
each animal.

(!) Unacceptable

0

Operating beyond an organization's capacity for care is an unacceptable practice.

P p

asv
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2. Protocols for Maintaining Adequate
Capacity for Care

Cl

Must
Shetter has policies and protocols to maintain adequate capacity for care and
housing.
Policies provide a means of balancing admission with the outcomes available {e.g.,
adoption, transfer, release, returns to owner, euthanasia or others).
(

Inspection of all animals is performed daily in order to routinely evaluate and
monitor adequacy of capacity and to identify needs for housing, care or service.

[

Appropriate interventions are made before animal numbers exceed the capacity
for care and housing.

3. Monitoring Statistical Data

CJ

Must
0 At a minimum, statistics include monthly intake (e.g. stray, owner-surrendered) and
outcomes by type (e.g. adoption, euthanasia, returned to owner) for each species.

Should
[

For optimal population management and monitoring, an animal inventory is taken,
evaluated and reconciled with records daily to ensure accuracy of data collection
as well as facilitate evaluation of capacity.

0 Ideal
L

Population statistics include an evaluation by age group, health and behavior
status at intake and outcome .

• otes.

ro rq1asv
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Chapter4

Sanitation
1. Cleaning and Disinfection

m Must
Sanitation protocols are revised as needed during an outbreak in order to address
specific .pathogens.
[

When developing sanitation protocols, considerations include an assessment of
the facility, animal population, training, equipment and procedures.

[

Protocols are based on current knowledge and recommendations developed
specifically for animal shelters and include specific methods and agents for
achieving the goal of both cleaning and disinfection.
Enough staff is assigned to complete sanitation tasks promptly so animals spend
the majority of their time in sanitary conditions.

L..J

Detergents and degreasers are used as needed to maintain clean surfaces free of
visible dirt and debris.
The disinfectants that are used are effective under the conditions present in a
given environment and with demonstrated activity against pathogens for which the
animals are at risk.
Sanitation protocols include A) Removal of gross organic matter B) Pre-cleaning
of surfaces with a detergent or degreaser C) Application of a disinfectant at the
correct concentration and for sufficient time rinsing and drying.
When water or cleaning and disinfecting products are sprayed in or near primary
enclosures, animals are removed from the cage or kennel or separated from the
area being cleaned by guillotine doors.
When mopping cannot be avoided (e.g. when hosing is not possible), a
disinfectant with good activity in the presence of organic matter is used.
Sanitation protocol addresses proper hygiene of shelter staff, volunteers and
visitors; includes information about who is responsible for ensuring sanitation
compliance, shelter sanitation signage and hand sanitation.
Sinks are equipped with soap and disposable paper towels.
Garments are changed after handling an animal with a diagnosed or suspected
serious illness such as parvovirus.
Transport cages, traps and vehicle compartments used for animals transport are
thoroughly disinfected after each use.

r /as (
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[

All clothing and bedding used at the shelter is laundered and thoroughly dried
before reuse.
Food and water bowls are disinfected prior to use by a different animal.
When dishes are sanitized by hand, they are thoroughly washed and rinsed prior to
disinfection.
Litter pans and dishes are not cleaned at the same time in the same sink.

6 Should
~ Cleaning results in a visibly clean surface (though it may not remove all of the

harmful pathogens).
[

In the event of a disease outbreak, sanitation protocols and practices are reviewed
to determine if there are problems with the products or practices.

[

Products that have not been independently validated against unenveloped viruses
and other pathogens of concern are not solely used for disinfection.

[

The facility is cleaned in order of animal susceptibility to disease and potential risk
to the general population, starting with the most susceptible animals and ending
with those who carry the highest risk of transmitting infectious disease.

[

In general, the order of cleaning and care, from first to last, is A) healthy puppies
and kittens and healthy nursing bitches and queens, B) healthy adult animals and
C) unhealthy animals.

[

Separate cleaning supplies are designated for each area of the shelter.

(

Appropriate protective clothing is used in each area and removed before
proceeding to care for other animals in the population.

[

Mopping is avoided if possible, but if it is done, mop water used in one housing
area is not used in another area.

0

Care is taken when mixing cleaning products to prevent the mixture from being
ineffective or even toxic.

[

Housing for recently admitted or ill animals and those who are younger than 20
weeks is designed to permit cleaning without extensive handling of the animal or
removal to an area that has not been sanitized.

[

Animal housing areas are designed to withstand the spraying of water and
cleaning fluids and have adequate drainage.

[

Hand sanitation is one of the best ways to prevent disease transmission and is
used before and after handling animals and fomites (objects that can transmit
disease, including clothing, toys, food bowls, etc.)

f

Sinks are available in all animal housing and food preparation areas.

[

Hand sanitizer dispensers are provided in all animal handling areas.

[l Hand sanitizers are not relied upon as the sole means of hand sanitation because
they are ineffective against some of the most dangerous pathogens found in
shelter settings.

14
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0

Hand sanitizers are only used on hands that appear clean and contain at least
60% alcohol.

0

Protective garments are worn during cleaning or other intensive animal-handling
activities and changed before going on with other activities of the day.

[

Fresh protective garments are worn when handling vulnerable populations,
including puppies and newly admitted animals.

[

All equipment that comes in contact with animals, including cleaning supplies, is
either readily disinfected or discarded after use with a single animal.

['

Items that cannot be readily disinfected are avoided, especially during periods of
disease outbreak and for animals who appear ill.

D

Mobile equipment such as rolling trash cans, shopping carts and food or treatment
carts may also serve as fomites and are sanitized accordingly.

0

Scratched or porous surfaces are not used because of the difficulty or
impossibility of completely disinfecting them.

[] Organic debris is removed from articles prior to laundering.

(
[

Articles that are heavily soiled are laundered separately or discarded.
Bedding and other materials that are heavily contaminated with durable
pathogens, such as parvovirus, are discarded to prevent the risk of further
spreading the disease.

[

Food and water bowls are kept clean.

C

Automatic watering devices and water bottles are not used if they cannot be
disinfected before being used by another animal.

[

If unenveloped viruses, such as parvo, are a problem, a disinfectant is applied to
the dishes before or after going through the dishwasher.

[

During periods of outbreak, sinks are thoroughly disinfected between uses.

[

lsolatron and quarantine areas are restricted to a small number of shelter staff.

[

The transport of sick animals through the shelter - especially from intake areas to
holding or euthanasia areas- is planned to minimize the spread of disease.

[

Floors and other surfaces are immediately sanitized after contact with urine, feces,
vomit or animals known or suspected to have infectious diseases.

[

Footbaths are not relied on for preventing infectious disease since they are
inadequate for this purpose.

[

Dedicated boots that can be disinfected or disposable shoe covers are used in
contaminated areas.

[

Access to areas that cannot be disinfected are restricted to animals who appear
healthy, have been vaccinated and dewormed and are five months or older.

[

Standing water is not allowed to accumulate in areas around the shelter.

dS
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Ideal
[

Sanitation protocols are developed and periodically reviewed in consultation with a
veterinarian experienced in shelter medicine.

lD Unacceptable
0

Kennels or cages are sprayed down while animals are inside.

0

Animals walk through footbaths.

2. Other Cleaning

Gl Must
':] Outdoor areas around the shelter must be kept clean (recognizing it is impossible
to disinfect gravel, dirt and grass). ·

0

Feces are removed from outdoor areas a minimum of once a day.

Should
0 All foster caregivers are trained to minimize contamination of their homes by
confining newly arrived animals or those showing signs of illness in areas that can
be readily disinfected.

0 Ideal
Feces are immediately removed from outdoor areas.

3. Rodent/Pest Control

Cl Must
Solutions to rodent and pest problems are humane, safe and effective.

Should
[

All food is kept in sealed bins or containers that are impervious to rodents and
insects.

[

Food is removed from runs at night if rodents and/or insects are a problem.

0 Ideal
Food and water receptacles are cleaned in an area separate from litter boxes or
other items soiled by feces.

oo a
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ChapterS

,..........~""- ... Health and Physical Well-being
1. General

m Must
Proper medical management and health care for shelter animals is recognized
as an absolute necessity and includes attention to the overall well-being of all
animals.
[

Shelter medical program includes veterinary supervision and the participation of
trained staff to provide evaluation, preventive care, diagnosis and treatment.

:J

Appropriate medical treatment is provided in a timely fashion.
Training and education is provided to those who carry out protocols.

.. , Individual animal welfare is maintained within the balance of decisions and
practices that support the overall population.

g Should
["' Diseas~ prevention is a priority.
[

Preventive health care is appropriate for each species and includes protocols that
strengthen resistance to disease and minimize exposure to pathogens.

[J

Shelter health care protocols support individual animals regaining and maintaining
a state of physical health and are essential for maintaining and overall healthy
population.

: 'Otcs

A
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2. Veterinary Relationship and Recordkeeping
Gl Must
Medications and treatments are only administered with the advice of a veterinarian
or in accordance with written protocols provided by a veterinarian, and all drugs
are dispensed in accordance with federal and state regulations.
[

Documentation is made of all medical care rendered to each animal.

fJJ Should
L

r

All health care practices and protocols are developed in consultation with a
veterinarian, ideally one familiar with shelter medicine.
A formal relationship with a veterinarian is in place to ensure that those responsible
for daily animal health care have the necessary supervision and guidance.

[

Whenever possible, a medical and behavioral history is obtained from owners who
relinquish animals to the shelter.

[

All medical information is provided in written form with the animal at the time of
transfer or adoption.

0 Ideal
L

Records include each animal's date of entry, source. identification information, a.
dated list ofall diagnostic tests, including test results, treatments (medications
with drug dose and route of administration) and procedures and immunizations
while in the care of the shelter.

3. Considerations at Intake

D Should
[

Each animal's individual health status is evaluated and monitored beginning at
intake and regularly thereafter.

[

A medical history, if available, should be obtained from the owner at the time of
surrender.

[

Any available information is solicited when stray animals are impounded.

[

Each animal receives a health evaluation at intake.

[

Intake evaluations are documented in the medical record.

[

Every attempt is made to locate an animal's owner, including careful screening for
identification and microchips at time of intake.

[

Intake health evaluations include scanning multiple times for a microchip using a
universal scanner.

18
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D

Beginning at intake, animals are separated by species, age and by their physical
and behavioral health status.

[

Since young animals are more susceptible to disease, they are provided with
greater protection from possible exposure.

n

Healthy animals are not housed or handled with animals who have signs of illness.

0 Ideal
[

Surrender history is obtained by interview, or by written questionnaires if not.

f

Animals receive parasite prevention on entry and regularly throughout their shelter
stay.

4. Vaccinations
Ml!!$t
[

Vaccines are considered to be vital lifesaving tools and are used as part of a
preventive shelter health care program.

C

Vaccine strategies are specifically tailored for the shelter because of the higher
likelihood of exposure to infectious disease, the likelihood of exposure to
infectious disease, the likelihood that many animals entering the shelter are not
immune and the potentially life-threatening consequences of infection.
Vaccine protocols are customized for each facility.
Animals are vaccinated with core vaccines at or prior to intake.
Puppies and kittens are re-vaccinated at 2- to 3-week intervals for the duration of
their shelter stay or until they are over.18-20 weeks.

..

Protocols for managing adverse reactions are provided by a veterinarian and
required treatments are accessible.

f.l Should
[

Specific vaccination protocols are tailored for each program with the supervision
of a veterinarian.

[

Animals are vaccinated against rabies when a long-term stay is anticipated, when
risk of exposure is elevated or when mandated by law-at a minimum, animals are
vaccinated for rabies at or shortly following their release from the shelter.

[

A veterinarian supervises training on proper vaccine storage and administration
and treatment of vaccine reactions.

[

The location for injection of a specific vaccine follows administration site
guidelines.

0

Records are kept of any immunizations provided while in the care of the shelter

19
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5. Emergency Medical Plan
[3 Must
An emergency medical plan is in place.
The emergency medical plan ensures that animals can receive proper veterinary
medical care and pain management promptly or be humanely euthanized by
qualified personnel as permitted by law.

0

Should
l

Staff are trained to recognize conditions that require emergency c.are.

6. Pain Management

C1

Must
Pain is recognized and treated to alleviate suffering.
It is generally assumed that if a procedure is painful in human beings, then it must
also be painful in animals.
Analgesia is an appropriate strength and duration to relieve pain.
Animals must be reassessed periodically to provide ongoing pain relief as needed.
When adequate pain relief cannot be achieved, transfer to a facility that can meet
the animal's needs or humane euthanasia must be provided.

6 Should
["

Treatment {pharmacologic and non-pharmacologic approaches to pain) is
supervised by a veterinarian.

r

When pain can be anticipated, analgesia is provided preemptively.

W Unacceptable
0

Treatment for pain is not provided.

20
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7. Parasite Control

Cl

Must·
All dogs and cats are dewormed for roundworms and hookworms before leaving
the shelter.

0 Should
0

The parasite control program is designed with the supervision of a veterinarian.

[

Animals receive treatment for internal and external parasites common to the region
and for any obvious detrimental parasite infection they are harboring.

[l

Treatment and prevention schedules are guided by parasite lifecycles and
surveillance testing.

8. Monitoring and Daily Rounds

m Must
[

Rounds are conducted at least once every 24 hours by a trained individual in order
to visually observe and monitor the health and well-being of every animal.

·j Any animal who is observed to be experiencing pain, suffering, distress, rapidly
deteriorating health, life-threatening problems or suspected zoonotic medical
conditions is assessed and appropriately managed in a timely manner.
Animals are provided with appropriate grooming and/or opportunities to exhibit
species-specific behaviors necessary for them to maintain normal healthy skin and
hair coat or feathers.

D Should
(

Monitoring includes food and water consumption, urination, defecation, attitude,
behavior, ambulation and signs of illness or other problems.

[

Monitoring takes place before cleaning.

[

For animals housed in groups, monitoring also takes place during feeding time.

[

When apparently healthy animals remain in care for longer than one month, exams
that include weight and body condition score are performed and recorded by
trained staff on at least a monthly basis. Veterinary exams are performed twice
each year or more frequently if problems are identified.

[

Geriatric, ill or debilitated animals are evaluated by a veterinarian as needed.

[

Monitoring should include checking for appropriate grooming and/or bathing,
since it is an essential component of animal health.
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9. Nutrition

m Must
0

Fresh, clean water is accessible to animals at all times unless there Is a medical
reason for water to be withheld for a prescribed period of time.

0

Food that Is consistent with the nutritional needs and health status of the Individual
animal is provided.

0

Food is fresh, palatable, free from contamination and is of sufficient nutritional
value.

D
0

Uneaten food is discarded after 24 hours.
Food that has been offered to an animal and remains uneaten is not offered to
another animal.

0

Healthy adult dogs and cats are fed at least once per day.

D

Healthy puppies and kittens are fed small amounts frequently or have food
constantly available through the day.

0

Food Intake is monitored daily•

.0

Animals dlsptaying lnappetance or extreme weight toss or gain are evaluated by a
veterinarian and treated as necessary.

0

Food and water is provided In appropriate dishes that are safe, sufficient in
number and of adequate size.

0

Animals who guard food or prevent access by cage mates are housed or fed
separately.

0

If automatic devices or drinking bottles are used,· they are disinfected between

uses.

0
0

A schedule of regular sanitation Is followed for all food and water containers.
Food preparation and storage areas are easily sanitized and maintained in clean
condition.

Notes:
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r:J Should
[J Water is changed daily and whenever it is visibly soiled.
(

Food in animal enclosures is examined regularly to ensure it is free of debris and
not spoiled.

[

If food is not offered to cats all day, at a minimum they are offered food twice daify.

[

Debilitated underweight, pregnant and lactating animals receive more frequent
feedings to support increased metabolic needs.

[

Veterinary input is sought when developing a feeding protocol.

[

Animals are weighed and body conditions are assessed routinely.

0

Each animal is fed to meet individual needs and prevent excessive gain or loss of
body weight.

0

The location of food and water containers allows easy observation, access for
cleaning and filling and prevents contamination from litter, feces and urine.

[1 If automatic devices or drinking bottles are used, they are examined daily to
ensure proper function and cleanliness.
[

Supplies of food are stored in a manner to prevent spoilage and contamination.

[

Food is not fed to animals after the expiration date.

[

Toxic substances and vennin are kept out of contact with food, food storage and
preparation areas.

[

Stored food is clearly labeled if removed from the original packaging.

0 Ideal
A consistent diet is fed to all animals, rather than a variety of products.
Dogs are fed twice daily and cats are fed multiple small meals or encouraged to
forage throughout the day.

Notes:
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10. Population Well-Being
Gl Must
Shelter medical staff regularly monitor the status of individual animals and the
population as a whole.
[

Animal health plans are reviewed in response to changes observed in animal
health, illness or deaths.

m Should
L

In addition to tracking trends related to specific health problems, a periodic review
of the rate of illness (morbidity} or deaths (mortality) is conducted.

[

After entry to the shelter, non-euthanasia deaths represent only a very small
proportion of animal intakes.

0 Ideal
Shelters monitor and assess frequency of specific problems, set realistic goals,
develop targeted strategies and monitor effectiveness of medical health programs.

11. Response to Disease and Illness

C1

s

1l

Response to disease and illness is considered an integral part of the shelter health
program.
When isolation is impossible or inadequate to control transmission of the particular
pathogen, the shelter weighs consequences of exposure of the general population
against euthanasia.
When a specific pathogen has not been identified, a risk assessment is performed .
..] Animals with a suspected infectious disease are isolated until diagnosis or
subsequent treatment determines them to be a low risk to the general population.
During an outbreak, physical separation is established between exposed, at-risk
and unexposed animals or groups of animals.

u Shelter makes sure that all federal, state and local laws are followed concerning
reportable diseases.
1

Depopulation is viewed as a last resort after all other options are fully examined,
and includes considering disease transmission, morbidity, mortality and public
health.

Notes:
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Should
(

A disease response plan includes measures to minimize transmission to
unaffected animals or people and ensures appropriate care of the affected animal.

[

The facility has a means of providing isolation.

[

Even animals with mild clinical signs of contagious disease are not housed in the
general population.

[

In the event of severe or unusual conditions or outbreaks of infectious disease,
diagnosis or identification of specific pathogens is sought.

[

When an animal dies from unexplained causes, a necropsy along with
histopathology is performed.

[

Protocols to define and manage common clinical illnesses based on clinical signs
are developed and used in consultation with a veterinarian.

[l Protocols detail the expected course of the disease and response to treatment.
[ Veterinary input is sought when disease or response to treatment does not follow
the expected course.
[

Animal handling and foot traffic is limited when dealing with sick animals.

[

In response to an outbreak, protocols are reviewed to ensure that measures are
.effective shelter-wide against the pathogens of concern.

[

Animals are monitored for signs of disease during an outbreak at least twice a day.

L

Shelter avoids returning recovered or exposed animals to the general population
while there is significant risk that they may transmit disease to other animals.

[

When releasing a sick or infectious animal from the shelter, full disclosure should
be made to the person or organization receiving the animal.

0 Ideal
Animal movement stops until a targeted control strategy is implemented.

lD Unacceptable
0

Shelter allows animals with severe infectious disease to remain in the general
population.

Notes:
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(

12. Medical Treatment

GJ Must
-. The legal status of an animal never prevents treatment to relieve suffering {which
may include euthanasia if suffering cannot be alleviated).
(

Shelter has specific protocols to provide immediate care when legal status is an
issue.
Medical decisions balance both the best interest of the individual animals requiring
treatment and the shelter population as a whole.
Those providing treatment have the necessary training, skills and resources to
ensure treatment is administered correctly and safely.

m Should
[

Treatment decisions are based on a number of criteria, including the ability to
safely and humanely provide relief, duration of treatment, prognosis for recovery,
the likelihood of placement after treatment, the number of animals who must be
treated and the expense and resources available.

LJ

Shelter has a clear policy for handling disease problems that may develop after
adoption.

[

Adopters or those taking animals from the shelter are informed about the presence
of any disease or condition known to be present at the time of adoption and
provided a copy of any treatment records.

[

Medication protocols for management of common diseases are provided to staff
and developed in consultation with a veterinarian.

[

All treatments are documented.

[

Antibiotic selection and dosing are specific to the infection and animal being
treated, and when possible, based on appropriate diagnostics.

[

Shelter follows published guidelines for antimicrobial use in companion animals.

Notes·

)) Retum to Table of C<:mtents
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Chapter6

Behavioral Health
1. General
ru

Must
0 Shelter takes into consideration the behavioral care of each animal as well as the
conditions experienced by the entire population.

2. Considerations on Intake
~

t
All incidents or reports of a history of aggressive behavior along with the context in
which they occurred are recorded as a part of an animal's record.
Care is given to minimize stress during intake.

Should
L

A thorough behavioral history and the reason(s) for relinquishment are obtained at
the time of intake.

l.J

Any available information about stray animals is solicited when they are
impounded.

[

The history is used to alert staff to the presence of potential problems, such as
aggression or anxiety, and to inform staff of any individual needs so that proper
care can be provided for the animal.

0 Ideal
Information and history of animals is obtained by interview. If not, written
questionnaires are used as an acceptable second choice.
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3. Behavior Evaluation
I]] Must
_. Assessment of an animal's behavior begins at the time of intake.
Staff is trained to recognize body language and other behaviors that indicate
animal stress, pain and suffering as well as those that indicate successful
adaptation to the shelter environment.
Animals are monitored daily in order to detect trends or changes in well-being and
respond to their behavioral needs.
If many animals are displaying signs of unrelieved stress, steps are taken to
improve the shelter's stress reduction protocols.
[

For humane reasons, long-term confinement is avoided for feral animals and for
those who remain markedly stressed/fearful and are not responding to treatmenV
behavioral care.

[

Staff performing behavior evaluations receives adequate training in performance,
interpretation and safety.
An overall behavior assessment considers all of the information gathered about
the animal, including history, behavior during shelter stay and formal evaluation.

II Should
[

Shelter is aware that animal histories provided, although important, may be either
incomplete or inaccurate.

[

During intake procedures, particular care is taken not to place cats within spatial,
visual or auditory range of dogs.

[

Behavioral problems that require intervention or affect how an animal can be safely
handled are noted at the time of intake and entered into the animal's record.

[

Actions are taken to respond promptly to behavioral needs.

[

Each animal's behavior is assessed on an ongoing basis throughout the shelter
stay.

[

Staff records their behavioral finding each day.

[j Organizations that develop their own evaluation consult with a veterinarian or
behaviorist familiar with the science and theory of behavior assessment.
[

A standardized behavior evaluation form is used and each evaluation is
documented.

[

Formal behavioral evaluations do not necessarily invalidate information provided
by the owner or observations made during staff interactions with an animal.

[

Cats are assessed by observing behavior and interacting with the cat to help
enhance in-shelter care.
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0 Ideal
A systematic behavioral evaluation is performed on all animals prior to re-homing
or other placement.

4. In-Shelter Care

ID

Must
Even short-term housing meets the minimum behavioral needs of animals,
providing separate areas for urination/defecation, feeding and resting and
sufficient space to stand and walk several steps and sit or lie at full body length.
Animals are provided regular social contact, mental stimulation and physical
activity.
......., For animals who are housed short-term and with unknown health backgrounds,
social interaction is balanced with infectious disease control.
[

When animals must remain confined for health or behavioral reasons, positive
social interaction is still provided without removing the animal from the enclosure.

[

A high priority is placed on ensuring proper socialization of young puppies and
kittens.
For puppies and kittens housed in a shelter, socialization is balanced with
infectious disease control.
Training methods are primarily based on positive reinforcement in accordance with
current professional guidelines.
For long-term shelter stays, appropriate levels of additional enrichment are
provided on a daily basis.
Alternatives to traditional cage housing are provided for any animal staying in the
shelter long-term.
Cats are allowed an opportunity to exercise and explore in a secure, enriched
setting.
Dogs are provided with daily opportunities for activity outside of their runs for
aerobic exercise.
Any animal who is observed to be experiencing mental suffering, distress or
behavioral deterioration is assessed and appropriately treated in a timely manner
or humanely euthanized.

Noes
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(

(

Practices (behavior modification) adhere to the well-described scientific principles
of animal behavior and teaming, including positive reinforcement, operant
conditioning, systematic desensitization and counter-conditioning.
Sufficient resources are available to provide appropriate care if behavioral
modification is attempted.

L

Staff understands that behavior modification techniques are generally laborintensive and time-consuming and that they must be applied consistently over a
period of time in order to be successful.

Should
[
[

[
[J

Prey species are housed away from predatory species at all times.
Cats are physically separated from the sight and sound of dogs.
Regular daily schedules of care are followed.
Scheduling daily positive events is a priority.
Lights are turned off at night and on during daytime hours.

0

Enrichment is given the same significance as other components of animal care,
such as nutrition and veterinary care, and is never considered optional.

[

Animals receive some type of positive social interaction outside of the activities of
feeding and cleaning on a daily basis.

[

Socialization is provided by workers or volunteers wearing clean protective
clothing in an environment that can be fully disinfected between uses.

[

Precautions are taken to ensure that disease transmission and stress are
minimized.

[

Animals who are housed long-term are spayed and neutered.

[

Enrichment is provided for animals while in their enclosures through opportunities
for play.

[ ] Animals believed to be dangerous are not re-homed.

0 Ideal
Shy, poorly socialized, feral and geriatric cats- or any animal who is showing
signs of stress- are housed in separate, calm, quiet areas beginning at intake.

r

Caregivers are assigned to care for the same animals on a regular basis.

m Unacceptable
0

Animals confined on a long-term basis, including feral or aggressive animals, are
stressed during basic care, daily enrichment and exercise.

0

The use of physical force as a punishment or in anger is utilized for behavior
modification.

'lrgh..

)) Return to Table of Contents
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Chapter?

Group Housing

1. Facilities
Gl Must
L

For group housing of cats, a variety of elevated resting perched and hiding places
are provided to increase the size and complexity of the living space.
Sufficient resources (e.g. food, water, bedding litter boxes and toys) are provided
to prevent competition or resource guarding and ensure access by all animals.

m Should
0

The size of the enclosure is large enough to allow animals to express a variety of
normal behaviors.

2. Selection
CJ Must
Animals are not housed in the same enclosure simply beeause they arrived on the
same day or because individual kennel space is insufficient.
[

Unrelated or unfamiliar animals are not combined in groups or pairs until after a
health and behavior evaluation is performed.
If group housing is utilized short-term for intact animals, they are separated by
gender.

[

Animals who are not socialized to other animals well as those who actively bully
other animals are not grouped with other animals.
Animals who have engaged in fighting with one another are not grouped together.
Caution is used when attempting to include any animal with a history of fighting in
a group.
When placing single orphaned kittens and puppies with an alternate mother,
with or without a litter, risks and benefits to health and behavior for all animals is
weighed.

Notes:
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Even for littermates, all requirements for group housing are met.
[

Options for individual housing are available for animals when group housing is not
appropriate.
Single, enriched housing is provided for animals who are fearful or aggressive
toward other animals, are stressed by the presence of other animals, require
individual monitoring or are ill and require treatment that cannot be provided in
group housing.

g Should
[

Animals are appropriately matched for age, sex, health and behavior.

[

Unfamiliar animals are not placed in group housing until sufficient time has been
given to respond to core vaccines.

[l Intact animals of breeding age are not placed in group housing.
[

Sexually mature dogs and cats are spayed or neutered and allowed sufficient
recovery time before placed in group housing.

[

Group housing for dogs should have no more than four to six dogs.

[

Turnover within groups is minimized.

0

Puppies and kittens under 20 weeks of age are not group housed unless they are
litterrnates.

0 Ideal

w Group housing for cats does not exceed 10-12.

W Unacceptable
0
0

Animals are randomly housed in groups.
Animals who fight are grouped together.

Noes:
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ChapterS

Animal Handling
1. General
(3 Must
·.::. Handling is as humane as possible and appropriate for the individual animal and
situation.

Should
L

The minimal amount of physical restraint needed to accomplish the task without
injury to people or animals is used.

[

When physical restraint is necessary to avoid human injury or injury to an animal. it
is of the least intensity and shortest duration possible.

2. Restraint

G1

Must
.:: Adequate training is key to limiting the use of unnecessary force during handling
and must be provided to anyone who will be handling animals.

W Unacceptable
0

Physical force is used as a punishment or in anger.

3. Location and Timing
00 Mus
Handling methods prevent escape.

Noes
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4. Equipment
Must
The use of catchpoles for routine restraint of cats, including carrying or lifting, is
inhumane and poses significant risk of injury to the animal and is not done.

0 Should
[

Each situation is evaluated individually and each piece of equipment is assessed
for its potential to cause hann or increase stress.

[
[

Catchpoles are only used when other more gentle alternatives cannot be used.

[

Humane traps, purpose-designed boxes or nets are used for handling fractious
cats or cats who appear to be unaccustomed to handling.
Cages or crates that do not provide easy access for humanely removing an
unwilling, frightened or reluctant animal - either because of design constraints,
damage to the cage or crate or corrosion of the fasteners - are avoided.

5. Feral Cats
Should
[ ] When capturing or transporting feral cats, squeeze cages, feral cat boxes or
humane box traps with dividers should be used for the most humane restraint and
for administering tranquilizing injections prior to handling.
Notes:

p

or
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Chapter9

Euthanasia
1. General
[3 Must
0 Each individual animal is treated with respect.
Any euthanasia method used quickly induces loss of consciousness flowed by
death and ensures the death is as free from pain, distress, anxiety or apprehension
as possible.
[

Euthanasia method is reliable, irreversible and compatible with the species, age
and health status of the animal.

[

The identity of each animal to be euthanized is deterrnined with certainty
beforehand, including scanning multiple times for a microchip using a universal
scanner and verifying that the animal is properly designated for the procedure.
An assessment is made of each animal's size, weight and temperament so the
appropriate drug dose, needle, syringe and restraint method can be used.

'::] Safety of the personnel and the emotional impact of euthanasia are considered.

6 Should
[

A veterinarian with appropriate training and expertise for the species involved is
consulted to ensure that proper procedures are used.

0

Procedures are in place to prevent and address compassion fatigue throughout
the organization.

m Unacceptable
0

Agents and/or methods unacceptable to the AVMA Guidelines on Euthanasia are
used.

Notes:
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2. Euthanasia Technique
t~ ~t
Sodium pentobarbital is not injected by any

non~vascular

route.

To avoid causing any undue stress and anxiety, the least amount of physical
restraint necessary to perform the procedures safely is used.
Euthanasia method is quick, painless and does not cause distress.
[

Carbon monoxide is not utilized as a euthanasia method because any gas that
is inhaled must reach a certain concentration in the lungs before it can become
effective and this can create a haphazard euthanasia experience that can be
prolonged, painful and ineffective.
Death is verified by multiple methods by trained staff before disposing of any
animal's body.

1.J

Because lack of a palpable pulse does not confirm that the heart has stopped,
cardiac standstill is confirmed with a stethoscope or visual verification.

0 Should
[

IP injections of a pure sodium pentobarbital solution free of additional drugs or
additives are used only for cats, kittens and small puppies.

[

In dogs and cats, oral dosing of sodium pentobarbital is reserved for use in
animals who cannot be safely approached, trapped or handled.

[

Regardless of the route of administration, whenever progression to death is
prolonged, an additional injection of sodium pentobarbital is given.

[

Pre-euthanasia drugs are administered to animals who are aggressive, severely
distressed or frightened.

[

Veterinary guidance is used for selection of pre-euthanasia drugs.

0

After the animal loses consciousness, the absence of the following is confirmed:
papillary and corneal reflexes, toe withdrawal, pulse, respiration and heartbeat.

m Unacceptable
0

Intra-cardiac injections are used even when it has not been verified that the animal
is unconscious, comatose or anesthetized (i.e. lack of deep pain/toe withdrawal
reflex).

0

Carbon monoxide is used as a method to euthanize dogs and cats even through
there are multiple humane, operational and safety concerns.

D

Agents that induce convulsions prior to loss of consciousness are used.
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3. Environment and Equipment
00 Must
Euthanasia equipment includes a table that can be readily disinfected, a good
light source, a universal microchip scanner, hair clippers, stethoscope, a variety of
needles and syringes, muzzles and restraint equipment.

0

Staff performing euthanasia wears protective garments, which are removed before
going on to other animal care duties.

Should
[

A separate room is designated for euthanasia in a quiet area away from the main
pattern of foot traffic, to minimize distractions and interruptions.

[

The room used for euthanasia has adequate lighting and is large enough to
comfortably accommodate the equipment, two to three staff members and the
animal being euthanized.

[

Only people directly involved in euthanasia are in the room when the procedure is
being performed.

[

Scales for accurate weighing are available.

[

A new needle is used for each animal.

[

The euthanasia surface is cleaned before every procedure.

[

The euthanasia room and equipment are cleaned and disinfected after every
euthanasia period.

[

Animals are not permitted to observe or hear the euthanasia of another animal, nor
permitted to view the bodies of dead animals - with the exception of puppies and
kittens. When selected for euthanasia, mother animals are euthanized prior to their
offspring with the puppies and kittens euthanized immediately afterward.

4. Record-Keeping and Controlled Substances
Iii Should
L

A record log is kept documenting each animal's identification, amount of
euthanasia solution and pre-euthanasia drugs received, dispensed and remaining,
as well as the identity of the person performing the euthanasia.

[

All drug records are maintained in accordance with federal, state and local
regulations.

[

All controlled drugs are kept secured in a manner consistent with state and federal
regulation.

s
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(

5. StaffTraining

m JMhm~
Proper training is provided to all staff participating in euthanasia.

-- , Euthanasia training in specific techniques includes the ability to access alternative
injection sites, handle various species, assess behavior and temperament for
proper animal handling and verify death by multiple methods.
[

The euthanasia technician and the assisting staff are proficient in animal handling
and restraint.

£1 Should
[

Training for field euthanasia is provided.

[

Retraining and recertification are provided periodically, with support services
offered to staff to prevent or manage suffering from grief, compassion fatigue,
depression or other physical and emotional reactions related to performing
euthanasia.

Ideal
[

Those administering drugs are certified and trained by a licensed veterinarian, a
certified or licensed veterinary technician or a certified euthanasia technician or
trainer.

)) Return to Table of Contents
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Chapter10

Spaying and Neutering
1. General
Gl Must
0

Consideration is given to individual animal health or circumstances when it comes
to creating the need for an exception to the required spay/neuter policy.

Should
[ . Shelter policy requires that cats and dogs who are adopted into homes be spayed
or neutered.

D

When prompt pre-placement surgery is not available and other spaying or
neutering programs (e.g. vouchers) are implemented, there is an effective followup to confirm that the surgery has been completed.

m Unacceptable
0

Shelter animals are allowed to breed.

2. Veterinary Medical Guidelines
GJ Must
_, Spaying or neutering surgery is performed by veterinarians or veterinary students
under the direct supervision of a veterinarian in compliance with all legal
requirements.
Medical records are prepared for every patient indicating the surgical procedure
and anesthesia administered.
All controlled substances are maintained in accordance with DEA requirements.
A veterinarian makes the final decision regarding acceptance of any patient for
surgery based on a physical examination and medical history (if available) as well
as the capacity of the surgery schedule.
A veterinarian weighs the risks and benefits of spaying and neutering patients with
mild infectious or non-infectious medical conditions.

Should
[

Patients undergoing elective surgery are in good health and free from signs of
infectious or other disease.
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3. Surgery and Anesthesia
GJ Must
--.

Appropriate housing is provided for each animal before and after surgery.

:J

Enclosures are secure and provide a flat surface that is clean, dry and warm with
adequate space for the animal to turn around, while allowing for safety at various
stages of sedation and anesthesia and good visibility for staff.

[

When surgery is being performed, the operating area is dedicated to surgery and
contains the necessary equipment for anesthesia and monitoring.

(

Infectious disease control is practiced to prevent disease transmission among
patients.

0

Aseptic surgical technique is required and separate sterile instruments are used for
each patient.

L

Patients are monitored by trained personnel.

[
[

Plans are in place to handle any emergency that might occur.
In the post-operative period, care is taken to provide patients with a smooth
transition from the anesthetized state.
Patients are evaluated immediately prior to release and clear instructions (written
and verbaQ for post-operative care are provided.

[

Policies for managing complications and emergencies that occur within 48 hours
after surgery are in place.

Ideal
Dogs and cats are housed in separate areas.

4. Documentation

0 Should
[

A certificate of spaying or neutering or other appropriate documentation is
provided for each animal.

Notes:
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Chapter11

Animal Transport
1. General

m Must
Risks and benefits for all animals affected by the transport program are carefully
weighed.

U Should
Transport recommendations apply regardless of the purpose, distances or parties
involved.

[J

Compromises on these guidelines are not made when there is ample opportunity
to plan.

2. Responsibilities of Participating Individuals and
Organizations
Cl Must
A contact person is identified at each transfer point.
Animals destined for transport are vaccinated prior to or upon intake at the
organization of origin.
In addition to any examinations required by state or federal regulations, all animals
being transported are examined within 24 hours of transport for any problems.
_ _, Information on the health and behavior of animals - as known at the source shelter
-is accurately described and communicated.
Clearly written health records that describe health status and identify animals
(health certificate, rabies certificate and a copy of shelter record) accompany each
animal.
During transport, animals have adequate space, comfortable environmental
conditions and good air quality.

=:!

Primary enclosures are large enough for animals to stand and sit erect, to turn
around normally while standing and to lie in a normal position.
Unfamiliar animals are not transported together in the same primary enclosure.

41
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0

If more than one animal is in the primary enclosure, there must be enough space
for each occupant to lie down comfortably at the same time without needing to lie
ontopofonean~~

0
0
0
0

0

The enclosure is sturdy and permits adequate ventilation.
Roaring prevents injury, discomfort and leakage of fluids into other enclosures.
Animals are safely and securely confined within the enclosure.
Doors on the primary enclosures are secured to prevent movement within the
vehicle during transport.
Extra care is provided when transporting puppies and kittens, including prevention
of exposure to temperature extremes, maintenance of adequate hydration and
nutrition and protection from infectious disease exposure during the transport

process.

D

If animals are sedated, veterinary guidance is provided for their care.

n

At a minimum, vehicles adhere to all federal and local statutes.

0

Crates and cages are not stacked.upon each other in a manner that Increases
animal stress and discomfort, compromises ventilation, allows waste material to
fall from the cage above into the cage below, interferes with care and observation
or hinders emergency removal.

0

Each primary enclosure is positioned in the animal cargo space in a manner that
provides.protection from the weather and extremes. of temperature.

0
0

Fresh air free of exhaust fumes is ensured.
Attention is paid to the provision of shade, because even in comfortable
temperatures, a vehicle parked In full sun can rapidly exceed safe temperature
r·evels.

0

The vehicle driver or animal attendant has sufficient training in animal health,
welfare and safety issues to recognize and respond to animal needs during
transport.

D
0

All dogs and cats must be observed and allowed to rest every four to six hours.

0

Food must be provided at least every 24 hours for adults and more frequently for
animals under six months old.

D

If water is not available at all times, it is provided at frequent observation stops (at
least every four hours).

0

Anim~ enclosures are cleaned and any litter replaced as often as necessary to

Adult dogs must be allowed to exercise and eliminate every four to six hours.

prevent soiling of the animals from vomit, urine or feces.

0

If it is necessary to remove animals in order to clean, safeguards are in place to
ensure animal safety and prevent escape.

0

Points of destination have enough trained personnel ready to receive and evaluate
animals upon arrival.

D

The receiving facility has adequate housing prepared for the arriving animals.

ASPCApro.org/asv
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fl Should
L

A written record of all involved .parties, including responsibilities for each, is kept in
sufficient detail to allow a trace back to the animal's origins.

[

Written guidelines are developed that can be agreed to by all parties.

[

Guidelines address medical and behavioral selection criteria, as well as
transportation and destination requirements.

[

The shelter where the animals originate has a comprehensive preventive health
care program.

[

Animals are treated for internal and external parasites prior to transport.

[_ Animals are identified by a collar, tag, tattoo, microchip or any combination of
these methods so that their information can be matched upon arrival.
[

Animals are in good health at time of transport.

[

Drivers are careful to avoid subjecting animals to sudden acceleration and
deceleration stresses, excessive lateral movement, noise or vibration.

[

Absorbent bedding is provided.

[

The animals' primary enclosures have no sharp edges.

[

Unless orphaned, kittens or puppies less than eight weeks old are transported
with their mother in a space large enough for her to lie down on her side with her
legs extended for comfort and to facilitate nursing.

[

Animals are not sedated unless recommended by a veterinarian.

[

The ambient temperature is kept above 60 degrees Fahrenheit and below 80
degrees Fahrenheit.

[

A thermometer is placed in the animal area of the vehicle at the level of the
animals.

0

The vehicle, including the cargo space, is heated and cooled as necessary.

[

Maximum transport time to an intermediate or final destination is no more than 12
hours.

[

Animals are not left unattended when it may be detrimental to their health and
safety.

[ ' Each animal receives a documented physical examination at the time of arrival.

(
(

Veterinary care is available on arrival for any animal requiring care.
The need for isolation or quarantine for arriving animals is determined based on
legal requirements, their health status, source and' infectious disease risk, with due
attention to incubation periods for pathogens of concern and detrimental effects
of increasing length of stay.
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m Unacceptable
0

Shelter transports unconfined or tethered animals in the back of an open pickup
truck - an illegal practice in many jurisdictions.

Notes:

» Return to Table of Contents
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Chapter12

Public Health
1. General
Shelter maintains compliance with federal and state occupational and safety
regulations regarding chemical, biological and physical hazards in the workplace.
Hearing protection is provided for employees working in loud environments.
Personal protective equipment (PPE) such as gloves, smocks, goggles, masks,
etc. is provided by the shelter in order to protect employees from exposure to
chemical and biological agents.
r

PPE is available in sizes to accommodate all staff, including those with special
concerns such as latex allergies.

Should
[
[l

Noise abatement materials are utilized in animal holding areas.
Employees and volunteers wear gloves and change them frequently while cleaning
and disinfecting, especially when removing animal waste.

[

Eye protection is worn when working with cleaning and/or disinfection agents.

[

Frequent hand-washing is strongly encouraged, especially after handling animals
and after removing PPE, before eating, smoking or touching eyes or mucus
membranes, including applying contact lenses.

[

Shelter does not allow smoking.

Notes:

ur
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2. Zoonoses

m Must
Enclosures of animals with suspected zoonotic disease are clearly marked to
indicate the condition and any necessary precautions.

Should
Shelter provides periodic staff and volunteer training and information on the
recognition of potentially zoonotic conditions and the means of protecting others
from exposure.
[

Training identifies to whom concerns should be reported and how to respond
when zoonotic disease is suspected or confirmed.

0

The public does not have unsupervised access to areas where animals are
isolated for zoonotic diseases and staff access to those areas is also limited.

[

Shelter institutes good preventive medicine protocols such as prophylactic
deworming and external parasite control to decrease the potential for exposure to
zoonotic pathogens.

[

Food and drink are not consumed in areas where animals are housed; use of items
the public may bring in - such as spill-proof cups, pacifiers, teething toys and
baby bottles - is discouraged in these areas.

[.

Animals are not allowed in areas where food is prepared or consumed.

[1 Information about zoonotic diseases is made available to visitors, adopters and
foster care providers.
[

Shelter-provided literature about zoonotic diseases suggests that immunecompromised adopters discuss pet selection with their healthcare professional
before adoption.

[

If inquiries are made, shelter staff refers people to published guidelines or their
health care professional.

0 Ideally
Hand washing stations or sinks are easily accessible to all visitors, staff and
volunteers.

l

The written infection control plan for the shelter addresses zoonotic concerns and
is available to all staff and volunteers.

Notes:

t'CA
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3. Animal-Related Injuries
GJ Must
Shelter staff is able to identify potential rabies exposures and understands the
regulations that apply to reporting and managing bites to humans and animals.
To identify possible rabies exposures, everyone presenting an animal is asked
if the animal has bitten anyone within the last 10 days or had any contact with
wildlife.
Clear policies are developed and enforced regarding the management of animals
with behavioral concerns.
L..J

The cages of animals known to be aggressive or potentially dangerous are clearly
marked to advise caution.
Alternate housing is provided for any animal housed in an enclosure that would
require that dogs be removed by use of a control pole or cats be removed using
nets or tongs for daily cleaning or care.
A thorough investigation of individual circumstances is undertaken before
consideration is given to re-homing an ~nimal with a history of biting or threatening
behavior.

g Should
[

All persons injured by an animal are instructed to seek medical advice.

(

All incoming animals are examined for bite wounds; any animals who have
potentially been·exposed to rabies are managed in accordance with the NASPHV
Rabies Compendium in consultation with state and local health authorities.
People who routinely work with companion animals or wildlife receive preexposure vaccinations against rabies in accordance with recommendations of the
Advisory Committee in Immunization Practices.

[

Shelter vaccinates for rabies prior to adoption when possible or requires that
adopted animals receive vaccinations against rabies after adoption.

[

All staff and volunteers have proper training in basic animal handling skills,
including the recognition of potentially dangerous behaviors.

[

Any animal who is deemed potentially aggressive or dangerous is housed in a way
that staff members can safely provide care without removing the animal from the
primary enclosure.

Notes:
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0
0

The public is prevented from having contact with potentially dangerous animals.
Access to areas where potentially dangerous animals are held is restricted and a
staff member should accompany visitors when access is necessary.

0

Animals believed to be dangerous are not re-homed.

[

Animals with questionable behavior are thoroughly assessed by people with
training and experience in animal behavior.

(

All behavioral concerns are documented and discussed with potential owners
before adoption and recommendations for managing those concerns are
provided.

OJ Unacceptable
0

Alternate housing is not provided for any animal housed in an enclosure that
requires dogs to be removed by use of a control pole or cats to be removed using
nets or tongs for daily cleaning or care.

4. Emerging Diseases and Anti-Microbial Resistance
s\t
Routine use of antibiotics is never used as a substitute for good animal health
management.

1:1 Should
[

Shelter monitors for signs of unusual or severe disease.

t'

Separation of species, proper population management and proper sanitation are
employed to reduce the risk of development of novel pathogens.

Notes

as

»
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Notes:
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Introduction
The humane operation of an animal shelter
requires that it be a healthful and sanitary
environment Prevention of disease is
typically easier and more cost effective
than addressing an outbreak. Poor
sanitation and insufficient preventive
health programs lead to unnecessary
suffering through needless disease and
increased rates of euthanasia. The
unhealthful shelter also risks developing a
poor reputation in the community, ·
reducing adoption rates and driving away
potential adopters, volunteers and donors.
The added risk of introducing zoonotic
disease into the community is of particular
concern. Not only is this irresponsible, but
it can be devastating to the shelter if
serious illness and litigation ensues.
(

With new animals constantly being
brought in,. sanitation and disease control
are an ongoing challenge, requiring
constant effort and vigilance. These daily
arrivals bring with them potentially
unknown disease conditions and an
unknown immune status. The stress of a
change in environment- from home to
meet to an institutional kennel- can
lower immune system response, causing
previously asymptomatic animals to break
out with disease. Some apparently healthy
animals may be a Trojan horse, carrying in
disease without ever expressing symptoms
themselves.
In addition, shelters face other challenges,
such as aging or inappropriately designed
·facilities, overworked staff leading to high
turnover, excessive numbers of animals

and budget constraints. All shelters do not
face the same challenges. There are
differences in philosophy and mandate
which dictate different approaches to
management of disease outbreaks or
population control within the facility. A
municipal shelter charged with caring for
all stray dogs in the community faces
different challenges than the limitedadmission cat sanctuary. The most modem
and wen-designed shelter with an
untrained or uncaring staff will be a sicker
and less humane place than an aging
building with a staff that understands
disease transmission, its relationship to
cleanliness and the importance of working
hard to maintain high standards.
Therefore, the common thread for all
animal care and control facilities is the
reduction of disease transmission through:
·• Proper cleaning and disinfection
protocols
• Appropriate animal handling
• Good preventive medicine
• Consistent staff training
• Effective stress reduction for the
animals (and humans) involved
Given the nature of sheltering work,
disease outbreaks may never be
eradicated, but the sooner staff notice
disease symptoms and take action to
isolate sick animals, the less severe the
outbreak will be. (Depending on an
individual facility's approach, solutions
may range from isolation of the sick
animal to the use of foster homes or
euthanasia.
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Holding and Separation Areas
Holding Areas
When they first arrive, place new animals
in a holding area for the short tenn onlyideally, less than two hours, but no more
than one day. This allows for triage of the
animal and assessment of its health needs.
A veterinarian or trained animal care staff
member should examine the animal for
injuries or signs of suffering (pain,
difficulty breathing, or abnonnal or
difficult labor, for example). If an animal
exhibits immediate, gross outward signs of
disease. move it to isolation.
Otherwise, allow the animal to settle into
the holding area for an hour or so. This
facilitates examination, allows the body
temperature to normalize from the stress
of transport and facilitates vaccine

administration.
Regardless of source, scan the animal for a
microchip and look for identifying tattoos.
Administer initial core vaccinations and
complete an initial health screening at this
time (FeLVIFIV or heartworm testing, for
example). Administer routine dewormers
as well. This is also the best time to
determine if the animal has been spayed or
neutered by checking for testicles or
looking for evidence of a spay scar.
If the animal appears healthy but has an
unlmown health history, move it to
quarantine. If it has a known health
history, such as being surrendered with
veterinary records indicating proper care
and vaccination, move the animal into a
healthy holding area.
If an animal is exhibiting signs of illness
or aggression, staff may make a euthanasia
decision.
2

The early elimination of the obviously
sick, the poorly conditioned and the
vulnerable animal will raise the overall
health level of the facility. The very
stressed are the most vulnerable to disease.
Depending on space limitations or shelter
protocols, the nervous or flighty animal
may be selected for euthanasia at this early
juncture. Check state and local laws for
mandated hold periods on stray animals
before euthanizing.

Quarantine
Quarantine areas hold new adlnissions that

are being monitored for the possibl~
development of disease. Depending on the
prevalent diseases and available resources,
quarantine may be as short as two days or
as long as six months if required by law
for rabies observation in cases of bite.
wounds of unknown origin.
Ideally, staff should observe animals with
unknown histories for approximately one
week prior to moving them to adoption
areas. This allows time for expression of
disease symptoms or for administered
vaccines to become protective. This is not
realistic for most shelters, so active disease
control is imperative.

Isolation
Isolation wards hold clearly sick animals
for observation and treatment away from
the rest of the shelter population, thereby
protecting other animals from disease
transmission. The ideal isolation area is in
a separate building, with showering
facilities and changing rooms for the staff.
Staff should care for isolation animals at
the end of the work shift or shower and
change before moving on to other animals.
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A properly designed isolation ward will
have negative pressure airflow so that air
circulates out of isolation to the outside,
rather than re-circulating into the
remainder of the shelter.
The best isolation principles include the
use of disposable gowns, gloves and
booties, and bleach foot baths. Never take
equipment used in isolation elsewhere in
the shelter. Drainage should never flow
from isolation into healthy holding areas.

Euthanasia
Euthanasia is the ultimate isolati~n or
quarantine effort. This is the permanent
removal of animals from the population,
either because they express disease and
risk to the remainder of the population or
because they are uniquely wlnerable to
disease due to stress, nutritional status or
age.

When shelter population numbers reach
the facility's threshold, difficult decisions
are sometimes made. In these cases, staff
examines the population for the riskiest
individuals. Once a decision is made, carry
out the euthanasia in a timely manner.

Adoption
In the adoption area, the public views and
visits with animals up for adoption. It's the
best place to be. Think of it this way the adoption area is the closest to freedom;
the isolation area is the closest to
euthanasia.
Once an animal crosses the hurdles of
evaluation and onto the adoption floor, it
is significantly less likely to slide back
into isolation or euthanasia. The more
quickly animals can be moved through
evaluation for health and behavior, the
more quickly they get to the adoption floor
and out of the building into a new home.

Short turnover times mean decreased
illnesses and increased adoptions.
Group Housing
Group housing is one option for an
adoption area, or long-term holding ~ if
necessary for the duration of a law
enforcement case. Cats may be housed in
colonies, and dogs may be pair housed.
These arrangements alleviate stress and
boredom when appropriate social
matching is done.
Cat Colonies
Before being selected for group housing,
vaccinate cats with core vaccines, test
them for FeLVIFIV, prophylactically
deworm them and treat them with a topical
mitacide (flea and tick preventive).
Perform a fecal analysis of each cat as
well, then tailor dewonning if any internal
parasites are found. Staff may also
perform toothbrush cultures for the
presence of ringworm spores since there
are many more carrier cats than there are
symptomatic cases.

Fonn groups no larger than 10 cats or 15
kittens. Arrange the groups by age. where
kittens under 3 months cohabitate, then
groups of 3 to 6 months, 6 months to 5
years, and another group for the more
mature, sedentary cats. The ideal colony
consists of only spayed and neutered cats.
Observe the colony for compatibility at the
outset. Remove any members who
consistently bully or cower and those who
overeat or refuse to eat. Because
monitoring of individual cats is difficult,
weigh and briefly examine each cat
weekly to look for changes.
In each feline group-housing area, allow a
minimum of 10 square feet per cat.

Provide perches of various heights, hide
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boxes, multiple litter boxes, and multiple
food and water stations.
Spot clean the provided litter boxes (three
or four) throughout the day, then
completely change them over and clean
them once a day. If staff finds feces and
urine outside the boxes, more may be
needed.
Most shelters choose to build a colony of
l 0 or less compatible cats and introduce

4

no new cats until the last cat has been
adopted. Maintain and spot clean the
colony during its run. Once the last cat is
adopted, strip the room and completely
clean and disinfect it
If new cats are constantly introduced, the
room must be disinfected daily, and the
cats must be monitored closely for signs of
infectious diseases, especially sneezing
and diarrhea.
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Disease Transmission via Foot
Traffic
Diseases are most often carried and
transmitted by fomite. A fomite is any
inanimate object capable of transfening an
infectious agent from one place to another.
When we have an enterovirus (any virus
affecting the gastrointestinal tract marked
by vomiting and/or diarrhea) outbreak, the
most common fomite is the shoe. With
upper respiratory agents, the most
common fomite is the hand.

{

Towels or rags, litter pans, toys, food
dishes clothing, mops and cleaning carts
'
..
can all act as fomites. For this reason, tt IS
critical to establish cleaning protocols so
that the areas with the healthiest animals
are cleaned before the areas with animals
of unknown health status (recent arrivals).
Always clean areas where the sick animals
are housed last.

Staff that clean isolation areas with sick
animals should either gown up or have a
complete change of clothing before
working with other populations.
Only 'allow public access to areas that
house healthy animals.
Use foot baths where enterovirus

outbreaks are suspected. Trifectant or
another quaternary agent is recommended
for foot baths. Bleach is not appropriate
for foot baths because it is quickly
deactivated by contaminants. Change the
bath daily or sooner if the bath is visibly
contaminated with dirt or debris. Make
disposable gloves and wall-mounted handsanitizer units readily available in many
locations.
Note: If using fans to blow air through the
facility, always direct airflow from the
healthy toward the sick.
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Kennel Design and Layout
Floors and Walls
The ideal kennel enclosure is non-porous
and scratchproof. Epoxy-sealed concrete
floors, with caulked cracks, are the best
choice for shelter flooring. Treat concreteblock walls with impervious epoxy paint
as well. Wood, jute, carpet and plastic
flooring can never be adequately sanitized;
therefore, they should not be used. Older
facilities that still have such flooring must
discard it when there is any incidence·of
disease outbreak.

Sound Control
Constant noise is stressful for people and
animals. If possible, pipe in soft classical .
music to provide soothing, ambient noise.
Otherwise, shelter sound-mitigation
choices include appropriate ceiling tiles
and baffles or blankets/tapestries hung on
the walls to reduce noise. Launder any
blankets/tapestries regularly because they
trap dust and free-floating fur.

Odor Control
Avoid deodorant sprays or air fresheners,
which only mask odors. The sources of
masked odors are harder to find, which
means the odor-causing condition will
become worse before its source is

6

identified. This includes odors from
inadequate sanitation, garbage, feces,
infections or mildew. Once identified,
eradicate the odor's root cause. Cl~
healthy shelters have a neutral odor, rather
than an offensive or perfumed odor.

Layout
As much as possible, arrange kennels so
that dogs do not face one another.

HVAC Systems
VentiltltitJn and the number ofllir
exchanges play 11 key role in preventing
the spread ofcontllgious diseases. Ideally,
she/ten should have a septll'llte
11entihdion system for uch animalhousing lll'e& At 11 minimum, there
should be 11 sep~~rau system for each

isolation area. A minimum air exchange
rate of 10 to 12 per hour is recommended
in animal-housing area.

Food Storage and Pest Control
Store food in insect- and rodent-proof

containers to minimize contamination and
disease outbreaks. Flies can transport
parvo virus, and rodents may shed diseasecausing organisms in their feces. Select
any necessary pest-control products
carefully since shelter animals may be
directly or indirectly exposed.
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Sanitation. Cleaning and
Disinfection
Cleaning Process
Sanitation is not sterilization, which is·a
complete removal of all infectious
organisms. That ideal is impossible to
achieve in the shelter setting. Instead,
sanitation is the process of cleaning the
kennel environment to effectively reduce
the presence of infectious organisms. The
goal is to reduce the number of infectious
organisms to below the diseasetransmission threshold.
Sanitation is achieved through a four step
process:
l. Dry cleaning
2. Wet cleaning with a detergent
3. Wet cleaning with a disinfectant
4. Weekly degreasing
Some older sanitation protocols refer to a
two-step process: physical cleaning
followed by chemical cleaning. However,
chemical cleaning involves two steps,
scrubbing with detergent followed by
disinfection, which itself takes
considerable physical effort.
Once a sanitation protocol is devised, train
all employees on the proper
.
implementation of the protocot WI~ a
special emphasis on thorough cleanmg and
personal protective equipment. For
example, all personnel should wear
protective clothing and rubber boots
during sanitation work, including
scrubbing and disinfecting boots for each
run before moving on to the next. Safety
glasses and face masks prevent staff from
being exposed to airborne particles, such
as chemicals and pathogens. Animal
handlers must also remember to wash their
bands or change gloves between animals.

Explain the goals, methods and reasons for
your sanitation protocol completely. Post
signs that remind employees of the stepby-step protocol.
Sanitation requires removal of the animal
from the area to be cleaned. It is never
appropriate, nor is it humane, to use a h?se
or apply disinfectants in an enclosure wtth
an animal still present.
Generally, cat cages and cat colony rooms
should be spot cleaned only on a daily
basis without removing the cats. This
process consists of removing and replacing
any soiled bedding, providing fresh food
and water, and thoroughly cleaning or
replacing the litter box. Cages should be
completely cleaned and sanitized when the
cat leaves. Colony rooms should be
completely cleaned and sanitized weekly.
Dogs should be moved to one side of a
guillotine door, if there are indoor/outdoor
runs or divided indoor/indoor runs. As an
alternative, have a volunteer or staff
member take the dogs for a walk during
cleaning.
If these options are not viable, some
shelters keep an empty run at all times.
Ideally, each shelter environment an
animal uses (i.e., run, cage) only houses
that animal during its stay. Since that may
not be possible, be sure to thoroughly
disinfect temporary holding areas between
uses by different animals.
One dog at a time is removed from its
soiled run or cage and placed in the clean,
empty run or cage, and then he is returned
to his clean run. It is best to return animals
to the same run or cage after cleaning.
This is the least stressful and safest
alternative because each animal returns to
its own germ environment {Remember,
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even the best sanitation program
drastically reduces, but does not eliminate,
infective organisms.)

dishwasher, then place empty dishes and
litter boxes in a tub or a sink to soak in a
detergent solution.

One habit that frequently develops among
under-supervised volunteers or staff is to
allow animals, especially cats, to wander
while their enclosures are cleaned. Shelter
management should strongly discourage
this practice to prevent pooling of
pathogens.

Soiled towels and bedding should be
washed in a washing machine, preferably
in hot water in regular laundry detergent.
You can also add bleach to the laundry,
but it is generally not necessary.

Onc.e the animal is removed, the next step
is the so-called ..dry cleaning step," where
staff removes everything ftom the cage or
run, including, papers, litter box, toys,
towels or blankets and food dishes.
Disinfect all of these items on a daily
basis, or use disposable substitutes. Many
shelters use restaurant suppliers for paper
dishes or trays for litter boxes. A possible
free supply may be found through your
local soft drink distributor or grocery
store. You may be able to convince them
to save cardboard case bottoms to use as
litter boxes or snuggle boxes for cats. If
you do not choose to use disposable dishes
and litter boxes for cats, then stainlesssteel items are recommended. You can
purchase stainless-steel pans from a
restaurant supplier in a variety of sizes
than can be used as litter pans. They are
more expensive to purchase initially than
plastic pans, but they will last indefinitely
and can be easily cleaned and sanitized.
Plastic bowls and litter pans are porous
and become easily scratched, which makes
them impossible to disinfect.
Ideally, stainless-steel dishes and litter
pans should be run through an industrial
dishwasher. The high temperature
combined with the dishwasher detergent is
a very effective method of disinfecting
these items. If you do not have a
8

For reusable litter boxes, carefully lower
them into the trash barrel and empty gently
to avoid the dispersal of dust into the air.
Carefully scoop and place in the trash all
solid or semi-solid waste.
Wipe any trace material from the run or
cage (e.g., litter, food, vomit, saliva,
sneeze splatter markst urine or fecal
residue) with moist paper towels.
The goal is to remove as much organic
material as possible. Feces cannot be
disinfected Parvoviruses can last six to 12
months or more in debris. Disinfectants
only destroy a percentage ofbacteria and
viruses, and the smaller the population on
the surface, the fewer will be left at the
end of sanitation. Organic material also
directly inactivates many disinfectantst
and no disinfectant can penetrate organic
material. Once the kennel appears "clean"
to the eye. it is time to begin "wet
cleaning."
Wet cleaning begins by applying a cleaner
with a detergent component. Washing is
the most crucial step of the disinfecting
process and is best accomplished with hot
water and detergent. Washing further
reduces the number of microorganisms
present so that the next step, disinfection,
will be most effective. Efficient cleaning
with detergent removes up to 99 percent of
bacteria present.
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In kennels with drains or a runoff system,

detergent is most effectively applied with
a low-pressure foamer, a device placed at
the end of a hose to dilute the detergent to
the appropriate ratio. This method ensures
the even and thorough application of the
cleaner. Foaming also provides clinging
ability for vertical and hard-to-reach
swfaces, and enhances product
performance. For cages, apply detergent
with squeeze bottles and paper towels.
Avoid buckets and rags because they can
be a primary conduit for transmitting
disease.
Next, scrub all surfaces with a stiff brush
to ensure penetration and breakdown of
accumulated materials. Scrub from
cleanest area to dirtiest, which usually
means from top to bottom. Pay special
attention to cracks, corners, cage bars and
shelf lips, where debris can accumulate.
Do not neglect the guillotine doors or
other surfaces in the enclosure.
Rinse and disinfect the brush {a 10-minute
soak) between nms. For efficiency,
disinfect one or two brushes while using
another so that you can rotate between
several brushes to ensure that a disinfected
one is used at the outset of each run or
cage.
Once the entire surface has been
vigorously scrubbed, rinse away all
detergent material with a low-pressure
hose. High-pressure systems create spiatter
and aerosols, which can cany infective
agents into the air. Because they are not
yet disinfected, the detergent solution and
suspended bacteria and viruses can
potentially transmit disease.
Prior to application of the next step -the
disinfectant- remove excess moisture
with paper towels (for cages) or a

squeegee (for runs). Then properly dilute
and apply the disinfectant solution.
Always measure and mix chemicals.
Looking for color concentration leads to
wasted product and money. It can be
potentially toxic as well, if the solution is
too concentrated.
Read the manufacturer's labeling
completely and use the product within the
specified guidelines. The Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
publishes guidelines and regulations for
chemical uses. It helps to know that terms
ending in "cidal.. mean the chemical will
kill the indicated organis~ whereas
"static'' only indicates control or
suppression of growth.
Disinfectants should never be mixed
because lethal combinations may result
Misuse of a chemical violates
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
regulations.
Disinfectants work best at room
temperature (68° F). Cold water, along
with the presence of any organic material,
diminishes the disinfection activity. Some
disinfectants, such as bleach, must be
mixed fresh each day as the effectiveness
deteriorates with time. Other disinfectants,
such as Trifectant, are stable for a week or
more after they are mixed.
For cage disinfectants, use squeeze bottles
that emit a gentle stream rather than spray
bottles that.mist, because disinfectants can
be a significant respiratory irritant to both
employees and animals. For larger areas
such as runs, a foamer is the best choice
for diluting the disinfectant. A backpacktype pressurized garden sprayer is also an
effective distribution tool.
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Once applied, disinfectants must be
allowed to contact surfaces for the
appropriate length of time in order to be
effective. For most disinfectants, a
minimum of 10 minutes is recommended
A chemical degreaser should be used on
all cage and run surfaces weekly or
whenever an animal leaves an enclosure
permanently. Degreasers break down the
biofilm that prevents penetration of
disinfectants. Biofilm includes.the
accumulation of oils from the skin of
animals and other moisture that supports
bacterial growth. Biofilm feels slick or
slimy to the touch when wet. Bacteria
secrete a protective film~ which also
prevents complete penetration of a
disinfecting agent If this film is not
broken down and washed away, it traps
dus~ shed skin cells and other materials.
This layer becomes a rich habitat to
support growth of algae, fungus and
disease-causing organisms. The degreaser
should be applied after the detergent is
rinsed away and before the disinfectant is
applied. Degreaser should be applied
either with a foamer or squirt bottle, and
the ·surrace should be scrubbed using a
stiff-bristled brush. The degreaser alone
will not remove the biofilm without some
scrubbing. The degreaser should be
thoroughly rinsed away before the
disinfectant is applied.
Drains should be cleaned of accumulated
hair, food matter and feces daily, and
disinfected along with the kennel surfaces.
After cleaning cages and kennels, clean
and disinfect common floor areas and
counter surfaces. Where possible, use a
fresh damp mop rather than brooms and
vacuums, which put dust and hair into the
air. Centralized vacuuming, if available, is
also a good choice.
10

Clean and disinfect the cleaning
equipment itself. This includes the hoses
that may have been dragged through
contaminated areas. As with all traffic
patterns, it is always best to drag the hose
on a clean-to-dirty path, whenever
possible.
Remember, especially in times of disease
outbreak, that the entire facility may be
contaminated. Doorknobs, keyboards,
telephones, grooming tools, medical
equipmen~ vehicles, transport cages, traps,
leashes, snares, poop scoopers, mop
handles, ducts and vents, walls and floors
of even non-animal areas, and storage
areas require special attention after an
outbreak.
Common outdoor areas can never be
completely disinfected. The best diseaseprevention program includes a vigilant
outdoor poop-scooping effort. If feces are
collected as soon as they are produced,
there is no time for parasite eggs ·to
sporulate and become infective, and there
is no time for viruses to disperse. Dogs
with dianbea should be limited to a gravel
walk that is then thoroughly hosed down
and sprayed directly with full-strength
bleach in the area of elimination.
(Remember, parvovirus and
panleulcopenia viruses experience an
upswing in times of wet weather.)

Types of Disinfectants
There are several disinfectant types to
choose from. Microorganisms vary in their
degree of susceptibility to disinfectants. In
general, Gram-positive bacteria are more
susceptible to chemical disinfectants,
while mycobacteria or bacterial
endospores are more resistant. The
hydrophilic, non-enveloped viruses (such
as adenoviruses, picomaviruses, reoviruses
and rotaviruses) are more resistant to
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disinfection than lipophilic, enveloped
viruses (such as coronaviruses,
herpesviruses, orthomyxoviruses,
paramyxoviruses and retroviruses).
Pathogenic organisms also vary in their
ability to survive or persist in
environments (such as bedding, debris or
feed) and in their potential routes of
transmission. Whenever possible and
especially in times of disease outbreak,
work hard to identify the target organism.
However, if the organism bas not been
identified, use a broad-spectrum approach
until identification can be made.
There is no perfect disinfectant, so shelters
must carefully consider their individual
needs to tailor their disinfectant choice to
the most useful, cost-efficient and
effective type possible.
Bl each
1

Bleach is the most cost-effe¢tive
disinfectant. At a 1:32 dilution ratio (O.S
cup of bleach to 1 gallon of water), it kills
bacteria, parvovirus, panleukopenia and
respiratory viruses. At a stronger
concentration, l: 10 (1.5 cups bleach to 1
gallon of water), bleach kills ringwonn
spores.
Make sure to remove any organic waste
first, as bleach is inactivated by organic
material. Bleach should have at least 10
minutes of contact time before rinsing.
The drawbacks to bleach include its
corrosive qualities, destruction of clothing
and other fabrics, and the respiratory
irritant factor. It also has a limited shelf
life after it is opened and loses its power
rapidly. However, nothing beats bleach in
the face of a disease outbreak.
Do not mix bleach with Quat products.

Quats

Quaternary ammonium compounds
(Quats) are another commonly used shelter

disinfectant. Brand names include Roccal,
Parvosol and Kennel~Soi. Quats differ in
·the presence or absence of detergents,
perfumes and dyes. Highly effective
against Gram-positive bacteria, quats also
have good efficacy against Gram-negative
bacteria, fungi and enveloped viruses.
Some are not effective against nonenveloped viruses like parvo and
panleukopenia or mycobacteria. Quats are
considered sporostatic but not sporocidal.
Most quats are only partially effective
against calici viruses.
The pH or hardness of water may impact
the effectiveness of a quat solution. There
are various generations of quaternary
ammonium compounds, some of which
kill parvo and panleukopenia viruses under
laboratory conditions, but they are less
than effective in the shelter setting.
Avoid combination products with
detergent and disinfecting quats because
cleaning should always come prior to
disinfection.

Oxidizing Agents
The brand names of oxidizing agents
include Virkon-S and Trifectant
Oxidizing agents are effective against
panleukopenia and feline calici virus.
Studies also support efficacy against other
unenveloped viral agents, including parvo.
They are labeled as effective against
ringworm, although recent reports have
not home that out. Reportedly less
corrosive to metal than bleach, oxidizers
have moderate activity in the presence of
organic matter.
One drawback is that the chemical comes
in powdered form that can be messy to
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handle and mix, including clumping and
caking, and a visible dusty residue
sometimes remains on surfaces.
On the positive side, the nlixed solution
remains stable for up to seven days.

Oxidizers feature colored additives that
fade with the effectiveness of the cleaner,
so the solution can be visually inspected to
see if it is still good. These agents may be
used on fabrics and carpets. They may be a
good choice for disinfecting carpets and
upholstery, particularly in a contaminated
foster home environment.
Blguanldes
Brand names include Novalsan and
Cblomexidine. These products have a
DalTOW range of action and are expensive.
Most effective against bacteria, they are
often used on the skin prior to surgery
rather than as a routine kennel disinfectant.
Phenols
Phenols, like Lysol and Pine--Sol, are
bacteriocidal, fungicidal and virucidal to
most viruses with the exception of the
unenveloped viruses (such as parvo and
panleukopenia). The presence of organic
material reduces their effectiveness, but
less so than other disinfectants. Phenols
can be recognized by their tendency to
tum milky white when added to water.
Phenols have a residual disinfecting effect
that can be beneficial.
Plaeaols Toxicity
Phenols are highly toxic to cats, and in
strong concentrations (2 percent or
higher), phenols are toxic to all animals,
including humans. For these reasons,
phenols should never be used in animal•
holding areas (kennels and cages) and
should be used with caution elsewhere.

Some shelters use phenols on the floors of
common areas with a high level of human
foot traffic. Other shelters do not want the
risk of having phenols on the shelf
anywhere in the shelter where they could
be accidentally used by a well-meaning
volunteer or new staff member.

Disinfectant Use and Safety
Disinfectants must be left in contact with
the surface for the period specified by the
manufacturer (usually 10 minutes) and in
ample volume to avoid drying before the
contact time is completed. Some
disinfectant residues must be rinsed away,
but most will be safe if completely air
dried before returning the animal to the
environment. Air drying may be hastened
by the use of a squeegee or paper towels.
Fans may be used with some caution.
Avoid fans where they will blow
respiratory irritant fumes around the
shelter or where they force air from one
area of the shelter to another.
Telltale signs of animals being exposed
to wet disinfectants or.concentrated
residues are sores around the mouth, on
or in between the foot pads, or on the
scrotum.

Disinfectants should be carefully stored
and capped tightly to reduce evaporation
and absorption of moisture from the air.
Depending on the use rate of disinfectants
in a particular facility, it may be more
effective to buy slightly more expensive
smaller containers rather than a SO-gallon
drum, which sits around long enough to
deteriorate and lose effectiveness.
Protective eyeglasses or goggles,
chemical-resistant gloves, respirators,
boots and protective clothing must be
readily available, particularly when mixing
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and handling undiluted disinfectants. Set
up and regularly maintain emergency
eyewash stations in each area. Do not store
chemicals in the same area as food or
bedding.
OSHA requires that a library of Material
Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs) for every
chemical used in the shelter be available in

a central location. ·All chemical
disinfectants must have a MSDS listing
the stability, hazards and personal
protection needed, as well as first aid
information. Train staff in the use of
MSDSs in case of accidental exposure.
MSDSs are available ftom your chemical
supplier or may be available through your
distributor's website.
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Disease Recognition
VIral Diseases
Canine Parvovlrus
Parvovirus is a non-enveloped virus that is
very durable in the environment and
resistant to many disinfectants. Bleach
diluted to 1:32 in an environment free of
organic matter will kill parvovirus.

The young are the most vulnerable, but
older dogs may develop a transient
infection without clinical signs. Parvovirus
attacks and kills rapidly dividing cells. As
it destroys the intestinal lining, parvo
causes vomiting and diarrhea. It also
attacks bone marrow, lowering the
immune system to almost nothing.
Animals die from dehydration, protein loss
and secondary infection. In a young dog
without treatment, parvo is 100 percent
fatal.
The incubation period runs three days to
two weeks, although the usual period is
five to seven days. After recovery, parvoinfected dogs may continue to shed virus
in their feces for up to one month. It is
possible but not common for cats to be
infected with canine parvovirus.
There is a fecal viral antigen test (ldexx
SNAP) that is very accurate at detecting
antigen. Beware of the false positive in the
recently vaccinated dog. The false positive
will be a faint blue spot. A deep blue
positive spot is always indicative of
parvovirus infection. A negative test is not
always truly negative. A blood smear to
look for the presence of white blood cells
may also be done.
The treatment of parvo requires stringent
isolation techniques, intravenous fluids,
powerful antibiotics and intravenous
protein supplementation. This level of
14

nursing care must be done in a veterinary
clinic. Most dogs require between three
days and three weeks of intensive care.
Because a recovered dog is a
contamination risk and the treatment is
costly, most shelters euthanize parvo dogs.
Canine Coronavirus
Canine coronavirus is self-limiting viral
enteric disease of dogs that causes
vomiting and diarrhea. The incubation
period is one to five days. It is spread
through contact with infected feces.
Dehydration is more serious and can be
life threatening in puppies. Dogs will do
well with supportive care, fluids and
antibiotics. Dogs will shed corona virns
for one to two weeks post infection. It is
susceptible to most disinfectants.

a

Canine Distemper
Canine distemper is caused by an
enveloped, and more easily disinfected,
virus. Ferrets and raccoons are also
susceptible to canine di~per.

The virus is most often spread by aerosol
droplets produ~ through a cough or
sneeze. The incubation period is one to
two weeks~ and onset of the disease is
marked by lethargy, fever, anorexia and
nasal discharge, followed by pneumonia or
gastrointestinal signs.
·c.

Neurological signs, such as muscle
twitches, seizures and behavior changes,
may develop one to three weeks later. The
dog with distemper may have ocular
involvement. Watch for hardening of the
footpads and nose pad, which are
associated with a poor outcome. These
dogs are more likely to suffer lifelong
neurological effects.
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Preventive vaccination is very effective,
but shelter staft' must suspect distemper in
any dog with a nasal discharge and fever.
Canine Parainfluenza
This virus is one of the components of the

Kennel Cough Complex. Parainfluenza
invades the lining of the upper respiratory
tract On its own, Parainfluenza causes a
mild disease. This virus incubates for five
to 10 days. Not hardy in the environment.
paraintluenu is easily disinfected.
This disease becomes complicated when a
secondary bacterial component joins in,
the most cOmmon of which is bordatella
broncbiseptica (see below).
Canine Adenovirus Type 2 (CAV2)
Another viral component of kennel cough,
CAV2 is transmitted by aerosol, but it is
also not hardy in the environment CAV2

incubates for five to 10 days and causes
mild disease on its own.
Infectious Canine Hepatitis (Canine
Adenovirus Type 1)
This infection is marked by a fever over

104 F, watery eye discharge, lethargy,
abdominal pain and swelling. This
infection can be serious and require
hospitalization. Some dogs require blood
transfusions for low white blood-cell
counts and low platelet counts. The virus
is somewhat hardy in the environmen~ and
recovered dogs can shed virus for up to six
months. Vaccination is an effective
preventive.
This virus often causes loss of litters of
puppies, even puppies of apparently
healthy bitches. She may have had CAV2,
recovered and is shedding virus when her
pups are delivered. The puppies will die
one by one in what is referred to as
"fading puppy syndrome."

Rabies
This fatal virus is transmitted by the saliva
of an infected animal through a bite
wound. The most often-implicated carriers
are bats, skunks, foxes and other wildlife.

This virus travels from the site of the bite
wound to the brain via the nervous system.
By the time the virus is detectable in brain
tissue, it is also being shed by the salivary
glands. All bite wounds of unknown origin
must be treated as rabies suspects.
State laws are very detailed and specific
regarding vaccination use and the
management of rabies-suspected animals.
Consider the possibility of rabies in any
mammal with neurological signs. Rabies
can incubate for as long as five months
before reaching the brain.
Feline Upper Respiratory Disease
Complex (URI)

Feline URI can be caused by the feline
herpes virus, calici virus, Chlamydophila
felis (formerly known as Chlamydia
psittici), mycoplasma and occasionally
bordatella bronchiseptica, or any
combination of the above viral and
bacterial organisms. Often, the exact
causative agents are not clear, but
appropriate therapy is supportive with oral
and ophthalmic antibiotics that will be
effective against C. felis, mycoplasma and
bordatella when secondary bacterial
infection is suspected. The viral
component has to run its course, and like
the human common cold, can take up to
three weeks to do so.
Feline Herpes VIrus (Feline VIral
Rhlnotracheitis- FVR)

Most cats have been exposed to FVR at
some point in their lives. Like all herpes
viruses, it never completely clears and can
re-emerge at times of stress. When it is
being shed in oral, ocular and nasal
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secretions, the virus is highly contagious.
This virus is often transmitted by fomite
and can live up to four hours on inanimate
objects.
Cats with herpes viral infections will have
sneezing, ocular and nasal discharge, fever
and lethargy. The use oflysine oral
supplementation has been shown to
shorten the duration of the disease. Kittens
should receive 250 mg and cats.500 mg
once a day. This nutritional supplement
may be obtained in powdered form and
sprinkled on food. More severe cases may
require fluids and force feeding.
Feline Calicl Virus

Like herpes virus, calici can be shed
chronically by carrier cats in times of
stress. Calici virus is considerably hardier
in the environment than herpes virus and
requires bleach disinfection. Calici virus is
also fomite transmitted and can live up to
28 days on inanimate objects.
Calici virus produces symptoms similar to
herpes virus, but also can cause significant
drooling due to large, painful oral ulcers.
In kittens, calici virus can cause arthritis
and sudden death from acute pneumonia.
There have been outbreaks of Virulent
Systemic Feline Calici virus (VS-FCV),
formerly known as hemorrhagic calici
virus, throughout the United States. This
form of the virus, although rare, is
resistant to vaccination, can be shed by
unaffected carriers and has a high
mortality rate. VS-FCV should be
suspected if cats are dying of upper
respiratory infection in the shelter.
Feline Panleukopenia

This non-enveloped virus is closely related
to the canine parvovirus and causes the
same disease course. This disease has been
16

called "feline distemper" in the past,
which is confusing. Feline parvo would be
more accurate. This disease causes
vomiting, diarrhea, lethargy, anorexia and
bone marrow suppression. Sometimes the
only symptom in the early course of
disease is profuse hypersalivation.
The ldexx SNAP parvo antigen test cross
reacts with panleukopenia. This test
should be conducted on any panleuksuspect cat, particularly in times of
increased disease outbreaks (the spring
and fall). Panleuk incubates for three to
seven days and causes varying degrees of
illness, depending on the virulence or
strength of the virus, and the immune
status of the cat or kitten affected. As with
canine parvovirus, some cats can be
shedding the virus without showing any
symptoms. It is also persistent in the
environment and resistant to most
chemical disinfection.
Vaccination is effective prevention.
Modified live, single-agent vaccines are
available and are recommended on
admission to provide the most rapid
immunity among shelter cats. Do not give
modified live vacdnations to pregnant
cats.
Feline Leukemia Virus (FeLV)
This retrovirus is moderately contagious
and requires cat-to-cat contact. FeLV may
be transmitted vertically from queen to

kittens. This virus may be transmitted
through friendly behavior, such as
allogrooming or sharing common food
bowls. This virus can survive up to two
days in a moist environment.
Feline leukemia is a biphasic·disease. It
can become symptomatic early in a
kitten's life, causing bone marrow
suppression, susceptJbility to other
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diseases and death. If an infected cat
survives this period, it may go on to have a
long, healthy life marked by bone marrow
suppression or the development of cancer
in its teen years.
Feline Infectious Peritonitis (FIP)
FIP is caused by a corona virus in cats
similar to the corona virus in dogs

described above. Most cats exposed to
corona virus will have a mild, self-limiting
case of vomiting and diarrhea, which
resolves with no residual effect.
In certain situations with susceptible
populations, usually purebred cats, corona
virus can mutate to a form that causes fatal
disease. These cases are marked by fluid
accumulation in the belly or by
granulomatous disease causing
inflammation of the eyes or brain
(seizures). Kittens may show symptoms of
failure to thrive or grow~ with intermittent
fevers.

Corona vaccination is not effective. Good
husbandry is the best preventive as the
virus is not hardy in the environment.

Bacterial Diseases
Leptospirosis
This bacterial infection is spread most
commonly by urine contamination of the
environment by rodents or wildlife. The
bacteria can survive well in a wet
environment. Dogs should not be allowed
to drink standing water outdoors,
particularly in areas where rodents, deer or
foxes are known to live. This bacteria is
virtually everywhere.

In severe cases, dogs will break with a
high fever and weakness. Later on, there
may be signs of kidney failure or jaundice,
indicating liver involvement. Affected

dogs shed large amoWlts of leptospirosis
organisms in their urine. If the disease is
diagnosed early, before organ damage has
occurred, it is treatable with antibiotics.
Untreated, lepto causes death by organ
failure.
Vaccination is ineffective as there are
many more strains of lepto than are
included in the vaccines. It is also thought
that this limited protection lasts less than
six months post vaccination.
Infectious Tracheobronchitis,
Bordatella bronchlseptlca (Kennel

Cough)
BordateUa is an opportunistic bacterium,
causing infection where viral infection has
already opened the door, usually
parainfluenza orCAV2. Infection is
marked by a harsh hacking or honking dry
cough. Gentle palpation of the dog's throat
will trigger a cough response. The young,
elderly or poorly conditioned may
progress to a serious case of pneumonia,
as will cases complicated by other
bacteria, such as streptococcus.
Transmission is by aerosol droplets at
fairly close contact (nose-to-nose contact)
or by fomite. Treatment is with rest and
antibiotics, if a productive cough or nasal
discharge are noted. Exposure to cold air
or exercise can exacerbate the course of
the disease, so dogs with kennel cough
require strict rest and isolation from other
dogs. Some dogs will benefit from cough
suppressants. Kennel cough typically runs
its course in 10 days.
Rickettsial Disease
Ehrlichia canis, rickettsia rickettsii and
Lyme Disease are all tick-borne diseases
that can cause joint pain, fever, muscle
pain and effects on blood-cell counts.
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Fortunately, if caught early, these diseases
are responsive to doxycycline therapy.

Fungal Diseases
Ringworm
Dermatophytosis, aka "ringworm"
(microsporum canis, m. gypseum,
trichophyton mentagrophytes), is a fungal
skin infection that causes hair loss, itching
and redness. Ringworm is spread by
fomite or direct contact. Ringworm
orgaoisms cannot live without organic
matter, such as hair or shed skin ceJls. The
spore form is very durable in the
environment and can be infective for
years.
The young, the elderly and.the immune
compromised are at greatest risk, as are
Persian cats and Yorkshire terrier dogs.
Incubation can be anywhere from four
days to four weeks, and as many is 10
percent of cats can be asymptomatip
carriers.
The vaccine is ineffective, and lufeneron
(Program), which had been heralded as a
wonder cure, has also proven ineffective.
Wood's lamp examination, if positive, is
diagnostic for ringworm. Unfortunately,
only 40 percent of ringworm infections
fluoresce, so negative examination d~
not rule out ringworm. Suspect hairs may
be inspected under the microscope for a
telltale appearance, but the most accurate
diagnostic test is dermatophyte culture.

When dealing with an outbreak of
ringworm, use bleach at a 1:10 dilution
and allow 30 minutes of contact time.
Make sure to rinse and dry the cage
thoroughly before returning the cat to it.
.Because ringworm infection in a cat
population can be stubborn, and because it
18

can be zoonotic with tenible public
relations outcomes, many shelters choose
to euthanize ringworm-positive cats in
order to limit disease spread within the
shelter.
Treatment can be difficult and expensive.
Most cases require a long course of
shampoos and lime sulfur pet dip, with
clipping of long-haired cats. Some cases
require oral medication as well, which can
be toxic and require blood monit.Qring
during treatment.
Do not take the diagnosis of ringwonn in
the shelter cat lightly. It is a disease that
can easily spread to staff and customers,
and can be extremely difficult to remove
from the shelter environment

External Parasites
Fleas, ticks, sarcoptic mange, demodectic
mange and ear mites are of concern
because they cause discomfort (sometimes
extreme) and because these parasites can
be vectors of serious disease. Skin and hair
coats should be examined closely on
admission to the shelter so that the
conditions may be treated in a timely
fashion.

Internal Parasites
Coccidia
Coccidia are a single-celled protozoan
organism that causes diarrhea in puppies
and kittens. Adult animals are only
transiently infected and do not usually
develop diarrhea. Stressed kittens and
puppies can develop severely dehydrating
diarrhea. Coccidia are very resistant to
disinfection, but vigilant removal of feces
prevents their transfonnation to the
infective form. It takes between four and
24 hours for this to occur. Any infected
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litter shoUld have feces removed every
couple of hours to reduce the risk of
reinfection. Coccidia are species specific,
so cross-contamination between puppies
and kittens is not a concern.

Good hygiene is very important in the
prevention and control of giardia.
Promptly pick up feces in runs and cages.
Bathe animals infected with giardia to
prevent re-infection from their hair coat

Previously treatment was lengthy and
laborious, with a 21-day course of
sulfadimethoxine. Some strains proved to
be resistant. Recently, treatment with
ponazuril (Marquis paste -Bayer, an
equine product) has shown that a single
treatment can be curative. Some shelter
veterinarians are dosing ponazuril at IS
mglkg once a day for three consecutive
days and are seeing excellent results. The
drawback to ponazuril is that it is very
expensive, and four tubes must be
purchased at one time. Interested shelters
may wish to enter into a purchasing
agreement with three othe,- organizations
in their area.

Quats are very effective in killing the cysts
in the environment, but these compounds
rapidly lose their effectiveness in the
presence of large amounts of organic
matter. So it is essential to physically pick
up all fecal matter prior to disinfection.

Giardia
Giardia is one of the most common
protozoan parasites of humans. Many
animals are capable of being infected and
passing the cysts in their stool, including
dogs, cats, birds, horses and cattle. It is
most commonly contracted by ingesting
water or food contaminated with the
giardia cysts.
Giardia can cause diarrhea, especially in
puppies and kittens, which may be severe
enough to cause weight loss and
dehydration.
Metronidazole (Flagyl) or fenbendazole
(Panacur) are commonly used to treat
giardia, but no treatment is universally
successful in preventing the shedding of
cysts in the stool. Treatment is only
effective in minimizing diarrhea and
symptoms in infected animals.

Roundworms (toxicara)
Shed in very high nwnbers in the feces of
infected dogs and cats, roundworms are
easy to treat, but they have serious
zoonotic risks. Ingested roundworm eggs
will result in larval migrans disease in
children. Larval migrans can cause hmg
inflammation, liver damage, brain damage
and blindness.

Untreated cases in kittens and puppies
cause unthriftiness and even lifethreatening intestinal blockage. The
typical roundworm-infected puppy or
kitten will have a potbellied appearance
and a rough haircoat. The infected adult
may appear perfectly healthy.
Hookworms
Hookworms (ancyclostoma) are picked up
by migration through the skin or from
mother's milk. Hookworms attach to the
intestinal wall and feed on blood. Heavy
infections can cause anemia, weakness and
wasting. Pyrantal pamoate cures
hookworm infection. Hookworm eggs can
migrate through human skin causing an
itchy but self-limiting eruption. Bleach
will kill hookworm larvae on cement, but
not in moist soil.
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Whlpworms (tricurls)
Eggs become infective within two weeks
after production, and they can remain
viable for years. Wbipworms cause signs
of large bowel diarrhea (loose stools with
mucous or blood). Fenbendazole (Panacur)
is the most often-used treatment.
Tapeworms (dlpylidium,
echinococcus, taenia)
Tapeworms are transmitted by fleas, so
any flea-infested animal must also be
assumed to be tapeworm infected.
Tapeworms pass segments that creep
around on their own and dry to appear like
grains of rice on the anus. Common
tapeworm infection is not terribly
detrimental to the animal. However,.they
are a potential zoonotic infection, which
should be treated seriously.

Echinococcus tapeworm, however rare,
has been reported in the southwestern
United States. These worms cau8e the
formation of cysts, a very serious health
concern that requires very careful surgical
removal. If they rupture, the cysts can seed
thousands of other cysts throughout the
internal organs. A single cyst in the brain
can be fatal.
Tapeworm infections can be treated with
Praziquantel (Droncit- Bayer).
Heartwonns
Heartworms are transmitted between dogs
by mosquitoes. Left untreated, heartworm
disease is debilitating and ultimately fatal.

20

Treatment of heartworm infection is costly
and hard on the dog, as a highly toxic
medication must be used. Dogs require
strict rest in the month following
heartworm treatment, as the worms break
up and circulate through the body. Worm
fragments can intenupt blood supply to
the lungs, brain or intestines, with fatal
complications.
Fortunately, heartworm disease is far
easier to prevent than it is to treat. Shelter
dogs should be given monthly heartworm
preventive, such as ivermectinlpyrantel
(Heartgard Plus- Merial), milbemycin
oxime (Interceptor- Novartis) or
selamectin (Revolution- Ptizer). Cats are
also wlnerable to heartworm infection,
and if they are potentially exposed to
mosquitoes in an endemic area, give cats
selamectin on a monthly basis.
Whenever possible, heartworm testing and
heartworm di~e staging should occur
prior to administration of the preventive.
Then, give dogs preventive medications on
a monthly basis regardless of test status in
order to reduce the available microfilaria
(baby wonn) population for mosquitoes to
pick up. The use of a heartworm
preventive in a heartwonn-positive dog
runs the risk of anaphylaxis as the
microfilaria die off, but the benefit to the
remainder of the dog population outweighs
this risk. The use of preventive in the
heartworm-positive dog creates a situation
known as "occult heartworm disease,"
detectable by antigen testing only.
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Preventive Recommendations

benefit that they are not worth the cost of
administration.

Vaccinations
Vaccination recommendations for the
shelter environment differ from those
recommended for animals in a home. Most
often, previous vaccination status of
shelter animals is unknown. The most
prudent approach, therefore, is to consider
each animal entering the facility as
unvaccinated.
Vaccination in the shelter setting will not
prevent outbreaks of disease. Early
vaccination, meaning the moment the
animal anives, or as close to arrival as
possible, gives the animal an advantage in
the race between immunity and disease. If
the animal was exposed to the disease
before coming into the shelter for
vaccination, he may still break with
disease. In some cases, however,
vaccination may lessen the intensity or
duration of disease. Also, some animals
will not respond to vaccination in a
protective manner. For those individuals•
no degree of vaccination will prevent
disease.
·
Vaccines not to use:
Using too many vaccines can have a
detrimental effect Too many antigens
administered at once can overwhelm the
immune system and lessen the strength of
the immune response. The more vaccines
used increases the likelihood of an adverse
vaccine reaction.

Rule out vaccinations for diseases that are
self-limiting or treatable. In the shelter
setting, the Lyme vaccine, giardia vaccine,
corona, leptospirosis, Chlamydopbila (C.
fells), ringworm (m. canis), FeLV and FIP
vaccinations may be wasted money. Many
of these vaccinations are of so little added

Lyme -Effective tick preventive is the
best Lyme disease preventive. This
vaccine has a higb rate of vaccineassociated illness. It is not fully protective
and will cause false positive when
screening for Lyme disease.
Giardia- This vaccine is expensive and
may be considered for limited times
during disease outbreak. Most shelter
animals are not at great risk for exposure.
Corona - This infection is considered to
be protective against parvovirus and is
certainly the lesser of two evils. Also, the
vaccine is not terribly protective.
Leptospirosis -Vaccinations for
leptospirosis are of limited efficacy and
are available for only a small number of
the strains that exist. Rodent control and
not allowing shelter animals to drink
standing water outdoors will provide
greater protection against Lepto than the
vaccine.
CblamydopbUa- Because signs of
disease associated with C. felis infection
are comparatively mild and respond
favorably to treatment, and because
adverse events associated with use of C.
felis vaccines are of greater concern than
adverse events associated with use of
many other products, routine vaccination
against C. psittaci infection is not
recommended.
Ringworm- Them. canis vaccine is no
longer being produced because it had a
tendency to cause the disease symptoms to
disappear, but not eliminate the carrier
status of the cat. There may be some
vaccines still available through
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distributors, but they are not
recommended.
FeLV -:-Because cats in a shelter are in a
closed community with no contact with
FeLV-positive cats, this vaccine is also not
recommended.
FIV- As above, cats in a shelter are in a
closed community with no contact with
FIV-positive cats. One major drawback to
this vaccine is that it will cause cats to test
positive on routine FIV testing.
FeUne infectious peritonitisConsiderable controversy surrounds the
ability of this vaccine to prevent disease.
Some studies demonstrate protection from
disease, while others show little benefit
from vaccination. At this time, there is no
evidence that the vaccine induces
clinically relevant protection, and its use is
not recommended.
Feline bordateUa- This vaccine may be

of use if the pathogen is identified in a
disease outbreak, but othetwise, bordatella
is rarely implicated in feline upper
respiratory infection.

Parenteral (injected) vaccines are
recommended for all other infectious
diseases. The intranasal administration of
the panleukopenia vaccine is not thought
to be protective. If the trivalent upper
respiratory and panleukopenia vaccine is
used, it should be backed up by the use of
the injectable panleukopenia vaccine.
Core Vacciuatious
Core vaccines are those that should be
administered to every animal as it enters
the shelter.

For cats, the core vaccines are:
•
•

•
•

Panleukopenia MLV (modified
live) parenteral
HCipCS (also known as
rhinotracheitis)
Calici virus MLV topical
Rabies, non-adjuvented

For shelters that are having difficulty
lowering feline upper respiratory rates, the
parenteral FVRCP (Feline Viral
Rhinotracheitis, Calici virus,
Panleukopenia) may be given in addition
to the intranasal vaccine, thereby further
reducing outbreaks.

Vaccines to use:
Modified live vaccines (MLV) are
recommended for their properties that
provide quicker immune protection. It is
important that staff learn to differentiate
between mild vaccination symptoms that
mimic actual disease and real disease
outbreak. The biggest differentiating factor
is the presence or absence of fever.

For dogs, the core vaccines are:

Local or topical vaccines are
recommended for diseases that enter via
the topical route. This means an intranasal
vaccine is recommended for feline herpes
and calici viruses. For canine bordatella,
the intranasal vaccine is recommended.

Bordatella intranasal can have a combined
parainfluenza and adenovirus 2
componen~ but should not substitute for
the parenteral DAPP.

22

•
•
•
•

Distemper MLV
Adenovirus 2
Parvovirus MLV
Parainfluenza (this combination is
known as DAPP)
• Rabies (killed)
• Bordatella intranasal

Individual risk-assessment and vaccine
protocols can be developed as needed by
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the adopters' veterinarian. The individual
animal's lifestyle will be evaluated, and
the veterinarian may recommend further
vaccines at that time. Also, an individual
shelter profile may require modifications
to the core vaccines outlined above in
conjunction with an advising veterinarian.
These guidelines are intended as a
suggested starting point.
Puppies should be vaccinated with
bordatella and DAPP at 6 weeks of age
and boosted every two weeks until out of
the shelter. Kittens may be vaccinated with
the intranasal upper respiratory
components at 2 weeks of age. This can be
boosted at 6 weeks of age along with
panleukopenia, also administered at 6
weeks old.
The best protocol places litters of puppies
and kittens into foster homes outside of the
shelter. Litters visit at 6 weeks for
vaccination and return at 8 weeks for
adoption. The recombinant PurVax rabies
vaccine by Merial has the advantage of
being approved for use in 8-week-old
kittens. Puppies must wait until 12 weeks
of age for rabjes vaccination.
Pregnant animals should not be
vaeclnated with any modified live
vac:clnes, as this may cause abortion or
problems with fetal development.

Dewormlng
All animals should be prophylactically
dewormed with a broad-spectrum
dewormer, such as pyrantal pamoate
(Strongid, Nemex). Further tailored
deworming may be done as needed and
indicated by fecal floatation tests. The best
preventive medicine programs obtain fecal
floatations on all animals in the shelter.
The minimum monitoring to be done is to

conduct fecal floatation on all animals
with either diarrhea or vomiting.
The Centers for Disease Control (CDC)
recommends an aggressive routine
deworming to prevent human exposure to
toxicara eggs, including these guidelines
for dogs and cats:
Dogs:

Puppies should be dewormed at 2 weeks
of age and every two weeks until 3 months
old. From 3 to 6 months, puppies should
be dewormed once a month, and then four
times a year for life. Lactating bitches
should be treated at parturition and then
every two weeks with the puppies. Newly
admitted dogs to the shelter should be
dewormed at admission, with the dose
repeated in two weeks. Heartwonn
preventive administered monthly yearround can serve as the strategic
deworming medication.

Cats:
Kittens should be dewormed at 3, S, 7 and
9 weeks, then monthly until 6 months of
·age. Adults should be dewormed four
times a year. Lactating queens should be
treated concurrently with kittens. A good
choice for strategic deworming in cats is
Drontal because it treats roundworms and
tapeworms, the zoonotic species that cats
most often carry.

Screening
All cats over 6 months should be screened
for both FeLV and FIV. Kittens under 6
months may be tested for FeLVonly.
There are concerns with both false
positives and false negatives when testing
for FIV in kittens less than 6 months of
age.
Counsel adopters to have their cats
retested in six months. If an adopter is
looking to add a new cat to a household of
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existing cats, the safest bet would be an
owner-surrendered, indoor-only cat with a
negative FeLVIFIV test. Cats with positive
FeLV or FN tests must be strictly isolated
from other cat populations.

Flea Control
Cases inundated with fleas should
immediately use nitenpyram (CapstarNovartis), an oral product that causes rapid
death of the resident fleas, usually widrin
30 minutes. This should help prevent the
establishment of fleas within the facility.
Ongoing flea prevention should be
implemented with a topical spot-on
product, such as fipronil (Frontline Merial), imidacloprid (Advantage- Bayer)
or selamectin (Revolution- Pfizer). In
ticJ.t..endemic areas, Frontline, Advantix

24

(Bayer) or Revolution are appropriate
choices for dogs. For cats, Revolution is
the best choice because it eradicates fleas,
ticks and ear mites. Revolution is also
helpful in areas afflicted with sarcoptic
mange, as this product also kills sarcoptic
mange mites.

Grooming
All animals in the shelter environment
should be free of external parasites, bum,
hair mats or other uncomfortable foreign
materials in the fur.

Monitoring
Every animal should be observed for
behavior and attitude each day. If any
changes are noted, closer examination is
indicated.
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Zoonoses
A zoonotic disease is one that may be
transmitted ftom animals to people.
Zoonotic agents can be viruses, bacteria,
fungus, or internal and external parasites.
Those most vulnerable to zoonotic disease
include the very young, the very old,
pregnant wo~ chemotherapy patients,
transplant patients, those with
immunosuppressive diseases or those on
immunosuppressive medications. These
folks are particularly at risk of having
serious or even fataJ outcomes ftom
diseases such as bartonellosis (cat scratch
fever), salmonella, bordatella,
·
toxoplasmosis and lymphocytic
choriomeningitis virus (LCMV, carried b¥
rodents).
Other zoonotic diseases include giardia,
hookworm, roundworm, tapeworms, tick
paralysis, campylobacter, shigella,
clostridium, helioobacter, tritrichomonas
ech!nococcocus, ringworm, scabies,
'
rabtes, pasturella, leptospirosis, yersinia
pestis, monkey pox, ehrlichia, Rocky
~ountain Spotted Fever (RMSF), Lyme
dtsease and banta virus. This list is far
from complete, as new disease organisms
or modes of transmission are discovered
regularly.
Some of these diseases are transmitted
directly from animal to human by bite
exposure, such as rabies or bartonella.
Other diseases require a vector, such as a
tick, to transmit the disease, like RMSF.
Others, such as salmonella, are transmitted
passively from handling and then oral
ingestion. A fatal disease may be
transmitted as quickly as a child holding a
reptile and then chewing her fingernails or
sucking her thumb.

The principal routes of zoonosis
transmission are dermal or mucocutaneous
contact, bites and scratches, inhalation of
droplet aerosols, ingestion and vectors.
Provide hand"washing facilities to
employees and visitors alike, and
e~courage their frequent use through
Stgnage and verbal reminders. Where
hand-washing facilities are not available
provide waterless alcohol-based hand '
sanitizers. Advise parents to,be vigilant of
their children's activities.
Shelters are more likely to see zoonotic
diseases than other animal facilities. This
is because animals come from random
sources, even out of state or out of the
coun~. Some shelters aTe direct importers
of ammals from other geographic areas,
while others are recipients of the fallout
from wen-meaning but under-resourced
rescue groups. Shelter animals are likely to
have not had any previous preventive
health care, such as protective vaccines or
routine dewonnings. Animals may have
been roaming before arriving in the shelter
system and may have picked up a variety
of diseases. Once in the shelter, animals
experience environmental factors that
promote zoonotic disease, including stress
and high animal density.
The public should never be allowed to
interact with animals showing any disease
symptoms. Because immunocompromised
or immunosupressed individuals may be
reluctant to reveal their health status and
may wish to maintain privacy, there
should be some signage and literature
regarding zoonotic disease available. This
way, visitors may peruse them at their own
volition and in private.
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Animal Stress
Stressors play a significant role in the
health status of shelter animals. Stressed
animals are more likely to shed infectious
disease organisms through diarrhea or
other symptoms. Stress can be brought on
by a variety of conditions and can be
expressed through obvious or obscure
clues. A stressed animal may be either
withdrawn or hyperactive. Animals should
be observed for signs of stress.
Stress reduction measures within the
kennel enclosure include soft classical
music, toys, a comfy bed, hiding and
perching spots for cats, an outdoor view (if
possible), fresh air and behavioral
enrichment devices, such as stuffed Kongs
for dogs and Kitty Kongs for cats. Use
volunteers as much as possible to provide
behavioral enrichment brushing, petting,
soothing talk, play, walking and manners
instruction.
Pain exacerbates stress, and stress
exacerbates pain. Train staff to recognize
painfUl conditions and to alleviate
suffering for humane and disease-control
reasons. If an animal must be held for
stray time after having been injured or
while suffering with painful conditions,
such as arthritis, the pain must be
addressed. Measures taken may be as
simple as providing deep bedding or may
require veterinary intervention and the use
of pain medications. If animals are
frequently chewing at their surgical sites
post-spaying or neutermg, it may be time
to have a discussion with your veterinarian
regarding post-operative pain control
measures. We have it in our power to
alleviate or eliminate animal suffering, and
we should take our responsibility to do so
with profound seriousness.
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Hunger is an easily avoided stressor in the
kennel environment. A minimum of twicedaily feeding is recommended to lessen
the chance of hunger. Puppies and kittens
should be fed an age-appropriate food at
least three times daily. In addition, the
stress of the kennel environment increases
the requirement for energy. The stressed
animal exerts more calories by not
sleeping and by pacing, shivering, jumping
and barking. All animals should be
weighed weekly to monitor for weight
loss. Ensure provision of appropriate
foods, particularly for exotic species, to be
sure that what has been set in front of them
is truly a good food. Consistently feeding
the same brand of high-quality food is
highly recommended. Although shelters
often get donated food, changes in diet can
result in inappetance, vomiting and
diarrhea. Donated food is best utilized as a
resource for fosters or a food bank for
needy pet owners in the community, rather
than for feeding shelter residents. Great
care must be taken when re-feeding the
starved animal and should be undertaken
with veterinary guidance. Animals who
have been starved for long periods of time
may be unable to absorb nutrition, leading
to explosive diarrhea, dehydration and
protein loss that the starved animal cannot
afford.

Boredom can lead to behaviors that
endanger health. Some animals will
engage in repetitive behaviors that can
cause painful stress on joints or infected
skin eruptions from licking. Again, these
conditions can make an animal more
vulnerable to infectious disease.
Separation anxiety is a difficult suffering
to address in the shelter situation. Most
often what (or who) animals pine for is no
longer available to them. Sometimes these
animals can be comforted by animal
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companionship or special attention from
volunteers. Others will only do well out of
the shelter in a foster situation, and some
never do well without serious
pharmacologic and behavioral
intervention.
Overstimulation ftom noise and activity
may be rough for some animals, until they
become habituated to the kennel
environment. Measures such as hanging a
blanket over a cage,.providing a crate
within the enclosure or moving an animal

to a quiet location may ease the discomfort

and associated stress.
Temperature extremes- particularly cold
for the very young, the very old, the very
small and the sparsely hair-coated- can
create serious discomfort. On the other
hand, heat and high humidity can be
unbearable for the obese, giant breeds and
heavy-coated animals. Special provisions
must be made for these animals, including
coats, blankets, moving to a different area,
providing a child's wading pool or other
measure to alleviate this suffering.
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Conclusion

•

In summary, preventing disease outbreaks
from occwring in a shelter setting requires
a consistent effort to reduce the numbers
of animals at risk through prompt and
appropriate vaccination, by maintaining a
healthy facility through disinfection, by
keeping a watchful eye on the population
and by immediately isolating suspect cases
from the general population. Maintaining
clear records of all of the above preventive
measures allows for review and revision in
times of failure. Those records should
include:
• Vacelnatiom All incoming
animals should be properly
vaccinated.
• Disinfection: Maintain unrelenting
dedication to disinfection.
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•

•

Surveillance: Keep constant
surveillance of incoming and
cwrently housed animals.
Health reeords: Keep timely
records of the health of the shelter
population, and even more timely
records for quarantined sick and
exposed animals.
Population management: Manage
the movement of all animals within
the shelter.

Good shelter disinfection and diseasecontrol measures are cost saving and
humane. They can also help stabilize the
workforce by preserving morale through
the avoidance of mass euthanasia in times
of disease outbreak. These measures
improve public relations and responsible
social interaction. A clean and healthy
shelter is a happy place to be.
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Glossary
Abseess A pus-filled cavity within tissue
Alkalinity Opposite of acidity, having a
high pH level

Asymptomatic Infection without
symptoms
Baeterioeidal Kills bacteria
Biodegradable Metabolized to non-toxic
matter in environment
Carrier state Harboring disease agents
without showing symptoms
Contagious Can be transmitted

Intermediate host Host where parasite
passes non-reproductive stage
Killed virus vaccine Virus is unable to
reproduce
Maternal antibodies Those passed to
offspring (in milk) to grant immunity
Modified Live Virus (MLV) Virus can
reproduce but is unable to cause disease
Mucous membranes Lining of mouth,
vagina, eyelids, etc.
Non-enveloped virus No extra coating;
difficult to inactivate

Disinfect To free from infection,
especially by destroying harmfid
microorganisms

Pathogen A disease-producing organism

Enteroviruses Viruses that infect the
digestive tract

Prophylactic:aDy Given to prevent disease
rather than to treat disease

Enveloped viruses Have an extra coat
supplied by the host cell; easily inactivated

Secondary bacterial infection Bacterial
infection following previous infection by
another pathogen

Euthanasia Humane deliberate death
Fungicidal Kills fungi
Gram-negative A more complex bacterial
cell wall defined by staining
Hard water Contains salts of calcium,
magnesium or other chemicals

Pneumonia Inflammation of the lungs

Sporicidal Kills bacterial spores
Sterilization To free from living
microorganisms
Virucidal Kills viruses
Zoonotic Disease transmissible from
animals to man

Hemorrhage Bleeding
Incubation period Time span from
infection to start of symptoms
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For more information contact
The Humane Society of the United States
Shelter Services
EmaD: shelterservices@humanesociety.org

www .animalsheltering.org
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Planning and Building an Animal Shelter

An animal shelter is the physical nucleus of a community animal care and control program, and should be
constructed, maintained, and operated so that it is attractive and convenient to the community. Above an, an
animal shelter must be a place of security and comfort for the animals sheltered there.
A sheltering facility should be built in a central location accessible to the human population being served, and
should be sited and designed in a way that is welcoming to the public. It should provide a safe and healthy
environment for both animals and the people who care for them.
Keep in mind that the pre-construction planning phase is absolutely crucial to building a good animal shelter.
The HSUS advises animal care and control agencies to spend as much time as necessary to identify its needs
and those of its community before planning a new facility. Doing so will help achieve the objective of providing
a humane, secure environment for animals and avoid costly errors in the process.
The Humane Society of the United States (HSUS) strongly recommends that local·architects hired to build a
new shelter consult with an architect experienced In successful shelter design.
Also enclosed are materials that provide basic information on a number of key aspects of shelter construction.
Among the enclosures are floor plans of animal shelters located in different parts of the country and serving
widely disparate populations. Please note that while these plans incorporate many essential elements in
animal shelter design, they all have certain limitations. For example, in an the designs enclosed, catS and
kittens are housed in the same area. The HSUS recommends that shelters house cats and kittens separately
to reduce the transmission of contagious diseases such as upper respiratory infections. Despite their
limitations, the enclosed plans can be used to show your building committee and architect the variety of
approaches to animal shelter design.
Find Anlmaf Sherter Architects

A list of experienced animal shelter architects can be found at animalshelterinq.om/marketolace.
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Estimating the Number of Pets in Your Community
A figure that often seems dlfllcult to estimate Is the total number of owned animals In your community. Even If you have a
handle on the number of licensed animals, there11 still be a high percentage of people who don't register their pets.
The fonnula that follows Is by no means exact; it Is based on national averages and does not account for potential
variables among regions, states, and communities. If, for example, you Dve In a densely populated suburban area with a
large number of apartments and full-time workers, cats may be the pet of choice for many more people with limited time
and space. On the other hand, a suburban area with mostly housing developments may be the stomping ground for a
higher number of dog lovers.
Keep such variables in mind so you can make necessary adjustments when using this fonnula. For the purposes of
explanation, we'll use the fictional example of Anytown, a community with 100,000 households.

Step1
Find out the number of households In your community; the local emergency management or proPerty appraiser's office
should be able to help with this. Again, in this example, the number of households is 100,000.

D
IDogs I
I Cats I
IBirds II

Percentage of U.S.

Number of Pets Per Household

Households OWning A

Pet

I

39

1.7

34

2.3

6

I

I
I

2.5

Source: The American Pet Products Manufacturers Association's 2007-2008 National Pet
Owners Survey

Step2
Using the figures in the table above, detennine how many households in the community own. dogs, how many own cats,
and how many own birds. You can arrive at this number by multiplying the number of households In your community by
the percentage.of people who own each species nationally. Here's what the math would look like in a community of
100,000 households:
•
100,000 households in Anytown x 0.39 (percentage of dog owners nationally)= 39,000 dog-owning households in
Anytown
•
100,000 households in Anytown x 0.34 (percentage of cat owners nationally) = 34,000 cat-owning households in
Anytown
•
100,000 households in Anytown x 0.06 (percentage of bird owners nationally) = 6,000 bird-owning households In
Anytown

Step3
Multiply the numbers you arrived at In Step 2 by the average number of each species owned per household.
•
39,000 dog-owning households In Anytown x 1.7 (percentage of dogs owned per household nationally) = 66,300
dogs in Anytown
•
34,000 cat-owning households in Anytown x 2.3 (percentage of cats owned per household nationally) = 78,200
cats in Anytown
•
6,000 bird-owning households In Anytown x 2.5 (percentage of birds owned per household nationally)= 15,000
pet birds In Anytown
Now Anytown has rough estimates of the number of dogs, cats, and birds in its community. You can also apply this
fonnula to other species, using national statistics for fish, reptile, equine or small-animal ownership.
From Animal Sheltering magazine, Jan-Feb. 2001, updated APPMA figures March 2008. www.APPMA.org
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Estimating the Size and Cost of an Animal Shelter
For a ballpark estimate of the size and cost of a new animal sheltering facility, use the formula below.
For more accurate size and cost estimates, local governments must go through a comprehensive
needs-assessment process.
1. Enter the number of dogs housed1
Multiply that number by the square
Feet (s.f.) per dog (90-100 s.f. per dog).2

2. Enter the number of cats housed. 1
Multiply that number by the
s.f. per cat (45-50 s.f. per cat)2

____ x ____ = ____ s.f.

____ x ____ = ____ s.f.

3. Add the totals in 1. and 2. above to
detennine total building square footage.

____s..f.

4. Multiply the total building s.f. (3.) by the
cost per s.f.3 to determine the total
___s.f. x
building cost.
5. Multiply the total building cost (4.) by
the total project cost factor.4

150

=$· - - - -

---- X----- =$-----

The result of 5. is the total project cost.
Example:
1. 100 dogs x 100 s.f.
2. 50 cats x 50 s.f. =
3. Total building s.f.=
4. 12,500 s.f. x $200 =
5. $2,500,000 X 1.67 =

=

10,000 s.f.

2,500 s.f.
12,500 s.f.
$2,500,000
#4,175,000

Note:
New Construction costs ranged from $175- $212 per
square foot, not Including land.
Renovation/New Construction ranged from $160 - $215 per
square foot not Including land.
M'o st of these figures were derived from actual costs but
were on projects completed in 2002-2004, so you can add
at least 20% onto these prices for current estimates. The
renovation project prices above Included a combination of
retrofitting an older facility combined with some new
construction for additional square footage. Pricing MUST
be considered as a range, as construction costs vary
widely by geographic region.

1

This is the estimated total number of animals to be housed at the facility at any one time. Most jmisdictions can estimate this
number by analyzing the number of animals housed at the existing tacility during previous years and adjust that number on the basis
of relevant data about the community - data such as the number of other shelters in the area, existing animal control ordinances and
programs, demographic trends for both people and animals, and the location of the new facility vis-a-vis the community's population
base.
2
The s.f. allowance includes space for administrative offices, education space, medical space (such as assessment and spay/neuter
areas), storage, and support space.
·
3
The national average is $150.00 per s.f. (in2000).
4
In this example, building-related costs are estimated at 60% (a typical percentage) and other costs (grounds, architects' fees, interest.
etc.) are estimated at 40% for the complete project. Divide 40 by 60 (result: .666) and add I, for a final project cost factor of 1.67.
Note that the result of this formula is that building-related costs are represented by the 1 and other costs are represented by the.67.

Source: Lawrence A. Oates, Gates Hafen Cochrane Architects, Boulder, Colo., www.ghcarch.comfmdex.btm.
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Building a Safer SheHer
So the money you asked for to build a new facility came through - now what? Along with concerns about noise
reduction, waiting areas, and cleanable surfaces, you also want to make sure your new buildings are better
equipped to handle security issues than the old one: The goal of any new design should be improvement Learn
from the flaws you found In the old buDding, and work with your architects to make sure they aren't duplicated In the

new one.

In California, Escondido Humane Society Is recovering from the tragic fire that destroyed its old facility in January
2001. Plans for construction of a new shelter, complete with security enhancements, are underway, says Phil
Morgan, the shelter's executive director. In Its old building, Escondido endured the same problems found In many
shelters - the buftdlng was outdated, and the lack of a sprinkler system ended up costing animals' lives.
The new facilities wilt be far better prepared to prevent such calamities; a sprinkler system Is only one of the
improvements, Morgan says. "tn adcfrtlon, our old place was aH within one building ••••The new design will have
more of a campus layout, with a separate animal control facility, so that if one building were to bum, the other one

won't• Also In the new shelter, potential adopters will have to come and go through the front lobby, passing staff
along the way; this should decrease the potential for animal theft.
A safe space for veterinary suppHes Is another primary element of shelter design plaMing, says Larry Gates of
Gates Hafen Cochrane, an architectural firm that has been helping organizations design new facilties for shelters
for years. Installing a safe, preferably in a nondescript cabinet, is the simplest way to secure such supplies, says
Gates. •Another way we handle It is with a steel roU-down grill covering the entire pharmacy waJI,• he says. "That
has some advantages, in that when nobody's there you can just close the whole thing down so It will be secure••• It
tends to work better than having a pharmacy in an enclosed room, because It's more accessible during the day but
totally secure at night·
Nighttime security can also affect the decision to install indoor/outdoor or Indoor-only runs. While Indoor/outdoor
runs can provide more exercise space and fresh air for dogs, some organizations are moving towards indoor-only
runs, in part to boost security. The Capital Humane Society in Uncoln, Nebraska, found that the switch to an Indooronly facility solved many of Its security problems. "We used to get people who'd come to the shelter and they'd see
their dog In an outside run, but they wouldn't tell anyone, •says Bob Downey, executive director. "Then at night,
they'd come back and cut the fence of the run they knew their animal was In and take it. But when we went to all
Indoor kennels that stopped."
Some shelters have found that indoor/outdoor runs also Increase burglars' ability to gain access to the rest of the
facility. Many indoor/outdoor runs have doors or hatches large enough for a smaller person to fit through; if an
intruder breaks though these, he can probably get into the rest of your facirrty from there.
In transitioning shelters toward indoor-only facilities, Gates and his firm have occasionally planned only partial
overhauls - a move Gates says is often more affordable than building an entirely new shelter, yet still allows the
organization to fix layout problems. "If we're doing something like that, we're typically moving toward an entirely
new type of 'adoption pavilion, .. says Gates. "In existing shelters, you kind of focus on the areas the public sees,
and we might put some Band-Aids on the old building, but we'll focus most of our attention into a new addition, and
then the public's contact with the shelter remains mosUy positive."
Whatever you decide your organization needs to address. either though renovation, new construction, or something
in between, you should work closely with the architects and consultants involved In the project and make sure they
understand your shelter's security-related issues. They'll probably have some Innovative ideas you haven't
considered, and any Innovation that results In Increased safety Is a good one.
•AJI security concerns can and should be addressed In the design of new facilities," says Eric Blow, who has
retrofitted fences and locks and added new lighting systems at Jefferson County Animal Protection In Louisville,
Kentucky, where he serves as director. •Architects are much well-versed in incorporating security measures Into
buildings than they are In designing buildings for animals. The security part will be a comparative breeze for them:
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Special Design Considerations
for Animal Shelters
Building an animal shelter requires making a series of decisions unique to animal-housing facilitiessuch as choosing safe caging materials and selecting appropriate floor coatings. Here is some
guidance on what to plan for and what to watch out for:
Acoustics

A key acoustical consideration is the placement (housing) of animals in relation to each other. For
example, house yapping puppies away from kittens, nursing mothers, and debilitated animals; locate
noisy equipment such as furnaces, washing machines, or phones wen away from the euthanasia
room. The din of barking can be reduced through proper design of and materials selection for the
dog-kennel area.
Automatic Feeders
Avoid these because they can be difficult to clean and disinfect Their use also reduces the
opportunities for interaction and socialization between the animals and their caretakers.
Double- and triple-decker cages
The HSUS strongly discourages using triple-decker cages for any animal, as well as double-decker
cages and kennels for dogs and puppies. They not only are impossible to clean, but also pose a
danger to kennel staff when animals need to be placed in or removed from the cages. Double-decker
cages are acceptable for cats provided they are not positioned too high along the wall.
Electrical sockets
These should be positioned on the wall at least three feet above the floor to avoid •splash-ups.. of
water and cleaning solutions used in floor hosing~.
Elecbic warming coils under concrete-slab flooring
Avoid installing this type of system because it is nearly inaccessible in case of failure.
Ergonomic considerations
For the sake of staff and volunteers, plan the facility with their safety in mind. For example, to
·minimize back strain, install bathtubs at a "working heighf' for groomers/caretakers and inset an area
at the base for feet. Similarly, Install hydraulic lift mechanisms for tables where heavy animals will be
examined, groomed, or otherwise handled.
Flat roofs
Although flat roofs are convenient for accommodating HVAC equipment, they are more prone to leaks
and may collapse under heavy ice and snow build-up.
Floor and wall finishes
Finishes must be applied to materials that are properly cured and dried. Concrete and other surfaces
should be tested with a moisture meter before being painted. To avoid subsequent deterioration,
avoid using epoxy paints unless proper application techniques are guaranteed to be nearly perfect.
Colorless sealers are usually more effective but must be applied over well-cured, thoroughly dry
concrete that has not been previously painted.
5
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Flooring
Appropriate flooring materials are vital to maintaining a clean facility in which microorganisms and
odors are minimized. Poured floors with a minimum of seams are best. Ceramic tile is not a good
choice for kennel or housing areas because grout Is permeable and therefore impossible to clean
adequately.
Guillotine doors
To permit dogs housed in indoor/outdoor kennels to avoid drafts, set guillotine doors off-center.
Height of solid dividers between kennels
For kennels made of chain-link fencing, a solid divider must be installed to avoid nose-to-nose contact
among dogs. For large dogs, install solid dMders that are five feet or higher. For small-to-medium
dogs, four-foot-high dMding walls are generally acceptable.
HVAC

Once a well-designed heating, ventilating, and ai.r-conditionlng (HVAC) system is installed, it Is
essential to maintain it properly and clean the ducts regularly. Residual coatings of dirt and hair inside
ducts cause airborne contaminants to be constantly re-circulated into kennel areas, and these
contaminants can be a major source of disease.
Indoor/Outdoor Runs

Indoor/outdoor runs offer benefits for both the shelter staff as well as the dogs that are being housed.
They simplify the cleaning process by allowing a dog to be isolated to one side of the run while the
other side is being disinfected and scrubbed. When the guillotine doors are open, fresh air can
circulate throughout the shelter, decreasing the likelihood of kennel cough and other airborne
diseases. Indoor/outdoor runs also diminish noise levels and odor inside the facility. They encourage
house-training skills by providing dogs an outdoor area in which to eliminate. Finally, providing indoor
and outdoor access helps maintain a healthy environment for dogs, both physically and mentally. The
downside to indoor/outdoor runs Is that the outside portion cannot be disinfected in temperatures
below freezing. In addition, guillotine doors may cause drafts, making It more difficult to regulate
temperature levels within the facility. For this reason, when constructing indoor/outdoor runs, It is
important to set the guillotine doors off center to allow dogs to shield themselves from cold drafts.
Lighting

Lighting fixtures in kennels should be placed over dog runs rather than down the middle of the aisle
separating facing runs. This makes it easier for visitors and staff to view the animals. Positioning the
fixtures in this way should allow sufficient light to spill over to the walkways so that no safety hazard is
created for the public or staff.
Plumbing

The drainage system must be designed so that waste from one kennel never contaminates another.
Drain openings should be at least 4" in diameter. Lead-away pipes should be at least 6" in diameter.
Drain covers should be of stainless steel or other non-corrosive and easily cleanable material. These
should be easily removable for cleaning but otherwise kept In place to prevent puppies, other small
animals, the public, or staff from falling or slipping into them. Drain Traps should also be Installed and
cleaned on a regular basis.
Poles and support beams
Vertical supports or beams should not be positioned inside kennels or in the middle of walkways to
protect the safety of staff and the public.

6
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Segregation of species/traffic flow

Different species should be housed in different rooms, and adult animals should be separated from
infants (except for nursing mothers/litters). Traffic-flow patterns should keep incoming animals with
unknown health.status separate from the general population to prevent the possible spread of
disease. For this reason, public traffic should flow through the shelter similarly, progressing from early
life-stage groups to older animals.
Sink faucets
These should be outfitted with handles, such as those on surgical sinks that can be turned off with the
forearms to avoid re-contaminating hands after washing.
Wall/floor joints
Any wall/floor joints should be covered. Standard joints are microbe collectors and impossible to
clean properly.
Wood and other permeable materials

Any kind of permeable material must not be used in areas that are frequently washed.

1/01
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GETTING STARTED
Lawrence A. Gates
Gates Hafen Cochrane Architects
735 Walnut Street
Boulder, Colorado 80302
As simple as a building? We often find ourselves explaining why animal shelters are so costly.
The reality is that these buildings are unique and complicated. They are individualized
endeavors designed to a specific set of requirements. As opposed to manufactured goods, the
prototype is the final product. Some projects begin with years of systematic planning, others in
response to spur-of-the-moment opportunity, most with a combination of both. So how do you
get started?
The Pre-Design Phase
Whatever motivates the start of a project, there are common elements to establishing a
workable program. The pre-design phase is often overlooked, but from our perspective it is the
most important, because everything done later is built on this foundation. There are several
elements to consider:
Establish scope, quality. schedule, and budget - In order for your project to be built on a
solid footing, time should be spent developing a p~ogram that answers the needs of your longrange plan as well as your immediate needs for the diverse functions required in your animal
shelter. Once you have established a "vision" of what your shelter should be, the budget should
be developed, financing options explored, and a schedufe determined.
Site Studies - After determining that your site has the capacity to meet the needs of your longterm plan, but prior to the Initiation of design, site surveys, environmental impact, and soifs
reports should be ordered. They may reveal concerns that wiU affect the viability of the project,
and they will certainly be necessary later in the construction documents phase. (See attached
check list)
Financing - With a building program established, the next step is to determine how you will
capitalize your project. For non-profits, this will likely entail a capital campaign targeting
individual and corporate donors, or in some instances, obtaining a mortgage. Governmentoperated facilities are typically funded through bonds or taxes.
Planning approvals - Most projects require regulatory approvals prior to construction. With
each passing year. the time it takes to obtain even simple approvals increases. The best
response is to be well prepared, hire experienced consultants, and review with the appropriate
agency the time required for approvals.
Delivery Process - This includes determining the design, consulting, and construction services
you need. How you choose to work with a contractor and establish cost controls will have a
significant impact on the success of your project.
The Team
It takes a great many people to produce even the simplest building project. As the owner, you
have determined the need, or opportunity, for a new or renovated facility. You have selected a
site, secured financing, and secured approvals to proceed. Architects and other design
professionals have integrated your needs, resources, and ideas into appropriate solutions.
An army of contractors, fabricators, suppliers, manufacturers, and craftspeople will assemble
the structure. The insurance, accounting, and legal professions are involved throughout, as are
local, state, and federal regulatory agencies. Finally you, the public, and your staff are involved
with the building on an everyday basis. With this many people involved in the creating of your
project. teamwork is critical.
Owner- As the owner, you are ultimately in charge of establishing the project's priorities,
building program, budget, and financing. You will also need to provide surveys, soils reports,
and other baseline information on the project, as well as make timely decisions to keep the
design team progressing efficiently. One of your architect's skills Is drawing out your needs and
priorities and translating those requirements into bricks and mortar.
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Architect- Your architect is the creator and coordinator of your facility's design. He/she
provides design services and project documentation, administers construction contracts,
observes construction, and processes a variety of submissions for the project.
Engineers - Approximately half of the cost of a typical veterinary facility stems from structural,
mechanical, plumbing, and electrical systems. Professional engineers have an in-depth
knowledge and experience In these areas, and they understand the full range of design
possibilities and details In their specific areas of expertise.
Contractors - The physical act of construction Is accomplished by a virtual army of contractors,
suppliers, and craftspeople.
General contractors assemble the labor, materials, and management necessary to construct a
project. They typically maintain small organizations, with the average firm having fewer than ten
employees. Contractors are responsible for on-site equipment, such as tools, generators,
temporary facMities and other items that support the construction process, but do not become
part of the building.
Most of the actual construction work is done by specialty contractors (subs) who are responsible
for only a portion of the work, such as mechanical, plumbing, roofing, or drywall.
Suppliers - Building materials, components, and subsystems are manufactured, fabricated, and
sometimes Installed by suppliers.

Selecting Design Consultants
You and your staff bring a great deal into the design of your shelter: professional expertise,
needs, desires, aspirations, and biases. In tum, your consultants should be mOre than just
people who '"draw up a building" for you. As the people who will help you tum your ideas into
rearlty, they should challenge your preconceptions and not lose sight of the fact that they are
designing for YOU and YOUR NEEDS. After the completion of the design stages, your
consultants will also serve as your agents In dealing with the various government agencies and
the contractor, ensuring that you are receiving the quality of lNOrkmanship and materials for
which you have contracted.
Your architect will serve as your primary design consultant, and he/she will rely on the expertise
of civil, structural, mechanical, and electrical engineers, as well as acoustical consultants and
landscape architects.
The American Institute of Architects has published a memo on •Selecting the Architect•. The
following are some of the most important points:
Experience - Look for a firm that will be able to show you projects of similar functional and
design complexity. Each firm brings a different combination of skills, expertise, interest, and
values to its projects. But as Important as experience is, you need to watch for "off-the-shelr
designs that may not fulfill.your specific requirements. Select an architect who has the flexibility
and Imagination to provide you with the services that will best fulfill your needs.
References - Find out how prospective architects do business, how responsible they are to
their clients' needs, and how they stack up to their clients' expectations. The best way to do this
is to talk with people in other shelters for whom the architect has provided services.
Fees - Once you have selected the best firm for you, request a proposal for services and fees.
If you cannot agree, begin negotiating with your second choice. Nationally-known experts may
charge more than Inexperienced local architects. You will need to judge for yourself whether
the experience and efficiency gained are worth the higher fee.
Rapport - Having personal confidence in, and rapport with, your architect are critical elements.
Find an architect who believes that it is important to listen to you and Is someone who you will
enjoy working closely with throughout the life of your project.
Finally, be FRANK. Tell your architect what you expect and what your capabilities are. Ask for
an explanation of anything you don't understand. Discuss your needs and the architect's
motivations. The result will be a better and more successful project for both of you.
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The Design Phase
In our office, we typically divide design into three phases: schematic (or preliminary) drawings,
design development (detailed preliminary drawings), and construction documents (or working
drawings). The schematic drawings are the initial drawings done by the architect based on the
owner's vision of the project. They are then refined into the construction documents that are
used by the contractor.
Schematic Drawings - These drawings represent the basic configuration and appearance of
the building. They are often used by the owner to get preliminary pricing or to get governmental
or financial approval. For the architect, they are the basic drawings that are, with refinement,
later developed into the design development drawings. The actual time it takes for your
architect to develop the schematic drawings is dependent on a realistic and well-considered
program, the capacity of you and your board to make timely and consistent decisions, your
architect's ability to understand and translate your Ideas onto paper, and the degree of
familiarity your architect has with animal shelter design. It will generally take four to six weeks
for this process.
Design Development- This phase refines the schematic drawings and in greater detail
establishes the construction requirements for the buDding, including plans, elevations, sections,
systems, materials, and equipment. This phase win take about six to eight weeks.
Construction Documents - During the construction document phase. the architect creates the
drawings necessary to cost and build your facility. These documents are also the legal basis for
your contract with the contractor. Production and coordination of construction documents takes
about eight to ten weeks.
The Construction Phase - Upon completion of the construction documents, a building pennit is
obtained and bids are obtained from contractors (if the traditional owner/contractor relationship
has been chosen). The time required to get a buDding permit varies greatly, from days to
months, depending on where the project is located. With the design and permitting process
complete, construction can finally begin! Construction time can change substantially based on
the compJe.xity of the job, whether or not the project has to be phased, the size and
organizational skNis of the.contractor, and weather delays. As a general rule, a freestanding
facility wtll take six to eight months.
Move In
Transitioning to your new facility - With your building complete, ifs time to move in. The care
and planning taken in preparation for the move pay big dividends in fully getting 'up to speed•.
While most of our clients are functioning within a couple of days, it is typical for it to take months
to get well organized.
Project Costs
The average construction cost for new animal shelters that we have completed nationally over
the past year Is $138 per square foot.
Regional Variations- Whereas the average construction cost listed above is $138, the cost of
construction varies across the country from a loW of 74% (in rural Alabama) to a high of 136%
(in New York City) based on data developed by the R.S. Means Company, a national
clearinghouse for construction.
Percentage of Total
Project Costs
Building Cost
Land Cost
Equipment, Furniture &
Computers
Architectural &
Engineering Fees
Interest,
Insurance, & Fees
Contingencies

60%
15%
10%
7%
3%
5%
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With a building cost of $138 per square foot, you might expeCt an overall project costto run in
the $200 range based on •average" land costs and expenses.
Inflation - Even if you assume that the above-listed costs are very current, there still could be
as much as a six-month time lag between the date that you initiate the project and when bidding
occurs and construction begins. According to R.S. Means, construction costs are Increasing at
a rate of 6 to 9 percent per year, once again depending on the region In which you are located.

Contingency - Rather than ,ock-ln" to a specific construction cost per square foot, it makes
sense to detennine a target range that would take into account factors as diverse as variations
in project size, anticipated project complexity, contractor availability and pricing methods, code
requirements, availability of utirrtles, site improvement, soil conditions, the price of labor, and a
contingency factor for the unforeseen costs. For these reasons, it is recommended that, at
minimum, you set a range that would be plus or minus 5 percent
Go Out and Do It
Building is a team effort, and relies on the abilities of a large number of people.
Animal shelters are unique and Intricate facilities. When properly designed and
executed, they can provide a secure and comforting envtronment for the animals, a
tremendous asset to the efficiency and the level of satisfaction for you and your staff,
and ultimately play a significant role in your efforts to increase adoptions.
ARCHITECTURAL CONCERNS for Site Selection

oLANDCOSTS
Purchase price
"Hidden development costs"

o SITE CONSTRAINTS
Sufficient size to accommodate:
Building program
Expansion requirements
Parking requirements
Landscaping requirements
Setbacks
Public rights-of-way
Access
Anticipated street improvements/restrictions
Topographical constraints
Soils
Availability, capacity, and inverts for utilities
Water
Sewer
Gas
Electric
Telephone
Storm drainage
Off-site requirements for street or utility work
o GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS

Zoning of property and adja~nt properties
Restrictions for shelters
11
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Anticipated changes in zoning or planning districts
Development fees

o SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Adjacent property owner or tenant opposition
Neighborhood opposition

..---------

o Contingencies

•Insurance and
Fees
3%
o Equipment,
Furniture,
Computers
10%

--------,

5%

- ---

0 Architectural and
Engineering _J
Fees
7%

0 Building Costs
60%

• Land Costs
15%

Total Project Costs

j_

0 Building Costs
Land Costs
o Architectural and Engineering Fees
o Equipment, Furniture, Computers
• Insurance and Fees
0 Contingencies

- - - - -~-----l
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LISTING OF POSSIBLE PROJECT COSTS
Lawrence A. Gates
Gates Hafen Cochrane Architects

I. Pre-design Services
A. Site Selection Studies
B. Concept Plan
C. Legal Fees
1. Site Acquisition Negotiation
2. Contract Review
D. Environmental Studies
E. Survey (Meets and Bounds, Improvement, Topo)
F. Title Commitment
G. Planning and Zoning Review and Application
1. Filing Fees
2. Consultant Coordination
3. Legal Fees
H. Ground Costs

11. Financing I Fund raising
A. Capital Campaign

1. Staff
2. Advertising
3. Consultants
B. Government Sponsored
1. Legal
2. Origination Fees
Ill. Site Costs
A. Soils Report
B. Additional Hazardous Waste Studies
C. Improvements to Right of Way
D. Development Fees
E. Tap and Utility Fees
1. Water
2. Gas
3. Electric
4. Sewer
F. Utility Upgrade Costs
IV. Site and Building Costs
A. Site Development Costs
1. Landscape Costs
2. Fencing and Screen Walls
3. Site Demolition
B. Building Construction Costs
C. Building System Equipment
13
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1. Emergency Generator
2. Cremation Equipment
D. Building Department Application

1. Fees
2. Consultant Coordination
E. Builder's Risk Insurance
F. Owner Required Testing and Coordination
G. Design Fees
1. Architectural
2. Structural
3. Mechanical
4. Electrical
5. Interiors
6. Landscaping
7. Civil Engineering

V. Equipment
A. Veterinary Equipment Built-in

1. Surgery/Exam Ughts
2. Tub/Tables
3. Cages and Runs
4. X-Ray Equipment
5. Other
B. Veterinary Medical Equipment
1. lab/Processing
2. Surgical
3. Dental
4. Prep
5. Other

C. Telephone and Communication Systems
D. Computer Systems
E. Other

VI. Furnishings
A. Furniture
B. Signage
C. Educational Systems
D. Retail Display
VII. Relocation Costs
A. Moving
B. Transition Costs

14
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MATERIALS
Lawrence A. Gates
Gates Hafen Cochrane Architects
735 Walnut Street
Boulder, Colorado 80302
Selecting materials and finishes for your shelter is an exercise in balancing appearance
with initial cost, life cycle cost, and durability. When looking at appearance, consider
what colors, textures, patterns, and sizes are available.
The perfect surface would have these characteristics:
Pleasing visual impact.
Durable.
Easily cleanable.
Resilient.
Nonabsorbent to liquids and odors.
Prevents microbial growth.
Sound absorbent.

.

No single material is appropriate for use in all areas of your sheHer, and no material is a
top performer in all of these categories, so choosing the "besr surface is a matter of
balancing the requirements for specific areas with the cost and performance of avairable
materials
When considering cost, look at the initial cost of the product, the cost of Installation, the
cost of maintenance over time, and the cost of replacing a less expensive product when
it·reaches the end of its life cycle. For example, vinyl tile can be purchased and
installed for as little as $1.50 per square foot. while porcelain tiles cost in the $10.00 per
square foot range. Once the overall maintenance costs for stripping, refinishing, and
buffing the vinyl floor is factored in, the cost differential can be offset in approximately
five years, with the added benefit of having a durable and attractive floor that can last as
much as three times·as long. Frequently lost in the desire to keep initial construction
costs low are the long-tenn expenses involved in cleaning and maintenance.
Of course, there is the other side of life cycle cost analysis: if you can't afford the initial

cost of a material, it really doesn't matter how good the material Is.
The following materials list briefly reviews some of the advantages, disadvantages, and
costs of some of the materials we recommend for animal shelters.

Flooring Materials
Quarry and ceramic tile is a very durable and "dressy" material for the front of the facility
and can be used throughout if desired. When selecting tile, check for slip resistance,
make sure that the sub floor does not flex, consider using darker grouts, and use tiles
that don't need waxing or sealing. We typically recommend epoxy grout, but make
certain that the tile installer has experience working with it.
Cost: Quarry Tile
Porcelain Ceramic Tile

$3.35 to $7.00/sq. ft.
$3.25 to $12.00/sq. ft.
15
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VCT (Vinyl Composition Tile) is a good all around, ine~nsive. and durable material. It
typically comes in 8" x 8 .. or 12" x 12.. sizes and Is available in "designer" colors. While
a practical material in the general service areas of a shelter, it is not appropriate for
animal holding areas. Frequent waxing is required to keep joints sealed, since the joints
cannot be heat or chemically welded. The base cannot be coved.
Cost: $1.25 to $1.50/sq. ft.

Sheet vinyl is very durable and easy to maintain. Seams can be heat welded or
chemically bonded, and the base can be coved as high as desired for a seamless joint.
Use commercial grade, homogeneous PVC that has no specific wear layer. Since
adhesives are not what they once were, be very cautious to test the moisture content of
concrete slabs, make sure that installers follow the manufacturer's recommendations.
and be sure that you understand the warranties.
$3.50 to $4.50/sq. ft.
Cost: Higher quality
Medium quality
Lower quality

$2.75 to $4.00/sq. ft.
$1.85 to $2.25/sq. ft.

Liquid applied epoxy and MMA (acrylic resin) flooring is very durable and easy to clean.
although fairly expensive. Surface preparation is critical and experienced installers are
recommended. Color, slip resistance, and thickness can be difficult to achieve.
Cost: Uquid Applied Epoxy
$6.00 to $8.50/sq. ft.
Acrylic Resin
applied epoxy.

$7.50 to $10.50/sq. ft., about 25% more than liquid

Exposed concrete slabs in runs, wards,, and utility areas are very affordable and
durable. It Is strongly recommended to seal the concrete rather than paint it, because
the sealer actualfy bonds with the concrete. Liquid applied sealers are inexpensive and
easy to apply, but need to be reapplied every six months. Concrete slabs can be
dressed up by ordering the concrete with an integral color or by staining the concrete
once the slab is installed. Staining requires a sealer for protection.
$4.00/sq. ft. installed, sealing is negligible
Cost: Basic sealed concrete
Sealed with integral color $1.00 to $1.50/sq. ft. more
Stained and sealed
$1.50 to $2.00/sq. ft. more

Interior Wall Finishes
Flat latex paint can be used where cleaning is not critical. It hides imperfections and
has a warmer feel than glossy paints. Washable latex paint can be washed, but not
scrubbed, and is good for most working portions of the hospital. Alkyd (oil) enamel .
paint should be used where a higher durability finish than latex paint is required. Epoxy
paint should be used in animal holding and in other high-maintenance, high-moisture
areas.
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Glazed concrete block is very durable, dressy, and relatively maintenance free. It works
well in ward and run areas. It costs more than exotic paints and epoxies, but it is
significantly more durable.
Cost: $12.50/sq. ft., about two times more than painted block."
Glass block is a low-maintenance material that can contribute light, warmth, and a
feeling of openness for runs and in walls. It must be set in frames and/or reinforced for
application in runs. Glass block is also quite expensive, with installed costs in the
$20.00 to $25.00/sq. ft. range.
Ceramic tile is predominantly used for backsplashes, shower enclosures, and
occasionally applied to block In wards and runs. Install over "tile-backed board" or
water-resistant gypsum board or a stable masonry surface such as concrete block.
Cost: $2.20/sq. ft. for basic white on up.
There are two grades of vinyl wall covering. The first is typically used in the client areas
as a decorative accent or In lieu of paint. Choose commercial grade, anti-microbial,
washable brands. The heavy-duty grade vinyl wall coverings are very durable.
Cost: $1.00 to $4.00/sq. ft.
Kydex is an acrylic PVC sheet in rolls designed for heavy duty wall protection. The
material is easy to maintain and comes in a wide range of colors.

Cost: $4.00/sq. ft. for .040" (1/16") thickness.
FRP (Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic) is used in commercial kitchens and bathrooms. It
is virtually indestructible, water resistant, and inexpensive. The weak point in using
FRP as a wall surface is the water resistance of the plastic channels used around the
edges and between panels.
Cost: $2.00/sq. ft. for basic pebble finish.
Ceiling Finishes
Painted drywall ceilings can be used in most locations and have a nicer appearance
than ceiling tiles. However, drywall has almost no sound absorption qualities, and offers
less accessibility to spaces above the ceiling.
SAT (Suspended Acoustic Tile) is economical and offers good sound absorption
qualities. It typically comes in standard 2' x 4' tiles, although dressier 2' x 2' and highprofile tiles are available. For moist areas, specify cleanable tiles that are foil wrapped
or ceramic bonded.
Cost: $1.00/sq. ft. for standard 2' x 4' tiles
$1.25 to $2.50/sq. ft. for fancier tiles
$1.75 to $2.25/sq. ft. for "cleanable" clean room and mylar-faced tiles
$3.00/sq. ft. for theme tiles
Counter Materials
Plastic laminate is affordable, easy to install, and is available in a very wide range of
colors. In most cases it is durable, but it can chip, scratch, and peel.
Cost: $30.00/sq. ft. for plain, standard colors, $40.00/sq. ft. for fancy colors and
patterns
17
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Add $4.00/sq. ft. for chemical-resistant laminates
Solid surface and solid surface veneer (SSV) has a dressy appearance with no exposed
joints. With this material, it Is possible to install integral sinks. It is expensive and
vulnerable to strong cleaning agents.
Cost: $55.00 to $75.00/sq. ft. for %" thick solid surface material
$32.00 to $40.00/sq. ft. for 1/8" thick solid surface veneer
Stainless steel is durable, easy to clean, and appealing. However, it is expensive, it can
scratch, and it can be cold, both in appearance and to the touch.
Cost: $80.00/sq. ft. and up
Final Words
Always follow manufacturer's recommendations for installation and maintenance of all
materials. This is very important for the warranty of the product and for your own
satisfaction. Be sure that you fully understand both manufacturers' and Installers'
warranties. Use commercial-grade products. Talk to people In other animal shelters
who have used the products you are considering. Investigate the advertising claims of
a product to see how these claims compare to its actual performance.
Building materials are introduced every day claiming to be the revolutionary solution to
the problem. Some may fat that bill, but be careful to invest the time and effort to foUow
through on who is using them, where they are used, in what applications they are being
used, and If the installer and manufacturer will stand behind the materials and
installation.
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HVAC, ODOR, AND NOISE CONTROL
lawrence A. Gates
Gates Hafen Cochrane Architects
735 Walnut Street
Boulder, Colorado 80302
Imagine an animal shelter where your ears didn't ring with the sound of barking dogs
and the air smelled fresh. It's possible! Using proven methods of sound control in
concert with a well-designed mechanical system and a sanitary environment can help
reinforce a positive adoption experience.
\

HVAC (Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning)
The goal in designing an effective HVAC system is to create a comfortable working
environment A comfort zone includes the following elements:
1.
A room temperature of 72 to 78 degrees.
2.
Twenty to sixty percent humidity.
3.
Six to twelve air changes per hour.
4.
Air velocity at head level of 10 to 50 feet per minute (a special issue In
animal habitats).
To maintain the comfort zones for particular areas in your shelter, you should meet
these requirements:
5.
Public areas: Provide a minimum of six of eight changes per hour, with
slightly positive pressure.
_
6.
Adoption, relinquishment, lost and found, holding areas, grooming, and
isolation: Exhaust should be 110 percent of air supplied to maintain negative pressure.
Provide ten air changes per hour.
7.
Veterinary care: Provide a minimum of six of eight changes per hour.
8.
Surgery: Air supply should be 110 percent of exhaust to maintain positive
pressure. Provide 95 percent filter for supply duct.
A variety of systems can accomplish this comfort zone. In an animal shelter, a forcedair system works best. This system can respond to your needs more quickly and help
control odors more effectively than a radiant heat system.
The Run Environment
Typically, it is required that you exhaust a tremendous amount of the air from the run
area. Finding an efficient, cost-effective way to condition this air is imperative. Some
alternatives to the typical forced-air system include:
9.
Radiant heat flooring: Use either low-voltage electric or hot water piping.
It's a good system for runs because floors dry more quickly during cleaning.
10.
Air-to-heat exchanger: A relatively expensive process for reclaiming the
heat or air conditioning from the used air before it is exhausted. The exchanger
effectively preheats/cools the new air as it is drawn into the system.
Environments for Exotics
With increasing frequency, shelters are creating special environments for housing
exotics. Exotic wards often require special venting and additional heat. Using a radiant
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ceiling panel or wall unit will add the required heating capacity. A •reheat con• set into
the duct that supplies the exotic environment offers another way of providing custom
heating for this species-specific area.
ODOR CONTROL
Odors arise in dirty or damp environments. To isolate odors, you should divide your
shelter into mechanical zones that correspond to your functional modules. Separate air
handling units, including heating and cooling, should service these zones. Each zone
should have its own supply and return so that air from one zone doesn't cross into
another.
Air pressure separations isolate odors. If you exhaust more air in the animal habitats
than you put in, you create a negative air pressure. And, in the public zone, if you put
more air in than you exhaust, you create positive pressure. The positive air pressure in
the public zones keep the odors trapped in the negative pressure animal habitats.
Exhaust fans play a significant role in creating the negative pressure zones, particularly
in the animal areas. By using exhaust fans, you can typically vent 120· percent of the air
·
that you put into the animal areas.
Effectively exhausting air from your shelter is probably the single best thing you can do
to control odors and to deaease drying time in the runs. It is often a good Idea to install
a high-volume exhaust fan to be available in the animal areas for •emergencysituations.
Odor control can be best accomplished by eliminating the source. Frequent cleaning of
the runs and cage areas is the first and most obvious step in the control of odor. Locate
water hose bibbs in convenient locations. When.things are easy to use, the job gets
done more efficiently. High-pressure washing systems with flow-monitoring injection
pumps for chemical disinfectant are extremely efficient for cleaning animal holding
areas. Valves control the flow of fresh rinsing water and water containing disinfectant.
Quick disconnects used with spray wands or hose reels mounted from the ceiling make
the system easy to use.
Animal Enclosures
A major consideration in evaluating which run enclosure is best for your shelter should
not only be ease of cleaning, but also how thoroughly the enclosure can be cleaned.

Concrete-block runs. Concrete-block runs are durable and easily cleaned when filled
and painted with epoxy paint. These are quieter than modular metal or fiberglass runs.
In addition, concrete block provides a relatively inexpensive solution for separating
adjoining runs. A variation of the concrete-block approach is to cover the surface of the
demising wall with ceramic tile. This technique combines the durability of a concrete
wall with a dressier finish. To ensure a well-finished look, trim and bullnose pieces
should be used at all comers, top edges, and the base of the wall.
Another way to use ceramic tile on a concrete-block substrate is to use "glazed concrete
block," in which a heavy ceramic glazing is integrally attached to an ordinary concrete
block through a sophisticated firing process. Although expensive, the finished product
Is quite durable and easy to clean. Glass block also works well In run enclosures to
20
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create a more friendly environment Cleaning characteristics are similar to glazed
block.
Modular runs. Generally, modular runs consist of an aluminum or stainless-steel frame
with solid in-fill or cage "rod" in-fill panels. The metal frame and in-fill system usually
looks nicer than a concrete-block run. The panels can vary in color and configuration to
provide visual variety. The system easily combines with raised-flooring systems to keep
dogs off the run floor. Care must be taken during installation to seal hidden surfaces.
Panelized kennel fencing. One of the oldest and most-effective methods, the panelized
fencing system combines a smooth chain link with a galvanized metal frame that is
smaller than that commonly found in chain-link cyclone fencing. Unlike typical chain
link, the fabric of the panelized system doesn't have any burrs, because the material is
electro-galvanized, not hot-dipped. Furthermore, dogs can't climb it as easily as chain
link, because the gauge, or thickness, of the wire Is smaller and the spacing of the mesh
tighter. Finally, the fabric is laced to the framework more tightly than chain link and is
flush-welded without hub connections, which prevents dogs from getting caught on the
edges. Fencing can be more difficult to clean than solid walls.
Drainage systems
The most contentious aspect of constructing a dog run Is likely to be the drainage
system. An effective system makes the runs easy to clean, using minimum staff time
and effort. Possibilities include:
Single drains in each run. This is the simplest solution and, in shelters with fewer than a
dozen runs, is often the least expensive. Generally, you set the drain in the center of
the run at the back and slope the floor a minimum of 1/4 inch per foot to the drain.
Unless you're using a raised-flooring system, consider installing grates or covers over
the drains to keep dogs from stepping into them. This specification requires that your
staff pick up any solid waste before washing down the run.
A trench drain behind the run. One of the more recent innovations locates the two-foot
wide trench drain, equipped with a flushing floor drain, behind the runs. All runs drain
into this trench. For cleaning, your staff accesses the trench through the end runs in the
bank of cages. Generally, no more than ten runs should face on a trench.
The flushing floor drain in the trench presents a unique advantage. A small water line is
stubbed into the floor drain. When solid wastes need to be washed down the drain, you
simply open a valve. Although the floor drain can be expensive, it is an effective system
provided you specify an adequately-sized line and use a "ball valve,u which can be
opened quickly.
A trench drain in the run. Here, a floor drain is located in the trench that runs through
the back of the runs, offering a more space-efficient solution than a drain behind the
run. Like the flushing floor drain system, a water line is stubbed into either end of the
trench, so that you can flush the trench itself.
To minimize cross-contamination between runs with this method, install a grate or
raised-floor system to keep dogs out of the trench. Or, you might consider covering the
trench with a raised-floor sleeping bench at the back of the run.
21
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The concrete subcontractor forms the trench, or you can specify a prefabricated
corrosion-resistant polymer concrete unH and grate. Either way, the trench usually is
located at the back of the run, allowing a staff member standing in front of the run to
"chase" the wastes into the trench.
NOISE CONTROL
Controlling noise is a significant issue, not only for the comfort of the staff, public, and
the animals, but it can also be a legal concern. OSHA has specific standards for noise
abatement In the workplace with which few shelters comply. Methods of combating
noise pollution are Absorption, Isolation, Dissipation, and Masking.

Absorption
The way to absorb sound Is to use porous, sponge-like materials. Carpet, drapery,
foam rubber, acoustic ceiling tile, and sprayed-on fibers are all sound-absorbing.
materials. They have a high NRC (Noise Reduction Coefficient). For example, a
concrete floor has a NRC of .005, whereas carpet has an NRC of about .75. This
means the carpet, in relative terms, absorbs 75% of the noise that hits it.
Other sound-absorbing materials that could be used within a boarding area where
durability and cleanliness are an issue might be:
mylar-faced ceiling baffles - NRC 0.95
quilted blankets/banners hung from ceiling- NRC 1.10
fabric-wrapped wall panels- NRC 0.90
sound block (concrete block with slots and foam inside)- NRC 0.35

Isolation
The second step in controlling noise is isolating It within a specific area with a wall or
ceiling assembly that has a high mass. A wall materiat or assembly that is effective at
dampening1noise is said to have a high STC (Sound Transmission Coefficient). For
example, a typical gypsum board partition built on 2 x 4 wood studs has a STC of
approximately 34. This means that the wall effectively keeps 34 decibels of sound from
being transmitted through to the other side. Increasing the mass by doubling the layers
of gypsum board on each side increases this same assembly to STC 45. If we then add
1 % " sound batts between the studs, we can then increase the STC to 53. The
practical limit to cost--effective STC wall assemblies is approximately 65. Some typical
wall and ceiling assemblies with their STC rating are listed below:

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

3 %"steel stud wall with gypsum drywall both sides- 47 STC
3 Yz" steel stud wall with one layer gypsum one side, two layers on
the other side - 51 STC
6° concrete block wall - 44 STC
6" concrete block wall with the block filled with sand- 47 STC
two wythes (layers) of 4" brick with plaster- 59 STC

In addition to creating a barrier with mass, it is also important to watch out for "sound
leaks" and ~eking of sound". "Sound leaks" occur when you have holes in your wall
or ceiling barrier, or when the wall assembly is incomplete. Windows with an STC of 26
perform like a hole in your acoustic wall. Hollow core wood doors are also tremendous
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"leaks", with an STC rating of 19. Other leaks include electrical outlets that are back to
back in the wall and mechanical ducts that penetrate acoustic wall assemblies.
Incomplete assemblies occur when your barrier, whether it be wall or ceiling, does not
reach all the way to the outside enclosure of the building. A good example Is a massive
wall assembly that reaches only up to the ceiling. In this case, the sound '11anks" by
going around the wall, up and through the ceiling, and back to the space on the other
side. The following describes some ways you can "plug" sound leaks:
Windows- By using double panes of glass separated by at least 4" of air space, you
can increase the STC rating of a window to 43. Be sure to caulk the glaSs into place
and, if possible, use two different thicknesses of glass, such as %" and 3/16", so they
won't vibrate In unison.
Doors - Use tight-fitting, solid core wood doors or hollow metal doors with Insulation.
Weather strip the doors, and on interior doors, add an •automatic door bottom" that
extends the weather stripping down to the threshold when you close the door. Avoid
double swinging doors because they are very large sound leaks.
Wall Assemblies - Caulk around the perimeter of wall assemblies and around wall
outlets, and be sure the wall assemblies fit tight to adjacent surfaces.
Duct Penetrations - If you have to penetrate an acoustic wall with a duct, have the duct
zigzag to create a sound trap. Also, if you build a boot arolind the zigzag with sheet
lead, you will better Isolate the noise.
Sound will "track" when the sound vibrations in one material can be transmitted through
contact into the adjacent material, and thereby through the total wan assembly. One of
the best ways to break the "tracking" of sound is by inserting an airspace between
materials. A resilient material will also act like an air space, or miniature shock
absorber, between adjacent materials. Some STC ratings for typical wall assemblies
with different fonns of airspaces are listed below:

16.

double layer of drywall each side on two separate stud walls 1" apart

-56 S.TC
17.
18.

single layer drywall each side on staggered 2 x 4 studs on a 6" stud plate 46STC
6.. airspace added to any assembly- 8 STC

Some examples of resilient materials that can be used to break the sound "track" are
listed below:
Resilient clips - Spring metal clips that are mounted between layers of gypsum board,
creating an additional STC gain of approximately 10 STC.
Ceiling Isolators - Spring hangers that can be used to hand a ceiling and isolate any
vibration.
Foam Spacer- Mounted between the drywall and the studs.
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Barrium Loaded Vinyl - A heavy-duty rubber sheet that has both mass and resiliency
sandwiched between multiple layers of drywall in a wall or ceiling assembly; it will
markedly increase the STC.
Dissimilar Materials - Instead of using two layers of drywall with the same reverberation
frequency in a wall assembly, use a layer of plywood and a layer of drywall. They have
different natural "harmonic oscillations•, cutting down on the transmittance of sound.
Dissipation
Probably one of the most effective ways to control sound Is one of the simplest. In a
non-reverberant situation, i.e. in the outdoors where the sound does not typically
bounce off of anything, sound dissipates quickly. In fact, once you are more than
approximately four feet from the sound source, the sound level declines by six decibels
with each doubling of distance from the source.
Masking
This brings us to one of the most overlooked ways to control sound; masking the noise.
You can mask the noise that leaks through a wall assembly by covering It up with
another more pleasant sound. Specifically. If you have noise from barking dogs,
penetrating to the client areas of your shelter, you can overlay it with Muzak and make
the barking less noticeable. Because sound adds logarithmically and not arithmetically,
the combined sound level of the barking dogs and the Muzak is not twice as loud as the
barking. The Muzak effectively covers the barking without signiflcanUy Increasing the
sound level.
Summary
A successful shelter creates a pleasant environment for the animals, the public, and the
staff. Controlling noise and odor play a significant role in the design of an adoptionfriendly facility. AHhough there are costs associated with adding capacity to mechanical
systems and installing sound-deadening materials, much can be done during the initial
planning stages to increase the practical performance of your shelter.
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MATERIALS SUPPLIERS
When choosing materials remember the Cost Triangle:
Quality vs. Maintenance vs. Location
FLOORING MATERIALS
Porcelain Tile
$
Suppliers:
American Marazzi Tile
www.marazzitile.com)
Graniti I Fiandre (www.granitifiandre.com)
American Olean Tile Co. (214/398-1411)
Quarry Tile
$ .
Suppliers: American Olean, Dal Tile, Lafaenza, Florida Tile, and Buchtal, among
others
Ceramic Tile
$
Suppliers: American Olean, Dal Tile, Lafaenza, Florida Tile, and Buchtal, among
others
Grouts
$
Suppliers: Latapoxy SP100 Epoxy Grout, Laticrete Adhesive #4237, and Mapei
Karapoxy (www.laticrete.com)
Resinous Flooring
$
Suppliers:
Dex-0-Tex, Cheminert, Neotex (www.dexotex.com)
Dur-a-flex, {www.dur-a-flex.com)
Silikal Resin Systems, (www.silikalresins.com)
Garon (800/631-5380) has a complete catalog of epoxy coatings and
sealers.
Vinyl Composition Tile
$
Suppliers: Armstrong, Azrock and Tarkett.(see below)

Sheet Vinyl
•

Suppliers:

Armstrong C Medintech or Crosswalk (www.armstrong.com)
Forbo C Smaragd (www.forbo.com)
Tarkett CGranit Acoustiflor (www.tarkettusa.com)

Terrazzo
$
Vendors have products like Dex-a-Tex, a plastic epoxy poured terrazzo-type
product that is far less expensive than real terrazzo, yet is as durable.
Carpet
KENNEL OR DOG HOUSING MATERIALS
Flooring Materials
Resinous Flooring (See above)
Concrete Sealers, Colors and Hardeners
Integrally colored concrete:
Suppliers:
True Tone Cement Colors (Davis Colors)
Solomon Grind (Chemical Service)
Nonmetallic Grit:
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Supplier:

The Burke Company

Dry Shake, Nonmetallic Hardeners:
Suppliers:
Dry Shake (Sonnebom)
Colorcron (Master Builders)
Tnemec
Wall Materials
Glazed Concrete Blocks or Glazed Brick
• Suppliers:
Stark Ceramics, Canton, OH
Elgin-Butler
Astro Glaze or Habco Glaze Products (Tenwith Indus.),
Emigsville, PA
Hanley Brick, SUmmerviUe, PA
Spectra Glaze, The Bums and Russell Company

Glass Block Walls
• Suppliers: Altemp Co. (Amlran)
Fiber Glass Wall Board
$
Suppliers:
Glassbord (Crane1, Dyrotech Industries)
Glasboard (Kemlite)
Dipcraft MFG (Braddock, PA)
CAGES AND MODULAR KENNEL SYSTEMS

• Suppliers
Cedar River (800/323-4858, cedarrivertaboratories.com). Modular system
Clark Cages (800/461-9972, www.clarkcages.com)
Horst Company (800/221-4724, www.horstcornpany.com) Modular system
J.R. Kennel Manufacturing (937/780~104) Galvanized system
LGL Animal Care Products (979m5-1776, www.lglacp.com) Stainless steel
system
Mason Co. (800/543-5567, www.masonco.com) Galvanized system
Shor-Line I Schroer Mfg, Co. (888/551-4064, www.shor-Jine.com) Stainless steel
system
Snyder Manufacturing (800/422-1932, www.snydermfg.corn) Aluminum system
Suburban Surgical Co. (800/323-7366, www.suburbansurgical.com) Stainless
steel system
T Kennel System (800/377-7103, www.t-kennel.com) Galvanized system
Tristar Metals. Inc. (877/459-7827, wwwtristarvetcom) Stainless steel system
ACOUSnCAL MATERIALS

Sound Block
$
Manufacturers: SoundBiox, Sound Cell, Trendstone I Acousta-Wall
Acoustical Decks
$
Most deck manufacturers fabricate decking
Acoustical Plasters
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$
Manufacturers: Pyrock; 3-M acoustical spray
Wall Carpet
Sound Absorbing Wall Panels
$

Suppliers:

Soundsoak (Armstrong)
Softscape, Capaul, Acoustiflex Corp.
Acoustone Space Units, US Gypsum
Silent Auratone Panels, US Gypsum Company

PAINTS/COATINGS
Chlorinated Rubber/Alkyd Enamel Paint:
$
Supplier:

Undsay Finishes Inc.
Epoxy Paint:
$
Suppliers:
TiJe & Epoxy Coating
Porter International
- Tile Clad II (Sherwin Williams)
Try-Glaze 4, Gloss or semi-Gloss (Moore)
Comer Guards
$
Suppliers:
Acrovyn, Construction.Specialities, Inc. (www.c-sgroup.com)
Tepromark, Tepromark International
CEIUNG FINISHES
Pal·nted Drywall

Suspended Acoustical Tile
Suppliers:
US Gypsum Company, Owens Coming, Celotex, Armstrong
•
SPECIAL SYSTEMS OR EQUIPMENT

Incinerators C Crematoriums
$
Suppliers:
Industrial Equipment & Engineering (800/327-2831)
Crawford Equipment & Engineering (800/228-0884)
Shenandoah (800/476-7436)
•
Note:· Do not forget, most of these vendors will guarantee local
environmental clearance as part of the sale. Make them put the guarantee
in writingl
Floor Drains Systems

Flushing Floor Drains:
The Sani-Ceptor R-type flushing floor drain Is the most commonly used
drain. It Is 14 inches in diameter with a hinged, perforated grate cover.
The inside of the drain is porcelain enamel. The important benefit of this
drain is that it can be flushed from controls on the wall so solids can be
forced out of the system, which includes out of the P-trap.
Trench Drains:
Hydraulic Trench Systems, such as those from ACO Polymer Products
(800/543-4764) or Polydrain Trench Drain System (800/438-6057), have
been used successfully In canine runs. These can be Installed for each
individual run so cross-contamination is eliminated.
lndMdual Kennel Drains:
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Separate drains in each run are an alternative that reduces the chance of
cross-contamination and eliminates the mechanical parts of the above
system. Six-inch diameter drains are the smallest indicated unless ALL
solids are to be collected before washing the run; with a solid-removal
program, four-inch drains are usually adequate. A drawback is the stall
washes to one small target
Drain Covers:
Materials include plastics to stainless steel with stainless preferred.
Grinder Pumps

Set up for individual run collectors or larger for common interceptors.
·Plantings

Don't forget plantings; they add color, help with acoustics and scale, and provide
comfort for animals and people.
Glasslvilndows

Adds more light, opens facility and allows viewing of and by dogs.
Note: As with all such information, manufacturer's names, phone numbers and E-mail
addresses are guaranteed to change!
Sources:
Design Starter Kit for Veterinaf}' Hospitals. American Animal Hospital Association. 3rtJ ed. Denver,
Colorado,
1996.
Shelter Pages 2004. Animal Sheltering Magazine: The Humane Society of the United States,
Washington, DC, 2004.
Sweet=s Catalog File. McGraw-Hill Construction Information Group. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill

Companies, 2005.
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Design and Construction Project
Useful Definitions
These definitions are intended to provide rudimentary Information about the
professionals or processes commonly encountered during a design and construction
project.
Design Consultants
Acoustical Consultant - state licensed consultant who is qualified to test noise levels

and design or recommend design features that will moderate ambient, external or
internal noise levels.
Architect - state-licensed consultant who is responsible for the design and coordination

of the overall project including site, building and systems. The project architect will
serve as the Interface between the Owner, consultants and outside agencies.
ArchitecturaVengineerfng Consultant- design consultant. usually licensed, who has

special knowledge of and experience with specific building types or systems required for
a project. e.g. swimming pool engineer.
Civil Engineer- state-licensed consultant responsible for a project site design including
drainage, water management. paving, roadways and utilities related to the project. The
civil engineer does not design electrical service or landscaping. On larger projects, this
engineer is responsible for assisting in the site master planning including traffic flow.
Cost Estimator- consultant qualified to review the design documents and prepare
Statements of Probable Construction Cost based on project type, prevailing materials
costs ·and labor conditions of the project location. This consultant may also provide
value engineering, review construction schedules, pay requests and contractor Change
Orders.
Designer/Computer Drafter- individuals of widely varying degrees of skill who work
under the direct supervision of a licensed architect or engineer to design portions of a
project. While manual drafting is still used in some cases, most projects are now
designed and drafted with the aid of computer programs such as CADD (computer
aided drafting and design). Some advantages of computer drafting are greater
accuracy in the construction documents, easier redesigns, direct communication with
engineering consultants and files management. Disciplines often digitally transfer
current drawings to each other via the internet.
Electrical Engineer- state-licensed consultant responsible for all electrical (power and
lighting) including site designs for the project; concerned with all communications
including telephone and computers, television and power generation, etc.
Environmental Consultant - a variety of usually industry certified or state-licensed
consultants qualified to study, recommend, design and perform remedial work
concerning a myriad of environmental tasks such as wetlands mitigation, endangered
flora and fauna on a site, chemical/fuels contamination or asbestos and lead-based
paint abatement.
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Geotechnical Engineer- state-licensed consultant responsible for testing and
determining soil and sub-surface conditions. Theses test results help determine
building placement as well as foundation and pavement design. Investigation may
further define environmental and hidden conditions.
Landscape Architect- state-licensed consultant responsible for the landscape design,
plantings, and irrigation system and site permitting. This consultant may also become
involved with site
amenities including lighting, fumishings, accessories, etc.
Mechanical Engineer- state-licensed consultant responsible for all the mechanical
systems such as HVAC (heating, ventilating, air conditioning) systems. This consultant
is often the plumbing. engineer, too.
Project Manager- depending on the nature of the project, either an architect or engineer
is responsible for the overall coordination of the entire project and interfaces with the
client, design team, specialists and construction professionals. This person is usually
responsible for the overall success of the projecl
Plumbing Engineer- state-licensed consultant responsible for the plumbing and fire

suppression systems and may include the water supply, waste water and storm water
systems, etc.
Roofing Consultant- qualified, and often industry-certified, consultant who evaluates,

recommends, designs and reviews the construction of roofing systems for structures.
This consultant often involved in renovations and remedial projects.
Structural Engineer- state-licensed consultant responsible for the structural infrastructure of a building including foundations, wall construction, roof framing, etc.
conforming to all code requirements including wind and hurricane and snow loads.
Surveyor- state-licensed consultant responsible for establishing site boundaries
including legal descriptions, set backs, easements, etc., existing and new building
locations. elevations (grades), utilities, wetlands, trees. etc.

Design Phases
Programming- this phase determines both intemal and external spaces required for the
project. This may include the size. location, relationship to other spaces, fumishings,
equipment, and all other support information.
Schematic- this phase develops the program into a two or three dimensional graphic
format. Scale is developed, relationships are further refined, systems are reviewed and
materials are evaluated. Basic costs are established.
Design Development- this phase refines the schematic phase and establishes in

graphic and written format, the entire building Including plans, elevations, systems,
materials, equipment, etc. A more detailed Statement of Probable Construction Cost is
provided.
Construction Documents - this phase sets forth in both graphic and written fonnat the

construction documents for both bidding and construction. This Is the culmination of the
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design process. A comprehensive Statement of Probable Construction Cost is
provided.
Bidding - during this phase contractors review the contract documents and contract

requirements and submit a fee proposal to complete the construction. This usually
includes both cost and construction schedule. The architect is responsible for plan
interpretation, clarifications, bid review and recommendations.

Construction - this is the time where the successful bidder is contracted to complete the
construction of the project.
Construction

General Contractor- this entity is responsible for the overall construction of the project
including coordination of the sequence of work, sub-contractors and schedule. The
contractor is legally contracted with the Owner, not the architect.
Sub-contractor- this entity works for the prime contractor for specific areas of
construction. The sub-contractor is legally contracted with the prime contractor.

Clerk-of-the-Works - responsible for documentation of the day-to-day constrUction
activities, expedites official requests for information, proposals and change orders,
verifies with the architect the accuracy of pay requests prior to submission to the owner,
maintains clear and correct lines of communication between all parties, and coordinates
move-in and close-out documents and any systems training. Clerks are present fulltime on the construction sHe, may be an employee of the Owner or may be provide via
contract with the architect. Because of cost, clerks are utilized most often on larger
projects. In the absence of the full-time clerk, the architect, or representative from the
design team, is usually required to be on-site on a weekly basis to provide construction
observation.
Building Inspector- this representative of a local, state or federal entity responsible for
reviewing the construction relative to the codes of his/her jurisdiction.
Project Delivery Methods

Design/Bid/Build- this is the most recognized method of project delivery. The Owner

selects a design entity to design the project to budget and the Owner's needs. The
contract documents are then bid with the contract awarded to the most responsible
bidder. The Owner then enters into a contractual relationship with the contractor. The
architect and contractor do not have a contractual relationship. Advantages of this
method are it is suitable for competitive bidding, has a system of checks and balances
and insurance/bonding programs are will defined. Disadvantages include diffused
responsibility and project delivery may be slow.
Design/Build- this method of project delivery is used when the Owner desires a single

source of contact and responsibility. Both the architect and contractor act as a single
contractual entity. The advantages for the Owner are time savings, earlier knowledge of
firm costs and lower incidence of claims. Some disadvantages include Owner's loss of
control, institutional barriers to procurement and licensing and elimination of checks and
balances.
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Partnering - this method of project delivery.requires the owner to enter into contracts
with the architect and contractor at about the same time. All three entities work together
to establish the most cost effective project. This method endeavors to eliminate
adversarial relationships.
Construction Management (CM) - a project delivery method where the Owner contracts
directly with a Construction Management finn that in tum contracts with the trade
contractors. The architect is contracted by the Owner. Advantages include
preconstruction involvement, cost savings and better scheduling. Disadvantages of
pure CM place too much risk and burden on the Owner while modified CM is not very
different from design/bid/build.
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Role of The A~chitect in Project Delivery Systems
Planning and Building an Animal Shelter
HSUS Animal Care Expo 2002
Richard S. Bacon, AlA

Primary Design Advice: Have an architect on the design team Who has recent design
experience with animal sheltering facilities. Your geographical location, political situation and
financing may dictate What role the architect will play in your design process. The three most
common Interactions we have encountered are the architect as prime consultant, the architect
as owner-s representative and the architect as specialty design consultant
Architect as Prime Consultant ·Architect is responsible for the entire design team
~
~
~

Architect assembles team ·of architects, engineers and sub-consultants who may or may
not be locally based.
Be sure an architect on the design team has recent experience with that buikting type.
Architect oversees all tasks related to the programming, design and production of
contract documents. Some tasks, such as surveying and geotechnical or environmental
testing which are usually done by the owner. can be assigned to the architect to
manage.
Architect=s role during construction may depend on the project delivery methods being
used but usually the designer oversees construction for compliance with the contract for
the owner.

Architect as OWner-s Representative - Design contract with another architect
~
~

&.
£)
£)

As an owner-s.representative, this architect=s chief role Is to assure the building Is
designed and built to the owner-s specifications. He or she is hired by the owner.
This is a good way to have outside expertise.
This architect would be most involved during the programming and initiat stages of
design where floor plans, elevations, systems and finishes are first determined.
He or she will step back during development of working drawings which is handled by
another architect hired by the owner expressly to perform this task.
The owner-s rep architect may be responsible for reviewing the plans and making
periodic site visits during construction.

Architect as Specialty Consultant to a Prime or Local Architect
~

&.

The specialty design consultant is hired by the architect, not by the owner.
He or she will provide design expertise to the prime, usually a local, architect and may
be InvolVed during the schematic design phase and In recommending systems and
finishes.
It Is up to the prime architect to decide what tasks the expert will handle, which means
the expert may be used a lot or just a little.
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When Using a Municipal and Local Architect Without Shelter Design Experience
Sometimes circumstances dictate that the design process must be lead by an architect
or engineer who has little or no knowledge about the complexities of an animal care or
shelter facility. Your best line of defense is to EDUCATE, EDUCATE, EDUCATE
yourself and that design professional about the special needs of a shelter. Here are
some suggestions for dealing with this situation.
~

tJ
tJ
~

lb
~»

lb

~»

tJ
~»

~»

.,

Be honest and straightforward with your designer about your need for expertise
and help the architect educate himself or herself about animal shelters.
Take the architect on a tour of your facility and point out areas that are problems
or are well designed.
Take the design professional on tours of good, and bad, examples of other
shelters.
Use statistics and research to back up your requests for expert design assistance
·
or equipment
Demonstrate through analysis and research how your operation will improve if
you had better circulation, better ventilation, new kennels, etc.
Use health and safety issues to your advantage. Would a property designed
shelter reduce workers compensation claims?
Write your RFQ or RFP in such a way that design teams are required to include a
shelter design consultant, only teams with shelter design experience witl be
considered or teams that have included experienced shelter design professionals
are favored In the selection process.
Hire a shelter design expert to do a feasibility study and make recommendations.
You may be able to do thfs via a purchase order.
Hire a shelter design expert to peer review your plans and make
recommendations to your des·igner.
Encourage, or require, your architect to attend seminars or training about shelter
design.
Nurture those supervisors, volunteers,· board members or elected offiCials who
are sympathetic to your cause about the special needs of shelter design.
In the long-run, It may cost you more time, money and headaches to live with the
mistakes or omissions of an architect without shelter design expertise that It
would to have hired a specialist in the first place.

Fee Structuring
~

lb

tJ
lb

Hourly, with or without a fee cap
Fee based on a percentage of the total construction budget,
usually between 7% and 10% depending on the complexity of the project
Lump sum fee based on a scope of services
Allowance compensation

Procurement Methods for Design Services
lb

Qualifications Based Selection I Fee Negotiated Based on Scope of Work or
Percentage of Construction Cost (Preferred by design professionals over RFP.
Costly and time consuming.)
·
Fee Based Selection: Request for Proposals (RFP) I Defined Scope of Work I
Fee Proposal (Least favorable method because there are usually too many
unknowns for the design professional to provide a fair and adequate fee. Costly
and time consuming method and may be Illegal in your state due to competitive
negotiation based on qualifications based selection.)
Direct Negotiation with the consultant for a scope of work (OK method it the
34
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architect or engineer is qualified to perform the work to be done. Least costly
and time consuming but owner should request and check qualifications and
references.)

Resources
~

t.
t.

tr

t.

American Institute of Architects, Washington, DC (local, state and national):
<www.aia.org>
Design Build Institute of America, Washington, DC: <www.dbla.org>
Profile: The Architects Sourcebook, published by Construction Market Data (CMD):
<www.cmdg.com/proflle>
Building Product Information via Sweet=s Directory (McGraw - Hill Construction
Information Group <www.mcgraw-hill.com>) <www.sweets.com>
F.W. Dodge- Dodge Report, a division of McGraw- Hill, national network of publications
of current construction projects and plan rooms used by contractors and sub-contractors
to review plans for bid submittals. <www.fwdodge.construction.com> and
<www.construction~com>

There are many local,and regional construction publications similar to Dodge Report
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Project Delivery Systems
Planning and Building an Animal Shelter
HSUS Animal Care Expo 2002
Richard S. Bacon, AlA

All Methodologies Require

$ Well defined need

$A designer
$A builder
$ Some manner of control

$Planning
$Financing

Design • Bid • Build
•

Standard or traditional delivery method where the owner selects an architect; the
architect prepares documents; the documents are bid out usually to general
contractors; the contract is awarded to the lowest responsible bidder.
With the Design-Bid-Build method the architect designs the project to the
owner-s budget and needs and the contractor builds the plans according to the
plans using the fastest and most efficient methods.

•

Pros
High comfort level
Suitable for competitive bidding
Built-in system of checks and balances
Established body of legal precedent
Insurance and bonding programs are well defined.

•

Cons
ResponsibiUty is too diffuse with contractor, architect and others having
different agendas
Owner acts as traffic cop
Owner has exposure to contractor for adequacy of design
Project delivery may be slow
Cost savings are not always realized.

Design • Build
•

Design-Build is a system of contracting under which one entity performs both
architecture/engineering and construction under one single contract. Use of this
method is relatively new to public and not-for-profit sector owners but not to the
industry as it is employed regularly in the commercial and private sectors.

•

Pros
Single source of responsibility ·
Time savings through financing and savings
Creative design solutions due to collective effort
Owner is freed of responsibility for coordination
36
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Owner avoids adversarial web of architect and contractor
Costs savings through value engineering and/or feasibility studies
Reduction of change orders.
•

Cons
Unfamiliar with roles and responsibilities
Institutional barriers: procurement and licensing
Owner-s loss of control
Less creative design due to cost control
Elimination of checks and balances
Insurance industry still developing necessary products.

•

Design - Build Supervision
Contractor Led: This is the most common fonn and provides a single
source of responsibility where the contractor Is responsible for cost control
and often leads the design effort. The design process is sometimes
subservient to the budget to the point where the architect may not have
his or her heart into the effort.
Architect Led: Provides a single source of responsibility where the
architect leads the design effort and is responsible for cost control. The
architect assumes greater risk for project costs and the contractor can still
Ablame@ the design (architect) for cost overruns.

Construction Management
•

Types
Construction Management(Pure CM): With this method, a Construction
Mariager is hired to serve as an agent of the owner. The architect is hired
by the owner to provide design services. The owner contracts directly with
the trade contractors during construction of the project
Construction Management(Modified): With the modified method the
owner hires both the architect to provide design and a CM. However, the
CM and not the owner is the entity that hires the trade contractors during
construction.

• Pros
Preconstruction involvement may provide constructability review, cost
savings and scheduling advantages
Work can still be bid competitively among trade (often called sub}
contractors
Cons
Pure CM places too much risk and burden on the owner
Modified CM is not fundamentally different fonn Design-Bid-Build
7
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Partnering
Partnering is a method of project delivery that requires the owner to enter Into contracts
with the architect and contractor at about the same time. All three entitles work together
to establish the most cost effective project. This method endeavors to eliminate
adversarlal relationships. The owner should be very knowledgeable about the design
and construction process.

•

Pros
Project is team effort and all parties know design and cost
goals

•

Cons
The owner is on an equallevef at the architect and
contractor in lieu of using them a experts

Procurement Methods
Strategic Alliance/Sole Source: This method is normally driven by a short deadline and
an immediate need for expertise. The owner contracts without competition with
designer, contractor, design/build firm or an construction manager. In the private sector
there are few restrictions but governments are subject to constraints via public law.
Control is determined by specifics.
Qua/IDeations Based Selection: Normal procedure for govemment for design seNices
where the owner requests qualifications for defined project. Short lists are created and
negotiation occurs for reasonable price. For design/build, it may involve Abest value.@
·
Control is determined by specifics.
Best Value Procurement (RFP): Method used for design/build where owner provides
some level of criteria. Selection is based on qualifications, technical expertise, project
management and cost. Procurement Is negotiated and money is normally left on the
table.
Low Bid (IFB): This traditional method of facility acqui.sition is where the owner procures
the final design and invites bids. Awards are to the bidder having the lowest cost
offered and usually the designer oversees construction for the owner.
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BASIC MANAGEMENTOF ANIMAL HOUSING AREAS
The design of the animal shelter and how the agency manages the animals being cared for is critical
to the overall operation and efficiency of the agency. For instance, without the ability to separate
animals within the faCility, a disease prevention plan and adoption plan is almost impossible to
develop. One of the basic goals should be to reduce stress and disease transmission. Separation of
the animals in the care of the facility in the following manner is critical:
• Dogs from cats
• Infectious from healthy animals.
• Aggressive animals from all others
• Nursing mothers and their young from all others
• Newly arrived owner relinquished and stray from adoptable animals
• Recently recovered or mildly ill animals from seriously ill, infectious animals
• Animals with respiratory Illness separate from those with skin (such as ringworm) or
gastrointestinal illness.
In order for the isolation and separation concept to work, it must be stricUy adhered to. Some
organizations make the mistake of not using space as it is designed and designated.
The quality and design of animal housing is one of the most important aspects of preventative health
care and disease control. Unfortunately animals in a shelter environment wilt experience some level
of stress.
Shelter animals must be housed in a way that minimizes stress, provides for their special needs.
affords protection from 1he elements, provides adequate ventilation, and minimizes the spread of
disease and parasites.
Animals that are stressed or recuperating from injuries or illness must have a quiet place to rest
during their recovery period. If kept awake, stressed, or forced to be on guard because of dose
proximity to barking:dogs, their recovery period may be lengthened or otherwise compromised.
The isolation and separation concept of managing the population provides the staff with the space
flexibility they need, protects the public from potential bites, insures a healthier environment for the
animals, and protects the agency from unnecessary liability issues. It also allows staff to make better
euthanasia decisions, and allow the ag,ency to present adoptable animals to the public instead of
every animal without regard of its adoptability. Even the smallest shelters can provide isolation and
separation if the shelter is designed correctly. The isolation and separation concept works as follows
(flow charts follow at the end of this section):
Evaluation at intake
There needs to be a place where all incoming animals are triaged. It should be a priority to do health
examinations the day the animal comes in. After the staff examines an animal, he will be housed In
healthy hold, quarantine, isolation or euthanlzed depending on the outcome of his exam. There need
not be a great deal of holding space in the intake evaluation as staff should be available to perform
exams promptly and move the animal to it's more permanent housing.
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HeaHhy hold
Only healthy dogs and cats that arrive at the shelter should be placed in these areas, with the
exception of bite case animals. There should be approximately twice the number of kennels/cages for
healthy hold than for adoptions. Where does this figure come from?

If healthy and possibly adoptable, the animal should be held in healthy hold. The healthy hold area
allows the animal time to acclimate to the shelter and time for the staff to observe and evaluate the
animal. The only exception may be for animals that are surrendered by their owners and are
adoptable, healthy, current on vaccinations, and preferably altered. These animals may immediately
be moved to adoptions. If your shelter conducts behavior evaluations then it Is recommended that
animals remain in healthy hold or off-view until the evaluation Is complete. Although this exception
can be made for dogs as well, it is preferable for cats because they do not generally need the waiting
period for a full temperament evaluation like dogs do.
Once an animal had been held in healthy hold, evaluated and determined healthy and adoptable, he
is then moved from the healthy hold area to the adoption area. If there is no room in adoptions, the
decision to euthanize that animal or an animal in adoptions to make room must be made. Many
shelters that are effective in managing their animal.populations will also place stray animals up for
adoption while still in their stray period. While the animal must remain at the shelter for the entire
stray hold, by allowing the animal the opportunity for people to apply for adoption, the animal can be
adopted as soon as the stray hold is complete thereby making space for other animals.

If stray. healthy, and determined unadoptabte. the animal should be held in healthy hold for the stray
hold period and then euthanized. If owner surrendered. healthy. and determined unadoptable. the
animal would be euthanized immediately after intake.
Daily evaluations should be performed on the animals in healthy hold in order to choose which
healthy, adoptable animals to move into the adoption area. ·
Adoptions
Animals should be housed in adoptions after they have been vaccinated, evaluated for behavior and
health and have been deemed a candidate for adoption. The adoption areas should be the only areas
the public have access to without staff escort. There should be approximately half the numbers of
adoption kennels/cages as there are healthy hold kennels/cages this will allow the agency to provide
more behind the scenes holding and separation of animals.

Dailv evaluations should be performed on animals already in the adoption area, and those that are no
longer considered good candidates for adoption should be euthanized. In order to avoid
"warehousing" animals, this evaluation process needs to be performed daily (sometimes multiple
times a day) and consistently.
Quarantine
If a healthy. stray animal coming in through the triage process is being held for biting/rabies
observation, the animal should be housed in quarantine for the rabies hold period. This animal can
then be euthanized or evaluated for adoption, depending on the circumstance of the bite.
If the animal is owner surrendered and determined to be aggressive or unpredictable, but has not
bitten, he can be euthanized. If he is a stray and determined to be aggressive or unpredictable, but
has not bitten, he should be held in quarantine (to limit staff contact) for the stray hold period.
40
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If the quarantine area is full and the animal is not sick, he can be held in the healthy hold area until
the stray period is complete, where only the staff has access.
Sick bite case or sick aggressive animals should be housed in isolation.
Dog kennels with guillotine doors limits staff handling of dogs in quarantine housing. Quarantined cats
should be housed In special cages that limit staff from having to handle them. With these cages, staff
can move the cats to one side in order to clean the other side, similar to the guillotine doors for the
dog kennels. Agencies can also utilize specially designed '1eral cat boxes" placed in regular cat
cages very effectively as well.
No matter what room bite case or aggressive animals are housed in, their kennels/cages should be
locked at all times and the animals should remain in the same kennel or cage for the duration of their
stay. These kennels/cages should be clearly marked "QUARANTINE" or "AGGRESSIVE." The public
should not be allowed In these areas unescorted. The number of quarantine kennels/cages
designated should be based on the typical number of animals needing to be quarantined.
Isolation
Only animals that arrive sick/infectious or become sick while at the shelter should be housed in these
areas. The public should not have access to these areas without staff escort. The number of
kennels/cages wilt depend on the agency's resources and desire to treat sick animals.
In order to keep the general population healthy, the following animals should be housed in the
isolation area thereby minimizing the spread of disease and sickness:
)- A stray, sickJinfectious animaf that Is brought in and needs to be held for the stray hold
period
> A dog or cat that got sick during his stay at the shelter
> A sick animal that is surrendered by his owner
Animals in the last two categories should be kept only if the a.gency feels they have the staff and
budget to attempt treatment. The, agency needs to determine if its infrastructure can support the
treatment of animals for illnesses such as URI or kennel cough. There will be many animals that
come in sick and will have to, be treated for their stray period, but the agency needs to decide if it has
the luxury of treating animals beyond their stray period.
Please note that euthanasia recommendations are made based on the assumption that there is no
foster program or behavioral modification program in place.
In order for the isolation and separation concept to work, it must be strictly adhered to. Some
organizations make the mistake of bending the rules by not using space as it is designated. There
may be times when the healthy hold kennels/cages are full and instead of making a decision to
euthanlze an animal that has been at the facility, to make room, some agencies will house healthy
and sick animals together. This negates the entire reasoning and benefits that result from the
isolation and separation concept by exposing healthy animals to sick ones.
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· Proper Use of the Guillotine Door
(

The Problem:

Many dog runs are designed with a guillotine door; usually this door divides the run in half. All too
often the inappropriate use of this door creates many problems for the agency. The guillotine doors
are to facilitate cleaning and were never designed to be pennanently shut. The policy of housing a
dog on either side of the guillotine door (effectively turning 10 runs into 20) is not how most agencies
were designed and when the agency houses dogs on either side in this manner it is Impossible to
properly clean the facility resulting in disease outbreaks, too many animals for the staff to adequately
care for and an environment that is not conducive to encouraging the public to adopt. In fact this
practice is the beginning of the majority of problems we see in shelters around the country.
The Cleaning Process with the Door Down:

One at a time, each dog is taken out of his kennel and tethered to the fencing while his kennel is
being cleaned; however, tethering each dog to the same area facilitates the spread of disease. Each
run, one-by-one Is hosed down, disinfectant applied, scrubbed, let sit 10 minutes (all disinfectants
need a minimum of 10 minutes contact time to be effective, any less is a fafse sense of economy),
and then rinsed. To conclude the process, the kennel Is squeegeed dry and the dog returned. This is
a one by one process - or possibly 4-5 dogs at a time if you have a strong wlunteer program (HSUS
Volunteer Manual) with volunteers walking 5 dogs at time.
Cleaning Process Using the Guillotine Door Properly

First, the agency must decide to only house one dog or at the maximum two compatible dogs per run.
If matching twO dogs that did not come in together follow these guidelines (same sex, same size, not
aggressive to animals or people, compatible). So, if you have 10 runs and you (by closing the
guillotine door created 20 runs each holding 1 dog) by making this change you still have the ability to
house the same number of dogs- you just have to take a bit more time in matching up the animals.
Proper animal management will allow any agency to discontinue housing dogs on both sides of a
kennel. One or two compatible dogs should be housed in each kennel and the guillotine door should
be kept open, except for cleaning. This will speed up the cleaning process tremendously. It is
important to note that the dog kennels should not be cleaned one by one, but rather all the dogs in a
section should be moved to one side of their kennels so the empty side can be cleaned as a whole in
order to expedite cleaning of that section.
The time you save in cleaning and the result of healthier and happier dogs will be worth it. By making
this change you achieve the following:
•
Quieter kennels
•
Easier to clean
•
Dogs stay cleaner
Healthier animals
•
•
Public less Intimidated by 'too many' dogs
•
Instead of waiting for the 10 minutes for the disinfectant to work for each run, the staff by
cleaning one whole side of the kennels at once- now you can wait one period of time with the
disinfectant working on all kennels which will result in better use of staff time for clean-up.
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How to Make the Switch?

Many agencies understand the rational of using the guillotine doors proper1y, but are concerned about
the perception that by not housing ani.mals on both side of the door that the agency will hold fewer
animals and be criticized for reducing the population. Here are some tips for making the switch:
Staff
Do not attempt to actually make the change in operation until you have done the following:
• Sit down with staff and discuss the concept, walk through the benefits of improved cleaning and
animal health. Be sure to present this as a discussion, not an edict. Provide time for staff to ask
questions and assist with brainstorming how this will affect their work.
• Once the staff is onboard with the why and the how, then sit down with the board of directors or
any oversight department and obtain their approval.
• Then make sure you have presented the why, the how to any person in the community that may
not understand this and might react in a negative manner.
Will We Hold Fewer Animals?
This is a valid concern however as long as you match compatible animals together (two to a run) then
you are holding the same number of animals. There may be situations where you hold a few less
animals, but when you consider the disease concerns compound with more animals the results of ·
holding a few less animals actually improves the likelihood that you will place more as they will stay
healthier and the community trusts that they will receive a healthy animal.
When Do We Make the Change?

Once the agency is ready to raise the guillotine doors - the timing is very important. The agency
should find a time when the population is low (do not euthanize to reach this, unless the animals were
scheduled for other reasons), move the animals in sections making the matches (temperament) as
you go to find the dogs that are compatible with each other. You must clean each run before moving
animals to ensure you are not spreading disease. Your facility must be dealing with healthy animals
only and be prepared to move any unhealthy animal to the Isolation section of the facility. or make the
decision for euthanasia if the agency does not have the budget or staff to proper1y treat the sick
animals.

©HSUS2005
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Bite case or

cletermined

aggressive

Determined
~

Healthy bold
for minimum

(non bite
4:11SCS)

of&wodays

Quaranlinc

forrabica

Quarantine for

bold period

stray bold
period

Eutbamze or reclaim
byOWDCt

Eutbanizc,

reclilimcd, or
evaluate for

adoplion

Isolation/Separation Flow Chart 1

• Assumes no foster or behavior
modification programs are in place
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Animal eaten shelter
and is triaged

Isolation area
for treatment

Isolation area for

or

stray period

treatment duriQg

lsolatioa/Separadon Flow Chart 2

•Assumes no foster or behavior
modification programs are in place
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The Five Freedoms
(Farm Animal Welfare Counctt 2009)
In order to develop a document that was relevant to a broad range of entrties caring for companion animals, the task force chose to modd the document along
the lines of the frve freedoms. The concept of Five Freedoms originated with the Report ofthe UK Technical Committee to Enquire into the Welfare of Animals
kept under Intensive Uvestock Husbandry Systems. the Brambell Report. December 1965. The concept was subsequently refined by the Farm Animal Welfare
Council so thalli actualiy took the form of the fiVe freedoms. h has since been further updated and is now the most visited page on the Councirs Website. These
principles are relevant and appropriate measures of welfare for any animal species nd the task force tried to be mindful of them throughout th process.

• fnledom from Hunget- and Thirst
By ready access 10 fresh water and diet to maintain heahh and vigor.
• Freedom from Dfscomfort

By providing an appropriate environment including shelter and a comfortable resting area.
• Freedom from Pain, InJury or DlsNse

By prevention or rapid dsagnosls and treatment
• freedom to Express Normal Behavior

By providing sufficient space, proper facilities and company of the animal's own kind.

• freedom from Feat and Distress
By ensuring conditions and treatment which avoid mental suffering

0 ASSOCiation of Shelter Veterinarians. Inc.
3225 Alphawood Dr~ Apex, NC 27539
~ell~.&m
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The Five Freedoms for animals

The Five Freedoms are internationally accepted standards of care that affirm every living being's right to humane treatment.
These standards were developed by Britain's Farm Animal Welfare Council in 1965 and adapted by the Association of Shelter
Veterinarians for companion animals in shelters.
The Five Freedoms ensure that we meet the mental and physical needs of animals in our care:

1. Freedom from hunger and thirst by ready access to fresh water and diet to maintain health and vigor. This must be
specific to the animal. For example, puppies, adult dogs, pregnant cats, and senior cats all need different types of
food provided on different schedules.
2. Freedom from discomfort by providing an appropriate environment including shelter and a comfortable resting area.
This means you should provide soft bedding and an area with appropriate temperature, noise levels, and access to
natural light. If an animal is outside, it must have shelter from the elements as well as appropriate food and water
bowls that will not freeze or tip over.
3. Freedom from pain, injury, or disease by prevention or rapid diagnosis and treatment. This includes vaccinating
animals, monitoring animals, physical health, treating any injuries and providing appropriate medications.
4. Freedom to express normal behavior by providing sufficient space, proper facilities, and company of the animal's
own kind. Animals need to be able to interact with -or avoid- others of their own kind as desired. They must be
able to stretch every part of their body (from nose to tail), and run, jump, and play. This can be particularly challenging
when animals are housed in individual kennels.
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5. Freedom from fear and distress by ensuring conditions and treatment which avoid mental suffering. The mental
health of an animal is just as important as its physical health- as psychological stress can quickly transition into
physical illness. These conditions can be achieved by preventing overcrowding and providing suffiCient enrichment
and safe hiding spaces.
Embradng the Ave Freedoms supports the health and welfare of the animals in our care and provides adopters with the best
possible insight into their personalities. That ultimately leads to more animals successfully placed in loving homes.

0 2020 Animal Humane Sociely. AM righls resl!nled.
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The welfare of an animal includes its physical and mental state and we
consider that good animal welfare implies both fitness and a sense of
well-being. Any animal kept by man, must at least, be protected from
unnecessary suffering.

1. FREEDOM FROM HUNGER AND THIRST
by ready access to fresh water and diet to maintain health and vigor.

2. FREEDOM FROM DISCOMFORT
by providing an appropriate environment including shelter and a
comfortable resting area.

3. FREEDOM FROM PAIN, INJURY OR DISEASE
by prevention or rapid diagnosis and treatment.

4. FREEDOM TO EXPRESS NORMAL BEHAVIOR
by providing sufficient space, proper facilities and company of
the animal's own kind.

5. FREEDOM FROM FEAR AND DISTRESS
by ensuring conditions and treatment which avoid mental suffering.
Reproduced under the terms of the Click-Use Ucense -the Farm Animal Welfare Council.
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2015Actuaf
AaXIUnl Deor:riDIIon
Aooou7lt
Fund 1000 • GENERAl
REVENUf
C..par1ment 14 • ADMINIST~ATION
Division 141· AfollMAL SHELTER
Ut:enses S p:rmfts
ANIMAL UCENSES
32330

Ua:nsos & pl!mli/S Tctllc<

2016Aaual

Amou!l!

- - - -

2017 Actual

2018A<tual

2019 Adopbed

2019A<tual

l8,521.011

34,426.1!0

27,98LOO

43,459.00

40,000.00

39,445.00

$21,521.00

~'f215.00

$27,981.00

$'0.459.00

$40.000.00

$39,445.00

/{f!r.~-got~t.vnmenta/

33415

MI5CEUANBlUS QR.lURE a. RECREATION GRANT
ln:er~fill'rtJtitl!:

.00

40.00

.oo

.00

.00

.00

$0.00

$40.00

$0.00

$O.CJO

$O.CJO

$O.CJO

4,1&0.00
630.00

CMrges for setvi::CS

34410

ANIMAL ADOI'TlON FEES

9,51!0.00

7,3e0.00

7,US.OO

6,3!10..00

34412

ANIMAL SIIB.lEit CONTRACT CllUN1Y
ANIMAL SI1B.TEll HISCWAN!IOUS
ANIMAL DONAltONS

590.00
2,112.05

246.CJO

600.00

483.00

11,192.29

16,837.00

545.00

6,300.00
350.00
2,500.00

25,390.64

11,569.17

l,39L98

290.00

500.00
.00

1,133.00
.00

344H

""115

l6

3,061.79

65.00

.00

1S.oo

>'1417

ANIMAL L'II'OUNDMEHT FEES
ANIMAL CREMAltON FEES

29,570.20

28,762.liO

31,202.50

.00
42,059.QI

45,000.00

36,642.40

34418

ANIMAL GUARDIAN ANGElS

30,4:10.69

26,716.14

26,625.&3

28,187.00

27,000.00

20,68L03

34419

ANIMAL MICltOCHI.PPING

11.015.00

8,805.00

8,635.00

8,920.00

8,000.00

6,774.00

34420

ANIMAL NAMETAG

4,890.00

4,l.l3.CJO

1,2!6.00

4,266.00

4.000.00

3,630.00

34421

ANIMAL SURRENDER FEE
ANIMAL REDEMPTION ADMiliiSTRAltON FEE

3,160.00

3,010.00

2,1180.00

z.ooo.oo

1,3511.00

5,074.00

4,501.00

2.491.110
4,321.35

4~6.GO

4,000.00

4,343.00

34422

34423

AHIMAI. REDEMP'IlON TRIAGf/VAIXINATION FEE

6,515.00

5,225.00

5,440.00

5,608.00

5,000.00

1,171..00

34421

ANIMALIWlEMI'TION COST OF CARE

9,305.00

11,007.79

8,213.00

8,619.00

8,200.00

8,707.00

ANIMAL REDEMPTION aJST 01' CARE • OOURT
MANDAlED CASES
ANIMAL REDEMI'TlON CXlURT MANDAlED
. BJTIIANASIA

:zss.oo

.00

1,890.00

235.00

.00

2.068.00

.DO

351.21

50.00

SO.DO

.00

50.00

AlflMAI. RED&tPTION IIETEIUNARY BnlS TO

7:10.00

595.56

635.20

161.00

360.00

392.00

$139,642.58
$16i;163:SS
$168,163.58
$168,163.58

$m,477.76
$157,943.76
$i5',943.7&
$157,943.76

$120,758.66
$148,739.66
$148,739.66
$148,h9.66

h12.819SI
$156.271Ui0

$113,210.00
$153,210.00
$153,l!O.OO
$153;210.00

$137,83&22
$137,838.22
$137,838:ti

34425
34426
34427

OWNER
Charges frv services T<J/1/Is

OMsion 141 ·ANIMAL SHELTER Totals
Department 14 • ADMJNISTRATION Totals
REVENIJE TOTALS
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$156,278.1i0
$156,278.60

$9ii,393.22
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Account-

EXPENSE
Department

OMsioll

14- ADMINISTRATION
141- ANIMAL SHELTER

- - 2019 Adol>b!d

2016 Actual
Amount

2017 Actual

227,123.66

Z34,901.63

247,658.89

269,806.61

318,556.00

284,644.82

2,230.26

1,739.19

.00

4,861.97

.00

3,769S

619.43

1,20M8

8,08$.80

1,271.77

.oo

461.35

175.13

223.20

3,035.10

'100.25

.00

115.27

91,6Z9.2!1

90,483.84

93,516.01

101,939.44

111,304.00

97,6115.6!1

2015Mual

1000- GENERAL

2018 Actual

2019Actual
Aln<u1t

l't:d::..~sen'i::fs

41110

SAlARIES&. HOURLY

41210
4U15

OIIBlTIME ·llfGIAAR RILL•liME
vACAnON lERMINAnON

4U2S

S!CIC LEAVE TERMIHAnoN

4U60

HEAI.liiiNSURANC£

4U70

lli'E IHSURANC£

1,147.48

1.107.59

1,531.59

1,580.58

1,860.00

1,6!15.38

41110

llii8IPl.Cl'I'M IHSURANCE

1,962.115

1,1192.26

1,179.88

1,619.U

2,217.00

2.016.12

41420

WORICERS CDMPENSf<.nON

15,1176JJ8

16,039.26

14,445.18

14,204.18

16,327.00

15,023.6!1

4~130

RCA

13,759.25

14,232.58

15,503.ll5

16,559.09

19,751.00

17,371.90

3,217.88

3,D8.5!1

3,625.91

3,872.68

4,618.oo

4,062.78

25,181.22

25,821.48

27,602.59

29,.917.62

34,546.00

31,414.79·

$388,!122.83

$396;4ff.1o

$416,18$.10

$+1(033J2

$50!1,119.00

$458.241.28

')35

.£445

MBIICARE
PEIIS
PcrS<V>JI ~ Totals

Sup~

42110

PAI'Bl&. RlRMS

42120

COMI'IITER ACCaSORIES

421SO

.00

80.07

.00

.00

.00

.00

400.00

586.80

.00

.00

.00

.00

VOli.JHTEEil EXPENSES
OTHER OffiCE SUPPUES & MI\TeUALS

8,14)-02

8,950.!4

8,767.56

3,673.21

4,000.00

5,115199

1,966.87

2,722.211

1,980.58

3,216.32

3.000.00

2,01L70

JANmlRIAl SUPPLIES
Q.OliiiNG a UNIFORM

8,059.05

7,167.14

8,479.83

4,1<18.63

7,639.00

5,572.19

800.00

1,138.68

565.00

551.80

800.00

569.04

8,004.94

4,620.60

6,926.52

188.45

8,.50ii.OD

8,320.55

29,968.13

38,355.12

47,237.16

63,641.05

31,195.00

49,370.24

42310

ADOmON SIJPPilES
OTHER OPERAnNG 5UPPUE5
GAS, 011, DIESB. RJa, GREASE:, ETC

965.80

353.00

275.25

553.83

4U.OO

618.95

42390

01HER

687.50

511.82

.00

.00

800.00

504.63

&:99231

$64,485.57

$74,231.90

$75.973.29

$56;3$3.00

$72,021.119

42190
42230
42240

42270
42290

AfPA1R. MAIN1lNANCE SIJPIIUES
Supplies

PIJt<hiJsed ser>i«s
POSTAGE:, 80X R£HT, ETC.
43110
'13210

PRIN11NG. RIRMS, ETC

Tclals

35.35

37.74

.00

.00

.00

.00

337.32

1,113.26

190.46

<18.00

1,100.00

24.00

43355

LICENSES

1,553.52

1,737.20

804.55

.00

1,000.00

904.54

43412

fAX&. OTHER lD.EPHONE LINES
El.fCI1UC IITiliTY

2.261.92

1,662.07

107.08

107.26

648.oo

590.51

7,271.60

6,475.52

5,956.4&

7,250.90

6,000.00

5,090.56

43420
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Aacunt
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Fund 1000 • GEHERAL

-

201SA<Iual
Amount

2016Adual

ElCJIBIISE
Deponment 14 ·ADMINISTRATION
DMs!Cin 141· ANIMAL SHEllER

2017A<Iual

2018 Actual

2019Mopled

2019Aclual

.Amow>t

Amount

BoldOel

-=

PurU>aSo:d~

43430

GASUTIUTY

10,5114.111

10,2011.75

10,876.73

9,960.88

9,1110.00

7.,516.70

43440

an' SANilATION DISPOSAl

1,341.U

1.381.18

1,40B.r6

1,4118.08

1,400.00

1,535.10

43450

WATER. UTIUTY

1,1l31.74

961.U

929.20

900.00

8110.54

434&0

SEWER UTIUTY

1,67&.39

U965B

1,255.08

1,41111.00

1,174.08

15.95

838.42
1,293.7!1
17.42

19.21

21.U

20.00

20.55

.00

.oo

.00

.00

.00

2,472.110

44,6111.011

25,126.U

23,QIO.OS

31.293.5!1

18,570.00

31,121.89

320.59

.00

.00

.110

.00

549.11

2,154.9

4,202.58

7,380.00

4,438.78

43470

STORI4 DRAIN unUTY

43560

MEDICAL SERVICES

43590

0THB1 PROFESSIOI'W. SERVICES MISCEllANEOUS

<43620

IMLDING REPAIR & IWNT

....

MAINTeW«:E AGREEMEHJS

7,221.08

7,G23.58

cmiBI REPAIR& MAINTENANCE SERVICES

4,274.60

6,800.31

.00

.00

1,500.00

181.88

378.94

1,639.4!1

2,468.62

586.48

.00

13!1.00

1,364.40

1,614.!12

1,741.52

1,750.43

1,8110.00

1,$39.1)!1

.00

.00

1!1.65

83.35

.00

124.0S

$84,227.41

$66,969.18

$51,ffil110

$58;896095

$51,418.00

$6ii,382.38

32,11)4.32

25,103.75

17,392.49

38,331.44

20,000.00

23,011.49

113.00

3,03!1.00

3,034.00

.00

.00

.00

$32.147.32

$28,142.75

$20,426.49

$38,331.44

$20.000.00

$23,011.4!1

~

:90
· ~i790

MISCEUANECUS lRAVEI. EXPENSE

45515
45520

IIAN!Cf£ES

CREDIT CARD FE
Putr:Jtils«<se..O.OST-

OtJr,y
45!120
48110

REAJNDS & IIEIMIIURSEMENTS
840 OBIT EXPENSE
Olhe.Tofi!l<

lrJtem<:l- drarges

48611

HUMAN RESOURCES

3,711.00

6,680.()11

3,654.110

5,433.!16

11,31Z.OO

11,312.04

48621

an' TB£PHONE

1,125.!16

1,53!1.96

1,566.00

1,34!1.04

1,3!10.00

1,38!1.!16

48631

VEHIQ.E 6. EQUIPMENT MAINT

573.00

!120.04

1,140.!16

!IU.IIO

671.00

671.()11

48651

MAll

1,851.9&

1,16!1.()11

1,1153.04

1,226.04

1,180.00

1,11!1.!16

48652
48658
486!15

FJSCAI. SERVICES
CENTRAl INSURANCE

3,561.!16

Z,8S6.00

11,303.()11

10,827.!16

11,5!19.00

11,598.!16

8,4115.00

7,886.00

7,380.00

7,356.00

6,493.00

6,4!13.00

INFORMATION TEOINOlOGY

903.96

10,163.()11

9,750.!16

1M27.04

11,539.00

11,538.96

OOMPIII'ER NeTWORK
OOMPIIl'ER EQUIPMENT MA1H1'
CX)MPI1I'ER 6. EQUIPMENT LfASE

339.!16

1,467.!16

6,470.04

701.04

717.00

717.00

77.00

1,980.00

2,758.00

3,o48.00

3,048.00

1,902.00

2,417.00

2,417.()11

$42,893.08

$50,366.00

$50,365.96

486!16
48697
48810

1~1 !WVfce

charges TOiills
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357.00

1,689.!16

2.021.00
1,878.!16

$21,51.2.80

$36,35Wi

$46;m:oo
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·.
Budget Worksheet Report.
Budget Year 2020

f<l'\d

2018 Actual

2019 Adopted

20I6Actual
Amqunt

2017 Adual

Aml!!!!lt

!lmo\!llt

Ari!MJt

&!'z!

AnlOI!!!t

$SB5,1102.67

$586,427.24

$6011,942.29

S662,128.08

$687,31&.110

$1i68,1123.00

2015Adual

2019A<l\la!

1000 - GENERAL

EXPENSE
Department

14

-ADMINISTRATION
Dilf.!.ion

141- AN1MAL SHELTER Tctllis

--mrnii?i---im:ni~---iiiir.~ji---:m;m~;--....;;;;;:r,z;i---.;;;;;:;;~~----------
$Sli6;427.24
$&03;942.29
$662.1211.08
$687)16000
$585;862:67
-.023.00

~~l 14-ADMlNl~~~--~~~;---i~~~--~~~~--:~~~~----i~r.i~---~~~~--------------$608,942.29
$&62,128.08
$687,31&.110
$586,427.24
$1i68,1123.DO
$585.802.67
""''"

1000 - GENERAL Tntah

REII£MIE TUTALS
EXPENSE TUTALS

Run by Mel~ Kinzler on 06/05/2019 11:53:47 AM

$U8,163.58
$585,802.67

$157,943.76
$586,427.24

$1411,739.66
. $S!III,M2.29

$156,278.60
$&62,128.08

$153,110.00
$687,316.00

$137,838.22
$668,1123.G0

($417,639.09)

($428,483.48)

($460,202.63)

($505,849.48)

($534,105.00)

($530,184.78)

$168,163.58
$585,802.67

$157,943.76
$5116,427.21

$148,739.66
$608,942.29

$156,278.60

$662:.128.08

$153,210.00
$687,316.00

$137,838.22
$li68,II23.GO

($46,639009}

($428,48i48}

($460;2GL63)

($S05,849.48)

($5)11,106.00)

($530;184.78)
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UC MISKORET
SHELTER MEDICINE

-....s-~ PROGRAM

Shelter Capacity Calculators
Whether you're planning a new building or trying to optimize you( animal flow
in an existing facility, getting housing and animal numbers right is a critical
component. Too few housing units and there's not enough time to provide the
care animals need. Too many and costs and workload skyrocket with no
payoff in terms of increased life saving. Use these calculators to model
different scenarios to help you hit your "just right" sweet spot where you have
the housing you need to get every animal to the best possible outcome with
the greatest possible efficiency. Note these calculators are a work in progress
- let us know how you like them and if they generate any ideas or questions
for you!

Length of Stay Calculator
Use this calculator to determine your target length of stay, taking into account
the estimated percentage of animals that will move pretty quickly and those
that will need a little more time and care, aka Fast and Slow Trackers.

Housing Number Calculator
Provides a quick look at how many housing units will be needed for a given
rate of throughtput, taking into account that juveniles (litters of kittens and
puppies) will often be co-housed.

Length of Stay Predictor
This calculator will tell you what the overall average length of stay (LOS) will
be for a given number of adoptions and number of animals housed, and will

415
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also tell you what the average LOS will be for slow track animals based on the
number of animals housed and the average LOS of fast trackers.

Basic Animal Care Time Requirement Calculator
Although 15 minutes per animal has been recommended as a basic
requirement for all shelter animals, in truth this number will vary quite a bit
depending on the animal's particular needs. As many shelters are seeing
lower intake but an increasing percentage of higher need animals,. this
calculator will help you visualize how that can impact staffing needs.

RESOURCE LIBRARY

Resource library
Shelter Health Resources
Shelter Operations/Capacity for Care Resources
Facility Design Resources
DIY Housing Accessories for Animal Shelters

Shelter Capacity calculators

SEARCH KSMP NEWS & INFO
Looking for more information about KSMP services, personnel,
and news? Use the search form below.

VlfUJNAR"r MI..OICIN£

© 2020 Koret Shelter Medicine Program

Privacy Policy 1 Terms Of Use
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Proposed MCAAC Staffing

Executive
Director

I

Operations
Director

I
I

I

~

I

Vet

I

Volunteer&
Educational

BookKeeper

I
I

Director of Annual

Outreach
Coordinator

GMng&Spedal
Event fundralslng

I

I

Camp Staff

Dallelopment

I

I

I

Maintenance
Technician

Customer SeiVtce
Repmermrtlve

Vet Tech

l

I

I

1

I

I

I

Animal Care
Specialist

Animal Care
Specialist

Animal Care
Specialist

Animal Care
Specialist

Animal Care
Specialist

Animal Care
Specialist

Animal Care
Specialist

Animal Care

lead

Associate

_(_

01/23/2020
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The Animal Foundation o( Great Falls
Budget
Fiscal Year
11·1·14 to 1G-31·15

Fiscal Year
'1·1·15 to 1o-3t-16

Fiscal Year
11·1-18 to to-31-17

Fiscal Year
11·1·17 to 1Q.31-18

Fiscal Year
11·1·18 to lo-31·19

Revenue

Donation. grants, bequest and fund rUing events
PtOgram ravenue (adoption centedectuc:atlon)
Total Re\1'8f1U8

908,997.00
14,000.00
920,997.00

296,000.00
85,000.00
380,000.00

1,317.000.00

40,000.00
254,000.00
78,000.00
65.000.00
437,000.00

45,000.00
288.000.00
89,000.00
78,000.00
500.000.00
808.000.00
(694,000.00)

(890,000.00)

214,000.00
73,000.00
287,000.00

(183,000.00)
287.000.00
104,000.00

91.000.00

1,408,000.00

1,135.000.00
91.000.00
1,226.000.00

447,000.00
126.000.00
573.000.00

Elq)enses

Animal care and Boarding
Salarlea and BeneflW
Ooc:upancy Costs {tna•• repaiJa. Wc:os. utlllW. etc)
Other OVemoad Costs
TOtal Elcpensas
Not Operdng Income
OebtSeNice
Conltnscllon end equlpmont coa1a

24,000.00
128,000.00
76,000.00
88,997.00
314,997.00
608,000.00
1,456,000.00
(2,800,000.00)

(57,000.00)
42.000.00
(76,000.00)

58.000.00
302.000.00
91,000.00
88.000.00
519.000.00

m.ooo.oo

64,000.00

309.000.00
99,000.00
72,000.00
544.000.00
. 29,000.00
(24,000.00)

Endowent
Bagtnnlng CUh
Ending Cash

(738.000.00)
828.000.00
88.000.00

(15.000.00)
88,000.00
73.000.00

5.000.00
1CM.OOO.OO

109.000.00
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UPDATE:

1

Request for Proposal
Services and Operations
Complementary to the Great Falls
Animal Shelter
March 3, 2019

421

• BACKGROUND;
February 2019; the City Commissioners consented to the suggestion of
Commissioner Robinson to explore a potential partnership with the MacleanCameron Animal Adoption Center (MCAAC). The initial exploration was
conducted by Commissioner Robinson and Commissioner Moe.

Agenda #1.

2

July 2, 2019; Commissioners Robinson and Moe reported that they had gone as
far as they could go with the initiative and, without objection from the rest of
the Commission, directed staff to take over exploration efforts.
July – September 2019; City staff , as well as City Manager Doyon met with
MCAAC representatives and contacted numerous local and national agencies to
gather information on industry operations and best practices, to ascertain the
formation of a partnership.
October 2019; To facilitate the direction, with Commissioner input, the City
Manager crafted a Request for Proposal for Services and Operations
Complementary to the Great Falls Animal Shelter (GFAS).
422
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• BACKGROUND;

3

- The GFAS is an open-admission, municipal animal shelter operated by the
City of Great Falls, and requirements contained in Montana Code Annotated
(MCA), Title 7, Chapter 23, and local ordinances. The GFAS is required to
provide a location for all stray, abandoned, and owner surrendered animals,
and serves the residents of Great Falls, Cascade County and the surrounding
areas.
- GFAS provides a number of services; animal protection, animal adoptions,
education/outreach, cremation services for veterinarians and private citizens,
as well as spay/neuter, licensing and microchipping services. The Shelter also
has volunteer opportunities and currently has over 320 volunteers that assist
with the animals and other events and activities throughout the year.
- The MCAAC and the GFAS both offer similar services to the community, but
there are differences in the services they provide, and the requirements that
dictate the services they offer.
423

• BACKGROUND;
- The RFP was not directed toward a sole entity, but was broadly advertised to
solicit the greatest input.

Agenda #1.

4

- The RFP was specific, and approved by the Commission at the November 5th,
2019 work session. The approval included three qualifications that were to be
met for successful consideration.
- Provide at least the same quality of care as currently provided by the GFAS;
- Not create inefficiencies or gaps in service between the duties assumed by
the proposing body and those retained by GFAS; and
- Result in substantial savings to the City of Great Falls

- The RFP was originally due on 8 January 2020, and the due date extended 45
days to 24 February 2020.
- One submission was received from the MacLean Cameron Animal Adoption
Center.
424
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• INITIAL ANALYSIS/FINDINGS

5

Section 1 – Proponent Information -- Responsive

Section 2 – Statement of Intent -- Responsive, with comments
-- Applicant did not explain their challenges as requested in the RFP.
-- Applicant answered expansion of their services and facility caveated upon them being awarded
a service contract. The applicant did not explain if they had any other service/facility expansions
in their current long range plans.

Section 3 – Animal Welfare Services Proposed -- Response Concerns
-- The requirements of the RFP stated a successful proposal must establish that the proposed
complementary services would meet three standards (quality of care, not create
inefficiencies/gaps in service, and result in substantial savings to the City).
-- Section 3, para 2, proposes the “Center to assume all responsibility for animal adoption and
fostering services, fundraising, and education to the community. The City would retain
responsibility for the intake and timely release of strays along with statutory responsibility for
animal control services.” But in Section 4, para 1, the proposal “offers a service contract at an
initial flat fee of $475,000, and the City MUST close all operations of the GFAS.”
--RFP Requirement #1, #2, and #3 not met
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• INITIAL ANALYSIS/FINDINGS;

6

Section 3 – Animal Welfare Services Proposed (continued)
-- Section 3, question 1 response; proposes the “Center would no longer accept strays.”
-- RFP Requirement #1 and #2 not met
-- Section 3, question 4 response; proposes that the animals to be served are dogs, puppies, cats,
and kittens as well as unclaimed strays turned over to the MCAAC from the GFAS.
-- RFP Requirement #1, #2, and #3 not met
-- Note: Incongruent statement. Animals cannot be turned to the MCAAC if the service contract
requirement proposed is to close the GFAS?
-- Section 3, question 8 response; proposes the “Center should not be required to accommodate
large turn-ins of animals seized from animal hoarders.”
-- RFP Requirement #1, #2, and #3 not met
-- Section 3, question 8 response; states the foundation “does not believe it should assume any
responsibility for cremation. The City has committed to building a new incinerator and there
are other options available in the private sector.”
-- RFP Requirement #1, #2, and #3 not met
-- Note: Incongruent statement. Cremation services cannot be obtained at the GFAS if the service
contract requirement proposed is to close the GFAS?
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• INITIAL ANALYSIS/FINDINGS;

7

Section 3 – Animal Welfare Services Proposed (continued)
-- Section 3, question 9 asks for a timeline detailing the timeframe and steps needed to provide the
service. The response states the foundation “would be prepared to begin a contractual
arrangement on July 1, 2020.” No steps to reach this were provided.
-- RFP Requirement #2 not met
-- Section 3, query 12 response; states that all “qualifying animals will be taken to the MCAAC at
which time the MCAAC will assume ownership.
-- RFP Requirement #1, #2, and #3 not met
-- Note: Incongruent statement. Qualifying animals cannot be taken to the MCAAC if the service
contract requirement proposed is to close the GFAS?
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• INITIAL ANALYSIS/FINDINGS;

8

Section 4 – Service Cost and Financial Requirements -- Response Concerns

-- Section 4, query 2 response; states “the GFAS closes all operation the MCAAC proposed an initial
service contract price off $475,000 adjusted annually by the CPI“ and additionally stated if the
GFAS is not closed, the MCAAC cannot propose an initial contract price without knowing the
level of services that the City would maintain and the costs and income associated with such
services…….absent a full understanding of the City’s cost for it’s retained services.”
-- RFP Requirement #1, #2, #3 not met
-- The RFP asked for submissions for complementary services and operations during the initial
54-day timeline. The commission then approved a MCAAC requested 45-day extension request.
The RFP Addendums #2 and #3 included “by line item” expense ledger detail, complete budget
information for 2008-2019, as well as detailed responses to specific questions about expenses.
-- Note: Incongruent statement. The MCAAC relays throughout the proposal that they are a viable
and well functioning alternative to the GFAS. They operate and provide some of the same
services that the GFAS does. The proposal states the MCAAC would assume all responsibility for
animal adoption and fostering services, fundraising, and education to the community. These are
services that they currently provide. How could they not determine their costs associated with
services they already provide?
428
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• INITIAL ANALYSIS/FINDINGS;

9

Section 4 – Service Cost and Financial Requirements (continued)
-- Section 4, query 3 response; states “the Center will utilize the services of the GFAS for animal
cremation needs at a price discounted from retail.”
-- RFP Requirement #2 and #3 not met
--Note: Incongruent statement. Cremation services cannot be offered to the community if the
service contract requirement proposed is to close the GFAS.

-- Section 4, query 4; when asked to provide detail about the organizations budget for the past five
years, the MCAAC provided only basic information on revenue, expenses, and debt service; see
next slide. The MCAAC did relay that they do not have any endowment at this time, and upon
completion of all debt payments the foundation hopes to establish an endowment.
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• INITIAL ANALYSIS/FINDINGS;

11

Section 5 – References -- Responsive

SUMMARY;
- The proposal received was difficult to interpret, and understand. The City
did not request any closure of the GFAS. The RFP asked for complementary
services and operations options. Instead, the City received 1 option (close and
pay an unsubstantiated fee) and a confusing request to continue negotiations
about information that should have been provided in the proposal.
- The proposal contradicts itself by listing a $475,000 dollar figure for the
MCAAC to provide their reduced services to the community. That is caveated
by the requirement to close the GFAS, but on numerous paragraphs the
MCAAC relays that they need the GFAS to provide services.
- This is only a preliminary analysis. The flaws, contradictory statements, and
lack of detail is only a sampling of the essence contained in the document.
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•

COMMISSION OPTIONS:

12

- Have staff provide a full report detailing the concerns about the proposal at a
future work session
-- This will allow staff time to fully analyze, research, and provide a detailed list of potential impacts
from a financial, operational, and legal perspective.

- Continue to negotiate with the MCAAC based on the proposal submitted
-- Due to the public interest and attention on this subject, it is recommended this effort be led by 2
commissioners at future public meetings
-- This will also allow staff to request the MCAAC provide the line item detail and specification
missing from the submission.

- Find that the proposal was non-responsive, due to the numerous conflicts and
lack of information, and reject the RFP
-- The submitted proposal reveals and validates that shutting down the GFAS is not a viable option.
A rejection of the RFP will not negatively impact the MCAAC or GFAS, or our community.
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Animal Foundation Services and
Operations Contract
Submitted 06.01.2020
436
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•

February 24, 2020 - the Animal Foundation of Great Falls submitted a proposal in response to the RFP.

•

March 3, 2020 - City staff provided a presentation on the Foundation’s proposal referencing some confusion.

•

March 11, 2020 - John Huber and Libbey Winderl submitted a letter to the Commission and staff clarifying the proposal and
addressing staff’s concerns.

•

March 17, 2020 - Had planned to be on the agenda, but Covid-19 led to major changes and delays.

•

Today – Further a conversation about a potential agreement between the City and the Foundation for adoption and education
services.
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From page 8 of the Proposal:

The Animal Foundation of Great Falls proposes to utilize the Center to
assume all responsibility for animal adoption and fostering services,
fundraising, and education to the community.
The City of Great Falls would retain responsibility for the intake and
timely release to owners of stray animals, 72/96 hour hold periods for
impounded strays, operation of its crematorium, and its statutory
responsibility for animal control services.
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First: Maclean-Cameron Animal Adoption Center will provide a superior quality of care than currently provided at the City Shelter
The Maclean-Cameron Animal Adoption Center has taken massive steps in designing and building the Center to maximize quality of care:
•
Regular air exchange to minimize infection
•
Sound barriers to minimize anxiety/stress
•
Lighting and daylight to minimize anxiety/stress
•
Floor coverings to provide higher levels of cleanliness
•
Configuration and size of suites to minimize anxiety/stress
•
Odor control and sanitation
Example: Cats housed in shelters without adequate air exchanges are affected by respiratory infections at a significantly higher rate. The respiratory infections caused by
inadequate air exchanges result in increased veterinary costs, suffering for the animals, and negatively affect adoption rates. For that reason, the Foundation chose to invest in an
air exchange system with separate zones for animals with various needs, to include those in medical isolation, newly incoming, and those cleared for adoption. The Center’s air
exchange system in these areas provides up to 12 fresh air room exchanges per hour in order to reduce the spread of infection.

1. Having completed construction of a state-of-the-art facility in 2015, the Foundation turned to its primary mission: Meeting or exceeding standards with regard to the
care and treatment of its shelter animals (extensively documented in the proposal’s attached exhibits).
2. A study of the City Shelter, conducted in 2010, concluded that, “…the existing City shelter which was built in 1972 was outdated and in desperate need of replacement,”
and that it was, “…not salvageable as an animal shelter.” -Kim Staton
3. Even though the City has made upgrades to the Shelter, to include constructing a cattery, it is evident that City Shelter does not provide the same quality of care as the
Center does.
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Second: A contract with the Maclean-Cameron Animal Adoption Center will result in cost savings to the City.
• It is our understanding that in addition to the cattery, the City is considering further improvements to the Shelter to improve conditions for dogs. While we
are unaware of what those costs would be, they can be wholly avoided if the City and Foundation enter into an agreement for the Center to house cats and
dogs after the initial 72/96 hour stray hold period. Even without a contract, the Foundation has helped the City avoid costs by handling one-third of the all
animal intakes during the most recent fiscal year. Despite the City’s reduction in the number of animal intake by almost 50% since 2008, the City’s
operational costs and associated annual budget have risen. This is illustrated in a chart on page 5 of our Proposal.

City of Great Falls Animal Shelter Intake and Associated Budget History

Fiscal Year

Number of
Intakes

2008

2539

Annual
BudgetAmended
$422,000

Annual BudgetActual

2009

2295

$513,544

$714,227

2010

2282

$570,431

$547,687*

2011

1995

$725,924

$592,630*

2012

1720

$525,864

$483,760*

2013

1631

$515,305

$575,240

2014

1622

$558,100

$537,240

Fiscal Year

1488

Annual
BudgetAmended
$608,633

Annual
BudgetActual
$585,803

2016

1316

$629,330

$586,427

2017

1296

$647,856

$608,942

2018

1406

$707,527

$662,126

2019

1322

$729,544

$668,023

$588,930

2015**

Number of
Intakes

Amended Budget: Shows the adopted plus authorized budget amendments for the fiscal
year.
Actual Budget: Shows the audited financial information for the fiscal year.
*Numbers pulled from Animal Shelter Update given by Jennifer Reichelt at 11/05/2013 work
session meeting.
**Changed from calendar year to July-June fiscal year. As of 02/03/20, the Great Falls Animal
Shelter website states, “Beginning in March 2015, the Shelter began providing statistical data
based on a fiscal year time frame (July – June), in order to be consistent with the City’s financial
reporting methods. Previously (prior to Fiscal Year 2015), the Shelter reported data on a
calendar year basis (January-December). Older Shelter annual reports are still available online
(data dates back to calendar year 2008). Those reviewing the data should distinguish the
difference in reporting structure when making comparisons and reviewing the numbers,”
“Annual Reports,” City of Great Falls: Animal Shelter,
https://greatfallsmt.net/animalshelter/annual-reports)
As of 02//03/20, the Great Falls Animal Shelter website also states, “The GFAS is operated
under an annual budget of approximately $529,000. Approximately 2166 animals are brought
into the shelter on a yearly basis.” (“About The City of Great Falls Animal Shelter.” City of Great
Falls: Animal Shelter, https://greatfallsmt.net/animalshelter/welcome-city-great-falls-animalshelter). We are unable to align this statement with any of the information we gathered from
the City of Great Falls website budget information as of 2.4.20.
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Second (continued): A contract with the Maclean-Cameron Animal Adoption Center will result in cost

savings to the City.

• The data provided by the City indicates that adoption services are a major drain on the Shelter and on the
taxpayers. For example, in 2018 and 2019, the City budgeted approximately $700K to the Shelter while only
deriving between $5k and $6K in revenues from adoption. While the City’s adoption rate in FY 2019 was 50%,
the Center’s was 96%. How could it not make sense for the City to offload a service which costs a lot of money,
yields a small amount of revenue ,and where a great alternative is available, literally just down the street?
• Instead of budgeting $700K for the Shelter, it would be far more cost effective for the City to hold animals for an
appropriate hold period, collect redemption fees and fines when animals are redeemed within the 72/96 hour
hold periods and take advantage of revenues derived from its new state-of-the-art cremation incinerator. With
greatly reduced costs associated with this Proposal and increased revenue, it is clear that the City can reduce
its budgeted amount substantially.
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Second (continued): A contract with the Maclean-Cameron Animal Adoption Center will result in

cost savings to the City.

• As stated in the Proposal, we can’t project what the City’s budget will look like if its services are reduced as
proposed. Granted, the City has given the Foundation a ton of cost data, but the data would change
drastically once a contract is entered into with the Foundation. That is why the Foundation has assumed and
hoped, as stated in the RFP, that further discussions would be conducted to validate its proposal and to
ensure that cost savings are achieved.
• The Foundation has stated that a contract would effectively lead to a doubling in the number of animals
under its care. This will require additional staffing and facility adjustments. All of this was discussed in the
Proposal, and supports the Foundation’s current projection that it could handle all adoptions, education,
fostering, fundraising and volunteer activities in this community for $475K per year.
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Consolidation of efforts would fulfill the earlier vision shared by Foundation and City officials that one modern facility
providing high-quality animal care could best handle animal adoption services.
It appears to be a needless duplication of expense and effort to have two neighboring shelters in a City where both public
and private resources are relatively scarce.
Because the Center was constructed entirely with donated funds, this has resulted in great savings to the City’s
taxpayers. Now that the Center has been built and in operation for over four years, it makes sense for the City taxpayers to
benefit from this state-of-the-art facility.
Let’s give the public the benefit of each party’s strengths and end the competition for limited resources and improve
animal welfare in our community.
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Any questions may be directed to the Animal Foundation of Great Falls:
Libbey Winderl, Board President
406.781.9993
libbey.winderl@edwardjones.com

John Huber, Board Trustee
406.788.9976
jhuber@dadco.com

Pam Volk, Executive Director
406.727.7387
director@macleananimaladoptioncenter.com
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From the Animal Foundation of Great Falls
Maclean-Cameron Animal Adoption Center
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July 21st
2020

Animal Foundation's Proposal Alternatives
for Community Animal Welfare
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FAQs:
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Clarification:
"BAILOUT?"


As reflected in the budget
information included within our
Proposal submitted in February,
our non-profit organization has:


Operated for five years



Own and continue to operate a
13,600 square foot, state-of-the-art
building, designed with a value of
over $5 million



Solely accomplished with
fundraising and service income



Due to a dedicated donor base,
volunteer and staff efforts, MCAAC
is capable of continuing
independently

"FAIL?"


In response to Commissioner Mary
Moe's biggest worry:


$1.5 million raised in just over a year
to "Get Out Of Debt"



Paid off the loans on building the
MCAAC



Ability to secure more service
revenue (MCAAC held a 96%
adoption rate in 2019) with the
absence of competition



Restructured & diverse occupations
of Board Trustees, including three
Financial Advisors & one Certified
Public Accountant



Highly successful banquet fundraiser
each year with 15 year track record



Average of $820,199 in annual
donations since August 2015
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OPTION #1
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REORGANIZATION OF ANIMAL
FOUNDATION'S MISSION

450

Current & Projected Stats of the Great Falls Animal Shelter
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(with MCAAC Neighboring Independently)

Fiscal
Year
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023

Number of
Intakes
2539
2295
2282
1995
1720
1631
1622
1488
1316
1296
1406
1322
1269
1218
1170
1123

Intake
Growth
-10%
-1%
-13%
-14%
-5%
-1%
-8%
-12%
-2%
8%
-6%
-4%
-4%
-4%
-4%

Operational
Expense
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

422,000.00
513,544.00
570,431.00
725,924.00
525,864.00
515,305.00
558,100.00
608,633.00
629,330.00
647,856.00
707,527.00
729,544.00
773,316.64
819,715.64
868,898.58
921,032.49

Expense
Growth
22%
11%
27%
-28%
-2%
8%
9%
3%
3%
9%
3%
6%
6%
6%
6%

Revenues

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

213,885.00
138,633.00
139,643.00
123,479.00
120,744.00
112,819.00
103,774.00
113,210.00
107,549.50
102,172.03
97,063.42

Based off of
Fiscal Year

Revenue
Growth

-35%
1%
-12%
-2%
-7%
-8%
9%
-5%
-5%
-5%

Annual
Profit/Loss
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(422,000)
(513,544)
(570,431)
(725,924)
(525,864)
(301,420)
(419,467)
(468,990)
(505,851)
(527,112)
(594,708)
(625,770)
(660,107)
(712,166)
(766,727)
451
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Projected Stats of the Great Falls Animal Shelter
(without MCAAC help)



Fiscal
Year

Agenda #1.

Adding back in the dogs & cats that MCAAC would have taken in:
Number of
Intakes

Intake
Growth

Operational
Expense

Expense
Growth

Revenues

Revenue
Growth

Annual
Profit/Loss

2019

1322

-6% $

729,544.00

3% $ 103,774.00

-8% $

(625,770)

2020

1269

-4% $

773,316.64

6% $ 113,210.00

9% $

(660,107)

2021*

1983

36% $ 1,334,411.57

42% $ 175,079.37

35% $

(1,159,332)

2022*

2032

2% $ 1,509,814.34

12% $ 177,536.01

1% $

(1,332,278)

2023*

2079

2% $ 1,705,639.51

11% $ 179,749.59

1% $

453

(1,525,890)
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Cost to Care for Animals

$870,724
$777,904
$618,032

$643,098
$574,402

$547,529
$417,639

2015

$505,888
$428,522

2016

GFAS Cost w/ MCAAC

$460,217

2017

2018

Projected GFAS Cost w/o MCAAC

2019

Source: Shelter
Animals Count
Calendar Year
Jan. – Dec.

In addition to the increased costs shown here, future expenditures, for staff to fundraise for the expansion
and upgrade of the current City Shelter, will be incurred.
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OPTION #2
MACLEAN-CAMERON ANIMAL ADOPTION CENTER TO ASSUME
INTAKE, MANAGEMENT, & ADOPTION OF ALL DOGS & CATS IN THE COMMUNITY
455
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Capacity based on Quality
of Care Standards
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Proposed Services:
Services

Who Currently Provides

What MCAAC Proposes to
Provide

Adoption of Cats and Dogs

Both GFAS and MCAAC

MCAAC

Adoption of Small Domestic Animals
and Birds

Only GFAS

MCAAC

City Licensing

Both GFAS and MCAAC

MCAAC

Fundraising

Both GFAS and MCAAC

MCAAC

Humane Education Opportunities

Both GFAS and MCAAC

MCAAC

Intake of Owner Surrenders

Both GFAS and MCAAC

MCAAC

Intake of Stray Animals from Public

Both GFAS and MCAAC

MCAAC

Intake of Stray Animals from Animal
Control

Only GFAS

MCAAC

Microchipping

Both GFAS and MCAAC

MCAAC

Stray Redemption Services

Both GFAS and MCAAC

MCAAC

Population Control through
Spay/Neuter

Both GFAS and MCAAC

MCAAC

Vaccinations

Both GFAS and MCAAC

MCAAC

Volunteer Opportunities

Both GFAS and MCAAC

MCAAC

Cremation Services**

Both GFAS and MCAAC

GFAS**

(Will outsource to the appropriate animal
rescue group/expert)

** Currently, the MCAAC outsources
cremations to 406 Cremation. In the
Proposed Complimentary Services
Scenario, the MCAAC will refer all
cremations to the GFAS who will
benefit from the use of the new
aqua-incinerator, purchased with
taxpayer funds, which will reduce the
cost of cremation from $1.25-$1.50
per pound to $.10 (or a 94%
reduction in cost) . GFAS will retain457
all
earnings from cremation services.
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Independent Study for Proposal:


As mentioned by Commissioner Rick Tryon



3rd party comparison for level of service



3rd party comparison for quality of care



Alignment of terms such as stray & capacity



Alleviate issues/concerns of public perception of Proposal



Clarification of best Proposal option



Division of cost would be presented to the

Animal Foundation for consideration & potential approval
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Proposed Figure:

* Denotes just under a $300k immediate
savings to the City of Great Falls (FY '21
Proposed Budget - $475,000)
** Support includes both volunteers &
monetary tax-deductible donations
** Mend relationship between both
organizations & remove the donor divide
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Future Figure:


Commissioner Mary Moe asked if the $475k figure could be reduced?



Why is this so much more than Heart of the Valley charges the City of Bozeman?


HOV was founded in 1973, 47 years ago



City of Bozeman & HOV do not have the donor divide



Our community can come together for the betterment of animal welfare, and donor
dollars/support will increase, just like they did for HOV



Increased support results in lower operating costs



Current City funding will assist with the offset of temporary operating costs, allowing
the Animal Foundation to focus further on fundraising in conjunction with a capital
campaign to start an endowment



The endowment will allow for savings to the City in the near future as the Animal
Foundation will then have investment income



This will in turn, lower the City's funding and eventually allow for it to be reduced closer
to the agreement between HOV and the City of Bozeman
460
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MCAAC

•$475k
•All-Inclusive
{minus} Animal
Control &
Cremation
•Improved Animal
Welfare
•Immediate Cost
Savings to the City

Community
Support

• Reduction of
Operating
Costs
• Endowment
Capital
Campaign
Focus

Endowment

• Investment
Income
• Reduction of
$475k to the
City of Great
Falls

5-10 Year
Plan

•Endowment
Grows
•Significant
Reduction/Cost
Savings to the
City
•Animal Lovers
United
•Taxpayers
Happy
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Staffing:



Commissioner Mary Moe asked, "What we heard at the work session
is that a primary job perk for staff is their involvement in adoption
services. Can you envision a model for partnership that would
preserve this motivational force for City shelter staff?"


We believe in our mission and it supports the same job satisfaction
expressed by City staff



With increased animal intake, we would welcome the opportunity for
current City staff and volunteers to join us in advancing our mission
462
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Conclusion:

IMPROVED ANIMAL WELFARE
Just under $300K IMMEDIATE SAVINGS

Public Safety

Additional
Police Officers

Upgrade
Equipment

Public Safety
Additional
Firefighters
463
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Contact Information:
Any questions may be
directed to the
Animal Foundation of
Great Falls.
Libbey Winderl

Pam Volk

Board President

Executive Director

406.781.9993

406.727.7387

406.788.9976

libbey.winderl@edwardjones.com

director@macleananimaladoptioncenter.com

jhuber@dadco.com

John Huber
Board Trustee
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City Manager’s Office
Memorandum

To:

Animal Foundation of Great Falls

From: Chuck Anderson, Deputy City Manager
Re:

Request for Proposal (RFP) Questions/Requests for Clarification

Date: August 3, 2020

The City Commission requested that city staff review your recent service proposal dated July
21, 2020. Thank you for providing the data and background in a supplemental email. After
reviewing the information provided, we have additional questions for follow-up and
clarification. The questions are asked in the spirit of making sure that the Commission is well
informed before making a decision.
If any of the questions are confusing, please contact me directly at 455-8417.

1. The MCAAC needs to demonstrate to the Commission and community that it is financially
stable enough to provide the services at the level proposed. The reason for this is two-fold:
a) MCAAC was asked to provide a proposal that provided significant savings to the City
b) Transitioning services from the City to MCAAC would not be beneficial to the City if the
move resulted in minimal savings, or caused MCAAC to significantly adjust its contract rates
after closure of GFAS.
Based on this, the City has the following questions:
We’re looking for a greater level of detail from the budget information originally submitted
with the RFP. Obviously, we’re looking for trends. There is a concern that once MCAAC takes
over services from the City, the donation base will shift because taxpayers will feel they are
already “paying” for services at the facility. What is being looked for is:
A. Itemized expenses and revenues accounting for the last 5-years, including any in-kind
support (money, services, goods, other).
B. A detailed Operations Budget (total revenue and expenses (line item and cost)) for
the first 5-years, highlighting where the $475,000 amount you are requesting will be
spent.

Page 1 of 3
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2. Currently, City Code identifies animals as; “any living vertebrate creature, other than
human beings, whether wild or domestic, including but not limited to all livestock and any
domestic pet.”
https://library.municode.com/mt/great_falls_/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=TIT6AN_CH1AN_6.1.010DE

MCAAC appears to only want to accept dogs and cats. Although, not a regular occurrence at
the GFAS, residents bring other animals to the shelter for safety, protection, or treatment.
Pursuant to City Code, the GFAS accepts ferrets, guinea pigs, rates, rabbits, reptiles, etc. On
occasion, the GFAS has had individuals surrender animals that they had previously tried to turnin to the MCAAC, but were told they could not be accepted.
If MCAAC becomes the primary service point for animal welfare, will MCAAC continue the level
of service to the community as currently offered, and take in all surrendered animals regardless
of medical condition or behavioral problems?
Additionally, is it your expectation that the City Commission will change the current City Code
so the contract with MCAAC is solely for cats/dogs?
3. What is MCAAC’s specific concerns with a proposed pilot project to build a partnership
between the MCAAC and GFAS? Why would it not be advantageous to the MCAAC to take
animals from the GFAS after the 72/96-hour hold period, and then adopt them out? The
current approach appears to be all or nothing.
4. In MCAAC’s July 21st presentation, it refers to the positive impact that the MCAAC has had
on reducing the intake numbers of the GFAS. Reviewing slide# 6, there are significant
decreases in intake numbers prior to the MCAAC starting operations in 2015. What factors
could have contributed to those reductions, and wouldn’t those same factors still be in
existence today?
5. The Finance Department had some questions pertaining to financial information used during
your presentation. Please see the Finance Department Memorandum dated Aug 3, 2020.
Specifically, there seems to be accounting differences related to revenue and expenses. In
order to facilitate mutual understanding, would the MCAAC be willing to meet with the finance
director to discuss these items, and if needed, revise accordingly.
6. It is likely the City Manager would recommend closing the GFAS if the Commission
determined to contract with MCAAC for only dog and cat services. It would not make financial
sense to keep the facility open as a simple crematory.
How will MCAAC satisfy all the current services to the animal community (manage
permit/license program across city, hoarding/quarantine/bite/dangerous animal cases,
emergency management response, county and city law enforcement support, court
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representation, etc..) not mentioned on slide# 12? On another note, why has MCAAC not
used the City’s cremation services before?
7. After reviewing MCAAC’s presentation and the Finance Department memorandum dated
August 3, 2020, it appears MCAAC did not consider GFAS revenues in its presentation. It also
appears that MCAAC computed all expenses for statistics solely against intakes. MCAAC cites
an immediate savings to the City of $300,000, when it is approximately $195,000 with revenue
factored in, and could be $5,000-$10,000, or lower when the other services are factored in.
Does MCAAC believe this amount to be significant enough savings to meet the intent of the
RFP? This can be discussed with the finance director at the meeting.
8. When a commissioner asked how your proposed $475,000 amount could be reduced, you
relayed that increased support results in lower operational costs. Can you clarify how
increasing tax-deductible donations lowers operational costs?
9. In reference to slide 16 (arrow progression slide), can you please list the actual amounts that
will be reduced per year for years 1-5. What if MCAAC finds itself needing more revenue to
offset expenses? Would the Foundations seek more funding from the City’s budget even
though its budget is adopted?
10. Slide# 16 portrays that at the end of a 10-year period, there is a significant reduction/cost
savings to the City. What safeguards are in place to guarantee, other than a contract clause,
MCAAC’s service costs? Moreover, why couldn’t this be a 3 or 5-year maximum plan?
11. During the Commission presentation there was a discussion of endowment. Endowments
can be incredibly helpful when expenses over a budget period unexpectedly increase.
Endowments are also helpful in the event savings materialize over a fiscal year because they
can offset increases in ensuing years. It does not sounds like there are any MCAAC endowments
in place, is that correct?
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City of Great Falls
Finance Department

Memo
To:

Greg Doyon, City Manager

From:

Melissa Kinzler, Finance Director

Date:

August 3, 2020

Re:

Maclean Cameron Animal Adoption Center (MCAAC) Financial Modeling

Revenue Numbers used in the Current & Projected Stats of the Great Falls Animal Shelter
MCAAC shows no data for the GFAS revenue for FY 2008 through FY 2012. However, there
are revenue numbers available. Total revenue through this period of time was $904,511.
The revenues that were included in the Financial Modeling did not include Animal Licenses. The
City has designated this revenue to be used as part of the offset to operations of the Animal
Shelter. The expenses of operating this program are included in the overall expenses of the
Animal Shelter budget and included in the financial model. So, revenues for Licenses should be
included to offset the expenses of this program. The total amount of revenue collected from FY
2008 through FY 2020 for Licenses is $505,375. The 13 year average is $38,875 each year.
The projections for revenue in FY 2021, FY 2022, and FY 2023 use a four year average of a
negative 5%. This average does not represent a clear projection of animal shelter revenue
because revenue has not shown a decrease year after year in a constant pattern. The City has
not received less than $103,000 in revenue in the last eight years. The projections show only
$97,000 in revenue by FY 2023. Furthermore, if Animal License revenue is included, the
average would not be negative 5%.
Operational Expenses used in the Current & Projected Stats of the Great Falls Animal
Shelter
The operational expenses used in the Operation Expense column were not Actual Expense
numbers of the Great Falls Animal Shelter. The numbers used were the Amended Budgets
taken at a point in time for FY 2014, FY2015, FY 2016, FY 2017, FY 2018, and FY 2019 as
presented in the FY 2015, FY 2016, FY2017, FY 2018, FY 2019, and FY 2020 Adopted
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Budgets. By using the Amended Budget, this overstates the percent increase each year in the
Animal Shelter budget. The Amended Budget includes all the special projects that are carried
over each year such as the Guardian Angel Program, Microchipping, and Altering and
Education Project. Furthermore, this overstated expenses by $188,723 from FY 2015 through
FY 2020 compared to actuals. The six year average was an overstatement of $31,453 each
year. Using Actual Expenses would result in a six year average of less than 6% growth in
operating expenses, which was the factor used in the model.
The adopted expense budget for the Animal Shelter for FY 2021 was $767,514, not
$819,715.64 as presented in the model. This overstatement directly increases the projections
for FY 2022 and FY 2023 as well.
Projected Stats of the Great Falls Animal Shelter Option 1 (without MCAAC help)
The City of Great Falls has very limited revenue growth in the General Fund. The assumption
that operational expenses would be allowed to increase from FY 2020 to FY 2021 by $561,095
is unrealistic. Operations of the Animal Shelter would have to change to accommodate the
increased intake without an increased expense budget.
When using the approach of “expense per animal”, there is an assumption that all costs, fixed
and variable, will increase with each new intake. However, there are fixed costs that will not
increase with the intake of more animals. More specifically, personnel is the greatest expense
in the Animal Shelter budget. The current staffing level would be able to accommodate more
intakes without having to increase this budget line. The assumption each animal adds an
additional expense assumes that there are no fixed costs that will remain flat for the intake of
more animals. The assumption is flawed when looking at the overall Animal Shelter budget.
Rate of Inflation
The City of Great Falls has a limited ability to increase property tax revenue because of a
statewide property tax cap. Under Section 15-10-420, MCA, the City is authorized to increase
property tax revenue by “one-half of the average rate of inflation for the prior 3 years.”
Long Term Feasibility of Contract with MCAAC at $475,000
A major concern I have with this proposal is the long term feasibility of supporting the total
Animal Shelter operations for $475,000 a year. The City was not provided with the financial
information needed to determine if this is a feasible proposal. What will be the total expenses
and revenues of the Animal Shelter if the MCAAC takes over operations? Ideally, the City would
need a detailed Operation Budget for the next five years, which include all expenses with
personal costs and total revenues. What happens if the MCAAC can’t run the Animal Shelter
with $475,000 a year like they believe? The proposal is incomplete to determine if this is a
feasible proposal for MCAAC to take over operations of the Animal Shelter for the City of Great
Falls.

2
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City Manager’s Office
Memorandum

To:

Animal Foundation of Great Falls

From: Chuck Anderson, Deputy City Manager
Re:

Request for Proposal (RFP) Questions/Requests for Clarification

Date: August 3, 2020

The City Commission requested that city staff review your recent service proposal dated July
21, 2020. Thank you for providing the data and background in a supplemental email. After
reviewing the information provided, we have additional questions for follow-up and
clarification. The questions are asked in the spirit of making sure that the Commission is well
informed before making a decision.
If any of the questions are confusing, please contact me directly at 455-8417.

1. The MCAAC needs to demonstrate to the Commission and community that it is financially
stable enough to provide the services at the level proposed. The reason for this is two-fold:
a) MCAAC was asked to provide a proposal that provided significant savings to the City
b) Transitioning services from the City to MCAAC would not be beneficial to the City if the
move resulted in minimal savings, or caused MCAAC to significantly adjust its contract rates
after closure of GFAS.
Based on this, the City has the following questions:
We’re looking for a greater level of detail from the budget information originally submitted
with the RFP. Obviously, we’re looking for trends. There is a concern that once MCAAC takes
over services from the City, the donation base will shift because taxpayers will feel they are
already “paying” for services at the facility. What is being looked for is:
A. Itemized expenses and revenues accounting for the last 5-years, including any in-kind
support (money, services, goods, other).
B. A detailed Operations Budget (total revenue and expenses (line item and cost)) for
the first 5-years, highlighting where the $475,000 amount you are requesting will be
spent.
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Initially, we disagree with the idea that the donation base will shift if MCAAC takes over animal
services from the City. Many of our donors have expressed frustration with the overlapping
services provided by the City and MCAAC, and have indicated that they would increase their
donations if they felt that their money was being used in the most efficient manner possible. It
has also been the experience in other urban counties in Montana that consolidation of services
generally has a positive impact on giving and long term donor retention.
In response to Item A, please see the attached budget information which expands on the
information previously provided with the Foundation’s initial response to the RFP (Exhibit A).
In response to Item B, the attached document (Exhibit B) includes both a detailed budget and a
summary of assumptions and methodologies used in developing this budget. You have also
asked how the proposed contract amount of $475,000 will be spent. This money will be spent on
operating costs which are affected by the increase in animal intakes. These costs include: food,
medical services and animal related supplies; the increase in staff with associated salaries,
payroll taxes, workers compensation insurance, training expenses, and benefits; increased
property and casualty insurance; additional cleaning supplies along with increased utility
consumption; and increased administrative costs.
2. Currently, City Code identifies animals as; “any living vertebrate creature, other than
human beings, whether wild or domestic, including but not limited to all livestock and any
domestic pet.”
https://library.municode.com/mt/great_falls_/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=TIT6AN_CH1AN_6.1.010DE

While you have defined the term “animals” as set forth at Great Falls City Code Section 6.1.010,
please note that pursuant to paragraph L of that section, the City Animal Shelter provides “for
intaking and caring for domestic animals.” Under paragraph S of that section, the term
"domestic animal" means any animal that may be legally possessed by a person and is commonly
kept in or around a residence, outbuildings or business.
MCAAC appears to only want to accept dogs and cats. Although, not a regular occurrence at
the GFAS, residents bring other animals to the shelter for safety, protection, or treatment.
Pursuant to City Code, the GFAS accepts ferrets, guinea pigs, rates, rabbits, reptiles, etc.
Current MCAAC policy states that we take in only cats and dogs; however, the Board of
Trustees have recognized that this is a policy which can be modified. In conjunction with
submission of our original Proposal, we stated that the Foundation would be amenable to
assisting citizens who wish to surrender domestic animals other than dogs or cats. Based on
numbers provided by the City, it now appears that the anticipated number of such surrenders
would account for approximately 1% of all animal intakes. As such, the Foundation believes it
has sufficient resources and connections to provide care for animals other than cats or dogs that
may be brought to MCAAC and agrees to include this in an agreement with the City.
On occasion, the GFAS has had individuals surrender animals that they had previously tried to
turn-in to the MCAAC, but were told they could not be accepted.
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That is correct. In our initial proposal, we extensively documented the industry standards that
the Center has followed in providing animal care since it opened its doors five years ago. Initial
Board direction was to provide only animal welfare services that the Center could perform within
the constraints of our initial medical, personnel, and financial resources. This is evidenced by
the fact that the Center has only euthanized 26 animals in five years of operation.
Going forward, however, the Foundation believes it can accept animals on the same basis that
the City Shelter does. A copy of Shelter guidelines was provided as an exhibit with our initial
Proposal in February, 2020. On page 8 of that Proposal, we stated that we would accept all
surrenders and all unclaimed strays after the 72/96 hour holding period. In our modified
Proposal to assume all animal shelter services, we would also accept strays from both the public
and animal control.
If MCAAC becomes the primary service point for animal welfare, will MCAAC continue the level
of service to the community as currently offered, and take in all surrendered animals regardless
of medical condition or behavioral problems?
The Foundation believes it will exceed the level of service currently provided to the community.
While you ask about accepting “all surrendered animals regardless of medical condition or
behavioral problems,” we note that the City Shelter does not follow that practice. The Shelter
Policy Manual states that it “does not accept any animals that have potentially infectious disease
or illness, or have extreme behavior issues, including but not limited, to biting or signs of
aggression. Animals that the owners believe to have aggressive behaviors will not be accepted.
It is the owner’s responsibility to seek out training for the animal or a more suitable home. If the
owner believes euthanasia is the right decision, it is the owner’s responsibility to seek this
service from a veterinarian.”
Additionally, is it your expectation that the City Commission will change the current City Code
so the contract with MCAAC is solely for cats/dogs?
As referenced above, our modified Proposal is to accept all surrendered domestic animals,
including the minimal number which do not include dogs and cats.
3. What is MCAAC’s specific concerns with a proposed pilot project to build a partnership
between the MCAAC and GFAS? Why would it not be advantageous to the MCAAC to take
animals from the GFAS after the 72/96-hour hold period, and then adopt them out? The
current approach appears to be all or nothing.
As discussed at the City Commission meeting on July 23, the proposed pilot project would
achieve no savings for either the City or Animal Foundation. It would also not optimize animal
care since many animals would not have access to the Center, which is a state-of-the art facility.
Finally, we do not understand why the City has declined to send its excess or overflow animals
to the Center. The Foundation has offered several times in the last couple years to take the
City’s excess or overflow animals. However, it is our understanding that the City sends its
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excess animals which MCAAC could have accommodated, and therefore adoption and licensing
revenues, to other Montana communities.
4. In MCAAC’s July 21st presentation, it refers to the positive impact that the MCAAC has had
on reducing the intake numbers of the GFAS. Reviewing slide #6, there are significant
decreases in intake numbers prior to the MCAAC starting operations in 2015. What factors
could have contributed to those reductions, and wouldn’t those same factors still be in
existence today?
Since the MCAAC was not in operation until August, 2015, the City is in a better position to
explain the reduction in animal intakes between 2008 and 2014. While we are not aware of what
those factors might be, we note that combined animal intakes of the City Shelter and the Center
have increased since the Center opened and has gone from 1,622 in 2014 to over 2,000 combined
intakes during each of the last two years.
5. The Finance Department had some questions pertaining to financial information used during
your presentation. Please see the Finance Department Memorandum dated Aug 3, 2020.
Specifically, there seems to be accounting differences related to revenue and expenses. In
order to facilitate mutual understanding, would the MCAAC be willing to meet with the finance
director to discuss these items, and if needed, revise accordingly.
The information being provided by the Foundation is based on data and methodology agreed
upon by the COGF and the Foundation.
6. It is likely the City Manager would recommend closing the GFAS if the Commission
determined to contract with MCAAC for only dog and cat services. It would not make financial
sense to keep the facility open as a simple crematory.
How will MCAAC satisfy all the current services to the animal community (manage
permit/license program across city, hoarding/quarantine/bite/dangerous animal cases,
emergency management response, county and city law enforcement support, court
representation, etc..) not mentioned on slide# 12?
MCAAC believes it is fully capable of handling all the services addressed in the question.
The MCAAC currently issues licenses in addition to managing associated recordkeeping and
bookkeeping. A partnership would entail an increased number of licenses which can readily be
handled by our fulltime staff.
If you are referring to the permit programs referenced in Code section 6.1.090, we note the major
role played by the animal control officers in investigating the permit requests and in
recommending approval or disapproval of these permits. Center staff has the capability of
handling the functions currently handled by City Shelter staff.
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Regarding hoarding/quarantine issues, Foundation Board and staff have recently had
conversations with the Sheriff’s Office and believe that MCAAC is capable of handling all
actions needed to address such issues.
The Center staff thoroughly document all animal intakes and maintain twice-daily records of
care, feeding, litter use, and overall health and temperament of every animal in the Center.
While animal control officers generally would be expected to provide testimony pertaining to
observation or seizure of dangerous and/or nuisance domestic animals, the Foundation staff are
fully capable of providing any needed evidence pertaining to the care and condition of any
animals subsequent to them being placed in the Center, and for holding such animals for an
extended period. Staff will be trained and directed to cooperate with law enforcement and staff
from the City Prosecutor’s Office.
In order to further facilitate a partnership with the City, the Foundation would consider
designating a board liaison seat to be filled by a representative appointed by the City.
On another note, why has MCAAC not used the City’s cremation services before?
Initially we would note that the Center has only euthanized and cremated 26 animals since
opening in August, 2015.
As staff mentioned to you during a tour of the Center a couple years ago, prior to opening the
Center in 2015, one member of the Board Trustees was able to secure a freezer at no cost from a
Bozeman company in return for which the Foundation agreed to send all cremations to the
company. There was no additional cost to the Center because the company representatives came
to Great Falls two days per week to pick up deceased animals and drop off the cremains. This
company eventually went out of business.
With that arrangement no longer in effect, the Foundation has indicated since February that it
would send all cremations to the City if the City crematorium remains open. Additionally, the
Foundation would be willing to further discuss the options of crematory services for the
community.
7. After reviewing MCAAC’s presentation and the Finance Department memorandum dated
August 3, 2020, it appears MCAAC did not consider GFAS revenues in its presentation. It also
appears that MCAAC computed all expenses for statistics solely against intakes. MCAAC cites
an immediate savings to the City of $300,000, when it is approximately $195,000 with revenue
factored in, and could be $5,000-$10,000, or lower when the other services are factored in.
Does MCAAC believe this amount to be significant enough savings to meet the intent of the
RFP? This can be discussed with the finance director at the meeting.
The City has never specifically stated what it considers to be significant savings. However, in
response to the amount of immediate savings of $300,000, MCAAC did take into consideration
GFAS revenue. We refer you to slides #6 through #9 of the PowerPoint presentation (Exhibit C)
where we used the actual cost to operate (total operating expense/budget less revenue). This
number was then divided by GFAS animal intake for the year to find the cost per animal. The
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cost per animal was then multiplied by the combined community animal intake to find what the
required cost to operate would have been for the City if MCAAC had not been in business. For
example, in 2019 the City intake was 1,322 and its actual costs to operate was $574,402 for a
cost per animal of $434. In 2019, MCAAC took in 682 animals leaving a combined community
animal intake of 2,004. Considering this total intake, multiplied by cost per animal, the total
costs to the City, if MCAAC were not in business, would have been $870,724. Therefore the
amount MCAAC saved the City in 2019 was approximately $300,000. This slide illustrates how
MCAAC is currently saving the City money and, also how much MCAAC has saved the City
since 2015 when MCAAC opened its doors. The combined savings for 2015 through 2019
totaled $1,070,681.

8. When a commissioner asked how your proposed $475,000 amount could be reduced, you
relayed that increased support results in lower operational costs. Can you clarify how
increasing tax-deductible donations lowers operational costs?
Technically, you are correct. Increasing tax-deductible donations does not “lower” operational
costs, it pays for them.
9. In reference to slide 16 (arrow progression slide), can you please list the actual amounts that
will be reduced per year for years 1-5. What if MCAAC finds itself needing more revenue to
offset expenses? Would the Foundations seek more funding from the City’s budget even
though its budget is adopted?
It is impossible to list actual amounts that will be reduced, just as the City cannot guarantee its
budget or revenues for the next five years. However, we can make reasonable, even
conservative, projections based on our fundraising success over the last ten years and our income
generation since the Center opened.
10. Slide# 16 portrays that at the end of a 10-year period, there is a significant reduction/cost
savings to the City. What safeguards are in place to guarantee, other than a contract clause,
MCAAC’s service costs? Moreover, why couldn’t this be a 3 or 5-year maximum plan?
To clarify, slide #16 (Exhibit C) demonstrates how an endowment can assist in covering costs by
the end of a ten-year period. Current economic conditions and the basic principles of financial
modeling restrict this from occurring within a three to five-year period. Most financial modeling
is predicated on longer range planning, and a shorter plan does not allow enough time for
fundraising efforts undertaken now to come to full fruition.
To date our fundraising efforts have been used to pay off construction, loans and fund
operations. Revenue from contributions, grants and fundraising campaigns will continue to grow
as our fundraising efforts continue to expand and competing efforts to raise private money
between the Foundation and the City Shelter are eliminated. These increased revenues from
fundraising coupled with a consistent source of funding from the City will help cover the
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increase in costs. We understand as City fiduciaries, it is your goal to be excellent stewards of
taxpayer dollars. It is also our goal to meet this community need.
All the financial data provided by the Foundation has been carefully prepared and thoroughly
reviewed by an experienced CPA, who is also a Board member. If a prospective partnership
does not yield anticipated or desired savings to the taxpayers, the City would retain the ability to
terminate the agreement, and the Foundation firmly commits to collaborating with the City to
ensure that the taxpayers would not be disadvantaged.
11. During the Commission presentation there was a discussion of endowment. Endowments
can be incredibly helpful when expenses over a budget period unexpectedly increase.
Endowments are also helpful in the event savings materialize over a fiscal year because they
can offset increases in ensuing years. It does not sound like there are any MCAAC endowments
in place, is that correct?
The question mistakenly assumes that endowments can be used to defray unexpected increases in
operating expenses. However, endowments are funds that have been permanently restricted by
donors. A nonprofit such as the Animal Foundation can use the investment income from such a
fund but unfortunately cannot invade the principal, even if the organization can no longer meet
its budget. With the historically low interest rates, an endowment would have even less utility
for the Animal Foundation at this stage.
Because of the restricted use of endowment funds, we do not currently have an endowment.
From inception until the doors opened in August of 2015, the Foundation fundraised to build the
Center. From there, the Foundation’s fundraising efforts were concentrated on paying off the
construction debt, which was accomplished in 2018. During this period, prudent business
practice suggested that it would have been unwise to restrict funds when unrestricted funds were
required to pay construction, loan and initial operating costs.
The Foundation’s fundraising efforts will now shift to building operating and capital reserves to
ensure the doors stay open. Once this is complete, fundraising efforts can shift to endowments.
To summarize, a partnership offers the opportunity to consolidate fundraising, benefit from
economies of scale and for the City and Animal Foundation to strategically plan, rather than
operate on a year-to-year basis. We have addressed your concerns and believe we have
demonstrated to the Commission and community that we are financially stable enough to provide
the services at the level proposed. We are hopeful that the Commission and staff will adopt this
strategic vision for the future of enhanced animal welfare in the Great Falls community.
Thank you in advance for your thoughtful consideration of this information.
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Exhibits
A. Animal Foundation of Great Falls’ Five-year budget:
based on fiscal years 11/1/14 -10/31/15, 11/1/15-10/31/16, 11/1/2016 – 10/31/2017
and 11/1/18 -10/31/2019
B.

Animal Foundation of Great Falls’ Five-year Projected Budget assuming a City Contract
and Associated Summary of Assumptions and Methodology

C. Power Point Presentation from July 22, 2020 amended 10.22.2020 (based on suggestions from
Melissa Kinzler) to reflect numbers agreed upon by the City of Great Falls and Animal
Foundation
-ANDSpreadsheet with computations reflected in Power Point
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A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H
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O

P

City of Great Falls Actuals and Projections

1
2

3
4
5
6
7

Fiscal
Year

Number of
Intakes

Intake
Growth/
Decline

City's Actual
Operational
Expenses

Expense
Growth/
Decline

Expense per
Animal

City Actual
Revenue

2008
2009
2010
2011

2539
2295
2282
1995

-9.6%
-0.6%
-12.6%

$432,293
$514,323
$547,687
$660,262

$
19.0% $
6.5% $
20.6% $

170
224
240
331

$
$
$
$

156,637
199,904
181,334
175,833

8

2012

1720

-13.8%

$535,843

-18.8% $

312

$

9

2013

1631

-5.2%

$599,387

11.9% $

367

$

Revenue
Revenue per City's Actual
Growth/
Animal
Cost to Operate
Decline

Profit/Loss per
Animal

$
27.6% $
-9.3% $
-3.0% $

62
87
79
88

$
$
$
$

(275,656)
(314,419)
(366,353)
(484,429)

$
$
$
$

(109)
(137)
(161)
(243)

190,803

8.5% $

111

$

(345,040) $

(201)

253,334

32.8% $

155

$

(346,053) $

(212)

MCAAC Growth
Fiscal Year

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28

2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023

1622
-0.6%
$578,962
1488
-8.3%
$585,802
1316
-11.6%
$586,427
1296
-1.5%
$608,942
1406
8.5%
$662,126
1322
-6.0%
$724,604
1269
-4.0%
$739,581
1221
-3.8%
$767,514
1174
-3.8%
$799,750
1130
-3.8%
$833,339
Of note: MCAAC opened its doors in 2015.

-3.4%
1.2%
0.1%
3.8%
8.7%
9.4%
2.1%
3.8%
4.2%
4.2%

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

357
394
446
470
471
548
583
629
681
738

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

174,510
168,164
157,943
148,739
156,279
150,204
131,865
153,210
151,065
148,950

-31.1%
-3.6%
-6.1%
-5.8%
5.1%
-3.9%
-12.2%
16.2%
-1.4%
-1.4%

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

108
113
120
115
111
114
104
126
129
132

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(404,452)
(417,638)
(428,484)
(460,203)
(505,847)
(574,400)
(607,716)
(614,304)
(648,685)
(684,389)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(249)
(281)
(326)
(355)
(360)
(434)
(479)
(503)
(552)
(606)

2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023

Number of
Intakes
463
582
515
756
682
755
849
954
1072

Intake
Growth/
Decline
---25.7%
-11.5%
46.8%
-9.8%
10.7%
12.4%
12.4%
12.4%

Estimated projections for City of Great Falls w/o Maclean help.* (2021-2023)
*Adding in animals that the MCAAC would have taken.
Intake
Expense
Fiscal
Number of
Operational
Growth/
Growth/
Year
Intakes
Expense
Decline
Decline
2019
1322
-6.0%
$724,604
9.4%
2020
1269
-4.0%
$739,581
2.1%
2021 *
2069
63.1%
$1,301,048.95
75.9%
2022 *
2128
2.8%
$1,449,313.42
11.4%
2023 *
2202
3.5%
$1,624,164.80
12.1%

Expense per
Animal
$
$
$
$
$

548
583
629
681
738

Revenues
$
$
$
$
$

150,204
131,865
259,713
273,761
290,302

Revenue
Growth/
Decline
-3.9%
-12.2%
97.0%
5.4%
6.0%

Revenue per
Animal
$
$
$
$
$

114
104
126
129
132

City's Cost to
Operate
$
$
$
$
$

(574,400)
(607,716)
(1,041,335)
(1,175,552)
(1,333,863)

Profit/Loss per
Animal
$
$
$
$
$

(434)
(479)
(503)
(552)
(606)

29

30

This projected annual increase in cost to operate assumes the same quality of care that currently exists at the GFAS. The projections utilize a multiplier that is
an average expense or revenue per animal. MCAAC understands that some costs would be fixed and some costs would be variable. By utilizing an average
cost per animal both fixed and variable costs are taken into consideration.
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Animal Foundation's Proposal Alternatives
for Community Animal Welfare
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FAQs:
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Clarification:
"BAILOUT?"


As reflected in the budget
information included within our
Proposal submitted in February,
our non-profit organization has:


Operated for five years



Own and continue to operate a
13,600 square foot, state-of-the-art
building, designed with a value of
over $5 million



Solely accomplished with
fundraising and service income



Due to a dedicated donor base,
volunteer and staff efforts, MCAAC
is capable of continuing
independently

"FAIL?"


In response to Commissioner Mary
Moe's biggest worry:


$1.5 million raised in just over a year
to "Get Out Of Debt"



Paid off the loans on building the
MCAAC



Ability to secure more service
revenue (MCAAC held a 96%
adoption rate in 2019) with the
absence of competition



Restructured & diverse occupations
of Board Trustees, including three
Financial Advisors & one Certified
Public Accountant



Highly successful banquet fundraiser
each year with 15 year track record



Average of $820,199 in annual
donations since August 2015
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REORGANIZATION OF ANIMAL
FOUNDATION'S MISSION
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Current & Projected Stats of the Great Falls Animal Shelter
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(with MCAAC Neighboring Independently)
Fiscal
Year
*2008
*2009
*2010
*2011
2012
2013
2014
*2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023

Number of
Intakes
2539
2295
2282
1995
1720
1631
1622
1488
1316
1296
1406
1322
1269
1221
1174
1130

Intake
Increase/
Decrease

-9.6%
-0.6%
-12.6%
-13.8%
-5.2%
-0.6%
-8.3%
-11.6%
-1.5%
8.5%
-6.0%
-4.0%
-3.8%
-3.8%
-3.8%

City Operational
Expense
$432,293
$514,323
$547,687
$660,262
$535,843
$599,387
$578,962
$585,802
$586,427
$608,942
$662,126
$724,604
$739,581
$767,514
$799,750
$833,339

Operational
Expense
Increase/
Decrease

19.0%
6.5%
20.6%
-18.8%
11.9%
-3.4%
1.2%
0.1%
3.8%
8.7%
9.4%
2.1%
3.8%
4.2%
4.2%

Total Operating
Revenue
$156,637
$199,904
$181,334
$175,833
$190,803
$253,334
$174,510
$168,164
$157,943
$148,739
$156,279
$150,204
$131,865
$153,210
$151,065
$148,950

Operating
Revenue
Increase/
Decrease

27.6%
-9.3%
-3.0%
8.5%
32.8%
-31.1%
-3.6%
-6.1%
-5.8%
5.1%
-3.9%
-12.2%
16.2%
-1.4%
-1.4%

City's Cost to
Operate
$(275,656)
$(314,419)
$(366,353)
$(484,429)
$(345,040)
$(346,053)
$(404,452)
$(417,638)
$(428,484)
$(460,203)
$(505,847)
$(574,400)
$(607,716)
$(614,304)
$(648,685)
$(684,389)

The figures in the blue cells in the above table contain projections calculated by MCAAC utilizing annual averages from the years the City provided actual or budgeted
data. The years considered begin in 2015 (the year MCAAC became operational *). Average Intake Increase/Decrease Percentage: average of 2015-2020. Operational
490
Expense Increase/Decrease Percentage: average of 2015-2021. Operating Revenue Increase/Decrease Percentage: average of 2015-2021. Please note: The City has
budgeted a revenue increase of 16.2% for 2021, a substantial difference compared to the seven year average of -1.4%.
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GFAS Intake Vs. Actuals*
$900,000
$800,000

3000

2008- City discontinued contract with
HSCC and retained animal services,

2500
$700,000
$600,000

2012- City moved responsibility of
Animal Control to another department.
Moved out of shelter budget.

2000

$500,000
1500
$400,000
$300,000

1000

$200,000
500
$100,000
$0

2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015 ** 2016 ** 2017 ** 2018 ** 2019 ** 2020 ** 2021
Total Budget $432,293 $514,323 $547,687 $660,262 $535,843 $599,387 $578,962 $585,802 $586,427 $608,942 $662,126 $724,604 $739,581 $767,514
Total Intake
2539
2295
2282
1995
1720
1631
1622
1488
1316
1296
1406
1322
1269
1218

2021: The dollar amounts are from the City's budget* and the intake is a projection based on the City's
average intake during the six years in which MCAAC was operational (2015-2020)**.

0
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GFAS Projection of City Operational Costs Without
Future Assistance from MCAAC
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Current Numbers With MCAAC Assistance
Intake
Number of
Growth/
Intakes
Decline
2019
1322
-6.0%
2020
1269
-4.0%

Fiscal
Year

City's Actual Operational
City's Actual
City's Actual Revenue
Operational
Expense
Cost to
Revenue
Growth
Expenses
Growth
Operate
$724,605
9.4%
$150,202
-3.9%
$(574,400)
$735,581
2.1%
$131,865
-12.2%
$(607,716)

Projected Numbers Without MCAAC Assistance
Fiscal
Year

Projected
Number of
Intakes

Projected
Intake
Growth

Projected City
Operational
Expenses

Projected
Operational
Expense
Growth

Projected
Revenues

Projected
Projected Annual
Revenue
Cost to Operate
Growth

2021

2069

63.1%

$1,300,801

76%

$259,660

97%

$(1,041,141)

2022

2128

2.8%

$1,449,147

11.0%

$273,725

5.0%

$(1,175,422)

2023

2202

3.5%

$1,624,239

12.0%

$290,312

6.0%

$(1,333,927)

For the years 2015-2020 (years during which both GFAS and MCAAC were operational), MCAAC utilized GFAS’s Actual Operational Expenses divided by their Actual Number of
Intakes to find a Cost per Animal. In 2021, the GFAS provided budgeted figures for Operational Expenses, Revenue and Cost to Operate but no intake numbers. MCAAC
calculated intake numbers for 2021-2023 based on an average annual decrease of -3.8% (average annual intake from 2015-2020). For 2022 and 2023, MCAAC projected an
expense growth average of 4.2% (average from 2015-2021) and revenue decrease of -1.4% (average from 2015-2021).
This projected annual increase in cost to operate assumes the same quality of care that currently exists at GFAS. The projections utilize a multiplier that is an average expense 492
or
revenue per animal. MCAAC understands that some costs would be fixed but that personnel, supply and medical costs would increase and that further facility improvements
would be required. By utilizing an average cost per animal both fixed and variable costs are taken into consideration.
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Cost to Care for Animals

$1,025,136
$969,496

$869,736
$778,320
$618,748

$642,905
$574,401

$548,231
$417,638

2015

$428,484

2016

$460,203

2017

GFAS Cost w/ MCAAC

$607,716

$614,304

$505,847

2018

2019

2020

2021

Projected GFAS Cost w/o MCAAC

In addition to the increased costs shown here, future expenditures, for staff to fundraise for the expansion
and upgrade of the current City Shelter, will be incurred.
Figures above are based off of the City’s Cost to Operate.
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OPTION #2
MACLEAN-CAMERON ANIMAL ADOPTION CENTER TO ASSUME
INTAKE, MANAGEMENT, & ADOPTION OF ALL DOGS & CATS IN THE COMMUNITY
494
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Capacity based on Quality
of Care Standards
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Proposed Services:
Services

Who Currently Provides

What MCAAC Proposes to
Provide

Adoption of Cats and Dogs

Both GFAS and MCAAC

MCAAC

Adoption of Small Domestic Animals
and Birds

Only GFAS

MCAAC

City Licensing

Both GFAS and MCAAC

MCAAC

Fundraising

Both GFAS and MCAAC

MCAAC

Humane Education Opportunities

Both GFAS and MCAAC

MCAAC

Intake of Owner Surrenders

Both GFAS and MCAAC

MCAAC

Intake of Stray Animals from Public

Both GFAS and MCAAC

MCAAC

Intake of Stray Animals from Animal
Control

Only GFAS

MCAAC

Microchipping

Both GFAS and MCAAC

MCAAC

Stray Redemption Services

Both GFAS and MCAAC

MCAAC

Population Control through
Spay/Neuter

Both GFAS and MCAAC

MCAAC

Vaccinations

Both GFAS and MCAAC

MCAAC

Volunteer Opportunities

Both GFAS and MCAAC

MCAAC

Cremation Services**

Both GFAS and MCAAC

GFAS**

(Will outsource to the appropriate animal
rescue group/expert)

** Currently, the MCAAC outsources
cremations to 406 Cremation. In the
Proposed Complimentary Services
Scenario, the MCAAC will refer all
cremations to the GFAS who will
benefit from the use of the new
aqua-incinerator, purchased with
taxpayer funds, which will reduce the
cost of cremation from $1.25-$1.50
per pound to $.10 (or a 94%
reduction in cost) . GFAS will retain496
all
earnings from cremation services.
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Independent Study for Proposal:


As mentioned by Commissioner Rick Tryon



3rd party comparison for level of service



3rd party comparison for quality of care



Alignment of terms such as stray & capacity



Alleviate issues/concerns of public perception of Proposal



Clarification of best Proposal option



Division of cost would be presented to the
Animal Foundation for consideration & potential approval
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Proposed Figure:

* Denotes just under a $300k immediate
savings to the City of Great Falls: FY '21
Proposed Budget ($767,514) less $475,000
** Support includes both volunteers &
monetary tax-deductible donations
** Mend relationship between both
organizations & remove the donor divide

498
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Future Figure:


Commissioner Mary Moe asked if the $475k figure could be reduced?



Why is this so much more than Heart of the Valley charges the City of Bozeman?


HOV was founded in 1973, 47 years ago



City of Bozeman & HOV do not have the donor divide



Our community can come together for the betterment of animal welfare, and donor
dollars/support will increase, just like they did for HOV



Increased support results in lower operating costs



Current City funding will assist with the offset of temporary operating costs, allowing
the Animal Foundation to focus further on fundraising in conjunction with a capital
campaign to start an endowment



The endowment will allow for savings to the City in the near future as the Animal
Foundation will then have investment income



This will in turn, lower the City's funding and eventually allow for it to be reduced closer
to the agreement between HOV and the City of Bozeman
499
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MCAAC

•$475k
•All-Inclusive
{minus} Animal
Control &
Cremation
•Improved Animal
Welfare
•Immediate Cost
Savings to the City

Community
Support

• Reduction of
Operating
Costs
• Endowment
Capital
Campaign
Focus

Endowment

• Investment
Income
• Reduction of
$475k to the
City of Great
Falls

5-10 Year
Plan

•Endowment
Grows
•Significant
Reduction/Cost
Savings to the
City
•Animal Lovers
United
•Taxpayers
Happy
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Staffing:



Commissioner Mary Moe asked, "What we heard at the work session
is that a primary job perk for staff is their involvement in adoption
services. Can you envision a model for partnership that would
preserve this motivational force for City shelter staff?"


We believe in our mission and it supports the same job satisfaction
expressed by City staff



With increased animal intake, we would welcome the opportunity for
current City staff and volunteers to join us in advancing our mission
501
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Conclusion:

IMPROVED ANIMAL WELFARE
Just under $300K IMMEDIATE SAVINGS

Public Safety
Additional
Police Officers

Upgrade
Equipment

Public Safety
Additional
Firefighters
502
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Contact Information:
Any questions may be
directed to the
Animal Foundation of
Great Falls.
Libbey Winderl

Pam Volk

Board President

Executive Director

406.781.9993

406.727.7387

406.788.9976

libbey.winderl@edwardjones.com

director@macleananimaladoptioncenter.com

jhuber@dadco.com

John Huber
Board Trustee
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A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

Profit/Loss per
Animal

Actual
Animals
Serviced

Actual
Profit/Loss
Per Animal

Actual
Portrayed
Savings to
City

P

Fiscal
Year

Number of
Intakes

Intake
Growth/
Decline

City's Actual
Operational
Expenses

Expense
Expense
Growth/
per Animal
Decline

3
4
5
6
7

2008
2009
2010
2011

2539
2295
2282
1995

-9.6%
-0.6%
-12.6%

$432,293
$514,323
$547,687
$660,262

$
19.0% $
6.5% $
20.6% $

8

2012

1720

-13.8%

$535,843

9

2013

1631

-5.2%

$599,387

170
224
240
331

City Actual
Revenue

Revenue
Growth/
Decline

Revenue
per
Animal

$
$
$
$

156,637
199,904
181,334
175,833

$
27.6% $
-9.3% $
-3.0% $

-18.8% $

312 $

190,803

8.5% $

11.9% $

367 $

253,334

32.8% $

62
87
79
88

City's Actual
Cost to
Operate
$
$
$
$

(275,656)
(314,419)
(366,353)
(484,429)

$
$
$
$

(109)
(137)
(161)
(243)

111 $

(345,040) $

(201)

155 $

(346,053) $

(212)

MCAAC Growth
Fiscal Year

2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023

20

23
24
25
26
27
28

1622
-0.6%
$578,962
1488
-8.3%
$585,802
1316
-11.6%
$586,427
1296
-1.5%
$608,942
1406
8.5%
$662,126
1322
-6.0%
$724,604
1269
-4.0%
$739,581
1221
-3.8%
$767,514
1174
-3.8%
$799,750
1130
-3.8%
$833,339
Of note: MCAAC opened its doors in 2015.

-3.4%
1.2%
0.1%
3.8%
8.7%
9.4%
2.1%
3.8%
4.2%
4.2%

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

357
394
446
470
471
548
583
629
681
738

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

174,510
168,164
157,943
148,739
156,279
150,204
131,865
153,210
151,065
148,950

-31.1%
-3.6%
-6.1%
-5.8%
5.1%
-3.9%
-12.2%
16.2%
-1.4%
-1.4%

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

108
113
120
115
111
114
104
126
129
132

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(404,452)
(417,638)
(428,484)
(460,203)
(505,847)
(574,400)
(607,716)
(614,304)
(648,685)
(684,389)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(249)
(281)
(326)
(355)
(360)
(434)
(479)
(503)
(552)
(606)

5367
4846
4337
4242

($86)
($104)
($132)
($143)

$ 44,290
$ 78,624
$ 90,024
$ 107,965

2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023

Number of
Intakes
463
582
515
756
682
755
849
954
1072

Intake
Growth/
Decline
---25.7%
-11.5%
46.8%
-9.8%
10.7%
12.4%
12.4%
12.4%

Estimated projections for City of Great Falls w/o Maclean help.* (2021-2023)

21
22

R

City of Great Falls Actuals and Projections

1
2

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Q

*Adding in animals that the MCAAC would have taken.
Intake
Expense
Number of
Operational
Growth/
Growth/
Intakes
Expense
Decline
Decline
2019
1322
-6.0%
$724,604
9.4%
2020
1269
-4.0%
$739,581
2.1%
2021 *
2069
63.1%
$1,301,048.95
75.9%
2022 *
2128
2.8%
$1,449,313.42
11.4%
2023 *
2202
3.5%
$1,624,164.80
12.1%

Fiscal
Year

Expense
per Animal
$
$
$
$
$

548
583
629
681
738

Revenues
$
$
$
$
$

150,204
131,865
259,713
273,761
290,302

Revenue
Growth/
Decline
-3.9%
-12.2%
97.0%
5.4%
6.0%

Revenue
per
Animal
$
114
$
104
$
126
$
129
$
132

City's Cost to
Operate
$
(574,400) $
$
(607,716) $
$ (1,041,335) $
$ (1,175,552) $
$ (1,333,863) $

Profit/Loss per
Animal
(434)
(479)
(503)
(552)
(606)

29

30

This projected annual increase in cost to operate assumes the same quality of care that currently exists at the GFAS. The projections utilize a
multiplier that is an average expense or revenue per animal. MCAAC understands that some costs would be fixed and some costs would be variable.
By utilizing an average cost per animal both fixed and variable costs are taken into consideration.
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City Manager’s Office
Memorandum
To:

Mayor Kelly and City Commissioners

From: Gregory T. Doyon – City Manager
CC:

Deputy City Manager Chuck Anderson
Finance Director Melisa Kinzler
Sara Sexe – City Attorney
Great Falls Animal Shelter Director Lynne Formell

Re:

MCAAC City Partnership Proposal

Date:

June 5, 2020

As I suspect, many of you have probably been ruminating on this week’s work session with the MacleanCameron Animal Adoption Center (MCAAC). I know I have been. After some reflection, and thinking
about prior attempts to develop a partnership, I think I have a solid idea on how to move discussions
positively forward.
Some of the most important elements of effective animal control and welfare services is ensuring that
the community has necessary facilities and programs. Between MCAAC and GFAS, Great Falls has a
robust system that provides great service to residents and care for animals. To add to that good news,
both organizations have a deep desire to provide top notch, quality care. Currently, residents have a
choice of where to bring or adopt an animal, and both choices are good.
With regard to animal control and welfare, I believe the Commission is primarily interested in cost
savings, efficiencies, and preventing the duplication of services. I think there was some good
information presented during the work session. The discussion may have shed light on the City’s animal
welfare obligations and costs. The City has some unique requirements including hold times,
quarantining, court order holds, etc.
I believe the heart of both organizations (MCAAC and GFAS) is to help animals in need and when
possible, find life-long homes through adoption. I also believe that because prior efforts between the
two organizations have not worked out (discussions of direct funding for either a new facility or general
support), a competition for donors and volunteers intensified. MCAAC is quite clear about this concern
in their correspondence. What is missing in the discussion between the community, Commissioners,
MCAAC representatives and staff is agreement on what is actually needed for effective animal control
and welfare in Great Falls.
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Both entities can easily generate numbers regarding animals served and adopted. I think what is still
lacking in these discussions is a basic outline of need, using current and projected animal population
demands.
So, how do we get there? How do both well intentioned organizations provide clarity to decision
makers so we can all work toward an acceptable model for the community and its animals? Below I’ve
outlined a proposal for consideration. The concept is a way to move forward and focus stakeholders.
MCAAC and GFAS Adoption Partnership Model Proposal


Under the proposal, GFAS will allocate a yet to be determined number of cats and dogs to MCAAC
for adoption. Initially, it may be excess cats and/or dogs, which exceed a certain number of days or
capacity at the GFAS.
o Under an agreement, GFES will determine and transfer animals until MCAAC reaches its
capacity.



The City will not pay MCAAC directly. Instead, the cost of holding (72-96 hour requirements) and
preparing a cat or dog for adoption will be considered as an in-kind donation for adoption services
rendered by MCAAC.



The benefit to MCAAC is that the organization will be able to accept and adopt more animals. The
benefit to the GFAS is the savings. By reducing animal retention times, there should be savings to
the City.



The City and MCAAC will operate a Pet Adoption Pilot Program for two years. This period of time
allows for several things to occur:
o
o

o

o
o
o
o

MCAAC and GFES will determine a process to move cats/dogs efficiently between the
two facilities, reducing stay times for animals.
Prior to the two year pilot period, both organizations will establish a common set of
metrics that are accurate, easy to understand, and annually given to the City
Commission and MCAAC Board.
 Rationale: The data will be helpful in ultimately determining if the community
needs to further evaluate its animal welfare needs. Data established will better
educate the public, better inform the Commission, and guide future
conversations in healthier manner.
The City maintains its ability to meet basic statutory requirements.
 Rationale: A direct $475,000 payment to MCAAC will reduce staff and operating
hours significantly. A reduction of up $300,000 (a number mentioned) will
impact staff less, but both allocations will have operational impact and will
hamper the City’s ability to address its animal control obligations under the
current State and City Code.
The Adoption Program Partnership program meets the core values of both
organizations.
These services are needed and wanted by the community.
The program serves the animal population more effectively and efficiently.
The public and stakeholders should be able to agree with the program without much
disagreement.
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Potential concerns about the pilot program
o GFES reduces its animal adoption program and revenues.
 Perspective: I don’t believe MCAAC currently has the capacity to take all the
adoptable animals from the City without expanding their facility.
 There will be a loss of adoption revenue, but I agree that the potential for
savings (by reducing animal residence time) is achievable. The agreed upon
data should demonstrate this during the trial period.
o MCAAC is not “paid” for the animals they accept and adopt.
 The taxpayer is paying for the requisite hold times for cat or dogs prior to
adoption. While these costs can vary for each animal, it makes more sense to
consider the cost absorbed by the City as payment, rather than simply paying
MCAAC a flat, substantial sum.
 Under the current proposal, MCAAC is paid directly for services. The benefit or
cost savings to the City is not immediately clear.
o The proposal does not resolve “the divide” between the two organizations with
donations and volunteers.
 Perspective: The presumption that GFAS volunteers and community donors
would simply move their resources to MCAAC is not realistic.
 Concerns about donors and volunteers is not legitimate reason to
change the current animal control and welfare model.
 I also believe that residents and facility users appreciate having a choice
because each organization has its own unique set of services.
o You’re kicking the can down the road.
 Perspective: Not really. The pilot will hopefully demonstrate to both
organizations, their employees, and the public that two can effectively work
together for the community. Both will need to make adjustments to their
operations and programming to make this work. The governing bodies of both
will have agreed upon data to monitor, review, and evaluate.

I know this is a rough draft and more details will need to work out. I am hoping the concept allows the
community to move forward. Please review and feel free to call. I’ll await further direction from the
Commission during upcoming meetings.
Gtd
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WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT
O&M CONTRACT RENEWAL
(PART 2)
COMMISSION WORK SESSION
DECEMBER 15, 2020

PART 2 - INTRODUCTION
A. CONTRACT REFRESHER
B. COMPENSATION HISTORY
C. PROPOSED CHANGES
D. STAFF RECOMMENDATION
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FOUR BASIC FEE
SERVICE CATEGORIES
1. OPERATIONS AND
MAINTENANCE (O&M)
2. ROUTINE REPAIR AND
MAINTENANCE (R&M)
3. SMALL CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENTS (SMALL
CAP)
4. CONTINGENCY REPAIR
AND MAINTENANCE
(CONTINGENCY)

“INCENTIVE TARGET
PRICE” MODEL
INCENTIVE TARGET PRICE (ITP) = ACTUAL COST + INFLATION
• ACTUAL COST ARE DOCUMENTED EXPENDITURES + OVERHEAD AND
PROFIT MARK-UP
• INFLATION IS BASED ON CONSUMER PRICE INDEX FOR ALL URBAN
CONSUMERS (CPI-U) OR 5% CAP
• CITY PAYS VEOLIA A SET MONTHLY INVOICED AMOUNT EQUAL TO
ITP DIVIDED BY 12
ANNUAL RECONCILIATION
• ACTUAL COSTS ARE TABULATED
• COSTS ARE COMPARED TO ITP
• COST SAVINGS ARE SHARED 50:50

• COST OVER-RUNS ARE SHARED 50:50 WITH A $50,000 MAX
LIABILITY TO THE CITY
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HISTORIC COST PROFILE
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HISTORIC COST PROFILE

Veolia

ESTIMATED COST
COMPARISON
• DOES NOT INCLUDE ONE-TIME
TRANSITION COSTS
• ESTIMATED CITY PERSONNEL COSTS
BASED ON CITY ACTUAL 2019 COSTS
AT WATER PLANT

SUBTOTAL PERSONNEL
OUTSIDE SERVICES

• ACCOUNTS FOR 2020 ADJUSTMENT
TO PROFIT AND OVERHEAD RATES

2019

2019

Estimated

$1,132,295

$

1,605,406

$58,756

$
$
$
$
$

58,756
154,358
339,226
174,777
131,094

CHEMICALS

$134,224

LANDFILL

$294,979

REPAIR & MAINTENANCE

$151,980

OTHER

$131,094
-------------------

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS

$1,903,328

$2,463,616

INDIRECT SUPPORT PROGRAM COSTS
(19.0% OF TOTAL DIRECT COSTS)

• ASSUMED THAT NOT ALL NEGOTIATED
PRICES FROM VENDORS WOULD BE
AVAILABLE TO CITY

City Costs

ACTUAL

$361,632

$

-

------------------TOTAL COSTS

$2,264,960

$

$356,731

$

2,463,616

PROFIT FEE
(15.75% OF TOTAL COSTS)
SUBTOTAL UTILITIES

$262,972

TOTAL

Negotiated Adjustment
Estimated 2021

$

$262,972

$2,884,663

$

2,726,588

220,757.00
$2,663,906.45

$

2,726,588
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THE PUBLIC GOOD
COST
• INCENTIVE TARGET PRICE
MODEL REWARDS
KEEPING COSTS LOW
• ACTUAL COST
ESCALATION HAS BEEN
LESS THAN INFLATION
RATE
• THE CITY IS UNABLE TO
DO IT FOR LESS

CONDITION

COMPLIANCE

• ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT IS
STILL OPERATIONAL

• NO REGULATORY
ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS

• NEW EQUIPMENT IS STILL
OPERATIONAL

• AWARD WINNING SAFETY
PROGRAM

• ASSET MANAGEMENT
AND CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENT
PLANNING

• PRETREATMENT PROGRAM
ASSISTANCE
• SEAMLESS
IMPLEMENTATION OF
PROCESS UPGRADES

PROPOSED
CHANGES GENERAL

• BETTER IDENTIFY HOW ITP IS DEFINED
AND CALCULATED
• 10 YEAR CONTRACT
• RESTRUCTURED R&M COST SHARING
• ELIMINATES ELECTRICITY REDUCTION
INCENTIVE PROGRAM
• FORMALIZED ASSET MANAGEMENT
PROGRAM

• UPDATES TO LIABILITY LIMITATION AND
INSURANCE COVERAGES
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PROPOSED
CHANGES –
FISCAL
• ADJUSTMENT IN AGGREGATE MARKUP FOR
O&M FROM 37.7% TO 29%
• ADJUSTMENT IN AGGREGATE MARKUP FOR
R&M FROM 37.7% TO 15%
• ADJUSTMENT IN AGGREGATE MARKUP FOR
SMALL CAPITAL FROM 26.5% TO 15%
• NEGOTIATED MARK-UP FOR CONTINGENCY
R&M
• INCREASES ROUTINE\CONTINGENCY R&M
THRESHOLD FROM $5,000 TO $25,000 W\
ONE-TIME ADJUSTMENT

Results on WBSe's - based on 2020 ITP

O&M
Est 2021

Cost

Marked-up

Margin

$1,872,158

$2,578,757

$706,599

$1,872,158

$2,415,084

$542,926

Difference

$163,673

R&M
Est 2021

$251,000

$345,734

$94,734

$251,000

$288,650

$37,650

Difference

Only Profit MU

$57,084

Small Cap
Est 2021

$118,577

$150,000

$130,435

$150,000

Difference

$31,423
$19,565 Only Profit MU
$11,858

Acctmgmt
Est 2021

Difference

$60,000

$82,646

$22,646 Variable MU - example only

$60,000

$77,400

$17,400
$5,246

Total Difference/yr

$237,860

WHAT’S WITH
THE
OVERHEAD?
SOLIDS MANAGEMENT STUDY
NUTRIENT OPTIMIZATION
INSTRUMENTATION
ARSENIC DIAGNOSIS

503 COMPLIANCE OPTIONS
ANALYSIS
BIOGAS TREATMENT
ENHANCEMENTS
PLANT HEATING OPTIMIZATION
DIGESTER CLEANING
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VEOLIA PERSPECTIVE

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

APPROVE THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT AND RESTATED
CONTRACT
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